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General notes by PPL Bell Bend, LLC (Applicant):

To avoid or minimize confusion, headings and instructions on the original apg a 0n
bold
font. Information and data inserted by PPL Bell Bend, LLC are in normal weight font.
Withdrawal of surface water for purposes of pre-operational testing of BBNPP is expected to begin in
January 2017.

*

1.

MlY 1 5 2009

Applicant Information:
Company Name

PPL Bell Bend, LLC (hereinafter "PPL BB")

Mailing Address

38 Bomboy Lane, Suite 2
Berwick, PA 18603

Contact Person

Nancy Evans

Telephone 610.774.4309

2.

a.

Title Sr. Environmental Professional
Fax 610.774.7136

E-mail naevans@pplweb.com

Location of proposed source(s):
State PA

County -Luzerne

Municipality Salem Township
b. You must attach a copy of a USGS 7 1/2 Minute Quadrangle map indicating location of proposed
intake(s), all cxisting project sources, and any water storage facilities.
Attachment SW-1 is a topographic map based on the Berwick and Sybertsville quadrangles showing the
location of the BBNPP site. Attachment SW-2 is a plan of BBNPP including the river intake and discharge
diffuser and the plant water storage facilities.
3.

Purpose of proposed withdrawal(s): The purpose of the proposed withdrawal is to provide water
for operation. of the proposedBell Bend Nuclear Power Plant (BBNPP). Except for a small fraction of the
required water (potable/sanitary water to be purchased from and delivered by Pennsylvania American Water
Company, Berwick Division), all water needed for BBNPP operation will be withdrawn from the Susquehanna
River. No water will be withdrawn from the River for construction.

I

Provide method of computation for the safe yield estimates of all sources of water supply or submit copies of flow or
pumping test data. (See Application Sections 4 and 8.) For all run-of-stream sources and sources with limited storage,
compute 7-day, 10-year low flow (Q7-10) using low flow statistical data and appropriate hydrologic engineering
techniques. Whenever an intake is located on an ungaged stream, the applicant must use an acceptable method for
computing the safe yield or Q7-40, such as selecting a reference U.S. Geological Survey gaging station and proportioning
the yield based on drainage area. The selected gaging station must be on a watershed having similar geologic and
climatic characteristics to those of the ungaged watershed. Other factors to consider are relative size of drainage areas
and whether the reference gaging station is influenced by upstream reservoirs or other flow regulation activities.
Up-to-date low flow data for specific gaged watersheds may be obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey district offices.
Actual flow data collected at the project intake may be used to supplement the use of a reference gaging station. Any
data provided should indicate the method used to measure the flow (current meter, weir, etc.), the dates of observation
and the flow observed. In application Section 6, show calculation for determining the quantity of withdrawal requested
for present and future use (over the next 25 years). Describe alternate sources of supply considered in lieu of requesting
a new or increased withdrawal for the sources listed in Application Section 4.
4.

Source(s) from which withdrawal is being requested:

Name of Source
Susquehanna River

Quantity of Withdrawal
Requested
Maximum s o
Maximum
Day Average
Day (mgd1)
j
d
NA
44 mgd3

Total
1

NA

44 mgd3

Safe Yield
or 07-10
Low Flow
at Point of
Takinp
(mgd)
530 mgd4

Drainage
Area
(square
miles)
Approx.
10,240 sq
miI

Location of
Taking
Point

(latitude/longitude)
N 41° 05' 13.9"
W 760 07' 53.1"

J530 mgd

4

mgd = million gallons per day

Use acceptable hydrologic practices in determining 7-day, 10-year low flow.
Quantities shown do not include allowance for measurement error.
4 A Q7-10 flow of 814 cfs (526 mgd) at the USGS gage at Wilkes-Barre (No. 01536500) has been used by the
Commission in determining the need for consumptive use compensation release from Cowanesque Reservoir. The
Commission's "Consumptive Use Mitigation Plan" (2008) presents the Q7-10 flow at Wilkes-Barre as 820 cfs (530
mgd). The Wilkes-Barre gage is approximately 20 miles upstream from the proposed BBNPP river intake. At the
Wilkes-Barre gage, the 90-percent exceedance flow is 1,670 cfs, the minimum seven-day low flow is 546 cfs
(September 1964) and the minimum daily flow is 532 cfs (September 1964).
5 The drainage area at the Wilkes-Barre gage is 9,960 square miles. The drainage area at the USGS gage at
Danville, PA (No. 01540500), approximately 26 miles downstream of the proposed BBNPP river intake, is
11,200 square miles.
5.

Prior or pending state or federal permits:
Numerous state and federal permits will ultimately be required for BBNPP; several are related to water use or
water resources. The principal approval will be the Combined License (COL) to be issued by the USNRC for plant
construction and operation; PPL BB filed its application to the USNRC for the COL on October 10, 2008.
Applications for other state and federal permits have not yet been filed.
The table below lists required permits related to water use or water resources, including those listed in the form
but not applicable to BBNPP.
2

Permit Name
Construction and Operating
License

Status,

Agency

P

U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory

Permit Issue
Date

Permit Number

Commission
Encroachment or Water
Obstruction Permit (Chapter
105: river work, Walker Run
relocation) - joint permit with

R

PA DEP

R

U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers

R

PA DEP

R

FEMA, Salem
Township

CWA section 404, below

CWA Section 404 Permit(s)
(river work, Walker Run
relocation, wetlands) -joint
permit with Water
Obstruction Permit, above
NPDES (discharges to river,
Walker Run)

Flood Plain Letter of Map
Revision
Water
Allocation/Appropriation
Permit
Safe Drinking Water Permit
Dams Permit

1

6.

NA

NA
NA

If not applicable list (NA); if pending, (P); if required but not applied for, (R)

Show by calculation how the "Quantity of Withdrawal Requested" was determined.
Approval of a withdrawal of 44 mgd (peak day basis) is requested. The calculation of this quantity Is presented as
Attachment SW-3.
The allocation requested is considered sufficient to meet the future needs of Bell Bend. At this time, PPL BB does
not foresee a need to modify plant design or operation such that an increase in the quantity of withdrawal
requested would be required.
No sources other than the Susquehanna River were considered as the primary source of water for operation of
Bell Bend, and no other source or combination of sources are adequate.

7.

Existing and projected total water use:
Note [A]: Surface water withdrawal will occur only during project operation. There is no expectation that water
usage will increase during the operating life of the project. Accordingly, the table from the application form has
been modified, below, and water usage data presented in the table pertain to the extended project operation
period. Water usage during project construction is addressed in the accompanying ground water withdrawal
application. Potable and sanitary water needed during operation is expected to be provided by the local
purveyor at an average rate during normal operations of approximately 0.15 mgd.
3

Note [B]: The river intake includes six pumps: three pumps (each rated at 13,100 gpm) will be components of
the Circulating Water System Makeup Water System (CWSMWS); and three pumps (each rated at 2 , 90_0 gpm)
will be components of the Raw Water Supply System (RWSS). The nominal total intake capacity is equivalent to
48,000 gpm (69.1 mgd). However, no scenario is envisioned during which river waterwithdrawal would exceed
29,100 gpm (41.9 mgd), which is the combined rated capacity of two CWSMWS pumps and one RWSS pump.
Water Usage

Operation Period Quantity/Rate

See Note [A] above

See Note [A] above

Average Daily Water Demand

38 mgd

Maximum Daily Water Demand

44 mgd

System Capacity

See Note [B] above

I Project water usage should be on an annual basis, unless the application is for a seasonal operation. For
seasonal uses, indicate the duration of the use (the number of months on which the average is based). (Not
applicable to the table as modified)
2

For new projects, the existing use should be the proposed use during the first year of operation.

(Not

applicable to the table as modified)
3

The projected use should be for 25 years in the future (design year). If the project duration is less than 25
years, indicate the year for which projections were made. (Not applicable to the table as modified)

4 The existing system capacity should not include the proposed sources unless the application is for a new

project having no prior withdrawal. (Not applicable to the table as modified)

4

8.

Existing sources of water:
a. Wells - None/NA
Number ot
Well
Identification

Frequency

of Use,

Purpose2

Well
Depth

(it)

Cased
Depth

Screened
Interval

(ft to ft)

(it)

Existing
Pump

Days Used
During

(mgd)

Year

Capacity

Calendar

Average
Daily

Metered

(yes/no)

Withdrawal

Safe

Yield 3

(mgd)

Total
Indicate if well is used on Regular (R), Auxiliary (A), or Emergency (E)basis.
Indicate purpose such as potable supply, non-contact cooling, or water quality remediation.
Provide method of computation or submit copies of pumping test data.

b. Other sources of water (stream intakes, interconnections, reservoirs, springs, etc.) - None/NA
Frequency
Name

Description

___________
_________

of Usel

________

Ar,
DAppilcableA
miles
Danage

Purpose2

________

I(square

____________

Existing Pump

Number of
Days Used

Metered

Average
Daily

During

(yes/no)

Withdrawal

I_________
Capacity3

(mgd)

Calendar Year

(mgd)

_____(square_______

____miles)_______

Total
' Indicate if source is used on Regular (R), Auxiliary (A), or Emergency (E)basis.
Indicate purpose such as potable supply, process water, non-contact cooling, or irrigation.
3 If gravity-fed, give maximum hydraulic capacity and label as such.
4 Provide method of computation for 7-day, 10-year low flow for run-of-stream sources.
2

5

Safe Yield
or Q7-10

I

Low Flow4

(mgd)

0
9.

Raw water ponds, lakes, Intake dams, and storage dams (existing and/or proposed) - None/NA

Does the dam have facilities to provide a release of water to the stream when water is not flowing over the
spillway or top of dam? If yes, describe length, diameter, depth, valving, etc.
10.

Preparer:
Name Jan C. Phillips, P.E.
Title Consulting Engineer
Company NA
Address
Phone

....
3

Fax

.

J.L,

Signature
Date

11.

E-mail Address icphlhosae nter.net

Applicant:
Name (print ortype)

Terd

.

Harpstq/

esident-Beil Bend Project- Development

Title

Date

Signature

KA\DATAVPAIN\WORD\FORMS\SRBCV4S (Surface-Water Instructions and Applicatfon).OC
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ATTACHMENT SW-3
CALCULATION OF QUANTITY OF WITHDRAWAL REQUESTED
PPL Bell Bend, LLC is requesting the SRBC to approve withdrawal of up to 44 mgd
(peak day) from the Susquehanna River, Salem Township, Luzerne County, PA. This
attachment to the application describes how the requested withdrawal quantity was
calculated.
Attachment SW-3-A to Attachment SW-3 is the BBNPP "Anticipated Water Use
Diagram" showing the main plant water uses and flows coincident with the anticipated
peak day withdrawal from the Susquehanna River and peak day consumptive water use.
Reference to Attachment SW-3-A is suggested in reviewing this description of the
calculation of the withdrawal quantity.
As explained below, the quantity of withdrawal requested includes an allowance to
account for variability within the range of monitoring accuracy required by the
Commission. However, the anticipated peak day withdrawal and peak day consumptive
water use shown on Attachment SW-3-A are the amounts calculated, without such
allowance.
Attachment SW-3-A shows two systems that withdraw water from the Susquehanna
River for BBNPP use. One is the Circulating Water System Makeup Water System
(CWSMWS). The CWSMWS will convey river water into a closed cooling system,
which will utilize two natural draft counter-flow cooling towers to remove heat from the
water after passing through the plant's steam condenser. Evaporation is lost in the CWS
cooling towers and this increases the level of solids in the circulating water. To control
solids, a portion of the re-circulated water will be removed through the CWS blowdown
and replaced with water through the CWSMWS. In addition, there is a small loss for
drift of the cooling. tower spray. The CWSMWS provides makeup to account for the
cooling tower evaporation, blowdown and drift.
The other system withdrawing water is the Raw Water Supply System (RWSS). The
RWSS will supply water to the Demineralized Water System, Fire Water Distribution
System, Essential Service Water System (ESWS) and the ESW Emergency Makeup
System Retention Pond. The ESWS will feature four, closed cooling systems. Each of the
four systems will utilize two mechanical draft cooling towers to dissipate heat from the
ESWS. Just as in the case of the main cooling towers, the RWSS provides makeup to
ESWS to account for the cooling tower evaporation, blowdown and drift. The RWSS
also supplies makeup to the ESW Emergency Makeup System Retention Pond to account
for surface evaporative loses from the pond.
The expected maximum withdrawal for CWSMWS would occur with the plant at 100%
power, worst-case meteorological conditions and a blowdown flow to maintain 3.0 cycles

I

of concentration. The expected maximum withdrawal for RWSS would occur when the
plant is shutting down. Because the maximum withdrawal scenarios for the CWSMWS
and the RWSS are mutually exclusive, i.e. 100% power cannot exist during plant
shutdown, the maximum withdrawal condition will be based on CWSMWS supporting
the plant at 100% power, worst-case meteorological condition and a blowdown flow to
maintain 3.0 cycles of concentration, and RWSS supplying loads that are expected for
100% power operation (one ESWS with two cooling towers operating).
With the above information as a basis, the maximum daily (peak day) withdrawal is
calculated as described below.
CWSMWS
For CWSMWS assume worst-case meteorology i.e., 770 F wet-bulb temperature and 40%
relative humidity conservatively applied for the entire 24-hour period. Information from
the cooling tower manufacturer indicates a corresponding evaporation rate of 8,860 gpm
and a total evaporation loss for two towers of 8,860 x 2= 17,720 gpm. Blowdown rates
are determined by:
(Blowdown + drift) = (evaporation)/(cycles- 1)
A conservative estimate of 3.0 cycles of concentration will be used. Cooling tower drift
is estimated as 4 gpm per tower or 8 gpm. Then
(Blowdown + 8 gpm) = 17,720 gpm/(3.0-1) [two towers]
Blowdown = 8,852 gpm [two towers]
CWSMWS Total Withdrawal = Evaporation + Blowdown + Drift
= 17,720 gpm + 8,852 gpm + 8 gpm
= 26,580 gpm (38.3 mgd)
RWSS
For RWSS the maximum withdrawal that would coincide with the maximum CWSMWS
withdrawal is 1,921 gpm (2.8 mgd). This value is considered a maximum because of the
very conservative makeup flows to ESWS.
The RWSS withdrawal has the following components:
ESWS cooling tower evaporation: 571 gpm per tower = 1,142 gpm [two towers]
ESWS cooling tower drift: 2 gpm per tower = 4 gpm [two towers]
ESWS cooling tower blowdown at 3.0 cycles of concentration:
(Blowdown + 4 gpm) = 1,142 gpm/(3.0-1)
Blowdown = 567 gpm [two towers]
Subtotal: ESWS cooling towers = Evaporation + Blowdown + Drift
= 1,142 gpm + 567 gpm + 4 gpm = 1,713 gpm [two towers]
2

RWSS Filter Backwash = 91 gpm
Demineralized Water Distribution System = 107 gpm
Fire Water Distribution System = 5 gpm
Floor Wash Drains = 5 gpm
Total RWSS withdrawal
=1,713 gpm + 91 gpm + 107 gpm + 5 gpm + 5 gpm = 1,921 gpm
Plant (CWSMWS + RWSS)
Max. Daily Withdrawal = Max. Daily Withdrawal (CWSMWS + RWSS)
= 26,580 gpm (38.3 mgd) + 1,921 gpm (2.8 mgd)
= 28,501 gpm (41.1 mgd)
For this application, 41.1 mgd is rounded up to 44 mgd for conservatism and to
account for variability within the range of monitoring accuracy required by the
Commission.

3
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BELL BEND NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
ANTICIPATED WATER USE DIAGRAM

PEAK DAY

806.14(a)(2)(i) Project location
Refer to attached BBNPP Combined Construction and Operating License
Application Sections:

2.0 Environmental Description
2.1 Station Location - includes location coordinates

0CT i 5

Figure 2.1-2
Figure 2.1-3
Figure 2.1-4

SRC

Note: Cooling water intake structure coordinates:
North 339563.04
East 2414655.16

(Latitude 41 05 13.91276)
(Longitude 76 07 53.11175)

Part 3: Environmental Report

Station Location

2.0

ENVIRONMENTAL DESCRIPTION

2.1

STATION LOCATION
The proposed new nuclear power plant, Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant (BBNPP),will be located
west of the existing nuclear power plant, Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) Units 1
and 2 in Salem Township, Luzerne County, Pennsylvannia. The site boundaries areas shown in
Figure 2.1-1.
The BBNPP site is approximately 5 miles (8 kin) northeast of the Borough of Berwick,
Pennsylvania. It is adjacent to U.S. Route 11. The site is 1.5 mi (2A km) to the north and west of
the north branch of the Susquehanna River.
The site is approximately 115 miles north west of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The North
American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83) Geodetic coordinates of the center of the BBNPP
Containment Building are latitude 410 05'12" North and longitude 760 09' 54" West. The NAD
83 Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates for the center of the BBNPP Containment
Building are the UTM Zone 18N (78W to 72W), North 4,549,017 and East 402,157.
The 50 mi (80 kin) region around the BBNPP site is shown in Figure 2.1-2 while the 8 mi (13 kin)
vicinity is shown in Figure 2.1-3. A high oblique aerial photograph of the BBNPP site is shown in
Figure 2.1-4.

BBNPP
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Figure 2.1-2 BBNPP Site 50 Mile (80 km) Region
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Figure 2.1-4 Oblique Aerial Photo Showing BBNPP Project Area
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8.0

NEED FOR POWER
This chapter provides an assessment of the need for electric power in support of the Combined
License Application (COLA) for the proposed Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant (BBNPP). Also
provided is a description of the existing regional electric power system, current and future
demand for electricity, and present and planned power supplies.
This chapter supports the need for power generated by the BBNPR The proposed U.S.
Evolutionary Power Reactor (EPR) for BBNPP will have a rated design net electrical output of
approximately 1,600 megawatts electric (MWe). The EPR will be constructed at the Bell Bend
site and open for initial commercial operation in December 2018.The BBNPP will be a merchant
facility owned by PPL Bell Bend, LLC (PPL) providing baseload energy for the electricity market.
The geographic scope-or primary market area for the BBNPP has been generally defined as the
eastern part of the PJM Interconnection, LLC (PJM) "classic" market area (Figure 8.2-1). PJM is the
Regional Transmission Organization (RTO) that serves to maintain the reliability of the bulk
electricity power supply system for 13 states and the District of Columbia. PJM serves
approximately 51 million people and includes the major U.S. load centers from the western
border of Illinois to the Atlantic coast including the metropolitan areas in and around
Baltimore, Chicago, Columbus, Dayton, Newark and northern New Jersey, Norfolk, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Richmond, and Washington, D.C.
The eastern part of the PJM classic market area is a subset of the entire PJM area and is
considered the Region of Interest (ROI) and primary market area for the BBNPR The ROI/primary
market area includes parts of the states of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and
Virginia. This area is closely approximated by the service territories for the electric delivery
companies identified and depicted in Figure 8.2-1. For PPL and the corporation's marketing
entity, PPL EnergyPlus, key drivers for selecting this defined ROI/primary market area include:
*

Fit with PPL EnergyPlus Marketing Plan - Assets and locations in the ROI/primary
market area fit well with the PPL EnergyPlus marketing plan.
Regulatory Environment - A thorough understanding of state regulatory issues is one
of the most important considerations in developing a new generating facility. States
within the ROI/primary market area, particularly Pennsylvania, are well understood
from a regulatory perspective.

*

Market Operations, RTO, independent system operator (ISO) - PJM is a mature, well
functioning market that can readily fulfill PPL Corporation's marketing objectives.
ElectricTransmission Concerns -The eastern part of the PJM classic market area
provides access to several key market areas and is not subject to problems historically
experienced by other regions in moving power to these markets.
Probability of Success/Competitive Advantages - Assets for which there is expected to
be less competition and where PPL has a competitive advantage rank highest.
Examples of such advantages include negotiated deals, partially constructed assets,
assets in which PPL has some involvement, and assets in markets that PPL understands
thoroughly. The eastern part of the PJM classic market area, particularly where PPL
Corporation already has assets, scores high in these considerations.

Reflecting historical power flows and constraints on the PJM transmission system, the ROI
extends slightly west of the regulated service territory boundaries shown on Figure 8.2-1. This
recognizes the advantages of situating the proposed facility east of PJM's western interface,
which is often a point of constraint to the delivery of energy from western areas of PJM to
BBNPP
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eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, the Delmarva Peninsula and the Washington/Baltimore
metropolitan area. Such placement would allow PJM to dispatch more cost effective generation
located east of this interface to meet load demands, including periods when such constraints
are experienced (PJM, 2008).
Limitations in the west-to-east transmission of energy across the Allegheny Mountains and the
growing demand for baseload power at load centers along the east coast were factors in
selecting the eastern part of the PJM classic market area. As a merchant plant, the ROl/primary
market area is also based on PPL Corporation's fundamental business decisions on the
economic viability of a nuclear power generating facility, the ROI/primary market for the
facility's output, and the general geographic area where the facility should be deployed to
serve the ROI/primary market area. Section 8.4.1 contains a discussion of companies
considered probable competitors and their intentions to build new generating capacity in the
PJM region.
The task of evaluating the region's power supply lies with the PJM RTO and the regional electric
reliability organization RFC. PJM has projected continuing load growth in the primary market
area. The DOE has identified New Jersey, Delaware, eastern Pennsylvania, and eastern Maryland
as a Critical Congestion Area. PJM expects expanded exports of power into New York, further
exacerbating the situation. Limitations in the west-to-east transmission of energy across the
Allegheny Mountains and the growing demand for baseload power at load centers along the
east coast were factors in selecting the eastern part of PJM's primary market area as the ROI.
One of PJM's objectives is to provide a transmission system that can accommodate power
needs in all areas while maintaining a reliable network. The existing PJM high-voltage
backbone transmission network provides lines appropriate for use by an EPR facility (500kV or
345 kV). In June 2007, PJM authorized a new 500 kV line connecting the existing Susquehanna
500 kV substation with the Roseland substation in northern New Jersey. This SusquehannaRoseland line is being added independent of the proposals to construct BBNPP or other
generating facilities. Planned to be in service by 2012, this line will become part of the "existing"
transmission network for the BBNPR
The Susquehanna-Roseland project addresses numerous overloads projected to occur on
critical 230 kV circuits across eastern Pennsylvania and northern NewJersey, with multiple lines
projected to exceed their conductor rating as early as 2013. (PJM, 2008) PJM regularly reviews
performance issues associated with specific transmission facility overloads and outages as
experienced in actual operations. This new circuit was justified on the basis of reliability as
identified by reliability criteria violation tests in PJM's RTEP process deliverability studies. From
an economic perspective, the line was not proposed to facilitate access of specific new
generation proposals, even though this additional backbone capability can present economic
opportunities for them. The ability of each generation request to interconnect safety and
reliably is addressed in specific RTEP interconnection process studies.
Electricity used by consumers in the ROI/primary market area is bought and sold in the
competitive wholesale electricity markets administered by PJM. PJM also coordinates reliability
assessments with adjacent RTOs. While not the primary target market, available surplus
electricity could be made available to adjacent RTOs when demand requires it. Generators that
sell electricity in PJM, including the eastern part of the PJM classic market area, are contractually
obligated to meet the reliability requirements as scheduled with PJM.
The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania deregulated electric utilities in 1996. Prior to deregulation,
Pennsylvania and the Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission (PPUC) took an active role in the
BBNPP
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management of the transmission system and determining where new power generation
facilities were needed. Despite the deregulation of the price of electric supply and generation
in Pennsylvania, the PPUC will continue to oversee electric service and competition from the 11
electric companies that provide electricity to the majority of Pennsylvania. Now, the regional
entity, PJM, manages the electric system. Specifically, PJM attempts to work via market forces,
encouraging independent owners to build the needed facilities. PJM only steps in and directs if.
the market does not appear to be providing sufficient incentive to ensure continuing system
reliability (PJM, 2007). Various subsidiaries of PPL Corporation are members of PJM and
ReliabilityFirst Corporation (RFC).
In 1999, the Delaware General Assembly passed legislation restructuring the electric industry in
Delaware. Prior to restructuring, the generation, transmission, and distribution of electric
power by investor-owned utilities was fully regulated by the Delaware Public Service
Commission (DPSC). With restructuring, the generation of electric power became deregulated,
leaving only distribution services under the regulatory control of the DPSC.
In 2006, faced with significantly increased energy costs, the Delaware General Assembly passed
a revision to the restructuring legislation entitled "The Electric Utilities Retail Supply Act of
2006" (Delaware General Assembly, 2006). The Act provides that all electric distribution
companies subject to the jurisdiction of the DPSC would be designated as the standard offer
service supplier and returning customer service supplier in their respective territories. The Act
provided further opportunity for distribution companies to enter into long and short-term
supply contracts, own and operate generation facilities, build generation and transmission
facilities, make investments in demand-side resources and take any other DPSC-approved
action to diversify their retail load supply. Additionally, Delmarva Power Is required to conduct
Integrated Resource Planning (IRP) for a forward-looking 10-year timeframe and to file such
plan with the DPSC, the Controller General, the Director of the Office of Management and
Budget, and the Energy Office every 2 years starting with December 1, 2006. As part of the
initial planning process, Delmarva Power is required to file a proposal to obtain long-term
supply contracts.The proposal requires Delmarva Power to include a Request for Proposal (RFP)
for the construction of new generation resources within Delaware.
In 1999, New Jersey electricity customers became able to choose a company that will supply
them with electric power. This choice is available due to the enactment of the "Electric Discount
and Energy Competition Act" which, among other things, allows competition in the power
generation portion of the electric industry (New Jersey General Assembly, 1999).
The New Jersey Board of Public Utilities' (NJBPU) Office of Clean Energy developed the
CleanPower Choice Program, a statewide program that allows customers to support the
development of clean, renewable sources of energy. Because of the new state law, the different
responsibilities of the utilities were "unbundled" and the power industry was separated into
four divisions: generation, transmission, distribution, and energy services. The generation
sector has been deregulated and, as a result, utilities are no longer the sole producers of
electricity. The transmission and distribution sectors remain subject to regulation - by either
the federal government or the NJBPU.
Effective July 2000, the Maryland Electric Customer Choice and Competition Act of 1999
restructured the electric utility industry in Maryland to allow electric retail customers to shop
for power from various suppliers (State of Maryland, 1999). These retail suppliers can generally
be grouped into two categories:
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*Local Utility - Entity that supplies electricity as a regulated monopoly and is the current
default provider of electricity supply for customers who do not choose an alternative
competitive electricity supplier.
*Competitive Suppliers - Competing entities that began supplying electricity in the
competitive marketplace when the market was restructured.
Prior to restructuring, the local electric utility operated as a regulated, franchised monopoly. It
supplied all end-use customers within its franchised service area with the three principal
components of electric power service: generation, transmission, and distribution. With the
restructuring of the electric power industry in Maryland, generation of electricity is now
provided in a competitive marketplace (transmission and distribution remain regulated
monopolies). Prices for power supply are determined by a competitive electric power supply
market rather than by the Maryland Public Service Commission (MDPSC) in a regulated
environment.
As in other states, Virginia's electrical industry is in transition due to deregulation. Prior to
deregulation, most electrical generation plants, and all electrical transmission and distribution
facilities in the state were operated by public utilities - private firms licensed to provide
electrical power within Virginia under state-regulated pricing. The deregulation process has
the potential to result in a competitive market for electrical energy supplies. Although
electrical energy distribution remains regulated, both the state's public utilities and non-utility
generating firms provide electrical power supplies.
Through changes in state law by the Virginia General Assembly in 1999, the Commonwealth
initiated the transition toward a competitive energy supply market to be in place by 2007. For
the first time, Virginians were being given the opportunity to decide who supplies their
electricity or natural gas. in the past, one company provided all energy services - generation/
supply, transmission, and distribution. This change of the state law allowed for more than one
company to supply electricity or natural gas, thus allowing customers to shop for the most
attractive offer. What remained unchanged was that local utility companies continue to
distribute and deliver electricity or natural gas to homes and businesses. The Virginia State
Corporation Commission (5CC) continues to regulate such distribution. The Virginia General
Assembly specifically charged the SCC with advancing competition and working through the
complex details of moving the industry from one that is governed by regulators to one that is
governed by the market.
In 2007, the Virginia General Assembly passed legislation (Senate Bill [SB) 1416 and House Bill
[HB] 3068) re-establishing retail rate regulation for most of the electricity customers in the
Commonwealth (Virginia General Assembly, 2007a and 2007b). Electricity customers with
annual demands greater than 5 megawatts (MW) continue to have the option to shop for
competitive electricity supply. In addition, this legislation allows retail customers to purchase
electricity supply from 100% renewable sources from competitive suppliers if their local utility
company does not include renewable energy as a source of generation.
This chapter demonstrates the need for the power to be generated by the facility and related
benefits. This demonstration is supported by an analysis for the need for power, which is
organized into the following four sections:
*Description of Power System (Section 8.1)
*Power Demand (Section 8.2)
*
BBNPP
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Assessment of Need for Power (Section 8.4)

Since the deregulation of electric utilities in the ROI/primary market area, the task of evaluating
the region's power supply is conducted by the PJM RTO and the regional electric reliability
organization (ERO), RFC. The following sections of this chapter demonstrate that the PJM
reliability evaluation process satisfies the NRC criteria and is adequate for supporting the need
for power analysis in this ER. While PPL is the license applicant, PJM is the entity responsible for
delivering electric power to its member electricity distributors. This commitment to provide
power to its electricity distribution members requires PJM to prepare need for power analyses
including forecasting future demands and evaluating reliability. This commitment also shows
that the PJM reliability evaluation process meets the characteristics of an acceptable analysis of
the need for power that satisfies NUREG 1555.
8.0.1
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8.1

Description of Power System

DESCRIPTION OF POWER SYSTEM
This section describes the power system in the eastern part of the PJM classic market area and
how the PJM reliability evaluation process satisfies the criteria listed in NUREG-1 555. The fou'r
criteria of the NRC for need for power analysis (1) systematic, 2) comprehensive, 3) subject to
confirmation, and 4) is responsive to forecasting uncertainties), are discussed in Section 8.1.1
through Section 8.1.4. These sections show the PJM reliability processes satisfy these four
criteria, and are adequate for supporting the BBNPP need for power analysis.
PPL Corporation is an energy and utility holding company that, through its subsidiaries,
generates electricity from power plants in the northeastern and western U.S. PPL Corporation
also markets wholesale or retail energy primarily in the northeastern and western portions of
the U.S. and delivers electricity to approximately 4 million customers in Pennsylvania and the
U.K.
PPL Corporation has a number of independent subsidiaries including PPL Energy Supply, LLC
(PPL Energy Supply) and PPL Electric Utilities Corporation (PPL EU). PPL Energy Supply is an
indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of PPL Corporation whose major operating subsidiaries are
PPL Generation, LLC (PPL Generation), PPL EnergyPlus, LLC (PPL EnergyPlus) and PPL Global,
LLC (PPL Global). PPL EU is a direct subsidiary of PPL Corporation and a regulated public utility.
PPL Corporation is organized into segments consisting of Supply, Pennsylvania Delivery, and
International Delivery. PPL Energy Supply's segments consist of Supply and International
Delivery. The Supply segment owns and operates domestic power plants to generate
electricity, markets this electricity and other power purchases to deregulated wholesale and
retail markets, and acquires and develops domestic generation projects. The Supply segment
consists primarily of the activities of PPL Generation and PPL EnergyPlus.
PPL Generation's U.S. generation subsidiaries are exempt wholesale generators (EWGs), which
sell electricity into the wholesale market. As of December 31, 2007, PPL Generation owned or
controlled generating capacity of 11,418 MW. Through subsidiaries, PPL Generation owns and
operates power plants in Pennsylvania, Montana, Illinois, Connecticut, New York, and Maine. In
Pennsylvania, PPL Generation power plants had a total capacity of 9,076 MW on December 31,
2007. These power plants are fueled by uranium, coal, natural gas, oil, and water (PPL, 2008).
The electricity from these plants is sold to PPL EnergyPlus under FERC-jurisdictional power
purchase agreements. PPL EnergyPlus, in-turn, markets or brokers the electricity produced by
PPL Generation subsidiaries, along with purchased power, natural gas and oil, in competitive
wholesale and deregulated retail markets in order to take advantage of opportunities in the
competitive energy marketplace.
The Pennsylvania Delivery segment includes the regulated electric delivery operations of PPL
EU, one of the potential customers for output from BBNPP. In its Pennsylvania service territory,
PPL EU delivers electricity to approximately 1.4 million customers in a 10,000 square mile (mi 2),
25,900 square kilometer (kin2) territory in 29 counties in the eastern and central part of the
state. In addition to delivering electricity in its service territory in Pennsylvania, PPL EU also
provides electricity supply to retail customers in that territory as a provider of last resort (PLR)
under Pennsylvania's Customer Choice Act (PPL, 2008).
In 2006, PPL EU had energy sales totaling 37.7 billion kilowatt hours (kWh), a decrease of 1.6%
from 2005 sales. A partial explanation for this decrease is PPL EU'S report of a peak load
reduction of 246.5 MW and energy savings of 2.6 million kWh in 2006, resulting from its
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Interruptible Service - Economic Provisions tariff schedule. Customers reducing load for
economic conditions receive significant rate discounts from PPL EU. Additionally, the PPL EU
Price Response Service permits customers to respond to market price signals by reducing a
portion of their load. In 2006, PPL EU reported that an estimated 1,100 kilowatt (kW) peak load
reduction was achieved, with energy savings totaling 29,600 kWh. In addition, for PPL EU
customers, the Residential Side Response Rider, which provides for the option of shifting load
from peak hours, reduced the peak by 104 kW and saved 60,435 kWh (PPUC, 2007a).
Table 8.1-1 (PPUC, 2007a) provides information on PPL EU's historical and future energy
demands, which grew at an average rate of 1.9% per year from 1991 to 2006. During this
timeframe, residential demand grew by 1.9%, commercial by 2.7%, and industrial by 0.9%.
Table 8.1-2 through Table 8.1-5 (PPUC, 2007a) provide PPL EU's actual and forecasted peak load,
and residential, commercial, and industrial energy demand from 1997 through 2007.
PPL Generation's net operable generating capacity includes 43.4% coal fired capacity and
23.8% nuclear capacity. Natural gas and dual fuel units account for 26.1% of the total.
Independent power producers also provided 303 MW to the system. In 2006, PPL purchased
more than 2.4 billion kWh from cogeneration and independent power production facilities, or
approximately 6.4% of total sales.
On June 13,2007, PPL Corporation announced that it had taken steps to preserve the option to
build a third nuclear power generating unit adjacent to the Susquehanna Steam Electric
Station (SSES) near Berwick, Pennsylvania. The two existing nuclear units have a total combined
capacity of 2,360 MW (PPUC, 2007a).
This proposed nuclear power generating unit (BBNPP) lies within the PJM RTO. All connections
to the transmission system will be on the BBNPP project site, so consideration of alternative
transmission routes is not necessary for this project. One direct connection to the transmission
system is via an expansion of the existing Susquehanna 500 kV Yard with its two circuits
(Wescosville and Sunbury). A second direct connection will be provided by a new 500-kV
transmission system switchyard (Susquehanna 500 kV Yard 2) that will be constructed for the
BBNPP project on the project site. This second switchyard will ultimately connect BBNPP with a
500 kV circuit that is being planned and constructed by PPL EU for PJM independent of, and
without consideration for, the BBNPP project. This new circuit, planned to be placed in service
by 2012, will initially connect the existing Susquehanna 500 kV Yard with the Roseland
substation in New Jersey. The new transmission system switchyard being constructed for the
BBNPP will break this line, creating a new outlet terminus for the BBNPP switchyard, and
providing a connection between the two 500-kV transmission switchyards as shown in Figure
3.7-2.
No additional transmission corridors or other offsite land use will be required to connect the
new reactor unit to the transmission grid. The following facilities will be constructed within the
BBNPP project area:

BBNPP

*

One new 500 kV BBNPP switchyard to transmit power from the BBNPP

*

One new 500-kV transmission system switchyard (Susquehanna 500 kV Yard 2) to
provide an additional outlet point to the transmission system

*

Expansion of the existing Susquehanna 500 kV Yard
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*

Two new 500 kV, 4,260 MVA circuits, on individual towers, connecting the BBNPP
switchyard to the expanded Susquehanna 500 kV Yard, and the new Susquehanna 500
kV Yard 2.

PJM defines any additional transmission system improvements that might be needed. PPL EU,
which is regulated by the PPUC, has responsibility for the planning, construction, and routing of
connecting transmission lines. PPL EU responsibilities within their service territory include:
4

Defining the nature and extent of system improvements

*

Designing and routing connecting transmission

4

Addressing the impacts of such improvements

In accordance with the PJM Open Access Transmission Tariff (OATT), any parties wishing to
connect a new generation resource to the PJM system must submit an Interconnection
Request. To obtain approval of an interconnection request, PJM conducts three stages of
reviews which impose increasing financial obligations on the requesting party, and establishes
PJM milestone responsibilities.
The process includes Feasibility Studies (first stage), System Impact Studies (second stage), and
Facilities Studies (third and final stage). Each step assesses reliability impacts of the proposed
facility connecting to the PJM system, and they provide increasing refined extimates of the
costs and network upgrades required for the proposed interconnection.
In September 2008, PJM completed the second stage of the process by issuing the PJM
Generator Interconnection R01/R02 Susquehanna 1,600-MW Impact Study Re-study (PJM,
2008a.) This study evaluated the proposed BBNPP 1,600 MW nuclear power generating facility.
Reliability criteria for summer peak conditions in 2012 were used for evaluating compliance of
the project (BBNPP). The study concluded that the BBNPP project can be connected to the 500
kV system by expanding the existing Susquehanna 500 kV Yard and building two new 500-kV
switchyards.
As noted in Section 8.0, various subsidiaries of PPL Corporation are members of PJM and RFC.
The predecessor company to PPL Corporation was one of the original three members of PJM.
PPL EnergyPlus is a voting member of PJM and PPL EU and the PPL Generation subsidiary
companies are affiliates of PJM. PJM has ensured that electricity is reliably provided in its region
for about 80 years. PJM was formed in 1927 as the world's first continuing power pool when
three utilities in Pennsylvania and New Jersey realized the benefits and efficiencies of sharing
resources. PJM opened the country's first wholesale energy market in 1997. PJM, as an Regional
Transmission Organization (RTO), is responsible for the safe and reliable operation of the
transmission system in its region, as well as administration of competitive wholesale electricity
markets (PJM, 2006).
PJM serves approximately 5 1 million people and includes the major U.S. load centers from the
western border of Illinois to the Atlantic coast. These load centers include the metropolitan
areas in and around Baltimore, Chicago, Columbus, Dayton, Newark, northern New Jersey,
Norfolk, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Richmond, and Washington D.C. PJM has more than 500
members and dispatches more than 165,000 MW of generation capacity over 56,000 miles (mi),
90,123 kilometers (kin), of transmission lines - a system that serves nearly 20% of the U.S.
economy (PJM, 2008b).
As the RTO, PJM also performs systematic reliability planning (PJM, 2007a). PJM's Capacity
Adequacy Planning Department is responsible for determining and monitoring the generation
8BNPP
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reliability requirements of PJM. This includes analyzing the growth of electrical peak load within
the region (Brattle, 2006). Also, PJM continues to focus on planning the enhancement and
expansion of transmission capability on a regional basis.
In addition, PJM operates the transmission system that is used to provide transmission service.
Transmission services include Point-To-Point transmission service (long-term and short-term
firm and non-firm) and Network Integration transmission service. In carrying out this
responsibility, PJM performs the following functions:
*

Acts as transmission provider and system operator for the PJM region

*

Maintains the Open Access Same-Time Information System (OASIS)

*

Receives and acts on applications for transmission service

*

Conducts system impact and facilities studies

*

Schedules transactions

*

Directs re-dispatch, curtailment, and interruptions

*

Accounts for, collects, and disburses transmission revenues

To be compliant with FERC Order 888, the transmission owners (TOs) in PJM filed with the FERC
an open access transmission service tariff, called the PJM Open Access Transmission Tariff
(OATT). Transmission open access provides the ability to make use of existing transmission
facilities that are ownred by others, in this case the TOs, in order to deliver power to customers.
Transmission service is the reservation to transport power from one point to another and all of
the ancillary services that are necessary to make the transport of power possible. The PJM TOs'
transmission facilities are operated with free-flowing transmission ties. PJM manages the
operation of these facilities, in accordance with the PJM Operating Agreement.
Each TO in PJM is a signatory to the PJM OATT. They collectively have delegated the
responsibility to administer the PJM OATT to PJM. Each TO has the responsibility to design or
install transmission facilities that satisfy requests for transmission service under the tariff.
PJM has recently developed independent load forecasting procedures to enhance reliability
planning and transmission expansion. For example, reliability planning was previously based
on individual reports from each transmission zone within PJM. Each submitting entity
produced its forecast based on its own methodology, although it was common that the energy
forecast was derived from company retail sales forecasts. An energy forecast was then used to
derive the peak load forecast. After receiving these individual forecasts, PJM would prepare a
report showing the aggregate coincident and non-coincident peak reports and release these to
the public (PJM, 2007a).
With the advent of electric industry restructuring, PJM, as the RTO, determined that a single
independent forecast should replace the diversified "sum of zones" report. In 2004, PJM began
developing its forecast model and framework. PJM performs an independent forecast to
determine the need for transmission improvements and expansion in the PJM Regional
Transmission Expansion Plan (RTEP) using data inputs from its members. The latest
transmission expansion report notes plans for new capacity, as well as dynamic growth
forecasts (PJM, 2008b).
PJM employs an operating procedure known as economic dispatch to minimize fuel costs for all
members. With economic dispatch, a utility system makes maximum use of its lowest operating
cost generating units (coal and nuclear plants) and only uses more expensive units (oil or gas
BBNPP
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fired) when the less expensive units are already running at their maximum levels. PJM
implements this process by collecting plant operating data on all member plants and
continuously determining the pool-wide cost of generating an additional kWh (the incremental
cost). It operates all of the members' units as a single system, in which generation is added from
the most economical source available (regardless of ownership) to meet the next increment of
load. These inter-company power transactions are referred to as interchanges. Through this
system of economic dispatch, PJM gains cost savings and distributes those savings among its
members. PJM's market area is one of the sub-regions of the RFC.
In Pennsylvania and the other states in the ROI/primary market area, all major electric utilities
are interconnected with neighboring systems extending beyond state boundaries. These
systems are organized into regional reliability councils that are responsible for ensuring the
reliability of the electric system (PPUC, 2007a). The RFC is one of the eight approved regional
entities in North America, under NERC. The RFC serves the states of Delaware, Illinois, Indiana,
Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia,
Wisconsin, and the District of Columbia. The RFC coordinates with utilities and sets forth criteria
for planning adequate levels of generating capacity. The criteria consider load characteristics,
load forecast error, scheduled maintenance requirements, and the forced outage rates of power
generating units. Reliability standards for the RFC require that sufficient generating capacity be
installed to ensure that the probability of system load exceeding available capacity is no
greater than 1 day in 10 years. The load serving entities have a capacity obligation determined
by evaluating individual system load characteristics, unit size, and operating characteristics.
The RFC and the Midwest Reliability Organization (MRO) entered into a coordination
agreement in March 2006 for the purpose of coordinating the development of reliability
standards and compliance and enforcement procedures; cooperating on the development and
procedures employed to conduct power system analysis, studies, and evaluations between the
regions; and facilitating efficient and effective administration of MRO and RFC duties.
8.1.1

SYSTEMATIC PROCESS
The PJM reliability planning process is systematic because it consists of steps that can be
independently replicated. The process is well documented, evolving, and completed on an
annual basis (PJM, 2008b). The PJM reliability planning process is also confirmable by
comparing forecasts to RFC composite forecasts. For almost 80 years, PJM has ensured that
electric power is reliably provided in the region. As an RTO, PJM is responsible for the safe and
reliable operation of the transmission system in its region, as well as administration of
competitive wholesale electricity markets. Additionally, PJM is responsible for managing
changes and additions to the grid to accommodate new generating plants, substations, and
transmission lines. PJM not only analyzes and forecasts the future electricity needs of the
region, but it also ensures that the growth of the electric system takes place efficiently, in an
orderly, planned manner, and that reliability is maintained.
Many planning processes go into PJM's determining of the need for power. These processes are
documented and published to assure that'the planning process is transparent. The processes
include reliability planning, including expansion planning, reliability assessments, and
economic planning; and resource adequacy planning, including load forecast development
processes. In addition, the process includes stakeholder participation through the PJM
Transmission Expansion Advisory Committee (TEAC). As noted in Section 8.1, PJM annually
develops its RTEP in a participatory and open transmission planning process with the advice
and input of the TEAC (PJM, 2008b). These planning processes are described further
throughout this chapter, specifically in Section 8.2.
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8.1.2

COMPREHENSIVE PROCESS
As part of the annual RTEP process, PJM performs comprehensive power flow, short circuit, and
stability analyses. These analyses evaluate potential impacts of forecasted firm loads, firm
imports from and exports to neighboring systems, existing generation and transmission assets,
and anticipated new generation and transmission facilities. PJM also conducts a comprehensive
assessment of the ability of the PJM system to meet all applicable reliability planning criteria
(PJM, 2008b). Reliability planning criteria considered include the following:
*

NERC planning criteria
RFC reliability principles and standards

*

Southeastern Electric Reliability Council (SERC) planning criteria
Nuclear plant licensee requirements

8.1.3

*

PJM reliability planning criteria, per Manual M14B

*

Transmission owner reliability planning criteria, per their respective FERC 715 filings.

CONFIRMATION PROCESS
The PJM regional planning process is conducted in the RTEP protocol set forth in Schedule 6 of
the PJM Operating Agreement. The PJM RTEP process was developed under a FERC approved
RTO model that encompasses independent analysis, recommendation, and approval to ensure
that facility enhancements and cost responsibilities can be identified in a fair and nondiscriminatory manner, free of any market sector's influence. The ability of PJM to evaluate the
generation and merchant transmission interconnection requests is codified under Part IVof the
PJM OATI (PJM, 2007b). These procedures are documented and conducted consistently each
time, demonstrating that the process is systematic and subject to confirmation. The process is
well documented, evolving, and completed on an annual basis (PJM, 2008b). All expansion
plans developed by PJM conform to the reliability standards and criteria specified by NERC and
the applicable regional reliability council, the various nuclear plant licensees' Final Safety
Analysis Report (FSAR) grid requirements and the PJM reliability planning criteria (PJM, 2007b).
In addition, PJM submits capacity and demand forecasting reports to the RFC. The RFC is one of
the eight NERC approved regional entities in North America, and it gathers similar power
planning information from other RTOs in its region for use in its own system planning. The
forecasting reports that are filed with the RFC are also filed with FERC.

8.1.4

CONSIDERATION OF UNCERTAINTY
The process conducted by PJM is responsive to forecasting uncertainty. The factors in the
model, such as temperature and economic conditions, include certain levels of uncertainty. For
instance, higher electricity prices and viable demand side response (DSR) programs might not
result in a reduction in electricity demand. Overall, PJM recognizes that uncertainties in market
trends, income, population growth, demand, and fuel supply diversity will remain significant in
forecast methodology (PJM, 2007c).
As an example, in its annual reliability report, the PPUC notes the basic uncertainties of
forecasting electricity consumption on a long term basis and that actual demand could vary
significantly, particularly in the years calculated for the end of the 10 year analysis period. A
number of Pennsylvania specific factors add to this unpredictability. For example, the elasticity
of consumer response to sharply higher electricity prices, on a short term basis and on a long
term basis, is very difficult to forecast. Customers might not reduce demand for electricity as
much as one might otherwise expect in the face of higher prices and widespread availability of
demand reduction programs. On the other hand, these price signals could help force demand
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response and energy efficiency programs, ultimately causing consumer demand to fall short of
levels projected by PJM reliability studies and the utilities. Given the long lead times required to
plan and construct generation and transmission facilities, and current shortages of both forms
of infrastructure in Pennsylvania, the PPUC recognizes that it needs to assess the extent to
which it can rely on the most optimistic and most pessimistic of the load forecasts (PPUC,
2007b).
NERC's mission is to improve the reliability and security of the bulk power system in North
America. To achieve that, NERC develops and enforces reliability standards; monitors the bulk
power system; assesses future adequacy; audits owners, operators, and users for preparedness;
and educates and trains industry personnel. NERC develops and publishes annual long term
reliability assessment reports to assess the adequacy of the bulk electric system in the United
States and Canada over a 10 year period, including summer and winter assessments, and
special regional, interregional, or interconnection assessments as needed. These reports
project electricity supply and demand, evaluate transmission system adequacy, and discuss key
issues and trends that could affect reliability (NERC, 2007).
The purpose of the regional entities under NERC is to ensure the adequacy, reliability, and
security of the bulk electric supply systems of the region through coordinated operations and
planning of their generation and transmission facilities.
8.1.5

CONCLUSION
As described in the preceding sections, the PJM reliability evaluation process is (1) systematic,
(2) comprehensive, (3) subject to confirmation, and (4) is responsive to forecasting
uncertainties. Therefore, the PJM process is responsive to its data and information needs of
Sections 8.1,8.2,8.3, and 8.4 as described in NUREG-1 555.

8.1.6
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Table 8.1-1 PPL EU Historic and Future Energy Demand
Percentage of PPL EU
Market in 2006
36.3%
34.8%
25.7%

Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Overall Average

5-Year Projection of Average
Growth
1.6%
1.7%
0.8%
1.4%

Annual Energy Demand
Growth 1991-2006
1.9%
2.7%
0.9%
1.9%

Table 8.1-2 PPL EU Actual and Projected Peak Load (MW)
*Year

I Actual
Peak*
Ld
Load

1997

1998

6,910
6,935
7,030
7,120
7,130

6,910
6,935
7,030
7,120
7,130
7,250
7,350
7,470
7,580
7,690

1997
1998
1999

5,925
6,688
6,746

2000
2001

6,355
6,583

2002

6,970

2003
2004
2005
2006

7,197
7,335
7,083
7,577

7,250
7,350
7,470
7,580
7,690

2007
2008
2009

-

-

Projected Peak Load Requirements
I
1999 1 2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

2006

2007

.

.

.

.

..

.

-

--

"'---

-...

6,815
6,905
7,006

6,580
6,680

7,040
7,140

6,770
6,860
6,960

-

-

-

-

-....

6,850

-

.

.

6,960
7,060
7,170
7,270

7,000
7,070

-

-

6,790

-

7,040
7,120

6,860
7,000

7,200
7,300

7,200

-

-

7,200

7,140

7,410

7,290

7,310

-

-

7,320

7,510
7,610
-

7,390
7,490
7,580

7,410
7,510
7,610

7,200
7,270
7,340

-

-

7,710

7,400

-

2010
2012

2005

.-

-

7,480

Note:
MW = megawatts
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Table 8.1-3 PPL EU Actual and Projected Residential Energy Demand (GWh)
Projected Residential Energy Demand

Actual
Year
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Energy
Demand
11,434
11,156

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

11,690
11,760

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

11,690

-

11,760
11,830
11,910
12,020

11,740
11,850
11,980
12,120

12,031
12,150
12,280

12,160

12,260
-

12,421
12,562

13,308
13,505
13,728

13,950
14,311

13,962
14,198

14,675
15,019

11,830
11,704
11,923
11,910
12,020
12,269
12,160
12,640
13,266 i 12,290
12,430
13,441
12,570
14,218
12,710
13,714
-

-

-

12,290

-

12,391

-

12,478
12,634
12,799

12,514

-

12,955

12,868
13,062
13,259
13A62

-

13,671

12,650
12,803

12,710
-

.
r2012
Note:
GWh = gigawatt hour

-

12,176
12,324

12,430
12,570

-

2010

-

1

-

-

-

14,099

-

14,392

14,180
14,422

15,349

14,555
14,794

-

15,036

-

"-

-

14,565
14,702
14,828

Table 8.1-4 PPL EU Actual and Projected Commercial Energy Demand (GWh)
Year

Projected Commercial Energy Demand

Actual

Energy

Demand

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

10,309
10,597
11,002
11,477
11,778

10,490
10,740
11,000
11,280
11,560

-

-

-

-

-

10,490
10,740
11,000
11,280

-.

2002
2003
2004
2005

12,117
12,273
12,576
13,157

11,870

2006
2007

13,140

12,940

-

2008

-

2012

-"---

11,291

-

11,444
11,612
11,782

-

-

11,431
11,561
11,699
11,848

-

-

12,680
12,940

-

-

-

12,410
12,680

-

-

11,850
12,033
12,219
12,411

2007

-

-

-

-

-

12,967

-

-

13,436
13,946
14,517

13,188
13,562
13,836

13,184

15,068
--

14,166
14,492

13,777
14,045

-

-

13,275
13,601

--

13,101
13,418
-

13,975
14,286
14,631

-

-

-

I

-

-

12,212
112,507
12,757

12,602

-

2006

-

-

[

2005

-....

-

-

I

..

11,275

11,500
11,760

2004

--

11,090

11,560
11,870
12,140
12,410

12,140

2009
2010

10,740
10,980
11,240

2003

--

___

-

13,476

14,290

Note:
GWh = gigawatt hour
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Table 8.1-5 PPL EU Actual and Projected Industrial Energy Demand (GWh)
Year

Actual

1997

Energy
Demand

.1998.

1999.

j

___9_199_19

T1997

Demand
10,078

10,070

1998

10,220

10,110

10,070

1999i 10,179
2000
10,280
2001
10,319
9,853
2002

10,270
10,440
10,610
10,790

10,110
10,270
10,440
10,610

10,190
10,350
10,520
10,690

2003
2004

9,599
9,611

10,960
11,140

10,790
10,960

10,860

2005
2006

9,720
9,704

11,320
11,510

11,140
11,320

2007
2008

Projected Industrial Energy Demand
2000 I2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

.
10,543
10,836
11,077

10,963
11,255

10,780

11,295
11,498

11,521
11,777

11,135
11,425

10,355
10,503

9,938

12,010

11,702
11,970

10,641
10,795

10,035
10,155

9,750
9,926

9,968

10,924

10,253
10,346

10,136
10,349

10,048
10,084

9,965
9,999

10,577

10,150
10,214

10,032
10,059
10,084

11,510

2009
2010
2012
Note:

GWh = gigawatt hour
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8.2

POWER DEMAND
This section contains information about the anticipated electrical demands, as well as the
factors affecting power growth and demand in the primary market area. This section also
describes the power resource adequacy review performed by PJM.
The need for power establishes a framework for analysis of project benefits and for the
geographic boundaries over which benefits and costs are distributed. Because the BBNPP will
be developed as a merchant facility, power generated could be distributed to PJM electricity
distributor members or it could be sold outside the relevant primary market area boundary.
While these distribution options are possible, market forces coupled with generation and
transmission capabilities and load demands result in a strong partiality toward sales within the
ROI/primary market area. Merchant facilities have the ability to sell energy to anyone, and they
are only limited by the transmission system. PJM also imports and exports energy to and from
other regions. The largest number of energy exports was to the Tennessee Valley Authority
(TVA), MidAmerican Energy Company, and NYISO. The largest number of energy imports was
from Ohio Valley Electric Corporation, Illinois Power Company, and Duke Energy Corporation.
As previously stated in Section 8.0, BBNPP is proposed as a baseload facility. Baseload facilities
typically produce larger amounts of energy, run most of the time, and provide a constant
source of power to the energy grid. Intermittent facilities are generally used to augment the
need for baseload power when demand exceeds capacity. Peaking facilities have no reserves
and little capacity, and are used in response to high levels of demand for energy. Baseload and
peaking generation is discussed further in Section 8.3

8.2.1

POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
As the RTO, one of PJM's primary functions is planning the enhancement and expansion of
transmission capability on a regional basis. Key systematic and comprehensive components of
PJM's 15 year regional planning protocol include baseline reliability upgrades, generation and
transmission resource interconnection upgrades, and market efficiency driven upgrades (PJM,
2007a).
As described in Section 8.1.1, PJM's regional planning process is systematic and subject to
confirmation. All expansion plans developed by PJM conform to the reliability standards and
criteria specified by NERC and the applicable regional reliability council, the various nuclear
plant licensees" FSAR grid requirements and the PJM reliability planning criteria (PJM, 2007a).
Power demand can best be analyzed by evaluating its two major components: power and
energy requirements, and factors affecting growth of demand. This section provides relevant
information about electrical demand, demand growth in the region, and other factors affecting
the need for new power.
As noted above, the BBNPP will be developed as a merchant plant with the ability to serve
customers in the ROI/primary market area, the eastern part of the PJM classic market area.
Historical and forecasted load information for the ROI/primary market area was taken from the
PJM load forecasting model. As the RTO for the region, PJM calculates long term forecasts of
peaks, net energy, and load management for zones and regions in the RTO.
As discussed in Section 8.1, with deregulation and the development of retail choice in some
jurisdictions in 1999, several factors led to the decision to develop an independent PJM load
forecast to replace the diversified sum of zones forecast. PJM performs in independent forecast
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to determine the need for transmission improvements and expansion,based on input from its
electricity distribution members.
PJM produces and publishes an annual peak load and energy forecast report. The load
forecasting models are needed to provide input into the RTEP and the Installed Reserve Margin
(IRM) Study (PJM, 2007b). The long term daily non-coincident peaks (NCP) model is a linear
regression model of daily NCP loads. Separate models were used for each PJM zone using NCP
loads as the dependent variable. The model is systematic in that it uses the same structure for
each zone; however, the model develops a set of model coefficients specific to each zone (PJM,
2007c).
The PJM Load Forecast Model employs econometric multiple regression processes to estimate
and produce 15-year monthly forecasts of unrestricted peaks assuming normal weather for
each PJM zone and the RTO. The model incorporates three classes of variables: (1) calendar
effects, such as day of the week, month, and holidays, (2) economic conditions, and (3) weather
conditions across the RTO (PJM, 2007c). The model is used to set the peak loads for capacity
obligations, for reliability studies, and to support the RTER PJM uses gross metropolitan
product (GMP) in the econometric component of its forecast model. This allows for a localized
treatment of economic effects within a zone. A private-contractor for all areas within the PJM
ROI/market area provides ongoing economic forecasts. Weather conditions across the region
are considered by calculating a weighted average of temperature, humidity, and wind speed as
the weather drivers. PJM has access to weather data from approximately 30 weather stations
across the PJM footprint (PJM, 2008a). All NCP models used GMP and coincident peak (CP)
forecasts and were modeled as zonal shares of the PJM peak. The PJM CP and zonal NCP
forecasts were then published in the annual PJM Load Forecast Report (PJM, 2007d).
The PJM model uses historical data on energy usage in determining future electrical needs.
Elements, such as energy efficiency measures (for example, changes to building codes,
technology improvements), energy substitution (for example, use of natural gas instead of
electricity), the price of alternative fuels, and saturation levels of electricity using devices, are
generally reflected in this historical data. The recent historical data would reflect any changes
in energy use or consumption due to these measures.
In addition to the model, PJM's RTEP process provides a mechanism for input from interested
stakeholders. Input is provided through the activities of the Transmission Expansion Advisory
Committee (TEAC). PJM's process is regional in scope, covering multiple transmission owners'
systems and allowing for the identification of the most effective and efficient expansion plan
for the region (PJM, 2008a). PJM's RTEP identifies transmission system upgrades and
enhancements to preserve the reliability of the electricity grid, the very foundation for thriving
competitive wholesale energy markets. Additionally, the RTEP planning horizon permits PJM to
assess reliability criteria violations up to 15 years forward, conduct market efficiency scenario
analyses, and perform reliability-based sensitivity analyses. New RTEP recommendations are
submitted to PJM's independent Board of Managers (PJM Board) periodically throughout the
year as they are identified. PJM's RTEP process includes both 5-year and 15-year dimensions.
Specifically, 5-year planning enables PJM to assess and recommend transmission upgrades to
meet forecasted near-term load growth and to ensure the safe and reliable interconnection of
new generation and merchant transmission projects seeking interconnection within PJM. The
15-year horizon permits consideration of many long-lead-time transmission options. Longer
lead times allow consideration of larger magnitude upgrades that more efficiently and globally
address reliability issues. Typically, this can be a higher voltage upgrade that addresses many
lower voltage violations simultaneously. Longer lead times also allow a plan to consider the
effects of other ongoing system trends such aslong-term load growth, the impacts of
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generation retirements, and aggregate generation development patterns across the system.
This could include reliability issues posed by clusters of development based on innovative coal
or nuclear technologies, renewable energy sources, or proximity to fuel sources (PJM, 2008a).
In addition, a key component of the RTEP process is to identify transmission facility siting.
studies that must start within the next year. The long lead times associated with the installation
of transmission facilities require RTEP decisions on alternative reinforcements in order to start
siting feasibility studies, followed by site selection and right.of-way acquisition. Long-term
compliance with NERC Reliability Standards cannot be assured without such studies and
acquisition of needed right-of-way.
Load forecasts are an important component of the PJM RTEP process. Zonal load forecasts are
submitted by PJM electricity distribution members and are essential if transmission expansion
studies are to yield an RTEP that continues to ensure reliable and economic system operations.
Load forecasts are a fundamental component of PJM's capacity planning process and
transmission expansion studies. Specifically, load forecasts support the reliability study process
that yields calculations for the installed reserve margin and the DSR factor (PJM, 2008a). The
PJM system load and location margin prices (LMP) reflect the configuration of the entire RTO.
The PJM energy market includes the real-time energy market and the day-ahead energy
market. PJM real-time load is the total hourly accounting load in real time. Figure 8.2-1 (PJM,
2008b) shows the real-time load duration curves from 2003 through 2007. A load duration
curve shows the percent of hours that the load was at, or below, a given level for the year.
This section presents the historical energy and demand since 1998 and the forecasted values
through 2018 for the eastern part of the PJM classic market area.
Historical demand for the entire PJM RTO area between 1997 and 2007 is presented in
Table 8.2-1 (PJM, 2007d). Future unrestricted peak demand for the entire PJM RTO area and for
the PJM Mid-Atlantic area for 2008 through 2018 is presented in Table 8.2-2 and Table 8.2-3
(PJM, 2007d). This approximates the ROI/primary market area. These unrestricted peak demand
forecasts are based on the PJM Mid-Atlantic market area that includes the following electric
companies: Atlantic Electric (AE), Baltimore Gas & Electric (BGE), Delmarva Power & Light (DPL),
Jersey Central Power &Light (JCPL), Metropolitan Edison (METED), Philadelphia Electric and Gas
Company (PECO), Pennsylvania Electric (PENELEC), Potomac Electric Power Company (PEPCO),
PPL EU, Public Service Electric &Gas (PS), Rockland Electric Company (RECO), and UGI Utilities
(UGI). It should be noted that the data in tables are for summer and winter unrestricted peak
forecasts and that the data are an average of all the combined companies listed. Based on
these forecast, the eastern part of the PJM classic market area will continue to be summer
peaking during the next 15 years. As shown in Table 8.2-1 (PJM, 2007d), the historical energy
use trend has increased over the period of 1998 to 2007. This trend of increasing electricity
consumption is expected to continue, as shown in Table 8.2-2 and Table 8.2-3 (PJM, 2007d).
8.2.2

FACTORS AFFECTING POWER GROWTH AND DEMAND
This section reviews the factors that affect growth in power demand in the primary market
area, the eastern part of the PJM classic market area. With the construction of the BBNPP, PPL
plans to add approximately 1,600 MW of generating capacity within the eastern part of the PJM
classic market area. As noted in Section 8.1.3, the eastern part of the PJM classic market area
serves millions of people and includes the major U.S. load centers along the Mid-Atlantic coast
of the eastern seaboard.
Most power generating facilities run in a similar fashion in the way that they operate by using
some form of energy to drive a generator to produce electricity. These energy sources can
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include nuclear fission, steam (from coal, natural gas, oil), water, solar, and wind. Each of these
technologies has different performance characteristics, entails different capital costs, and
carries different operation and maintenance costs. Baseload facilities are generally in continual
operation and are least expensive to run. These facilities provide electricity to meet the base
demand requirements on the system and are typically natural gas/coal fired or nuclear facilities.
Because they run continuously, it is desirable for baseload facilities to utilize the least expensive
fuels.
Peak demand occurs when consumers in aggregate use the greatest amount of electricity.
Over the course of a year, peak demand usually occurs on hot summer afternoons and cold
winter evenings. Peaking power generating facilities are those facilities that can be quickly
fired up to meet the peak load.
Historical summer and winter peak information for the PJM mid-Atlantic area is shown in
Table 8.2-4 and Table 8.2-5 (PJM, 2005). These tables show the increase in load peaks from 1970
to 2004. The weather normalized summer peak in the overall PJM region is forecast to increase
at an average rate of 1.7% through 2015. Although the expected growth rates vary in the
individual utilities' geographic zones, many of the highest projected rates of annual growth are
in the eastern part of the PJM classic market area. To meet this load, the PJM RTEP shows a need
for reliance on western generation sources over an already congested transmission system or
additional local generation resources to both ensure reliable service to customers and to obtain
economical, available electricity supplies (PJM, 2007a).
A number of factors continue to reduce system reliability in the eastern part of the PJM classic
market area. These factors include (PJM, 2007a):
Load growth
I
imminent
start of large power exports to New York City and Long Island over merchant
transmission facilities
Deactivation/retirement of generation resources
*

Sluggish development of new generating facilities

*

Continued reliance on transmission to meet load deliverability requirements and to
obtain access to more economical sources of power west of the Delaware River

The following discussions focus on efforts identified to conserve and promote customer
conservation of electrical energy.
As noted in Section 8.1-3, there are approximately 51 million people in the PJM region, which
includes the major U.S. load centers from the western border of Illinois to the Atlantic coast.
According to the 2000 U.S. Census, the population of the United States was estimated to be
281,421,906 persons. Population estimates for 2006 indicate the U.S. population is
approximately 299,398,484, a 6.4% increase from the 2000 census data (US Census, 2008).
Section 2.5.2.1 of this ER presents the historic and estimated growth of employment and wages
in the local BBNPP area. The information presented is for the years 2000 through 2006.
Generally, trends in energy supply and demand are affected by a variety of factors that are
difficult to predict. These include energy prices, national and worldwide economic growth,
advances in technologies, and future public policy decisions both inside and outside of the
United States. However, energy markets change in response to factors that are predictable,
such as increasing energy prices, the growing influence of developing countries on worldwide
energy requirements, new legislation and regulations, changing public perceptions on energy
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production (for example, air pollution, greenhouse gases [GHG], alternative fuels), and the
economic viability of various energy technologies (Energy Information Administration [EIA],
2008a).
According to the Energy Information Administration (EIA) branch of the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE), natural gas consumption in the electric power sector is highly responsive to
market and price changes, because electricity producers can choose among different fuels on
an ongoing basis. In contrast, consumption of natural gas in the residential, commercial, and
industrial sectors is influenced not only by fuel prices but also by economic trends. In those
sectors, natural gas consumption, which varies with natural gas prices and economic growth
rates, is forecasted to increase steadilyfrom 2006 through 2030.
High natural gas prices provide direct economic incentives for reducing natural gas
consumption, whereas low prices encourage more consumption; however, the strength of the
relationship depends on short-and long-term fuel substitution capabilitiesand equipment
options within each consumption sector.Simply put, higher naturalgas prices reduce demand,
and higher economic growth rates increase demand. For the years 2019-2020, shortly after the
beginning of commercial operation at BBNPP, natural gas consumption is expected to range
from a high of approximately 24 trillion cubic feet (ft3) (679,604 trillion cubic meters [m3]), to a
low of about 22 trillion ft3 (622,970 trillion M 3 ) for the various cases studied. As one of the
dominant fuel types in the PJM region, natural gas prices in 2007 are 6.4% higher than in 2006.
With faster economic growth, disposable income increases more rapidly, and consumers
increase their energy purchases either by buying products that consume additional energy
(such as larger homes), being less energy-efficient in using products they already own (for
example, by setting thermostats higher in the winter and lower in the summer), or both. (EIA,
2008b)
According to the EIA, conventional oil production in the United States is estimated to grow
from 5.1 million barrels per day in 2006 to a peak of 6.3 million barrels per day in 2018, then to
decline to 5.6 million barrels per day around the year 2030. Dependence on crude oil imports in
the United States is expected to decline to about 50% in 2019. There is considerable
uncertainty surrounding the future of unconventional crude oil production in the United
States. Environmental regulations could either preclude unconventional production or raise its
cost significantly. If future U.S. laws limit and/or tax greenhouse gas emissions, the laws could
lead to substantial increases in the costs of unconventional production, which emits significant
volumes of carbon dioxide (C02). Restrictions on access to water also could prove costly,
especially in the arid West. In addition, environmental restrictions on land use could preclude
unconventional oil production in some areas of the United States. (EIA, 2008b)
Number 2 (light) oil prices were 9.7% higher and Number 6 (heavy) oil prices were 18.4% higher
in 2007 than in 2006. Since September 2007, the prices for light oil and heavy oil have been
much higher than those during the corresponding period in 2006. From September to
December 2007, natural gas prices were 12.3% higher, No.2 (light) oil prices were about 38%
higher, and No. 6 (heavy) oil prices were about 59% higher than the corresponding fuel prices
during the same months in 2006. (PJM, 2008b)
The electricity needs of the eastern part of the PJM classic market area are supplied not only by
local generation, but also by significant energy transfers from the western portion of the PJM
region. A significant portion of these transfers flow through transmission systems of northern
West Virginia, northern Virginia, Maryland, eastern Ohio, and central southwestern
Pennsylvania. The eastern part of the PJM classic market area's dependence on energy transfers
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from the western portion of the PJM region has been growing steadily over the past decade
(PJM, 2007a).
PJM's RTEP studies show that trends in load growth and in locating new generation facilities will
impose increasingly heavy loads of west to east power flows. About 9,400 MW of new
generation are pending in PJM's interconnection queues with proposed commercial operation
dates of 2006-2012; however, approximately 6,700 MW are proposed to be coal fired units
located in the western part of the PJM area. These new resources are being constructed both to
serve local load and to participate in PJM's broader energy market to the extent the
transmission capability permits. (PJM, 2007a) PJM's RTEP process includes both 5-year and 15year dimensions. Specifically, 5-year planning enables PJM to assess and recommend
transmission upgrades to meet forecasted near-term load growth and to ensure the safe and
reliable interconnection of new generation and merchant transmission projects seeking
interconnection within PJM. The 15-year horizon permits consideration of many long-leadtime transmission options. Longer lead times allow consideration of larger magnitude
upgrades that more efficiently and globally address reliability issues. Typically, this can be a
higher voltage upgrade that addresses many lower voltage violations simultaneously. Longer
lead times also allow a plan to consider the effects of other ongoing system trends such as
long-term load growth, the impacts of generation retirements and aggregate generation
development patterns across the system. This could include reliability issues posed by clusters
of development based on innovative coal or nuclear technologies, renewable energy sources,
or proximity to fuel sources (PJM, 2008a).
Since its inception in 1997, PJM's RTEP process has continued to adapt to the planning needs of
RTO members and the mandates of FERC. Initially, PJM's RTEP consisted mainly of upgrades
driven by load growth and generating resource interconnection requests. Today, a myriad of
drivers are considered in PJM's RTEP process. The RTEP process during 2007 culminated with
PJM Board approval of those system upgrades necessary to resolve reliability criteria violations
identified through 2012 and beyond. Now part of PJM's RTEP, these new upgrades are
integrated "on top of" existing RTEP upgrades approved between 1999 and December 31,2006
(PJM, 2008a).
A number of state, regional, and national initiatives promote energy efficiency and the
substitution of electricity for other fuels. National concern for developing adequate supplies of
electric power in an environmentally sound manner has led to state consideration of renewable
portfolio standards (RPS). RPS are state policies that require electricity providers to obtain a
minimum percentage of their power from renewable energy resources by a certain date. As of
June 2007, there were 24 states, plus the District of Columbia, that had RPS policies in place.
Together these states account for more than half of the electricity sales in the United States
(PJM, 2008a).
Energy efficiency and DSR programs result in estimated load drops that reduce the demand for
energy. There has been a substantial increase in DSR programs in recent years.These programs
can include such measures as rebates or other incentives for residential customers to update
inefficient appliances with Energy StarO replacements. Customers could also receive credits on
their bills for allowing a utility to control, or intermittently turn off, their central air conditioning
or heat pumps when wholesale electricity prices are high. In the summer of 2006, the demand
response.contributions of PJM totaled 2,050 MW, or approximately 1.4% of the peak load (FERC,
2007). Unlike a new power generation facility, DSR cannot be expected to provide steady
capacity output over a set period. The 2008 RTEP concludes that until there is a firmly
established industry standard for incorporating demand response into system planning, DSR
must be conservatively evaluated to ensure that reliability is notjeopardized. DSR participants
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interface directly with PJM through day ahead bids, self supply, and emergency response bids
(PJM, 2008a). Additional information regarding PPL EU's Demand-side Management Programs
is provided in Section 9.2.
Under the Alternative Energy Portfolio Standards Act (Act 213), which became effective on
February 28,2005, Pennsylvania has committed to maintain the basics of energy production
and to encourage new initiatives in DSR, energy efficiency, renewable energy, and other new
technologies so it can continue as a national leader in these areas. The state also plans to
continue providing assistance to low income customers to reduce energy consumption. Act
213 requires that an annually increasing percentage of electricity sold to retail customers be
derived from alternative energy resources, including solar, wind, low impact hydropower,
geothermal, biologically derived methane gas, fuel cells, biomass, coal mine methane, waste
coal, demand side management, distributed generation, large scale hydropower, by products
of wood pulping and wood manufacturing, municipal solid waste and integrated combined
coal gasification technology (PPUC, 2007).
A subsequent amendment to Act 213 requires updating of PPUC's net metering regulations.
Among other things, this will allow net metered customer generators to receive full retail value
for all energy produced in excess of internal use. PPUC issued a Final Order governing the
participation of demand side management, energy efficiency, and load management programs
and technologies in the alternative energy market. PPUC also issued a Final Order governing
net metering and proposed regulations concerning interconnection for customer generators
using renewable resources, consistent with the goal of Act 213, and promoting onsite
generation by eliminating barriers that may have previously existed regarding net metering
and interconnection. Final regulations became effective on December 16,2006. The
Pennsylvania Low Income Usage Reduction Program is a statewide, utility sponsored
residential usage reduction program mandated by PPUC regulations in 52 PA Code Chapter 58.
The primary goal of this program is to assist low income residential customers to reduce energy
bills through usage reduction (energy conservation) and, as a result, to make bills more
affordable (PPUC, 2007).
The Clear Skies Act of 2003 (Clear Skies Act) amends Title IVof the Clean Air Act to establish new
cap and trade programs requiring reductions of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and mercury
emissions from power generating facilities, and it amends Title I of the Clean Air Act to provide
an alternative regulatory classification for units subject to the cap and trade programs. Under
this Act, retail prices are projected to increase by approximately 2.1% to 4.2% between 2005
and 2020. It is anticipated.that the health benefits in Pennsylvania would total approximately
$1.8 to $9.3 billion and include approximately 700 to 1,200 fewer premature deaths and 1,800
fewer hospitalizations and emergency room visits for asthma (U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency [USEPA], 2003).
As part of Pennsylvania's renewable and sustainable energy efforts, four funds were created as
a result of the restructuring plans of five electric companies. The funds are designed to
promote the development of sustainable and renewable energy programs and clean air
technologies on both a regional and statewide basis. The funds have provided more than $20
million in loans and $1.8 million in grants to over 100 projects. The Statewide Sustainable
Energy Board was formed in 1999 to enhance communications among the four funds and state
agencies. The board includes representatives from PPUC, the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection (PADEP), the Department of Community and Economic
Development, the Office of Consumer Advocate, the Pennsylvania Environmental Council, and
each regional board (PP.UC, 2007).
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The four renewable and sustainable energy funds include:
West Penn Power (Docket No.: R 00973981)
METED (Docket No. R 00974008) and PECO (Docket No. R 00974009)
PPL Sustainable Energy Fund of Central/Eastern Pennsylvania (Docket No. R 00973954).
PECO Energy (Docket No. R00973953)
As noted in Section 8.0, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania deregulated electric utilities in
1996. Now PPUC looks to regional entities, such as PJM, for the management of the electric
system. PJM makes us of market forces to encourage independent owners to build the needed
facilities. However, if the market does not appear to be providing sufficient incentive to ensure
continuing system reliability, PJM then steps in to assist with directing when and where new
power generation or transmissionfacilities might be needed (PPUC, 2007).
The price for retail electricity in Pennsylvania is regulated by PPUC. In 2006, the average retail
price for electricity in Pennsylvania was 8.68 cents per kWh, which ranked as the eighteenth
highest in the United States (EIA, 2007). The average price of electricity in Pennsylvania from
1990 to 2006 is shown in Figure 8.2-2 (EIA, 2007). Electric distribution companies such as PPL
EU are required to submit annual reports to PPUC indicating a proposed price structure. PPL
EUs currently effective tariff includes the rules and rates schedules for electric service.
In 2006, electricity in New Jersey had an average retail price of 11.88 cents per kwh, which was
the ninth highest in the United States). Delaware had an average retail priceof 10.13 cents per
kWh (fifteenth highest); while Maryland had an average retail price of 9.95 cents per kWh
(sixteenth highest); and Virginia had an average retail price of 6.86 cents per kWh (thirty ninth
highest). Figure 8.2-3 through Figure 8.2-6 show the average price of electricity in New Jersey,
Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia from 1990 to 2006 (ElA, 2007).
Additionally, the other states within the ROI/primary market area (that is, New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, and Virginia) have enacted policies and requirements to regulate GHG and
renewable energy and conservation measures. Discussions of these state policies and
requirements are discussed in detail in Section 9.1 and Section 9.2.
PJM uses a Reliability Pricing Model to provide a long term pricing signal for capacity resources
and the obligations of each load serving entity (LSE) that is consistent with the PJM RTEP
process.
8.2.3
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Table 8.2-1 PJM RTO Historic Unrestricted Peak (MW)
Summer

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

114,996
1997198
88,970

121,655
1998/99
99,982

114,178
199912000
102,359

131,116
2000/01
101,717

130,360
2001/02
97,294

126,332
2002/03
112,755

Winter
Note:
MW = megawatts

2004

2005

120,235
134,219
2003104 2004/05
106,760
114,061

2006

2007

145,951
2005/06
110,415

141,383
2006/07
118,800

Table 8.2-2 PJM Mid-Atlantic Summer Unrestricted Peak Forecast (MW)

Mid-Atlantic
Increase
RTO

2008
60,735

2009
61,822
1.8%

137,948

2010
62,885
1.7%

1

2012
63,920
1.6%

2012
64,748
1.3%

140,4071 142,884
1.8%
1.8%

145,061
1.5%

147,183
1.5%

-

2013
65,850
1.7%

2014
66,818
1.5%

2015
67,741
1.4%

149,495
1.6%

151,675
1.5%

153,933
1.5%

1 2016
1 68,679
1.4%
156,030
1.4%

2017
69,599
1.3%

2018
70,472
1.3%

158,176
1.4%

160,107
1.2%

Note:
MW = megawatts

Table 8.2-3 PJM Mid-Atlantic Winter Unrestricted Peak Forecast (MW)
Mid-Atlantic
Increase

2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2012/12 2012(13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18
46,651
47,101
47,778
48,413
48,997
49,529
50,023
50,582
51,155
51,776
52,310
1.8%
1.7%
1.6%
13%
1.7%
1.5%
1.4%
1.4%
1.3%
1.3%

RTO

113,565

114,728

116,408

117,871

119,240

120,569

121,685

123,165

124,545

125,996

127,250

1.0%

1.5%

1.3%

1.2%

1.1%

0.9%

1.2%

1.1%

1.2%

1.0%

Note:
MW = megawatts
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Table 8.2-4 PJM Mid-Atlantic Historical Summer Peaks (MW)
Normalized
Year
Base

BBNPP

Normalized
Cooling

Normalized
Total

Metered
Peak

7,236
7,869
8,682

24,594
25,979
27,957

23,838

7/28/1970

15:00

25,529
27,852

7/1/1971

7/20/1972

14:00
14:00

Peak
Date/Time

1970
1971
1972

17,358
18,110
19,275

1973

20,261

9,341

29,602

30,993

8/30/1973

15:00

1974
1975
1976
1977

19,962
19,965
20,729
21,085

9,531
9,335
9,733
9,697

29,493
29,300
30,462
30,782

29,065
28,969
29,264
32,180

7/10/1974
8/11/1975
8/26/1976
7/21/1977

15:00
16:00
16:00
16:00

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

21,668
22,065
21,933
22,209
22,051

9,996
10,608
10,900
11,334
10,276

31,664
32,673
32,833
33,543
32,327

31,686
31,654
34,420
33,528
33,741

8/16/1978
8/2/1979
7/21/1980
7/9/1981
7/19/1982

15:00
14:00
14:00
16:00
15:00

1983
1984
1985

22,510
23,288
24,076

12,276
13,024
12,891

34,786
36,312
36,967

34,678
35,337
37,018

9/6/1983
6/13/1984
8/15/1985

17:00
17:00
15:00

1986

24 ,50 1

13,004

37,505

37,527

7/7/1986

17:00

1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

25,318
26,381
26,545
26,875
26,822
27,114

14,232
14,679
15,245
15,701
16,941
16,138

39,550
41,060
41,790
42,576
43,763
43,252

40,526
43,073
41,556
42,544
45,870
43,622

7/24/1987
8/15/1988
8/411989
7/5/1990
7/23/1991
7/14/1992

15:00
17:00
16:00
14:00
16:00
17:00

1993
1994

27,598
27,613

16,976
17,437

44,574
45,050

46,429
45,992

7/8/1993
7/8/1994

17:00
14:00

1995
1996

28,072
28,523

18,998
17,967

47,070
46,490

18,524
44,302

8/2/1995
8/23/1996

17:00
17:00

1997
1998

28,646
29,360

19,854
20,250

48,500
49,610

49,406
48,397

7/15/1997
7/22/1998

17:00
17:00

1999
2000
2001
2002

29,190
31,120
30,550
31,390

21,320
21,230
23,690
24,580

50,510
52,350
54,240
55,970

51,700
49,430
54,072
55,569

7/6/1999
8/9/2000
8/9/2001
8/14/2002

14:00
17:00
15:00
16:00

2003
31,550
2004
31,340
Note:
MW = megawatts
Source: PJM 2005

24,180
25,101

S5,730
56,441

53,566
52,049

8/22/2003
8/20/2004

6:00
16:00
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Table 8.2-5 PJM Mid-Atlantic Historical Winter Peaks (MW)
Normalized
Base
Year
(Evening)

Normalized
Heating
(Evening)

Normalized
Total
(Evening)

Metered

20,334
21,730
21,787
24,153

1/21/1970
21/1971
2/8/1972
1/8/1973

19:00
19:00
19.00
18:00

Peak

Peak

Date/Time

1969/70

16,878

3,060

1970/71
1971/72
1972/73

17,976
18,488
19,614

3,293
3,816
4,514

19,938
21,269
22,304
24,128

1973/74
1974/75
1975/76

18,580
19,475
20,295

4,870
4,762
5,307

23,450
24,237
25,602

22,540
23,569
25,498

2/5/1974
1/14/1975
1/22/1976

11.00
18:00
19:00

1976/177
1977/78

20,260
21,142

6,363
6,144

26,623
27,286

27,073
27,967

1/17/1977
1/10/1978

19.00
18:00

1978/79

21,887

6,589

28,476

1979/80
1980/81
1981/82

22,052
21,720
22,036

6,362
7,639
6,930

28,414
29,359
28,966

28,413
27,621
29,625
30,621

2/13/1979
1/31/1980
1/21/1981
1/11/1982

19:00
19:00
19:00
11:00

1982/83
1983/84
1984/85

21,929
23,020
23,485

6,448
6,874
7,998

28,377
29,894
31,483

28,092
29,658
33,278

1/19/1983
1/20/1984
1/21/1985

19:00
10:00
19:00

1985/86
1986/87
1987/88

23,980
24,530
26,012

7,821
7,529
9,281

31,801
32,059
35,293

31,621
32,537
35,738

1/28/1986
1/28/1987
115/1988

19:00
9:00
19:00

1988/89
1989/90
1990/91
1991/92

27,336
28,219
28,028
27,655

8,654
9,873
9,180
10,141

35,990
38,092
37,208
37,806

36,326
38,100
36,505
37,927

12/12/1988
12/22/1989
1/12/1991
1/16/1992

19:00
9:00
19:00
19:00

1992/93
1993/94

28,067
27,999

10,634
10,898

38,701
38,897

37,860
41,351

2/2/1993
1/18/1994

9:00
19:00

1994/95
1995/96

28,474
29,222

11,806
10,718

40,280
39,940

40,598
40,746

2/6/1995
2/511996

19:00
19:00

1996/97
1997/98
1998/99
1999/00
2000/01

29,616
29,990
30,680
31,560
32,040

11,284
11,510
10,410
11,020
11,840

40,900
41,500
41,090
42,580
43,880

40,468
37,158
40,417
42,395
41,379

1/17/1997
12/22/1997
1/14/1999
1/27/2000
12/20/2000

19:00
18:00
18:00
19:00
19.00

32,700
32,720

11,400
11,420

44,100
44,140

39,458
46,239

1/2/2002
1/23/2003

19:00
19:00

33,950

10,290

44,240

45,625

1/26/2004

19.00

72001/02
:2002/03

11

2003/04

Note:
MW = megawatts
Source: PJM 2005
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Figure 8.2-1 PJM Real - Time Load Duration Curve 2003-2007
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Figure 8.2-2 1990-2006 Average Electric Price in Pennsylvania
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Figure 8.2-3 1990-2006 Average Electric Price in New Jersey
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Figure 8.2-5 1990-2006 Average Electric Price in Maryland
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Figure 8.2-6 1990-2006 Average Electric Price in Virginia
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8.3

POWER SUPPLY
PJM published information regarding the annual state of the market in its "2007 PJM State of
the Market Report" (PJM, 2008a). This report contains PJM's most recent assessment of the state
of competition in each market operated by PJM, identifies specific market issues, and
recommends potential enhancements to improve the competitiveness and efficiency of the
markets. Additionally, PJM published information regarding generating unit ratings in its "2007
PJM EIA 411 Report" (PJM, 2007a). This report contains PJM's most recent assessment of each
utility system's installed capacity. PJM uses the term "rating" synonymously with installed
capacity, and these values are the basis for the following regional capability analysis:
PJM Installed Capacity by Fuel Type. At the end of 2007, PJM's installed capacity was
163,498 MW. Of the total installed capacity, 40.5% was coal, 29.1% was natural gas,
18.9% was nuclear, 6.5% was oil, 4.5% was hydroelectric, and 0.4% was solid waste. At
the beginning of the new planning year on June 1,2007, installed capacity increased by
about 1,623 MW to 163,659 MW, a 1% increase in total PJM capacity over the May 31
level. Table 8.3-1 (PJM, 2008a) provides additional information about PJM's installed
capacity.
Generation Fuel Mix. During 2007, coal provided 55.3%, nuclear 33.9%, natural gas
7.7%, oil 0.5%, hydroelectric 1.7%, solid waste 0.7%, and wind 0.2% of total generation.
Table 8.3-2 (PJM, 2008a) presents detailed information about generation fuel mix.
Planned Generation. If current trends continue, it is expected that units burning
natural gas will replace older steam units in the east and the result has potentially
significant implications for future congestion, the role of firm and interruptible gas
supply and natural gas supply infrastructure. As noted in Section 8.2.2, PJM has
proposed over 9,400 MW of new generation for commercial operation dates of 20062012, with most of the new generation units proposed to be baseload coal fired units
located in the western part of the PJM area.
Net revenues provide incentives to build new generation to serve PJM markets. While these
incentives operate with a significant lag time and are based on expectations of future net
revenue, the amount of planned new generation in PJM reflects the market's perception of the
incentives provided by the combination of revenues from the PJM energy, capacity, and
ancillary service markets. At the end of 2007, 74,006 MW of capacity were in generation
request queues for construction through 2016, compared to an average installed capacity of
approximately 163,000 MW in 2007 and a year end installed capacity of 163,498 MW. Although
it is clear that not all generation in the queues will be built, PJM has added capacity annually
since 2000. Table 8.3-3 (PJM, 2008b) provides the total capacity additions from 2000 through
2007.
One of PJM's primary roles is the oversight of the reliability planning process (PJM, 2008b). PJM
manages incremental generation capacity development through the Generation
Interconnection Queue, which is part of a larger RTER Developers wishing to provide new
incremental generation capacity must file an interconnection request and enter into PJM's
queue based, three study interconnection process, which offers developers the flexibility to
consider and explore their respective generation interconnection business opportunities.
While a developer can withdraw a project from the Generation Interconnection Queue at any
point, the process is structured such that each step imposes its own increasing financial
obligations on the developer (PJM, 2008c). While not all projects in the Generation
Interconnection Queue are expected to be built, the Generation Interconnection Queue does
provide an authoritative source for future generation investment trends in the PJM RTO. All
interconnection requests that are received within each 6-month period ending on January 31
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and July 31 of each year collectively comprise an Interconnection Queue. Effective February 1,
2008, interconnection queues comprise all such requests received on a 3-month basis, for the
periods ending January 31, April 30, July 31, and October 31 (PJM, 2008b).
Table 8.3-4 (PJM, 2008b) shows the queued capacity by fuel type in Pennsylvania, and Table 8.35 (PJM, 2008b) shows the queued generation interconnection requests in the ROI/primary
market area. Amore detailed examination of PJM queue data reveals some additional
conclusions. The geographic distribution of generation in the queues shows that new capacity
is being added disproportionately in the west. The geographic distribution of units byfuel type
in the queues, when combined with data on unit age, suggests that reliance on natural gas as a
fuel in the east will increase (PJM, 2008b). Heavy reliance on natural gas is a concern due to
future congestion and uncertainties in supply and infrastructure as noted above. Other
alternatives, such as nuclear energy generation, could be explored as an option that would not
have these concerns.
Within the ROI/primary market area, planned projects representing potential nuclear baseload
capacity are captured in the PJM Generation Interconnection Request queues, as detailed in
Table 8.3-5. Of these, upgrades to existing facilities (Salem, Hope Creek, Susquehanna, Peach
Bottom, TMI) represent a total of 688 MWe, with all but one project targeted to complete prior
to 2010. In addition to BBNPP, the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant 3 project (1,640 MWe) is
the other new plant planned within the ROI, which would have comparable access to the
primary market area as the proposed BBNPP. Inclusion in the PJM Generation Interconnection
Request queues incoporates these proposed generation additions into PJM's planning
processes, including RTEP and their reserve margin requirements studies.
Table 8.3-6 (PJM, 2008b) presents the RTEP projects under construction or active as of
December 31, 2007, by unit type and control zone. Most (93%) of the steam projects
(predominantly coal) and most of the wind projects (94%) are outside the Eastern Mid Atlantic
Area Council (EMAAC) and Southwestern Mid Atlantic Area Council (SWMAAC) location
deliverability areas (LDA). Most (60%) of the combined cycle (CC) projects are in EMAAC and
SWMAAC. Wind projects account for approximately 25,211 MW of capacity.
Table 8.3-7 (PJM, 2008b) lists existing generators by unit type and control zone. Existing steam
(mainly coal and residual oil) and nuclear capacity are distributed across control zones.
A potentially significant change in the distribution of unit types within the PJM footprint is
likely as a combined result of the location of generation resources in the queue (PJM, 2008b)
and the location of units likely to retire. In both the EMAAC and SWMAAC LDAs, the capacity
mix is likely to shift to more natural gas fired CC and combustion turbine (CT) capacity.
Elsewhere in the PJM footprint, continued reliance on steam (mainly coal) seems likely.
As noted in Section 8.2.1, the scope of 15-year forecast model planning encompasses
sensitivity studies that examine the long-term reliability impacts of uncertainty with respect to
assumptions about economic growth, the extent of loop flows within PJM and the assumptions
about generation resources (PJM, 2008b).
Results of studies addressing load forecasting economic growth uncertainty have the
potential to advance RTEP system upgrades in the 6- to 10-year timeframe.
In July 2006, the PJM Planning Committee approved a circulation model to be deployed
in sensitivity studies analyzing forecasting model reliability. The goal of developing
such a model has the benefit of more closely aligning planning studies to reflect realtime system conditions. The circulation model is applied to an RTEP base case, and any
BBNPP
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new overloads due to the PJM generator deliverability test are identified and system
upgrades included in the RTEP.
In order to complete original 15-year baseline analyses, PJM can increase existing
generation (including units with executed interconnection service agreements [ISAs])
above actual capabilities for studies in the 6- to 15-year timeframe. This can permit the
availability of sufficient generation to meet requirements for load (including line losses
and firm interchange). Sensitivity studies can also model generation that has received
an impact study to determine the impact on previously identified baseline overloads.
Technologies for power generation are often categorized as baseload, intermediate, and
peaking capacity and firm and non-firm sales. Baseload capacity is generally coal fired or
nuclear, is the most expensive to build, takes the most time to start up and shut down, and is
the least expensive to operate for extended periods. For purposes of this analysis, baseload
capacity is defined as the average peak load on non-holiday weekdays with no heating or
cooling load. Baseload is insensitive to weather to include units with a capacity factor of 65% or
greater (PJM, 2008c). Peaking units are generally gas fired turbines and are the least expensive
to build, can be quickly started or stopped, and are the most expensive to operate for extended
periods. The characteristics of intermediate capacity fall between baseload and peaking
capacity.
PJM uses concentration ratios as part of the reliability planning analysis for assessment of
energy market capacity needs. Concentration ratios are a summary measure of market share, a
key element of market structure. High concentration ratios indicate comparatively smaller
numbers of sellers dominating a market, while low concentration ratios mean larger numbers
of sellers splitting market sales more equally. High concentration ratios also indicate an
increased potential for participants to exercise market power, although low concentration
ratios do not necessarily mean that a market is competitive or that participants cannot exercise
market power. An analysis of the PJM Energy Market indicates moderate market concentration
overall and indicates moderate concentration in the baseload segment, but high concentration
in the intermediate and peaking segments (PJM, 2008a).
During peak demand periods when consumers demand more electricity, the generating units
with higher variable fuel costs (typically oil or natural gas fired) and the operational capability
to quickly start are called upon by PJM RTO to meet the peak load. "Peaking capacity;' while
expensive to operate, is relatively less expensive to construct.
Additionally, PJM power generation assesses market sales through firm market sales and nonfirm market sales. Simply stated, firm sales are intended to be available at all times during a
period and covered by an agreement. Non-firm sales are commitments of 'Poweravailability
having limited or no assured availability.
Firm transmission service is considered the highest quality (priority) service offered to
customers under a filed rate schedule that anticipates no planned interruption. Similarly, PJMcontracted transmission providers can offer high-quality firm transmission service to customers
without requiring the filing of a rate schedule. Firm transmission service only includes firm
point-to-point service, network designated transmission service and grandfather agreements
deemed firm by the transmission provider as posted on OASIS. Firm point-to-point
transmission service is transmission service that is reserved and/or scheduled between
specified points of receipt and delivery. Firm transmission service is transmission service that is
intended to be available at all times to the maximum extent practicable, subject to an
emergency, an unanticipated failure of a facility, or other event beyond the control of the
owner or operator of the facility or the PJM Office of Interconnection.
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Non-firm market flows are considered as non-firm use of the transmission system for
congestion management purposes, are curtailed on a proportional basis with other non-firm
uses during periods of non-firm curtailments, and are equivalent to non-firm transmission
service. Non-firm point-to-point transmission service is point-to-point transmission service
under the OATT that is reserved and/or scheduled on an as-available basis and is subject to
curtailment or interruption. Non-firm point-to-point transmission service is available on a
stand-alone basis for periods ranging from one hour to one month. (PJM, 2008d)
PJM's RTEP process incorporates consideration of long-term firm (LTF) transmission service
requests (TSR). These TSRs include requests for point-to-point transmission service for a period
of 1 year or more. From a planning perspective, long-term firm transmission service requests
(LTFTSR) are treated in a manner similar to that of a generator interconnection request and can
similarly drive the need for transmission upgrades to ensure continued system reliability. Once
identified transmission system upgrades requirements are in place, the TSR can be awarded. To
date, only one such request has been received that has opted to pursue a TSR award that has
required transmission upgrades - a First Energy long-term firm point-to-point TSR request for
1,000 MW with 500 MW designated for delivery from the Midwest Independent System
Operator (MISO) to METED and 500 MW designated for delivery from MSO to PENELEC. LTFTSR
received to date are listed in Table 8.3-8 (PJM, 2008e)
Revenues from annual financial transmission right (FTR) auctions are allocated annually to firm
transmission service customers by way of long-term auction revenue rights (ARR) entitlements.
PJM's RTEP process incorporates steps to determine the transmission system enhancements
required to maintain the 10-year feasibility of Stage 1A ARRs. If a simultaneous feasibility test
(SFT) violation occurs in any year of the analysis, then a transmission upgrade or acceleration of
a planned upgrade to resolve the violation is identified by PJM and such upgrade is
recommended for incorporation into the PJM RTER ARRs queued for a planning study to date
are listed in Table 8.3-9 (PJM, 2008e).
There are a number of planned retirements in the PJM market area. These known retirements
are listed in Table 8.3-10 (PJM, 2008f). Generator deactivations alter power flows that often
yield transmission line overloads. From an RTEP perspective, generation retirements
announced over the last three years coupled with steady load growth and sluggish generation
additions have led to the emergence of reliability criteria violations in many areas of PJM.
Under the provisions of the PJM OATT, generator owners can request deactivation of a unit with
90 days' notice, which allows PJM time to assess reliability effects of the proposed retirements
and make compensation plans to keep units needed to maintain the reliability of the
transmission system online. Under a FERC order, the impacts of the planned deactivations with respect to identifying required network upgrades and the allocation of costs for such
upgrades - are "queued" based on the generation owner's withdrawal notification date for
future assessment by PJM of the full extent of the impacts. Following assessment of the
impacts, PJM makes the necessary RTEP process changes to ensure full compliance with FERC
requirements. However, in accordance with a FERC order, PJM cannot compel generator
owners to keep units planned for retirement in service (PJM, 2008e).
The measures of reliability generally are divided between probabilistic measures (loss of load
probability, frequency, and duration of outages) and non-probabilistic measures (reserve
margin and capacity margin). The commonly used "capacity margin" is the ratio of reserve
capacity to actual capacity.
Reserve margin is the supply capacity maintained in excess of anticipated demand. This excess
helps maintain reliable load regardless of unanticipated interruptions in supply (generation or
B3NPP
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transmission capacity) or increases in demand. Reserve margins are typically established to
maintain the risk of unscheduled interruptions to 1 day in 10 years. Historical information on
reserve margins in the PJM RTO is presented in Table 8.3-12 (PJM, 2007b).
The reserve margin, or reserve capacity, is a measure of unused available capacity over and
above the capacity needed to meet normal peak demand levels. For a power generator, it
refers to the amount of capacity it can generate above what is normally required. For a
transmission company, it refers to the capacity of the transmission infrastructure to handle
additional energy transport if demand levels rise beyond expected peak levels. Producers and
transmission facilities are usually required to maintain a constant reserve margin of 10 to 20%
of normal capacity by regulatory authorities. This provides an assurance against breakdowns in
part of the system or sudden increases in energy demand (Edison Electric Institute, 2001). (PJM,
2008a). As of August 28 2008, PJM forecasted summer peak reserve margins of 19.7% for the
planning year 2012/2013 (PJM, 2008c).
Electric utilities forecast demand to increase over the next 10 years by 19% (141,000 MW) in the
United States and 13% (9,500 MW) in Canada, but project committed resources to increase by
only 6% (57,000 MW) in the United States and by 9% (9,000 MW) in Canada. Given the short
lead time for developing some types of generation, this difference could be offset by
assignment or development of capacity that has not yet been committed or announced.
Today, over 50,000 MW of uncommitted resources exist NERC-wide that either do not have firm
contracts or a legal or regulatory requirement to serve load, lack firm transmission service or a
transmission study to determine availability for delivery, are designated or classified as energy
only resources, or are in mothballed status because of economic considerations.
Over the next 10 years, uncommitted resources will more than double with the inclusion of
generation currently under construction or in the planning stage, which is not yet under
contract to serve load. In many cases, these uncommitted resources represent a viable source
of incremental resources that can be used to meet minimum regional target levels.
In Its report, NERC recognized several issues that need to be addressed regarding resource
adequacy (PPUC, 2007):

BBNPP

*

Electric utilities need to commit to add sufficient supply side or demand side resources,
through either markets, bilateral contracts, or self supply, to meet minimum regional
target levels.

*

Electric utilities, with support from state, federal, and provincial government agencies,
need to actively pursue effective and efficient demand response programs.

*

NERC, in conjunction with regional reliability organizations, electric utilities, resource
planning authorities, and resource providers, will address the issue of "uncommitted
resources" by establishing more specific criteria for counting resources toward supply
requirements.

*

NERC will expedite the development of its new reliability standard on resource
adequacy assessment that will establish parameters for taking into account various
factors, such as: fuel deliverability; energy limited resources; supply/demand
uncertainties; environmental requirements; transmission emergency import
constraints and objectives; capability to share generation reserves to maintain
reliability, etc.
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PJM coordinates with its member companies to meet the load requirements of the region.
PJM's members also use bilateral contracts and the spot energy market to secure power to
meet the electric load of about 51 million people over an area of 164,260 mi 2 (425,431 kmi2 ). In
order to reliably meet its load requirement, PJM must monitor and assess over 56,000 mi
(14,503 km) of transmission lines for congestion concerns or physical capability problems.
There are more than 450 members of PJM.
The PJM reliability standards are the same as the standards for the Mid Atlantic Area Council
(MAAC) region and the newly formed RFC region. Sufficient generating capacity must be
installed to ensure that the probability of system load exceeding available capacity is no
greater than 1 day in 10 years. Currently, a reserve margin of 15% of the net internal demand is
considered adequate.
PJM also evaluates the adequacy of the planned transmission system's ability to meet customer
energy and demand requirements in light of reasonably expected outages to system facilities.
Generation plans, transmission plans, and load forecasts provide the basis for system models
upon which the analysis is performed. The PJM OATT contains certain technical requirements
and standards applicable to generation interconnections with transmission providers.
Table 83-11 (PPUC, 2007) presents the distribution of energy resources used to generate
electricity in the PJM region.
At the end of 2006, approximately 46,372 MW of capacity were in PJM's generation request
queues for construction, increasing supply by over 28%. It is not likely that all of the generation
in the queues will be built.
On May 4, 2004, the PPUC approved regulations to tighten reliability standards and reporting
requirements for electric utilities. The new standards are geared toward ensuring that electric
utility performance with regard to the number and duration of power outages does not decline
and toward making it easier for regulators to spot areas where service may be slipping (PPUC,
2007).
As part of the PJM ability to ensure electrical reliability, it has established interchange
agreements with surrounding RTOs/ISOs. These agreements ensure PJM and other RTOs/ISOs
to have equal ability to service their regional firm loads. PJM market participants import energy
from, and export energy to, external regions continuously. The transactions involved may fulfill
long-term or short-term bilateral contracts or take advantage of short-term price differentials.
The external regions include both market and non-market control areas.
Transactions between PJM and multiple RTOs/ISOs in the Eastern Interconnection are part of a
single energy market. Market areas, like PJM, include essential features such as locational
marginal pricing, financial hedging tools (FTRs and ARRs in PJM), and transparent, least-cost,
security-constrained economic dispatch for all available generation.
The PJM Market Monitoring Unit (MMU) analyzes transactions between PJM and neighboring
control areas, including evolving transaction patterns and economics issues. PJM market
participants historically imported and exported energy primarily in the Real-Time Energy
Market, but that Is no longer the case. PJM continues to be a net exporter of energy and a large
share of both import and export activity occurred at a small number of interfaces. Three
interfaces accounted for 42% of the total real-time net exports and two interfaces accounted
for 95% of the real-time net import volume. Three interfaces accounted for 54% of the total
day-ahead net exports and three interfaces accounted for 98% of the day-ahead net import
volume. (PJM, 2008a)
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There is a substantial level of transactions between PJM and the contiguous control areas. The
transactions with other market areas are largely driven by the market fundamentals within
each area and between market areas and are discussed below: (PJM, 2008a)
*

On May 22,2007, the joint operating agreement (JOA) between PJM and the NYISO
became effective. This agreement was developed to improve reliability. It also
formalizes the process of electronic checkout of schedules, the exchange of
interchange schedules to facilitate calculations for available transfer capability (ATC)
and standards for interchange revenue metering. This agreement does not include
provisions for market-based congestion management or other market-to-market
activity.

*

The JOA between the MISO and PJM continued in 2007 as in 2006, in its second, and
final, phase of implementation, including market-to-market activity and coordinated,
market-based congestion management within and between both markets.

*

The Joint Reliability Coordination Agreement (JRCA) executed on April 22, 2005,
between PJM, the MISO and TVA, provides for comprehensive reliability management
among the wholesale electricity markets of the Midwest ISO and PJM and the service
territory of TVA.

*

On September 9, 2005, FERC approved a JOA between PJM and Progress Energy
Carolinas, Inc. (PEC), with an effective date of July 30, 2005.

*

On May 23, 2007, PJM and Virginia and Carolinas Area (VACAR) South entered into a
reliability coordination agreement. It provides for system and outage coordination,
emergency procedures and the exchange of data. Provisions are also made for regional
studies and recommendations to improve the reliability of interconnected bulk power
systems.

In addition to concerns of long term supply assurance, reliance on power imported from other
states increases demand on west to east transmission capabilities, resulting in heightened
vulnerability to transmission related interruptions. In fact, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
has identified the Atlantic coastal area from Metropolitan New York southward through
northern Virginia as one of two Critical Congestion Areas within the United States, stating the
following (DOE, 200.6):
The areafrom greaterNew York Citysouth along the coastto northernVirginia is one
continuouscongestion area,covering partor all of the statesof New York, Pennsylvania,New
Jersey,Delaware,Maryland,Virginia,and the Districtof Columbia. This arearequiresbillion of
dollarsof in vestment in new transmission,generation,and demandside resourcesover the next
decadeto protectgrid reliabilityandensure the area'seconomic vitality. Planningfor the siting,
financing,andconstruction of these facilitiesis urgent.
According to the study, the cost of congestion varies in real time according to: (1) changes in
the levels and patterns of customer demand (including responses to price changes), (2) the
availability of output from various generation sources, (3) the cost of generation fuels, and (4)
the availability of transmission capacity. PJM was among the first to seek early designation of
two transmission corridors designed to address congestion problems, which have been
included in the DOE study (PJM, 2006a). PJM's two proposed corridors are the Allegheny
Mountain Corridor, extending from the West Virginia panhandle region southeastward and
serving populations in the Baltimore and Washington areas, and the Delaware River Corridor,
extending from the West Virginia region eastward and serving population centers around
Philadelphia, New Jersey, and Delaware. Congestion costs resulting from constraints in the
BBNPP
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Allegheny Mountain Corridor totaled $747 million in 2005, with another $464 million on the
Delaware River Corridor that year.
The study also notes that, while the eastern portion of PJM experiences continuing load
growth, it also faces power plant retirements and limited new generation projects.
Transmission constraints are causing significant congestion in both the western and eastern
portions of PJM because the grid cannot accommodate delivering the available lower cost
Midwest coal and nuclear fueled generation to the East (DOE, 2006).
Further, DOE was given the authority of National Interest Electric Transmission Corridors
(NIETC) by Congress through the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPACT) to conduct national electric
transmission congestion studies and, if warranted, to designate NIETCs. Designation as an
NIETC is a federal recognition that an area meets certain criteria that establish a need that may
be resolved by generation, demand side resources or additional transmission capability and
remains in effect for 12 years. The designation gives FERC authority to approve new power
lines in the corridors. This designation also recognizes that proposed transmission lines in the
area serve a national and local interest, and it enables the coordination of federal authorities, if
needed. If a utility does not receive state approval to build a proposed transmission project in
an NIETC within a year, the utility can apply to FERC to authorize the line and give the utility
eminent domain authority (PPUC, 2008).
On October 2,2007, DOE made final designations of NIETCs in different parts of the United
States, including the Mid Atlantic area. The Mid Atlantic NIETC includes 52 of Pennsylvania's 67
counties and portions of New York, Virginia, West Virginia, Ohio, Maryland, Delaware, and the
District of Columbia. The intent of this NIEtC designation is to alleviate transmission
congestion in critical congestion areas in the Mid Atlantic Region (PPUC, 2008).
As previously noted, PJM was the first RTO to file for-corridor designations with DOE. In 2006,
PJM called for the designation of three NIETCs: the Allegheny Mountain Corridor, the Delaware
River Corridor, and the Mid Atlantic Corridor. One NIETC in particular, the Allegheny Mountain
Corridor, is the stated priority and is urgently needed to avoid transmission system reliability
issues in 2012 and beyond (PJM, 2006b).
Congestion occurs when available energy cannot be delivered to all loads because
transmission facilities do not have sufficient capacity. When the least expensive available
energy cannot be delivered to loads in a transmission constrained area, higher cost units
(energy) in the constrained area must be dispatched to meet that load. The result is that the
price of energy in the constrained area is higher than in the unconstrained area because of the
combination of transmission limitations and the cost of local generation. The LMP reflects the
price of the lowest cost resources available to meet loads, taking into account actual delivery
constraints imposed by the transmission system. Thus, LMP is an efficient way to price energy
when transmission constraints exist. Congestion reflects this efficient pricing.
Congestion reflects the underlying features of the power system, including the nature and
capability of transmission facilities and the cost and geographical distribution of generation
facilities. Congestion is neither good nor bad, but is a direct measure of the extent to which
there are differences in the cost of generation that cannot be equalized because of
transmission constraints. A complete set of markets would permit direct competition between
investments in transmission and generation. The transmission system provides a physical
hedge against congestion. The transmission system is paid for by firm load, and as a result, firm
load receives the corollary financial hedge in the form of ARRs and/or FTRs. While the
transmission system and ARRs/FTRs are not guaranteed to be a complete hedge against
BBNPP
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congestion, ARRs/FTRs do provide a substantial offset to the cost of congestion to firm load
(PJM, 2006c).
In 1996, the Electricity Generation Customer Choice and Competition Act passed, giving
electricity customers in Pennsylvania the ability to choose their electricity company. The
selection of an electric generation supplier depends upon the area. Electric distribution
companies provide the transmission and distribution, and the PPUC oversees electric service
and competition in Pennsylvania. The quality, reliability, and maintenance of electric service
have not changed under the Act. In fact, it enables customers to shop around for the price and
type of service that best suits their needs (PPUC, 2007).
PJM's wholesale electricity market is similar to a stock exchange. It establishes a market price
for electricity by matching supply with demand. Online eTools make trading easy for PJM
members and customers by enabling them to submit bids and offers and providing them with
continuous real time data. Market participants can follow market fluctuations as they happen
and make informed decisions quickly and confidently. PJM members and customers can
respond to high prices and bring resources to the region at times of high demand. PJM
attempts to keep markets fair by making prices transparent through eTools.
In addition, as noted in Section 8.1 and Section 8.2, PJM is responsible for maintaining the
integrity of the regional power grid and for managing changes and additions to the grid to
accommodate new generating plants, substations, and transmission lines. PJM analyzes and
forecasts the future electricity needs of the region. PJM also ensures that the growth of the
electric system takes place efficiently, in an orderly, planned manner, and that reliability is
maintained.
PJM market participants continually import energy from and export energy to external regions.
The transactions involved may fulfill long term or short term bilateral contracts or take
advantage of short term price differentials (PJM, 2006c).
Aggregate Imports and Exports. During 2006, PJM was a net exporter of energy, with
monthly net interchange averaging 1.5 million megawatt hours (MWh). Gross monthly
import volumes averaged 2.2 million MWh, while gross monthly exports averaged 3.7
million MWh.
Interface Imports and Exports. There were net exports at 15 of PJM's 21 interfaces in
2006. Three interfaces accounted for 65% of the total net exports: PJM/TVA with 33%,
PJM/MidAmerican Energy Company with 17% and PJM/NYISO with 15% of the net
export volume. There were net imports at five PJM interfaces. Three interfaces
accounted for 97% of the net import volume, PJM/Ohio Valley Electric Corporation with
76%, PJM/Illinois Power Company with 12% and PJM/ Duke Energy Corporation with
9% of the net import volume.
8.3.1
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Table 8.3-1 PJM Installed Capacity by Fuel Type in 2007

z
Fuel Type

-u

Coal
Oil
Gas
Nudear
Solid waste
Hydroelectric
Wind
Total

January 1
Percentage of
Total
66,613.5
40.9%
10,771.1
6.6%
47,528.0
29.2%
30,056.8
18.5%
719.6
0.4%
7,122.9
4.4%
28.8
*0.0%
MW

162,840.7

0

0

0

(D
5..

66,418.9
10,657.5
46,955.9
30,056.8
719.6
7,193.9
34.0

100.0%
.1-

Note:
MW = megawatts

MW

162,036.6
j.

May31
Percentage of
Total
41.0%
6.6%
29.0%
18.5%
0.4%
4.4%
0.0%
100.0%

MW
66,546.0
10,645.0
47,557.0
30,880.8
714.6
7,287.2
28.8
163,659.4

June 1
Percentage of
Total
40.7%
6.5%
29.1%
18.9%
0.4%
4.5%
0.0%
100.0%

December 31
Percentage of
Total
66,286.0
40.5%
10,640.0
6.5%
47,599.4
29.1%
30,883.8
18.9%
712.6
0.4%
7,311.2
4.5%
65.4
0.0%
163,498.4
100.0%
MW
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Table 8.3-2 PJM Generation Fuel Mix for 2007
Fuel Type

Power Generation (GWh)

Percentage of Total Generation

Coal

416,180.7

Oil
Gas

3,728.1
57,825.8

553%
0.5%

Nuclear
Solid waste
Hydroelectric
Wind

255,040.1
4,896.0
13,080.6
1,345.8

7.7%
33.9%
0.7%
1.7%
0.2%

Total
Note:
GWh = Gega-watt hour

752,097.2

100.0%

Table 8.3-3 PJM Capacity Additions
Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

Added Capacity (MW)
505
872
3,841
3,524
1,935
819
471
1,265

Note:
MW = megawatts

Table 8.3-4 PJM Queued Capacity by Fuel Type in Pennsylvania
Fuel Type

Power Generation (MW)
39.0
2,898.0
97.0
13,534.9
3,946.0

Diesel
Coal
Oil
Natural Gas
Nuclear
Methane

95.5

Hydroelectric
Biomass
Solar

339.0
75.9
3.0

1.3%
0.3%
0.0%

4,642.5

17.8%

M,095.8
6Total

1.6%
100.0%

Wind

Othler

BBNPP

Percentage of Total Generation
0.1%
11.1%
0.4%
51.9%
15.1%
,

•425.0
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Table 8.3-5 PJM Queued Generation Interconnection Requests in the ROI/Primary Market Area
(Page 1 of 3)
Queue
Q41
Q59
Q73
R42
R57
G04
G05
G06
Q42
Q90
R04
R24
R27
R72
R73
026
530
Q20
Q22
R89
K04
L03
M19
N26
N27
N31
O11
020
036
Q76
R74
R91
S40
Ti 1
Ti 2
B19
C02
DOI
G20
G22
H12
Jos
M07
P04
P06
P23
Q08
QII
Q86
BBNPP

Plant Name
Mt. Hope Mine 34.5 kV
S. Reading - Dirdsboro 64 kV
South Reading 69 kV
Moselem 69 kV
South Reading 69 kV
Brunner Island #2
Brunner Island #1
Martins Creek #4
Indian River
Mickleton 230 kV
Sunbury 500 kV
Susquehanna-Alburtis 500 kV
Frackville
Indian River 230 kV
Indian River 138 kV
Pine Grove 69 kV
Gould
Holtwood
columbia 34.5 kV
Conowingo
Camden 26 kV
Morgantown
Otter Point
Daleville Pequest River 34.5 kV
Freemansburg 69 kV
Bustelton 13 kV
Lakehurst 34.5 kV
Honey Brook 12 kV
Quinton 12 kV
Carlis Corner
Columbus-NJ
Hegins
Laurel-Sussex 69 kV
Kent-harrington 69 kV
Melrose 34.5 kV
South Lebanon 230 kV
Engleside 69 kV
Essex
North Wales 34.5 kV
Edgemoor 230 kV
Huron 69 kV
Peckville (Aarchbald)
Peach Bottom 500 kV
Cumberland 230 kV
Bayonne 138 kv
Red Oak 230 kV
Red Oak 230 kV
Hudson-Essex 230 kV

MW MWC
30
9
6.4
19
16
6
6
9
11
14
14
14
14
30
30
630
630
650
650
817
817
940
940
52
52
18
18
5
5
8
8
4
0
140
140
0.5
0.5
24
24
5
0.8
4.5
1.6
1.6
4
4
5
7.125
7.1
10
9.6
1.6
2
2
4.8
4.8
037
0
10.5
10.5
-5
5
4
4
20
20
47
47
1.6
1.6
6
6
38
38
10
10
8
8
6
6.3
550
550
366
550
46
45.5
50
50
300
300
455.1 455.1

Status
Active
UC
UC
UC
UC
ISNC
ISNC
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
UC
Active
Active
UC
ISP
ISP
Suspended
ISP
ISP
ISNC
UC
ISNC
ISNC
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
ISNC
Active
ISNC
ISNC
ISNC
ISP
ISP
ISNC
UC
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active

Schedule
1/1/2008
3/31/2007
12/15/2007
10/1/2007
1/16/2008
1/1/2002
5/1/2004
12/1/2007
6/1/2012
6/1/2012
12/15/2012
4/1/2012
6/1/2010
6/1/0228
6/1/2008
1/1/2007
12/31/2007
10/30/2010
12/2612008
10/26/2006
6/30/2005
5/31/2009
9/1/2006
11/1/2006
7/1/2006
7/31/2007
6/1/2007
12/31/0226
12/1/2006
11/1/2008
6/1/2008
6/1/2007
10/15/2008
8/14/2007
8/14/2007
4/6/2001
1/1/2007
5/31/2000
6/1/2003
9/30/2002
12/1/2005
7/30/2003
3/15/2004
6/1/2008
12/31/2008
6/1/2007
6/1/2008
611)2008
5/31/2009
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JCPL
METED
METED
METED
METED
PPL EU
PPL EU
PPI EU
DPL
AEC
PPLEU
PPL EU
PPL EU
DPL
DPL
PPL EU
BGE
PPL EU
JCPL
PECO
PSEG
PPL EU
BGE
PECO
JCPL
PPL EU
PSEG
JCPL
PPL EU
AEC
AEC
PSEG
PPL
DPL
DPL
JCPL
METED
PPL EU
PSEG
PECO
DPL
AEC
PPL EU
PECO
AEC
PSEG
JCPL
JCPL
PSEG

Fuel Type
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Diesel
Diesel
Hydro
Hydro
Hydro
Methane
Methane
Methane
Methane
Methane
Methane
Methane
Methane
Methane
Methane
Methane
Methane
Methane
Methane
Methane
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natrual Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Rev.1 c
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Table 8.3-5 PJM Queued Generation Interconnection Requests in the ROI/Primary Market Area
(Page 2 of 3)
Queue
R11
R20
R23
R39
R58
R66
R81
S03
5121
S122
523
525
532
S33
S60
S61
S67
T107
T1 19
T40
141
T42
T43
T44
T45
T51
T52
T54
T55
T59
T63
175
T76
T77
198
G46
H17
H18
H19
Mi1
M12
Q47
Q48
R01
R02
T182
N34
Q74
543
BBNPP

Plant Name
South River 230 kV
Rock Springs
Lakewood 230 kV
Red Oak 230 kV
Gloucester 230 kW
Fair Lawn 138 kV
Emilie 230 kV
Edgemoor 230 kV
Vineland 69 kV
Churchtown-Cumberland 230 kV
Graceton 230 kV
Parlin 230 kV
Perryman
Riverside
Essex 26 kV
Tosco 230 kV
Gould St.
Essex 230 kV
Sewaren 230 kV
South Harrington
Kearny 230 or 138 kV
Kearny 230 or 138 kV
Essex 230 kV
Essex 230 kV
Husdon 230 kV
Hay Road
Red Lion 500 kV
Cumberland 138 kV
Sherman Ave.
Mickleton
Carlis Corner
South River 230 kv
south River 230 kV
Linden 230 kV
South Mahwah 69 kV
Peach Bottom 500 kV
Salem 500 kV
Hope Creek 500 kV
Hope Creek 500kV
Susquehanna#1
Susquehanna #2
Peach Bottom
Calvert Cliffs
Susquehanna
Susquehanna
TMI 230 kV
Motiva
Linden 230 kV
Vineland

MW
611
20
20
300
55
67
120
5
63
478
550
114
250
120
63
20
101
675
600
225
275
138
205
205
205
13
20
9.4
12.4
14.4
27.2
20
40
64
6
70
115
78
43
111
107
140
1640
800
800
24
142
600
17

MWC
611
20
20
300
55
67
120
5
63
478
550
114
250
85
63
20
101
675
600
225
275
138
205
205
205
13
20
9.4
12.4
14.4
27.2
20
40
64
6
70
115
78
43
111
107
140
1640
800
800
24
142
600
17

Status
Active
ISNC
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
ISP
ISP
ISP
UC
UC
UC
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
ISP
Active
Active

Schedule
6/30/2009
1/1/2007
1/1/2007
6/30/2009
6/1/2008
3/1/2007
6/1/2008
2/12/2007
7/1/2008
11/1/2009
6/1/2012
7/1/2007
5/1/2010
5/2/2010
6/1/2008
7/1/2007
6/1/2008
1/31/2012
1/1/2012
6/1/2012
6/1/2010
6/1/2012
6/1/2010
6/1/2012
6/1/2012
5/1/2008
5/1/2008
4/1/2009
4/1/2009
4/1/2009
4/1/2009
9/25/2007
6/15/2009
10/4/2007
10/29/2007
10/1/2007
6/1/2008
12/1/2007
12/1/2007
7/1/2008
7/1/2007
10/31/2012
12/31/2015
1/1/2013
1/1/2013
1/31/2008
5/1/2002
6/1/2009
6/1/2008
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JCPL
PECO
JCPL
JCPL
PSEG
PSEG
PECO
DPL
AEC
AEC
PECO
JCPL
BGE
BGE
PSEG
PSEG
BGE
PSEG
PSEG
DPL
PSEG
PSEG
PSEG
PSEG
PSEG
DPL
DPL
AEC
AEC
AEC
AEC
JCPL
JCPL
PSEG
REC
PECO
PSEG
PSEG
PSEG
PPLEU
PPLEU
PECO
CEG
PPLEU
PPLEU
METED
DPL
PSEG
AEC

Fuel Type
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Nuclear
Nuclear
Nuclear
Nuclear
Nuclear
Nuclear
Nuclear
Nuclear
Nuclear
Nuclear
Nuclear
Oil
Oil
Oil
Rev. Ic
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Table 8.3-5 PJM Queued Generation Interconnection Requests in the ROI/Primary Market Area
(Page 3 of 3)
Queue
T53
T56
T57
T60
T61
T66
T66
T67
T68
K21
028
039
040
070
P03
Q27
Q28
Q40
Q58
R36
R37
R43
R53
S20
T122
T81
T82
T83
T84

Plant Name
Delaware City
Christiana
Middle
Missouri Ave.
Cedar
Tasley
Tasley
West
Edgemoor
East Carbondale 69 kV
Jenkins-Harwood #2 69 kV
Sunbury-Dauphin 69 kV
Pine Grove-Frailey 69 kV
Susquehanna Hardwood 230 kV
Frackville-Hauto #3
Frackville-Shennandoah 69 kV
Eldred-Frackville 230 kV
Renovo Lock Haven
Sunbury-Susquehanna
Bethany 138 kV
Rehoboth 138 kV
Frackville Hauto #3
Stanton-Brookside 69 kV
Pine Grove-Fishbach 69 kV
Ocean Bay 138 kV
Cedar 230 kV
Cardiff 230 kV
Merion 138 kV
Corson 138 kV

MW
7.3
10.4
22.2
10.5
8.3
6.7
6.7
7.6
9.6
70
85
56
28
124
1
100
220
40
100
450
450
20
601
50
600
350
350
350
350

MWC
7.3
10.4
22.2
10.5
8.3
6.7
6.7
7.6
9.6
13
17
11.2
5.6
24.8
0.26
20
44
8
20
90
90
4
12
10
120
70
70
70
70

Status
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
ISNC
Active
Suspended
Active
UC
IS NC
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active

Schedule
6/1/2008
4/1/2009
4/1/2009
4/1/2009
4/1/2009
4/11/2009
10/1/2008
4/1/2009
4/1/2009
7/11/2004
9/30/2006
12/15/2007
12/15/2007
12/15/2007
12/31/2007
12/31/2007
12/31/2008
6/26/2006
12/31/2008
6/1/2014
6/1/2014
12/31/2006
11/11/2008
10/1/2009
6/1/2015
12/31/2012
12/31/2012
12/31/2012
12/31/2012

TO
DPL
DPL
AEC
AEC
AEC
DPL
DPL
DPL
DPL
PPL EU
PPL EU
PPL EU
PPL EU
PPL EU
PPL EU
PPL EU
PPL EU
PPL EU
PPL EU
DPL
DPL
PPLEU
PPLEU
PPLEU
DPL
AEC
AEC
AEC
AEC

Fuel Type
Oil
Oil
Oil
Oil
Oil
Oil
Oil
Oil
Oil
Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind

'Note:
AEC = Atlantic Electric Company
BGE= Baltimore Gas and Electric Company
DPL= Delmarva Power& Light
IS NC = In-service, no capacity. indicates a generator that is in-service for energy only. Such units have not requested
consideration for capacity status.
ISP = In-service, partial. Denotes a generating resource that is only partially in-service and has not reached full capacity status.
A generating unit is ineligible for full capacity status until all transmission upgrades needed to ensure deliverability are
completed. Only then will PJM grant capacity status designation.
JCPL = J ersey Central Power & Light
METED = Metropolitan Edison Company
PECO = PECO Energy company
PPL EU = PPL Electric Utilities Corporation
PSEG = Public Service Electric & Gas Company
REC = Rockland Electric Company
UC = Under Construction
MW =Total Energy Output of Facility
MWC = Capacity Component of Total Energy Output of Facility
TO = Transmission Owner

BBNPP
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Table 8.3-6 Capacity Additions (MW) in Active or Under-Construction Queues by Control Zone
Combined Cycle

Combustion Turbine

Diesel

Hydroelectric

AECO

225

695

AEP
AP
BGE

0
640
0

646
600
961

9
247
11
8

0
144
81
0

3,280

0

0

4,249

CornEd
DAY
Dominion
DPL
JCPL

600
0
1,633
0
1,261

835
37
1,235
305
194

105
2
148
23
40

0
0
94
0
1

280
0
1,944
0
0

765
1,300
280
653
0

13,049
983
0
1,598
0

15,634
2,322
5,334
2,579
1,496

Met-Ed
PECO
PENELEC

47
550
0

1,200
4,540
153

66
6
12

0
0
32

0
140
0

0

0

1,313

0
310

3
2,778

5,239
3,285

Pepco

1,250

2,388

5

0

0

0

0

3,643

PPL
PSEG
UGI

0
1,100
0

42
1,909
0

38
74
0

140
0
0

1,018
43
0

5,402
0
300

1,277
0
0

7,917
3,126
300

Total

7,306

15,740

794

492

6,789

17,674

25,211

74,006

1

Nuclear

Steam

Wind

Total

0
84
0

650
6,059
1,955

0
3,255
2,268

1,579
10,435
5,555

Notes: Data are current as of December 31, 2007.

Table 8.3-7 Existing PJM Capacity (MW): 2007
AECO
AEP
AP

BGE

Combined Cycle

Combustion Turbine

Diesel

Hydroelectric

Nuclear

Steam

Wind

Total

155

528

14

0

0

4,361
1,129

3,577
1,159

0
43

1,008
80

2,093
0

1,108
21,711
7,862

8
0
81

1,813
32,750
10,354

0

872

0

0

1,735

2,793

0

5,400

Corn Ed
DAY
DLCO
Dominion

1,790
0
272
2,515

6,172
1,316
45
3,213

0
44
0
105

0
0
0
3,321

11,448
0
1,630
3,459

6,916
4,079
3,524
8,332

343
0
0
0

26,669
5,439
5,471
20,945

DPL
External

1,088
0

801
100

86
0

0
0

0
0

1,780
5,605

0
0

3,755
5,705

JCPL
Met-Ed
PECO

1,569
1,984
2,497

1,216
417
1,498

6
0
6

333
19
1,618

619
786
4,492

10
817
2,022

0
0
0

3,753
4,023
12,133

PENELEC
Pepco.

0
1,134

332
1,321

50
0

76
0

0
0

6,805
4,774

119
0

7,782
7,229

PPL
PSEG

1,674
2,849

613
2,975

39
13

568
8

2,003
3,353

5,697
2,264

112
0

10,706
11,462

Total

23,017

26,155

406

7,431

31,618

663

175,389

BBNPP
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Table 8.3-8 PJM Queued LTFTS Requests (12/31/2007)
Queue Number T

Status

Transfer

MW

S588

ACTIVE

AMIL - PJM

240

553C

ACTIVE

AP - PSEG

125

553B
S58C

ACTIVE
ACTIVE

S58D
S59B
504B
T17
T18
T19
T36
T46

ACTIVE
ACTIVE
ACTIVE
ACTIVE
ACTIVE
ACTIVE
ACTIVE
ACTIVE

AP - DPL
PJM - Cinergy
AP- Dominion
PJM - Cinergy
PJM - Cinergy
PJM - Duke Energy
PJM - Duke Energy
PJM - Duke Energy
LG&E- Duke Energy
PJM - Cinergy

125
100
400

T95
T96

ACTIVE
ACTIVE

T97
T90

ACTIVE
ACTIVE

T15
T72

ACTIVE
ACTIVE

300
106
106
106
62
80

_

NYISO - PJM - NYISO

Notes:
LTFTS = long-term firm transmission service
MW = megawatts
AMIL= Ameren (Illinois)
PJM = Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland Interconnection
AP = Allegheny Power
PSEG = Public Service Electric & Gas Company
DPL = Delmarva Power& Light
LG&E = Louisville Gas and Electric Company
NYISO = New York Independent System Operator
Source: PJM, 2008e

Table 8.3-9 PJM Queued ARR Requests (112/31/2007)
Queue Number
S07

Status
ACTIVE

S08

ACTIVE

Kammer

Doubs

S09

ACTIVE

Conemaugh

Conastone

Jacksons Ferry

Burches Hill

S10
ACTIVE
Notes:
ARR = Auction Revenue Rights
Source: PJM, 2008e

BBNPP

Source
Keystone
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Table 8.3-10 Generator Deactivations
(Page I of 4)
UnitZone

Trans

Age
(Years)

Official
Owner
Request

Actual
Requested
Deactivation Deactivation
Date
Date

F

41

PN

54

9/27/2002

Warren 2

F

41

PN

53

9/27/2002

Hudson 3 CT

129

PS

36

10/16/2003

10/16/2003

Seward 4

60

PN

53

11/19/2003

11/19/2003

Seward 5

136

PN

47

11/19/2003

11/19/2003

Gould Street

101

BGE

51

11/4/2003

11/1/2003

Sayreville 4

114 !

JC

49

11/1/2003

2/14/2004

115

JC

45

No Reliability
Issues
9/28/2002 No Reliability
Issues
10/17/2003 No Reliability
Issues
11/20/2003 No Reliability
Issues
11/20/2003 No Reliability
Issues
12/1/2003 No Reliability
Issues
Reliability
Issues
2/19/2004 Iden
9/28/2002

Warren 1

Sayreville 5

PJM
Reliability
Status

Identified and

11/11/2003

2/14/2004
I

2/19/2004
3/5/2004

Resolved
Reliability
Issues

Identified and

Resolved
No Reliability
Issues
No Reliability
Issues
No Reliability
Issues
No Reliability
Issues
No Reliability
Issues

Delaware 7

126

PE

50

12/12/2003

3/1/2004

Delaware 8

124

PE

51

12/12/2003

3/1/2004

3/5/2004

Burlington
101-104
Burlington
105

208

PS

10

1/8/2004

4/4/2004

4/4/2004

52

PS

31

1/8/2004

4/4/2004

4/4/2004

Wayne CT

56

PN

31

2/12/2004

As soon as
pss ibl
possible

5/5/2004

Sherman
VCLP

46.6

AE

9

2/2/2004

3/15/2004

6/25/2004

No Reliability
Issues

56

CE

36;

10/12/2004

Mothballed -

7/1/2004

:No Reliability

Calumet31

Currently

As soon as

Issues

Issues

possible

42

Calumet 33

CE

10/12/2004

36

Currently
Moth balled
Aoonbas
As soonas

-

7/1/2004

No Reliability
Issues

possible

Calumet 34

51

CE

10/12/2004

35

Currently

No Reliability
Issues

As soon as
possible
Currently

Joliet 31

59

CE

_

Joliet 32

BBNPP

J

36

10/12/2004

Mothballed -

As soon as

7/1/2004

No Reliability

Issues

_possible

57

CE

,_

_possible

36

10/12/2004

Currently
Mothballed As soon as
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Table 8.3-10 Generator Deactivations
(Page 2 of 4)
Unit

Warren 3 CT

Bloom 33

Capacity

57

24

Trans
Zone

Age
(Years)

PN

CE

Official
Owner
Request

Actual
Requested
Deactivation Deactivation
Date
Date
Mothballed
on 5/1/2004,
relisted from
7/1/04 until
10/1/04

10/1/2004

Currently

NA - never a

PJM
Reliability
Status
No Reliability
Issues

31

2/12/2004

33

10/12/2004 Mothballed - PJM capacity No Reliability
As soon as
Issues
1 possible
possible resource

.....

SCurrently

NA - never a

PJM capacity No Reliability
Issues
resource

Bloom 34

26

CE

33

10/12/2004

Mothballed As soon as
possible

Collins 1

554

CE

26

6/212004

12/31/2014

I11/2005

Collins 2

554

CE

27

6/2/2004

3rdl4th
QrIte
Quarter 2004

1/1/2005

Collins 3

530

CE

27

6/2/2004

12/31/2004

1/1/2005

No Reliability
Issues

Collins 4

50CE
530

26

6/2/2004

Currently
Mothballed
As/son/s2 -

1/1/2005

No Reliability
Isue
Issues

1/1/2005

No Reliability
Issues

As soon as

No Reliability
1Issues
No Reliability
Ies
Issues

possible

Currently
Mothballed As soon as

Collins 5

possible

Riegel Paper
NUG (Milford
Power LP)

27

JC

33

6/11/2004

20

ME

15

9/29/2004

59

CE

34

10/12/2004

Junction 32

59

CE

34

10/12/2004

Electric
Junction 33

59

CE

34

10/12/2004

Lombard 32

31

CE

35

10/12/2004

STI 3 &4 (Cat
Tractor)
Electric
Junction 31
Electric

Planned to
retire 6/30/04,
request
delayed until
12/31/04
1/1/2005
12/31/04whencontract
is complete
12/31/04when contract
is complete
12/31/04when contract
is complete
Currently

1/1/2005

1/1/2005

1/1/2005

1/1/2005

1/1/2005

No Reliability
Issues

No Reliability
Issues
No Reliability
Issues after 1/
1/05
No Reliability
Issues after 1/
1/05
No Reliability
Issues after 1/
1/05

1/1/2005

No Reliability
Issues

1/1/2005
//05

Issuesiblt
No Reliability
Issues

As soon as
possible

Lombard 33

32

CE

35

10/12/2004

Currently
Mothbal
led Mohald
As soon as

__possible

BBNPP
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Table 8.3-10 Generator Deactivations
(Page 3 of 4)
Capacity

Trans

Age

Official
Owner
Request

Sabrooke3l

25

CE

35

10/12/2004

Sabrooke 32

25

CE

35

10/12/2004

Sabrooke 33

24

CE

34

10/12/2004

Sabrooke 34

13

CE

34

10/12/2004

Madison St.
CT

10

DPL

41

10/13/2004

12/31/2004

10/12/2004

As soon as
possible

Unit

Requested
Deactivation
Date

Actual
Deactivation
Date

No Reliability

12/31/04-

Crawford 31

Crawford 32

59

CE

36

when contract
IscompleteII
12/31/04whencontract
is complete
12/31/04whencontract
is complete
12/31/04when contract
is complete

As soon as
! possible

PJM
Reliability
Status

1/1/2005

Issues

1/1/2005

No Reliability
Issues

1/1/2005

1/1/2005
1/7/2005

3/1/2005

jNo Reliability
Issues after 1/
1/05
No Reliability
Issues after 1/
1/05
No Reliability
Issues
Reliability
iss.e
i
fd
dentified and
resolved
Reliability
issue
identified and
resolved
Reliability
issue
ide
identified and
resolved

58

CE

36

10/12/2004

Crawford 33

59

CE

36

10/12/2004

DeepwaterCT
A

19

AE

37

10/13/2004

4/1/2005

5/1/2005

Reliability
Issue resolved
(Blackstart)

9/8/2004

12/7/2004

6/1/2005

Reliability
issue
Iidentified and

3/1/2005

]

Kearny 7

Kearny 8

150

150

PS

PS

As soon as

3/1/2005

possible

51

9/8/2004

50

12/7/2004

6/1/2005

resolved
Reliability
issue
Identified and
resolved

Howard M.
Down
(Vineland)
Unit 7
DSM
(Hoffman
LaRoche)

Newark
Boxboard

BBNPP

9

52

AE

53

2/24/2005

5/31/2005

6/17/2005

No Reliability
Issues

JC

7

9/1/2005

10/1/2005

10/6/2005

No Reliability
Issues

PS

15

7/6/2005

10/5/2005
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Table 8.3-10 Generator Deactivations
(Page 4 of 4)
Unit

Capacity

Zone

Official
Owner
Request

Age

Requested
Actual
Deactivation Deactivation
Date
Date

PJM
Reliability
Status
Reliability
issue (black
start)
identified and
resolved
Reliability
issue (black
start)
identified and
resolved
No Reliability
Issues

Conesville 1

115

AEP

46

9/20/2005

12/31/2005

1/11/2006

Conesville 2

115

AEP

48

9/2012005

12/31/2005

1/1/2006

Gude Landfill
1&2
Bayonne CT1

2.2

PEP

20

8/12/2004

3/25/2006

3/25/2006

21

PS

35

3/30/2006

As soon as

5/20/2006

No Reliability

possible
As soon as

52 / 0 6

Issues
N ei blt
Reliability
sNo

5/20/2006
possible
possibleIssues
As soon as
10/24/2006
possible

Bayonne CT2

21

PS

35

3/30/2006

Delaware
Diesel

2.7

PE

39

8/30/2006

E6

PEP

39

2/28/2007

5/31/2007

5/31/2007

Martins Creek

140

PPL

53

3/19/2004

9/15/2007

9/15/2007

Martins Creek
2

140

PPL

51

3/19/2004

9/15/2007

9/15/2007

40

9/1/2005

9115/2007

9/15/2007

Buzzard Point

East Bank 3

•'Ietfe

i

Martins Creek
D5
D1-D2

Waukegan 6

Reliability
Issues
Identified
No Reliability
Issues
No Reliability
Issues
Reliability
Issue (black

PPL

100

No Reliability
Issues

9/1/2007

1/3/2007

55

CE

12/31/2007

start)
identified and
resolved
No Reliability

Issues

Table 8.3-11 Distribution of PJM Energy Resources
2006 Capacity

2005 Generation

2006 Generation

Coal

41%

56%

57%

Nuclear
Hydro, Wind and other
Oil

18%
5%
7%

34%
3%
1%

34%
3%
0%
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Table 8.3-12 Historical Reserve Requirement Study (RRS) Parameters
RRS Year
2000
2001

Delivery Year
2000/2001
2001/2002

2002

2002/2003

19.0%

19.0%

2003
2004

2003/2004
2005/2005
2005/2006

16.4%
14.9%
14.5%
14.7%

17.0%
16.0%
15.0%
15.0%

2007/2008

14.60/a

15.0%

2008/2009
2009/2010.

14.6%
14.7%

15.0%
15.0%

20052006/2007
2006

1 Calculated IRM
18.3%
17.4%

Approved IRM
19.5%
19.0%

Source: PJM, 2007b
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8.4

ASSESSMENT OF NEED FOR POWER
As introduced at the beginning of Chapter 8, the NRC may rely on need for power analyses
prepared by states or regions as the basis for the NRC evaluation if they are: (1) systematic,
(2) comprehensive, (3) subject to confirmation, and (4) responsive to forecasting uncertainty
(NRC, 2007).
In assessing the costs and benefits of the project, ESRP 8.4 provides the following review
criterion (NRC, 2007):
If a need for poweranalysis conducted by orforone or more relevantregions affected by the
proposedplant concludes there is a need for new generatingcapacity,thatfinding shouldbe
given greatweight provided that the analysis was systematic, comprehensive, subject to
confirmation, andresponsive to forecastuncertainty. This sourcemay be the most appropriate
if the proposedplant is not plannedto serve a traditionalutility loador as a retailpower
supplierin a specificregion,but is expected to providepower as a merchantplant to a regional
wholesalepower market. In this case, the analysis of the relevant marketshould include an
assessmentof competitors to the proposedplant.
The NRC further notes the following (NRC, 2007):
Although this criteriondoes not show a need for baseloadcapacity,it does demonstratea need
for new capacity that is independentof type. This criterion,coupled with an affirmative
indicationthat there is a need for baseloadcapacity justifies a baseloadaddition within the
time span determinedby the reviewer'sforecastanalysis.

8.4.1

ASSESSMENT OF THE NEED FOR NEW CAPACITY
As noted in Section 8.3, reserve margin is the amount by which the capacity resources exceed
the peak demand and is expressed as a percentage of the demand. Although the annual
reserve margin defines only the relationship between capacity and demand for the peak hour
of the year, it is derived from a probabilistic assessment method. RFC Standard BAL 502 RFC 01
requires a probabilistic assessment that utilizes generation resources and peak demand
duration characteristics be conducted for each LSE, individually or in Planned Reserve Sharing
Groups (PRSGs). A reserve margin derived from PRSG probabilistic assessments will be the
measure used to evaluate the projected reliability of the Region beginning in 2008. There is no
single probability study for the entire RFC region; although, each of the three heritage regions
(East Coast Area Reliability Coordination Agreement (ECAR), MAAC, and Mid America
Interconnected Network, Inc. (MAIN) has previously prepared probability studies that are
applicable to its portion of RFC. The reserve margins calculated in this assessment are being
compared to the most conservative margin from those heritage region studies, which is the
15% reserve margin established for the 2005 MAAC Reliability Assessment for summer 2006. In
2008, the reserve margins established by the PRSGs within RFC will be used to assess the
resource adequacy of each PRSG within the region.
This analysis evaluates the adequacy of the capacity in the region to supply the demand in the
region. Interchange transactions and ownership of generating capacity that create power
flows in and out of the RFC regional area are not included as capacity resources in this
assessment. This means that power purchases from outside the region and power sales to
entities outside the region are excluded from the analysis. It also means that capacity owned
by members but located outside the region is excluded, while capacity located within the
region, although owned by entities outside the region, is included in this assessment as a
capacity resource (RFC, 2007).
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With the addition of more than 3,000 MW of planned new capacity by 2010, the reserve
margins are expected to remain above 15% through 2010. Table 8.4-1 (RFC, 2007) summarizes
the projected reserve margins for each summer peak demand period, from 2007 through 2016.
Three sets of reserve margins are listed in the table: one based on the existing (2007) capability,
a second based on existing and planned capability, and a third set of reserve margins based on
the existing planned, and potential capability. Based on existing resources, projected
retirements and capability changes through summer 2016, the reserve margins based on the
summer peak net internal demand (NID) are projected to decline from a high of 20A% in 2007,
to a low of 5.1% in 2016. This is an improvement over last year's 18.0% reserve margin for 2007
that is projected to decline to 1.6% by 2016. The projected reserve margins for the summer
peak NID, based on existing and planned capacities plus the existing uncommitted and energy
only resources, decline over the period from 23.3% in 2007 (compared with 21.3% last year) to
9.6% in 2016 (compared with 9.2% last year).
These two projections of reserve margins from 2007 to 2016 represent the likely range for the
actual reserve margin, although neither extreme is considered likely to occur. A third reserve
margin projection (existing and planned resources) depicts the reserve margins when the
uncommitted and energy only resources are excluded from the total resource capability.
The earliest date when reserve margin would be expected to fall below 15% is 2010, assuming
no new capacity additions. The amount of new capacity needed to meet a 15% reserve margin
in 2010 is about 500 MW after retirements and changes to existing capacity. Retirements and
changes are expected to provide a net reduction of existing capability by about 1,000 MW.
While uncertainty in the existing data prevents a precise forecast of when the reserve margins
may decline below 15%, there appears to be sufficient lead time for the industry to respond
such that a 15% reserve margin can be maintained (RFC, 2007). As a result, not only will there
be a need for power from the BBNPP, there will be a need for a substantial amount of other new
generating capacity.
In this regard, a number of companies, considered to be probable competitors, have
announced their intentions to build new baseload generating capacity in the PJM region (see
Table 8.3-5 [PJM, 2008a]). Additionally, other companies have announced their intentions to
construct other types of generation capacity, including fossil fueled facilities and wind turbine
systems. However, only the following capacity which may be utilized as baseload capacity were
included in the 2007 PJM resources forecast:
670 MW of new gas fired generation capacity (in 2008),
750 MW of coal fired generation capacity (in 2012), and
*

800 MW of coal fired generation capacity (in 2012).

As noted in Section 8.1, reliability standards for the RFC require that sufficient generating
capacity be installed to ensure that the probability of the system load exceeding available
capacity is no greater than 1 day in 10 years. The RFC reliability standard is closely related to the
15% reserve margin objective. Studies are performed each year to determine the future
required reserve margins to meet the RFC reliability standard.
The load serving entities have a capacity obligation determined by evaluating individual
system load characteristics, unit size, and operating characteristics. Additionally, PJM conducts
load deliverability tests that are a unique set of analyses designed to ensure that the
transmission system provides a comparable transmission function throughout the system. The
transmission system reliability criterion used is one event of failure in 25 years. This is intended
BBNPP
0 2008
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to design transmission so that it is not limiting the planned generation system to a reliability
criterion of one event in 10 years. (PJM, 2008b)
In summary, the RFC and PJM assessments have forecasted a shrinking reserve margin that
does not satisfy RFC and PJM goals to maintain system reliability by 2010 (see Table 8.4-1 [RFC,
2007]). By the time the BBNPP is projected to enter commercial operation in December 2018,
there will be a substantial need for power, not only from the BBNPP, but from other new
generating plants, as well.
As discussed in Section 8.2.2, in 2007, PJM initiated the Reliability Pricing Model (RPM) to
correct current capacity shortcomings and to forestall reliability concerns throughout the RTO.
PJM assumed the following factors for its growing concern about reliability and power supply
(PJM, 2008a):
Continued load growth including impending exports of power to the New York City
area. The New Jersey area, the greater Baltimore area, the nation's capital, and the
Delmarva Peninsula are fast-growing major population centers.
Retirement of generation resources. There has been a high level of generation
retirements announced in parts of the RTO with little advance warning.
Sluggish development of new generation facilities. Underlying trends of comparatively
low generation additions exist.
*

Continued reliance on transmission to meet load deliverability requirements and to
obtain additional sources of power from the west. Constraints principally occur on
flows into eastern Pennsylvania and New Jersey (and from there to New York City) from
western Pennsylvania and from the Chesapeake Bay region.

The RFC process is a national one, set up by NERC to comply with EIA data gathering
requirements. The corporation gathers the data on an annual basis, compiles it, and submits it
to NERC as a region specific composite. NERC submits the data to EIA as a national composite
together with region specific information. PPL has concluded that the statutory, regulatory,
and administrative requirements that make up the PJM and NERC processes comprise
methodical regional processes for systematically reviewing the need for power that P PL intends
to help meet.
8.4.2

OTHER BENEFITS OF NEW NUCLEAR CAPACITY
NUREG 1555 allows an applicant to assess the need for a proposed power generating facility on
other grounds. The following criteria suggest the continuing benefits of and the need for a
new merchant baseload generating facility (NRC, 2007):
The relevantregion'sneed to diversify sources of energy (e.g., using a mixof nuclearfuel and
coal for baseloadgeneration).
The potentialto reduce the average cost of electricityto consumers.
The nationwideneed to reduce relianceon petroleum.
The case of a significantbenefit cost advantagebeing associatedwith plant operation before
system demand for the plant capacity develops.
In addition, the 2005 EPACT encourages needed investment in the nation's energy
infrastructure, helps boost electric reliability, and promotes a diverse mix of fuels to generate
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electricity. This Act includes a number of provisions that will affect the cost and availability of
energy and the overall structure of the electricity and natural gas industries.
Although NUREG 1555 does not specifically identify GHG reduction as one of these benefits,
more recent state and national policy statements assert the benefits of baseload capacity that
reduces GHG. The increasing concern about GHG and consequent climate change has
triggered a number of national policy trends:
+

During the 109th Congress, both houses of the U.S. Congress introduced resolutions
calling for a national program of carbon reduction. The Senate Committee on Energy
and Natural Resources is reviewing "cap and trade" legislation to reduce GHG emissions
during the early days of the 110th Congress (U.S. Senate, 2006).

*

The 110th Congress continues its exploration of legislation that would limit carbon
emissions in the United States. Known as "cap and trade" legislation, the legislation
seeks to bring carbon emissions down through a series of industry caps and trading
strategies (U.S. Senate, 2007a).

+

Costs of climate change have also triggered concerns about the economic effects of
continuing carbon emission growth. The following examples highlight the growing
concern in the United States:
*

A British study reviewed by the U.S. Senate notes that unabated climate change will
sharply affect economic systems globally, ultimately costing more than 20%
annually of gross domestic product by the year 2050 (U.S. Senate, 2007b).
U.S. economic reviews of the British study support it with "high confidence" (Yohe,
2007).

8.4.3

SUMMARY OF NEED FOR POWER
PJM planning is subject to review by its Board of Directors and advisory board. The PJM
reliability planning processes are also confirmable by comparing forecasts to RFC composite
forecasts. Although the PJM forecasts are included in the RFC regional composite, the regional
composite includes forecasts by many other generators and suppliers.
PJM uses commercially developed software to perform uncertainty analyses to account for
forecasting uncertainty. Each uses econometric modeling that enables them to perform
analyses of the sensitivity of results to changes in model inputs and to create high and low
range forecasts. Uncertainty analysis is also used in establishing planning reserve margins,
themselves an acknowledgement of uncertainty.
PPL concludes that PJM has the kind of reliability planning process that meets the NRC criteria
for an acceptable regional need for power analysis. Similarly, PPL concludes that the RFC
process for gathering need for power data provides further satisfaction of NRC criteria at the
regional level. At the regional level, growth projections support the need for the power that
the proposed BBNPP would produce.
The purpose of the proposed BBNPP is to satisfy the need for power identified by PJM. The
result of No Action, or not constructing the new facility, would mean that the need for power
has not been satisfied, and other electric generating sources would be needed to meet the
forecasted electricity demands.
In summary, the benefits of the proposed BBNPP include the following:

8BNPP
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*

The proposed BBNPP would alleviate existing congestion in the west-to-east
transmission of energy across the Allegheny Mountains.

*

The proposed BBNPP would provide much needed baseload power for an area that is
expected to have the average annual peak forecast grow between 1.2 and 1.5% per
year over the next 10 years.
The proposed BBNPP would allow PJM to continue to meet the growing demand for an
average of 1,654 MW per year of added capacity since 2000.

*

The proposed BBNPP would enable PJM to sustain the reserve margins necessary to
prevent a reduction in the supply of energy and to meet the expected future demand
trends.
Given concerns throughout the northeastern United States about climate change and
carbon emissions, the proposed BBNPP serves another important need by reducing
carbon emissions. The proposed BBNPP would displace significant amounts of carbon
as soon as the plant becomes operational, as compared to the coal fired generation
that likely would be expected to meet the identified need for power.

ER Section 9.2 discusses the viability of various baseload energy alternatives. ER Section 10.4
further reviews the costs and benefits of the proposed 8BNPP
it is expected that regional transmission organizations (i.e., PJM) prepare need-for-power
evaluations for proposed generation and transmission facilities. BBNPP will be located in the
PJM RTO territory. The PJM evaluations prepared are systematic, comprehensive, subject to
confirmation and responsive to forecasting uncertainty. Therefore, the BBNPP's need for an
assessment for power satisfies the criteria noted in NUREG-1 555, Section 8.4 (NRC, 2007).
8.4.4
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Table 8.4-1 Demand, Capability, and Margins 2007 - 2016 (Summer)
CO

1 2007 1 2008
Demand

RFC ND, MW

V

Z

M
C

--

Capability
Existing Seasonal Capacity (NSC), MW
Planned Additions (NSC), MW
Planned Seasonal Capability (NSC), MW
Uncommitted and Energy-Only Capability (NSC), MW
Potential Seasonal Capability (NSC), MW
NID)
Reserve Margins (MW &%of
Reserve Margins with Existing Resources
15% Reserve Margin - Surplus (Deficit)

S0

Cl

CI

15% Reserve Margin - Surplus (Deficit)
Reserve Margins with Existing, Planned, and Potential
Resources
15% Reserve Margin - Surplus (Deficit)

1 2009

1 2010

1 2012

1 2012

1 2013

1 2014

1 2015

1

2016

1----0- 182,500 1185,600 1188,400 1191,300 1194,100 1 196,900 l 199,5 --1202,400 1205,300
217,129

216,751
1365
217,129 218,116
5300
5300
222,429 1 223,416

216,033
2440
218,473
5300
223,773

216,140
3047
219,187
5300
224,487

215,960
3747
219,697
5300
224,987

215,926
3847
219,773
5300
225,073

215,801
3847
219,648
5300
224,948

215,801
3847
219,648
5300
224,948

215,801
3847
219,648
5300
224,948

215,801
3847
219,648
5300
224,948

36,729
34,251
20.4%
18.8%
9669
6976
36,729 ... 35,616
20.4%
19.5%
9669
8241
42,029
40,916
23.3%
22.4%
14,696
13,541

30,433
16.4%
2593
32,873
17.7%
5033
38,173
20.6%
10,333

27,740
14.7%
(520)
30,787
16.3%
2527
36,087
19.2%
7827

24,650
12.9%
(4045)
28,397
14.8%
(298)
33,697
17.6%
5002

21,826
11.2%
(7289)
25,673
13.2%
(3442)
30,973
16.0%
1858

18,901
9.6%
(10,634)
22,748
11.6%
(6787)
28,048
14.2%
(1487)

16,301
8.2%
(13,624)
20,148
10.1%
(9777)
25,448
12.8%
(4477)

13,401
6.6%
(16,959)
17,248
8.5%
(13,112)
22,548
11.1%
(7812)

10,501
5.1%
(20,294)
14,348
7.0%
(16,447)
19,648
9.6%
(11,147)

0J
-t

3

0
;l.

Note:
ON
F,

NSC = Net seasonal Capability
MW = MegaWatt
NID = Net Internal Demand
Installed Reserve Margin (IRM) -is the percentage which represents the amount of installed capacity required above the forecasted peak load required to satisfy a loss of load
expectation (LOLE) of 1day/lO years.The IRM is expressed in units of installed capacity.
Calculated IRM - is the installed reserve that is determined by a PJM study performed each spring using a probabilistic model that recognizes, among other factors, historical
load variability, load forecast error, scheduled maintenance requirements for generating units, forced outage rates of generating units and the capacity benefit of
interconnection ties with other regions.
Approved IRM - is the installed reserve that is approved by the PJM Board, as a result of the review process and recommendations of the calculated IRM study by the PJM
committee structure and the PJM Members Committee to the PJM Board.
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806.14(a)(2)(iv) Proposed quantity of water to be consumed
See consumptive use application form.
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Attachment 4
Consumptive Water Use Application

Attachment 4
4
Attachment

FSRBC #24C
Rev. 9199

Susquehanna River Basin Commission
atershed

a water management agency serving the Susquehan

Consumptive Water Use Application HAY

5 200

General note by PPL Bell Bend, LLC (Applicant):
To avoid or minimize confusion, headings and instructions on the original application form-are in bold
font. Information and data inserted by PPL Bell Bend, LLC are in normal'weight font.
1.

Project Sponsor Information:
Company Name

PPL Bell Bend, LLC (hereinafter "PPL BB")

Mailing Address

38 Bomboy Lane, Suite 2
Berwick, PA 18603

Contact Person
Telephone
12.

Nancy Evans

610.774.4309

Title Sr. Environmental Professional

Fax 610.774.7136

E-mail

naevans@eplweb.com

Company or Facility Description:
Type of facility Electric generating station
Date operations began or will begin Testing and Preparation for commercial operation is expected to begin 2018.
Consumptive water use during construction is expected to begin June 2012.

3.

a.

Location of Facility:
State PA

County Luzerne

Municipality Salem Townshlp
c.

You must attach a copy of a USGS 7 %/ minute quadrangle map indicating the location of the facility, all
water resources, and discharges. Please indicate quadrangle name.

Attachment CU-1 is a topographic map based on the Berwick and Sybertsville quadrangles showing the location of
the BBNPP site. Attachment CU-2 is a plan of BBNPP including the river intake and discharge diffuser and the plant
water storage facilities.

F-Date:
Initials:

ENTERWD

EN/TJRo
'•

ISRBC #24C
Rev. 9/99
4.

Water Sources (s) (well, spring, stream, public supply, etc.)

I

Source

Location

Susquehanna River (operation only) Salem Township, Luzerne County, PA. See Attachment CU-1 for location
of proposed river intake.
On-site dewatering wells
BBNPP site. Ref. accompanying Ground-Water Withdrawal application.
(construction only)
Some water withdrawn from the system of dewatering wells will be used
consumptively. The estimated maximum consumptive use of
groundwater is 0.12 mgd.

Pennsylvania American Water
Company
Trucked-in water (if necessary,
construction only)
....
5.

Extension of existing system (Berwick Division) to site
..
Source unknown at this time

Water Requirements:
Prior to
Januar 23, 1971

Water Use

...._

Maximum Daily Total Withdrawal

NA

Maximum Daily Consumptive Use

NA

January 23, 1971,
to Present

NA

44 mgd
[Note A)
31 mgd

NA

26 mgd

[Note B]

_

Maximum Average Daily Consumptive Use*

NA

I_

_

(25 years)

gallons per day

NA

......

Future Use;]

[Note C]

*based on maximum consecutive 30-day period
Note A: 41.1 mgd is the calculated amount. PPL BB is applying for 44 mgd.
Note B: 27.3 mgd is the calculated amount. PPL BB is applying for 31 mgd.
Note C: 25.9 mgd is the calculated amount. PPL BB delineates the value as 26 mgd.
6.

Metering:
Inflow to the facility

7.

8.

19.

! yes

_

no

Effluent

V yes
I

no

Provide method of computing consumptive use.
See Attachment CU-3 for computation of both the estimated maximum daily consumptive use and the estimated
maximum 30-day average consumptive use.
Provide flow chart showing the movement of waterthrough the facility, including location and amount of any
losses. Attachment CU-4 is the BBNPP "Anticipated Water Use Diagram" showing the main plant water uses
and flows coincident with the anticipated peak day withdrawal from the Susquehanna River and peak day
consumptive water use. As explained in Attachment CU-3, the quantity of consumptive use requested
includes an allowance to account for variability within the range of monitoring accuracy required by the
Commission. However, the anticipated peak day withdrawal and peak day consumptive water use shown on
Attachment CU-4 are the amounts calculated, without such allowance.
Consumptive Use Compensation Options (please choose one):

2

.

!RBC #24C
Rev. 9/99
Discontinue consumptive water use NA
Provide water storage See letter transmitning application
Reimburse Commission for water storage See letter transmitting application
Other (explain) NA
10.

Preparer:
Name Jan C. Phillips, P.E.
Title Consulting Engineer
Company NA
Address

Phone

,w m -- ,. ,w,,.•

__ _ =

_

Fax

--

Signature

E-mail Address icph,!lps@enter.net

Date
11.

Project Sponsor: "
Name (print or type) Te

. Har ntr

Title Vice President-Bell Bend Project - Development

K:DTVANWODFR55~B\4
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n
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ATTACHMENT CU-3
METHOD OF CALCULATION OF CONSUMPTIVE USE

Maximum Daily (Peak Day) Consumptive Use:
There are seven (7) paths that consume water during normal plant operation. These
are:
" Main (Circulating Water System) Cooling Towers Evaporation
* Main Cooling Towers Drift
" Essential Services Water Emergency Makeup System (ESWEMS) Cooling
Towers Evaporation
* ESWEMS Cooling Towers Drift
* ESWEMS Retention Pond Evaporation
* Waste Water Retention Basin Evaporation and
* Power Plant Consumptive Use
The maximum daily value for each path is provided below either by reference or
calculation, and then the values are summed to provide maximum daily consumptive
Use.
The derivations of values noted with an asterisk [*] are presented in Attachment SW3 of the accompanying Surface Water Withdrawal Application.
Main (CWS) Cooling Towers Evaporation *
Maximum daily evaporation based on worst-case weather conditions is
17,720 gpm. [two towers]
Main (CWS) Cooling Towers Drift *
Drift loss is 8 gpm. [two towers]
ESWEMS Cooling Towers Evaporation *
Maximum anticipated evaporation coincident with maximum Main
cooling tower evaporation is 1,142 gpm. [two towers]
ESWEMS Cooling Towers Drift *
Drift loss is 4 gpm. [two towers]
ESWEMS Retention Pond Evaporation
The calculated estimate of water evaporation from the ESWEMS
Retention Pond for very conservative meteorological conditions over a 30day period is 198,300 ft3. This is converted to gpm by

I

(198,300 ft3130 days) x (7.48 gal/ ft3 ) x (I gpm/1440 gallday) = 34.3 gpm
Note: The area of the ESWEMS Retention Pond is 247,900 ft2 . The very
conservative 30-day evaporation rate is equivalent to
((198,300 ft/30 days) / 247,900 ft2) x 12 in/ft = 9.6 inches.
Waste Water Retention Basin Evaporation
Evaporation for this basin can be determined from the estimate for the
ESWEMS Retention Pond (34.3 gpm, above) based on the ratio of surface
areas. The surface area for the Waste Water Retention Basin will be
102,000 ft2
Thus,
(102,000 f/247,900 ft) x 34.3 gpm = 14.1 gpm
Power Plant Consumptive Use
The maximum daily value is 40 gpm.
Thus, the maximum daily consumptive use
= 17,720 gpm + 8 gpm + 1,142 gpm + 4 gpm + 34.3 gpm + 14.1 gpm + 40 gpm
= 18,962.4 gpm (27.3 mgd rounded up to 28 mgd for conservatism).
Maximum 30-day Average Consumptive Use:
This value is calculated based on 10 days at the maximum daily CWS
cooling tower evaporation from above, 20 days at the CWS cooling tower
design point evaporation shown below, and addition of the other
consumptive use daily values from above.
The design point evaporation is calculated to be 8,100 gpm and the total
for two towers will be 8,100 x 2 = 16,200 gpm. The corresponding
blowdown rate assuming 3.0 cycles of concentration is
(Blowdown + drift) = (evaporation)/(cycles- 1)
Then,
(Blowdown + 8 gpm) = 16,200 gpm/(3-1)
Blowdown = 8,092 gpm (design point) [two towers]
CWSMWS Total = Evaporation + Blowdown + Drift
= 16,200 gpm + 8,092 gpm + 8 gpm
= 24,300 gpm (35.0 mgd) (design point)

'2

Thus:
Average of 10 days @ CWSMWS Maximum Evaporation + 20 days @
CWSMWS Design Point Evaporation + other daily consumptive use
values
= ((17,720 gpm x 60 minutes/hr x 24 hr/day x 10'days)
+ (16,200 gpm x 60 minutes/hr x 24 hr/day x 20 days))/30 days

1, 142 gpm + 4 gpm + 34.3 gpm + 14.1 gpm + 40 gpm)
x 60 minutes/hr x 24 hr/day
+ (8 gpm +

= 24.1 mgd + 1.8 mgd =
= 25.9 mgd (rounded up to 28 mgd for conservatism and to account for
variability within the range of monitoring accuracy required by the
Commission).
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Attached BBNPP Environmental Report Section 9.4.1. 1, Evaluation of
Alternative Heat Dissipation Systems, provides a summary of heat
"
dissipation system alternatives and their evaluation.
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Dry cooling towers require high capital and operating and maintenance costs that are sufficient
to pose a barrier to entry to the marketplace for some facilities (USEPA, 2001). Dry cooling
technology has a detrimental effect on electricity production by reducing the energy efficiency
of steam turbines. Dry cooling requires the facility to use more energy than would be required
with wet cooling towers to produce the same electricity. The energy penalty would result in an
increase in environmental impacts because replacement generating capacity would be needed
to offset the loss in efficiency from dry cooling.
9.4.1.1

Evaluation of Alternative Heat Dissipation Systems

Heat dissipation system alternatives were identified and evaluated. The alternatives
considered were those generally included in the broad categories of "once- through" and
"closed-loop" systems. The evaluation includes the following types of heat dissipation systems:
Other heat dissipation systems
*

Cooling Ponds

*

Spray Ponds

*

Once-through cooling

*

Natural draft cooling tower

*

Mechanical draft cooling tower

*

Hybrid (plume abated) cooling towers

*

Dry cooling systems (closed-loop cooling system)

An initial evaluation of the once-through cooling alternative and the closed-loop alternative
designs was performed to eliminate systems that are unsuitable for use at the BBNPP site. The
evaluation criteria included aesthetics, public perception, space requirements, environmental
effects, noise impacts, fog and drift, water requirements, capital and operating costs, and
legislative restrictions that might preclude the use of any of the alternatives.
The screening process identified two natural draft cooling towers as the preferred closed loop
heat dissipation system for the BBNPP site. The analysis of this alternative is discussed in
Section 9.4.1.3. The discussion of non preferred alternatives that were considered is provided
below. Selection of the preferred heat dissipation alternative was supported by detailed net
present value (NPV) analysis.
Table 9.4-1 and the following sections provide a discussion of the heat dissipation alternatives,
and Table 9.4-2 provides a summary of the environmental impacts of the alternatives.
Cooling Ponds and Spray Ponds
Cooling ponds are usually man-made water bodies that are used by power plants and large
industrial facilities for heat dissipation. In a conventional static type cooling pond, warmed
cooling water exiting the main condenser and other plant heat loads would be routed to the
cooling pond where some of the water would evaporate, and the remaining water would be
cooled and recirculated to the plant. The primary heat transfer mechanism in a cooling pond is
evaporation. If there is no vertical mixing in the pond, layers (or thermoclines) of warm and cold
water can form causing horizontal flows which in turn can restrict the movement of warmer
water to the surface for evaporation and cooling. This can result in only portions of the pond
cooling capacity being used.
BBNPP
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Although the conventional static type cooling pond is probably the oldest form of water
cooling it is not preferred for several reasons. The modern spray pond offers the following
advantages over a conventional cooling pond: (1) a spray pond requires less than 10% of the
land area required for a conventional pond, and (2) they provide over 30 times the cooling
capacity of a conventional pond on a BTU/ft 2 basis.
A spray pond is typically a bentonite-lined structure in the ground, and is typically long and
narrow to improve efficiency. The spray pond structure contains a volume of water and consists
of an intake structure that houses pumps to transfer the water from the pond through their
respective loops and back to the pond through a network of sprays located in the pond. The
spray pond size depends on the number of nozzles required. It is important that the long,
narrow spray pond have its long side perpendicular to the prevailing summer wind direction in
order to benefit from a better spray droplet surface area and air contact Interface. Generally, a
spray pond long side dimension would be in the range of two to four times that of the narrow
side dimension.
The area of the pond is determined by the quantity of water which it can treat per hour per unit
area of the pond. Accepted industry practice for sizing spray ponds is based on values that are
typically between 120 lb/ft 2/hr (585 kg/m 2/hr) and 150 Ib/ft 2/hr (732 kglm 2/hr). In actual
practice, a spray pond will only cool the water to a point approximately midway between the
hot water and wet bulb temperatures. Because of the various factors in spray pond
applications, it is virtually impossible to accurately calculate the expected cooled water
temperature. The 50% design efficiency factor (cooling to halfway point between hot water
and wet bulb temperature) is considered to be a reasonable value for a well designed and
located, long and narrow, spray pond.
Due to evaporation loss of water from the pond, the water levels in cooling and spray ponds are
usually maintained by rainfall or augmented by a makeup water system operating on pond
level.
Cooling ponds require a relatively large amount of land. For example, for a 1,300 MW power
plant, a cooling pond with a surface area of approximately 2,470 ac (10 km 2 ) is required to be
able to maintain a cooling water temperature of 70oF (210C) with a dry air temperature of 54°F
(120C) and relative humidity of 57% (ENS, 2008). Given the relatively large amount of land that
would be required for a cooling pond or spray pond option, which is not available at the BBNPP
site, and expected thermal performance, neither the spray pond nor the cooling pond
alternative is suitable for the BBNPRP
Onare-through Cooling System UsingcSusquehana River Water
In a once-through cooling system, water is withdrawn from a water body, passes through the
heat exchanger, and is discharged back to the same water body. The discharged water
temperature is higher than the intake by the temperature gained when passing through the
heat exchanger. For BBNPP, a once-through cooling system would require approximately 2.5
million gpm (9.5. million 1pm) considering a IOOF (5.60C) temperature rise across the condenser.
Because this exceeds 36% of the average annual flow of the Susquehanna River in the vicinity
of the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) Units 1 and 2, which is approximately 6.87
million gpm (NRC, 2008), this option was not considered feasible for BBNPR
Once-through cooling systems are required to comply with Federal and State regulations for
thermal discharges into the Susquehanna River. Additionally, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) regulations governing cooling water intake structures under Section 316(b) of
BBNPP
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the Title 33 United States Code (USC) Part 1326, Federal Water Pollution Control Act (USC, 2007)
make it difficult for steam electric generating plants to use once through cooling systems (FR,
2004).
Natural Draft Cooling Tower
Wet cooling towers predominantly rely on the latent heat of water evaporation to exchange
heat between the water and the air passing through the tower. In a natural draft cooling tower,
warm water is brought into direct contact with cooler air. When the air enters the cooling
tower, its moisture content is generally less than saturation. When the air exits, it emerges at a
higher temperature and with moisture content at or near saturation.
Even at saturation, cooling can take place because a temperature increase results in an increase
in heat capacity, which allows more sensible heat to be absorbed. A natural draft cooling tower
receives its air supply from natural wind currents that result in a convective flow up the tower.
This air convection cools the water on contact.
Because of the significant size of natural draft cooling towers (typically 500 ft (152 m) high, 400
ft (122 m) in diameter at the base), their use is generally reserved for use at flow rates above
200,000 gpm (757,000 Ipm) (Young, 2000). They are typically sized to be loaded at about 2 to 4
gpm/ft 2 (1.4 to 2.7 Ips/m 2). Natural draft cooling towers were evaluated in the heat dissipation
optimization study. As discussed in Section 9.4.1.3, two round natural draft cooling towers with
a 160F approach temperature were selected as the preferred heat dissipation system for the
BBNPP. The towers will have concrete shells and heights of approximately 475 ft, with basin
diameters of 350 ft and tower diameters of 222 ft. The recommended flow rate of cooling water
through the two natural draft towers at the BBNPP is 720,000 gpm. The footprint for the two
towers is 16 acres.
Mechanical Draft Cooling Tower
A wet mechanical draft cooling tower system, operated completely as a wet type cooling tower,
would consist of multi-cell cooling tower banks, and associated intake/discharge, pumping,
and piping systems. This closed-loop system would receive makeup water from the
Susquehanna River and transfer heat to the environment via evaporation and conduction.
These towers would have a relatively low profile of approximately 80 ft (24 m). Mechanical draft
towers use fans to produce air movement.
A mechanical draft cooling tower would typically consist of a continuous row of rectangular
cells in a-side-by-sidearrangement sharing a common cold water basin. Water to be cooled is
pumped to a hot water distribution system above the fill, and then falls over the fill to the cold
water basin. Air is drawn through the falling water by fans, which results in the transfer of heat
from the water to the air, and the evaporation of some of the water. The fill serves to increase
the air-water contact surface and contact time, thereby promoting heat transfer.
A mechanical draft cooling tower employs large fans to either force or induce a draft that
increases the contact time between the water and the air maximizing the heat transfer. A
forced draft tower has the fan mounted at the base, forcing air in at the bottom and discharging
air at low velocity through the top. An induced draft tower uses fans to create a draft that pulls
air through the cooling tower fill (i.e., the internal packing that provides an expanded surface
for air-water interface).
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As discussed in Section 9.4.1.3, both round and rectangular mechanical draft cooling tower
designs were considered feasible for BBNPP and evaluated further in the heat dissipation
optimization study. Both concrete and fiberglass were considered as materials for construction
of the mechanical draft cooling towers. Based on a detailed NPV analysis, the mechanical draft
cooling tower options had a higher total NPV for BBNPP than the two natural draft cooling
tower option.
Hybrid Plume Abatement Cooling Tower
A cooling tower plume occurs when the heated and saturated air leaving a wet cooling tower
mixes with the relatively cooler ambient air under atmospheric conditions, and a
supersaturated condition occurs during the process of mixing and dispersion. The excess
vapor condenses (the amount in excess of saturation vapor) and becomes a visible plume.
A cooling tower plume may be visually objectionable or may result in problems of fogging or
icing. A plume abatement hybrid cooling tower (i.e., combination wet-dry tower) combines dry
cooling and wet cooling to reduce the cooling tower plume. The dry cooling section adds heat
to the discharge air without adding moisture (sensible heat transfer). This results in a
subsaturated air stream leaving the tower (less than 100% relative humidity) and therefore
reduced plume potential.
Although the hybrid plume abatement cooling tower results in reduced water consumption
and no visible plume, construction costs, operating and maintenance costs, and land use
requirements are significantly higher. Therefore, the hybrid plume abatement cooling tower
was not the preferred alternative for BBNPP.
Dry Cooling System
Dry cooling is an alternative cooling method in which heat is dissipated directly to the
atmosphere using a tower without the evaporative loss of water (USEPA, 2001). This tower
transfers the heat to the air by conduction and convection rather than by evaporation. The
condenser coolant is enclosed within a piping network with no direct air to water interface.
Heat transfer is then based on the dry bulb temperature of the air and the thermal transport
properties of the piping material. Both natural and mechanical draft can be used to move the
air. While water loss is less for dry cooling towers than wet cooling towers, some makeup water
is typically required.
There are two types of dry cooling systems for nuclear power generating facility applications:
direct dry cooling and indirect dry cooling. Direct dry cooling systems utilize air to directly
condense steam, while indirect dry cooling systems utilize a closed loop water cooling system
to condense steam, and the heated water is then air cooled. Indirect dry cooling generally
applies to retrofit situations at existing power generating facilities because a water cooled
condenser would already be in place for a once through or closed loop cooling system (USEPA,
2001).
Because there are no evaporative or drift losses in this type of system, there are no potential
issues with blowdown disposal, water availability, chemical treatment, fogging, or icing when
dry cooling towers are utilized. However, the dry towers have associated technical obstacles
such as high turbine backpressure and possible freezing in cooling coils during periods of light
load and startup.
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Unfortunately, a dry cooling system affects plant performance so significantly that the net
effect is an increased environmental impact. Dry cooling results in a significant reduction in
plant output (approximately 25%). An objective comparison of dry versus wet cooling would
therefore require the installation of a larger facility to compensate for the impact of dry cooling.
The environmental impact of a larger facility far outweighs the environmental advantages of
dry cooling.
Use of a dry system would also require a significant increase in dry cooling land use compared
to wet cooling. An air-cooled condenser, where steam turbine exhaust is transported directly
to a steam-to-air heat exchanger, has technical limitations due to its physical size. The
distances from the main steam turbine condensers to the air-cooled condensers and the size of
the steam ducting required would be uncommonly large and would far exceed the largest
steam duct ever attempted.
Dry cooling material operation and maintenance (O&M) costs would be significantly greater
than wet cooling. Dry cooling land use would increase significantly, and the system would
require periods of significant unit power output reduction during periods of high ambient air
temperatures. For the reasons stated above, the'use of a dry tower was not considered as a
feasible alternative for BBNPR
This alternative is not considered suitable for BBNPP for the reasons discussed in the USEPA
preamble to the final rule addressing circulating water intake structures for new facilities.
9.4.1.2

Analysis of Hybrid Cooling Tower without Plume Abatement Alternative

A hybrid cooling tower system without plume abatement has higher operating and
maintenance costs and electric power demand than the natural draft towers. Therefore, this
alternative is not preferred for proposed BBNPP.
9.4.1.3

Summary of Alternative Heat Dissipation Evaluation

As discussed earlier in this section, natural draft cooling towers provide a lower life-cycle cost
due to the lower O&M costs. It is therefore the preferred alternative to transfer heat loads from
the CWS to the environment.
Four cooling tower options were evaluated as part of the heat rejection system optimization
study:
*

Natural draft towers (one and two shells variations at two different design approach
temperatures)

*

Rectangular mechanical draft cooling towers (two and three tower variations)

*

Round mechanical draft cooling towers (three and four shell variations)
One round mechanical draft cooling tower (also known as fan-assisted natural draft
cooling tower)

The evaluation assumed that if the predicted differences in net economic benefit were small,
then other considerations might be given higher weight. Other considerations include site
layout, aesthetics, corporate preferences related to O&M issues, initial cost, risk associated with
tower technology or vendor capability, and associated site work for arrangement and fitting of
cooling water piping fit up to tower.
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A review of the cooling tower blowdown in hot months was performed. To maintain tower
blowdown at temperatures below expected environmental constraints, several blowdown
cooling options were reviewed. The need for such a system will depend on final permitting
requirements.
Each of the cooling tower options were evaluated at three different circulating water flow rates
using two different weather profiles (the representative "hot" year and the "average" year):
1,604.16 ft 3/sec (45.43 m3/s), or 720,000 gpm; 1,782.40 ft3/sec (50.48 m 3/s), or 800,000 gpm;
and 1,960.64 ft3 /sec (55.53 m 3 /s), or 880,000 gpm. In addition, an energy rate was applied to

the net production differences between the base case and each option. For this evaluation,
"net power" referred to gross production less the circulating water pump and tower fan power
consumed for each option. Auxiliary power serving the power block was common to all
options and, therefore, was not considered for the evaluation. For the base case, the natural
draft cooling tower option with a 1,782.40 ft 3/s (50.48 m3/s) or 800,000 gpm circulating water
flow rate was used.
It was determined that the environmental impacts of the four cooling tower alternatives
evaluated were SMALL to MODERATE. Therefore, in considering the comparison of the various
cooling tower options, three main costs and benefits were considered:
*

Production - This evaluation calculated the detailed NPV for production benefits for an
average and the hot single year of facility operation for each cooling tower option
(summation of 8,760 hourly computations).
Initial cost - The initial overnight cooling tower cost was based on vendor input and
expected cost differences associated with procurement, support systems, and general
contractor items to integrate the towers into the site.

*

Maintenance - Inspection and maintenance (replacement parts) cost differences were
considered over the anticipated 60 years of the facility life.

Blowdown from the towers, whether of natural or mechanical draft design, is required to
maintain tower water chemistry within design limits. Blowdown will be regulated by
environmental permits. It was assumed that the blowdown would be limited to a maximum
temperature of 87°F (30.6°C), for purposes of the study, based on the protection of warm water
fishes in the Susquehanna River.
With expected extreme wet bulb tempertatures in range of 70°F to 75°F (21 .1 C to 23.9°C), and
expected approach temperatures for aged towers to be in the range of 100F to 150F (5.6C to
8.30 C), a potential exists that blowdown temperatures might exceed 87°F for critical production
times in the hottest weather.
Two options were considered to address high blowdown temperatures: (1) a dedicated small
cooling tower for blowdown and (2) blowdown cooled by makeup using a plate-and-frame
heat exchanger. A makeup/blowdown system designed to cool blowdown using a plate-andframe heat exchanger was determined to be a cost-effective option to reduce blowdown
temperatures as needed to maintain environmental limits and eliminate constraints on main
tower performance. This option would be common to all of the alternatives in the study and
would depend on the final NPDES permit.
The cooling tower performance evaluation demonstrated that the two shell natural draft
cooling tower design resulted in the largest yearly gross generation revenue for all cases
considered. However, this is also the cooling tower option with the highest initial cost.
BBNPP
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Two natural draft cooling towers with basin diameters of 350 ft (107 m), tower diameters of 222
ft (68 m), and heights of 475 ft (145 m) were selected for the proposed BBNPP based on an
evaluation of the economics, siting, and risk associated with tower technology and vendor
capability. Increased capital costs associated with installing natural draft towers were offset by
increased net electricity generated.
9.4.2

CIRCULATING WATER SYSTEMS
In accordance with NUREG-1 555 (NRC, 2007), ESRP 9.4.2, this section discusses alternatives to
the following components of the CWS for the BBNPR These components include the intake
systems, discharge systems, water supply, and water treatment processes. A summary of the
environmental impacts of the circulating water intake system alternatives for BBNPP is
provided in Table 9.4-3.
The CWS is an integral part of the heat dissipation system. It provides the interface between (1)
the normal heat sink (i.e., main steam turbine condenser) where waste heat is discharged from
the steam cycle and is removed by the circulating water, and (2) the heat dissipation system
where the heat energy is then dissipated or transferred to the environment.
Essentially, two types of CWSs are available for removing this waste heat: once-through (openloop) and recycle (closed-loop) systems. In once-through cooling systems, water is withdrawn
from a cooling source, passed through the condenser, and then returned to the source
(receiving water body). In the recycle (closed-loop) cooling system, heat picked up from the
condenser by the circulating water is dissipated through auxiliary cooling facilities, after which
the cooled water is recirculated to the condenser.
As discussed in Section 9.4.1, the CWS for BBNPP will be a closed-loop system with two round
natural draft cooling towers with associated pumps, piping, and cold water retention basins
that will be operated as wet cooling towers year-round.
BBNPP requires water for cooling, operational, and potable and sanitary uses. The sources of
water supply are the Susquehanna River and municipal water from the Berwick District of
Pennsylvania American Water (PAW). Water from the Susquehanna River provides makeup
water for facility cooling and power facility operations. Municipal water from PAW is used to
satisfy the demands of potable, sanitary, and miscellaneous facility systems, such as the
demineralized water treatment system and the fire protection system.
Water from the CWS will be pumped from the cooling tower basin through the main steam
turbine condensers and turbine facility auxiliary heat exchangers, where heat transferred to the
cooling water in the condenser will be dissipated to the atmosphere by evaporation, cooling
the water before its return to the condenser. The water from the cooling system lost to the
atmosphere through evaporation must be replaced. This evaporation would increase the level
of solids in the circulating water. To control solids, a portion of the recirculated water must be
removed (generating blowdown) and replaced with clean water. In addition to the blowdown
and evaporative losses, a small percentage of water in the form of drift droplets will be lost from
the cooling tower.
As stated in Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.4.1.1, the cooling water withdrawal rate for the CWS will
normally be approximately 23,808 gpm (90,113 Ipm), and maximum water withdrawal will be
approximately 26,200 gpm (99,200 lpm). These withdrawals include consideration of losses
due to evaporation, drift, and blowdown. A fraction of the intake water will be used to clean
debris from the traveling screens. Blowdown from the CWS cooling tower will be returned to
the Susquehanna River. The blowdown water will enter the discharge pipe where it will mix
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Table 9.4-1 Comparison of Cooling Tower Evaluation Criteria
Footprint
per
Maximum
Plant Unit
Height
(1,562 MWe)
(a)
---------

Materials
of
Construction

Type of
Cooling
-

Acres

Natural Draft
(2
H
b
16

C3
0

Sr_
tA

F;~.-

4

Auxiliary
Load
Difference
(a)

Water
Makeup (b)

Drift Rate

Pump Visible
Head Plume

P_

Noise

e)
-4

4

~--.

MW

Ft(m)

4

gpm(Lpm)

~-L

.4-

gpM
Lpm)Feet
gpr
(Lm)H20

Annual
O&M Cost
Difference
(c,e)

Capital
Cost(d)

-4-

103 USD

dBA @ Im

103 USD

Concrete

0

0

23,808(90,123)

8(30)

60

Yes

82

0

173,727

24

-60(18)

Fiberglass (FRP)

-0.046

6.22

23,808(90,123)

8(30)

36

Yes

88

468

130,710

16

-60(18)

Fiberglass

-0.044

4.05

23,808(90,123)

8(30)

36

Yes

88

374.4

143,103

Concrete

-0.101

8.49

23,808(90,123)

8(30)

44

Yes

88

374.4

135,429

a-164(50)

Notes:
ID

I

-600(183)

Hyperbolic

Towers)
,Rectangular
Mechanical
Draft (3
Towers)
Round
Mechanical
Draft (4
Towers)
One Round
Mechanical
Draft (aka
Fan-assisted
Natural
Draft)

Plant
Efficiency
Impact
Difference

(a) Footprint includes the required separation between towers, if applicable.
(b) Water total makeup includes drift, evaporation, and blowdown (at 2 cycles of concentration).
(c) O&M costs are calculated at 1% or 2% of the capital cost, based on vendor input.
(d) The cost shown includes the initial cost of the cooling tower(s) and construction cost differences.
(e) The value shown is the difference between the identified option and the Natural Draft (2 Hyperbolic Towers) option.
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Table 9.4-2 Environmental Impacts of Alternative Cooling Tower Systems
Factors Affecting System Selection

Natural Draft Wet Cooling Tower

Mechanical Draft Wet Cooling Tower

FatosysemSletin(INDWCT)
fecin

Land Use: Onsite Land Requirements

Impacts would be SMALL.
Terrain features of the BBNPP site are

Land Use: Terrain Considerations

suitable for a natural draft cooling tower
system. Impacts would be SMALL
Potential for SMALL to MODERATE impacts
to aquatic biota. Impacts would be SMALL
to MODERATE.
Visible plume. Presents greater potential
for fogging and salt deposition. Impacts
would be SMALL.
Discharges would need to meet
applicable water quality standards and be
in compliance with applicable thermal
discharge regulations.
likey t proucetangbleaesteti
Discharge is not
or
likely to produce tangible aesthetic or
recreational impacts. Impacts would be

Water Use

Atmospheric Effects

Thermal and Physical Effects

I

(MDWCT)

Impacts would be SMALL.
Terrain features of the BBNPP are suitable.
Impacts would be SMALL
Potential for SMALL to MODERATE impacts
to aquatic biota. Impacts would be SMALL
to MODERATE.
Visible plume. Presents greater potential
for fogging and salt deposition. Impacts
would be SMALL.
Discharges would need to meet
applicable water quality standards and
complywith applicable thermal discharge
regulytwith.appsicable
regulations.
Discharge Istherotlldislharg
not likely to
produce tangible aesthetic or recreational
impacts. Impacts would be SMALL.

SMALL.

Noise Levels

Aesthetic and Recreational Benefits

Legislative Restrictions

Environmental Impacts
Is this an environmentally suitable
alternative heat dissipation system?

8BNPP

Would emit broadband noise that is
largely Indistinguishable from
background levels and would be
considered unobtrusive,
Impacts would be SMALL.
Plumes resemble clouds and would not
disrupt the viewscape.
The cooling tower discharge is not likelyto
produce tangible aesthetic or recreational
Impacts; no effect on fisheries, navigation,
or recreational use of the Susquehanna
River is expected.
Impacts would be SMALL.
An intake structure would meet Section
316(b) of the CWA and the implementing
regulations, as applicable. NPDES
discharge permit thermal discharge
limitation would address the additional
thermal load from blowdown back into
the Susquehanna River. These regulatory
restrictions would not negatively affect
implementation of this heat dissipation
system.
Impacts would be SMALL to MODERATE.
SMALL to MODERATE
Yes

Would emit broadband noise that is
largely indistinguishable from
background levels and would be
considered unobtrusive.
Impacts would be SMALL
Plumes resemble clouds and would not
disrupt the viewscape.
The cooling tower discharge is not likelyto
produce tangible aesthetic or recreational
impacts; no effect on fisheries, navigation,
or recreational use of the Susquehanna
River is expected.
Impacts would be SMALL.
An intake structure would meet Section
316(b) of the CWA and the implementing
regulations, as applicable. NPDES
discharge permit thermal discharge
limitation would address the additional
thermal load from blowdown back into
the Susquehanna River. These regulatory
restrictions would not negatively affect
implementation of this heat dissipation
system.
Impacts would be SMALL to MODERATE.
SMALL to. MODERATE
Yes
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PURPOSE/OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this report is to evaluate the existing groundwater condition around the proposed
* Nuclear Island (NI), which includes:
o Reactor Building;
o Fuel Building;
o Reactor Auxiliary Building;
o Safeguard Buildings;
o Radioactive Waste Building;
o Emergency Diesel Buildings;
o Ultimate Heat Sink Buildings; and
o Turbine Building;
" Essential Service Water Emergency Makeup System (ESWEMS) Pump house and pond;
* Two Cooling Towers; and
* Combined Wastewater Treatment Pond (CWTP),
at the Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant (BBNPP) and develop recommendations for the
construction dewatering system to be operated during the construction of the power plant.
Attachment A depicts a conceptual layout of the major elements of the plant. This information
will be used to support the Combined Operating License Application (COLA) for the BBNPP.
This evaluation will be the basis for the discussion of the construction dewatering system and the
disposal of the extracted water as addressed in the Environmental Report (ER).

2. BACKGROUND
For structural and seismic design considerations, the NI structures will be supported on
engineered fill (concrete or granular) extending from the bearing elevation down to the top of
competent rock as depicted on Figures 2.5-113, 2.5-114 and 2.5-i 15 of Reference 10.2. This
construction detail and the site geologic setting require excavation depths of up to 60 feet, with
approximately 50 feet of water-bearing sands and gravels in the strata to be excavated. Proper
placement of the backfill requires the work be performed in a dry condition. As such, an active
construction dewatering system will be implemented prior to construction to maintain dry
conditions and it will continue until the subgrade portions for these structures are completed and
the excavation is backfilled. The dewatering system will be decommissioned as the structures
are completed and the backfill is placed to establish the final grade.
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3. DESIGN INPUTS
The following design inputs and assumptions are used in this report:
a. Available existing groundwater levels are provided in FSAR Sections 2.4.12 and 2.5.4
(References 10.1 and 10.2).
b. Locations of the monitoring wells, subsurface soil and rock descriptions, and top of rock
elevations as provide by Paul C. Rizzo Associates, Inc. (Rizzo) (Reference 10.12).
c. Dewatering system criteria, groundwater levels with various dewatering approaches and
comments as provided by Weaver Boos Consultants North Central, LLC (Weaver Boos)
(Reference 10.13).
d. Potential construction reuse of groundwater pumped from the excavation (Reference
10.5).
e. General site layout per the Standard Utilization Plot Plan (SUPP) and site grading and
drainage drawings (References 10.6, 10.7, and 10.8).
f. Final yard high-point finished grade is established at Elevation 673 ft, with the design
finished floor elevation of the NI at 674 ft. (Reference 10.7).
g. Water quality information from on site wells and water sampling (Reference 10.11).
h. Layout of the ESWEMS (Reference 10.4).
i. Supplemental Evaluation No. I Construction Dewatering Evaluation, provided by
Weaver Boos (Reference 10.19).
j. Representative value of hydraulic conductivity of the bedrock aquifer, provided by S&L
calculation (Reference 10.20).
4.

ASSUMPTIONS

Design inputs 3a, 3b, 3d, 3g, and 3h listed in Section 3 above are the latest available information
based on responses to Requests For Information (RFI) and are considered as verified information
for the conceptual design of the construction dewatering system. Design inputs 3e and 3f are the
site layout and grading drawings and are the latest information for the conceptual design.
Integration of the Site conceptual model with a mathematical computer code to simulate flow
requires several simplifying assumptions. The following assumptions and idealizations apply to
the model utilized herein (from Reference 10.13):
a. The groundwater flow system is in equilibrium and is modeled on a steady state basis at
the time of the field exploration and prior to dewatering activities at the site.
b. The Site is underlain by a conductive overburden aquifer extending through the basin
lowlands and restricted in its horizontal extent by surrounding rises in the less conductive
bedrock.
c. The complex natural flow system may be represented using a system of three layers, the
uppermost of which represents both overburden aquifer material and lower conductivity
bedrock along the topographic rises, The two deeper layers divide the bedrock formation
into two layers totaling nearly 1,000 ft. in thickness.
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Assumptions 4a, 4b, and 4c are consistent with the available data and do not need further
verification for this evaluation. Adjustments can be made during construction of the dewatering
system to account for any subsurface discrepancies which may be encountered during
construction.

5. METHODOLOGY AND CRITERIA
The groundwater modeling and calculations discussed in this report were primarily performed by
Weaver Boos based on field data obtained and evaluated by Rizzo. The Weaver Boos reports are
documented as References 10.13 and 10.19, which are attached as Appendix A and Appendix B,
respectively to this report. The Rizzo findings from the field investigations and testing are
documented in References 10. 1, 10.2 and 10.12.
Prior to assessing applicable dewatering technologies, Weaver Boos developed a conceptual
model, that to the extent practicable, incorporates natural hydrogeologic boundaries for the flow
system of interest. Preparation of the conceptual model included the following general steps:
* Defining hydrostratigraphic units based on the data presented in References 10.1 and
10.2;
•

Defining the flow system; and

o

Preparing a water budget of flows into and out of the area of interest.

Evaluation of groundwater flow was undertaken utilizing a three-layered conceptual model
implemented using Visual MODFLOW Version 4.3, by Schlumberger Water Services. This
software is a widely used implementation of the USGS's globally-recognized MODFLOW
program. Weaver Boos selected this software for its capability to reliably model groundwater
flow in three dimensions and relative ease of use offered by its integrated graphical user
interface. The modeling reflected two principal groundwater dewatering strategies:
*

Open excavation and water table depression with no groundwater flow barrier; and,

*

Dewatering and excavation using a slurry wall, diaphragm wall, or other type of
subsurface flow barrier to mitigate potential off-site water level drawdown and
subsequent impact to potentially sensitive areas.

The digital model is based on a rectangular block-centered grid network that covers a 1.8-square
mile flow domain representing the local drainage basin. The grid includes 316 rows and 245
columns, with their spacing refined as needed to assess small-scale effects in the area where
dewatering is needed. In the areas where the greatest detail was desired, the grid node spacing is
approximately 22 ft. by 22 ft. and provides site-scale detail without creating a computationally
excessive number of model nodes.
Groundwater flow is simulated in three layers. Walker Run and the excavations are generally
located within Layer 1, which is a relatively high conductivity zone. The bases of the
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excavations are generally at the top of Layer 2 which exhibits a lower conductivity in the shale
bedrock. Layer 2 is also the primary component of the ridges to the east, south, and west. Layer
3 is a deeper shale bedrock with the same hydrogeologic characteristics as Layer 2. The upper
surface of the mode domain was interpolated from the ground surface contours included in the
USGS 7.5-minute series topographic map for the site. The lower surface of Layer 1 was
interpolated using the bedrock elevation data presented in Reference 10.1 and 10.2, and
extrapolated using geological interpretation in other areas of the domain where data were absent.
Informal calibration of the baseline flow model consisted of initial simulations followed by
adjustment of selected model elements such as river boundary conductance along Walker Run,
and the placement of constant head boundaries in Layers 2 and 3 to the north to simulate inflow
from the mountains (upland region), and the use of a general head boundary to simulate outflow
along the southern edge of the model domain towards the Susquehanna River. Calculated
baseline heads in the relevant model layers were compared with heads observed in monitoring
wells at the site on January 26, 2008 as reported in Reference 10.1. Comparing this calculated
data to the field measured data indicated that 39 of 40 points checked were within a 95 percent
confidence interval. Correlation coefficients for Layers 1, 2, and 3 are indicated at 0.769, 0.607,
and 0.792, respectively. The calculated heads are considered a reasonable match with the
observed values given the objective of the flow model (Reference 10.13).
Traditional hand calculations were used to check the results of the computer modeling,
determine near well hydraulics, and to determine the well spacing. These methods are presented
in Appendix D of Reference 10.13.

6. EVALUATION
6.1

Topography and Geology

The topographic, and geologic conditions described below are generally based on FSAR
sections 2.4.12 (Reference 10.1) and 2.5.4 (Reference 10.2). Attachment A provides a general
site layout for the BBNPP. Attachment B identifies the locations of the existing monitoring
wells and Attachment C identifies the surface monitoring locations.
The topography of the site is gently rolling with an east-west trending set of ridges located north
of the site. At the BBNPP, ground elevations range from 650 ft. above mean sea level (msl)
along Walker Run in the southwest comer of the site up to elevations of approximately 800 ft.
msl on the hilltop located just north of the NI (USGS, 1989). North of Beach Grove Road, the
elevation rises sharply upward to elevations of 1,100 to 1,150 ft. msl along the crest of the ridge.
Thus, total topographic relief in the immediate vicinity of BBNPP is approximately 500 ft. The
ground surface elevation in the area of the NI ranged from about 656 ft. to 675 ft. The ground
surface elevation in the area of the ESWEMS and the CWTP ranged from about 670 ft. to 740 ft.
The existing grade elevation in the area of the cooling towers varied from 695 ft. to 800 ft.
The site geology is comprised of glacial soil deposits underlain by bedrock, which is, on average,
39 ft. below the ground surface. The subsurface layers are divided into the following
stratigraphic units.
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Glacial Overburden

Glacial overburden was encountered from near the ground surface to depths of about 12.5 to 62.0
ft. With the exception of some loose sand pockets, these soils consist of over-consolidated brown
silty sand or sand containing gravel and large rounded cobbles and boulders. The presence of
the boulders increases with depth.
6.1.2

Bedrock

The upper bedrock is the Mahantango Shale. Although the exploratory borings extended to
maximum depths of 400 feet, the borings did not filly penetrate this layer and as such, the
thickness of this deposit was not determined in the work by Rizzo.
6.2

Groundwater Conditions

The hydrologic conditions described below are generally based on FSAR sections 2.4.12
(Reference 10.1) and 2.5.4 (Reference 10.2) and the Weaver Boos report (Reference 10.13).
6.2.1

Upper Glacial Aquifer

The Glacial Overburden aquifer consists almost entirely of sand and gravel deposited during-the
Pleistocene Epoch. These deposits include stratified kame, kame terrace, and outwash, as well
as unstratified ground moraine, end moraine, and colluvial deposits. On the upland terrace
occupied by the BBNPP and the nearby Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES), the glacial
deposits are 0 to 100 ft. thick. The greatest thickness of overburden at the BBNPP NI site
(approximately 60 ft.) occurs at the southeast comer of the power block area. At the SSES,
kame and glacial outwash deposits are up to 100 ft. thick near the north and eastern sides of the
SSES Spray Pond. There is an elongated trough of glacial deposits that trends east-west and
parallels Beach Grove Road. This channel thins to the west and drops in elevation as it passes
eastward through the SSES property. Two SSES production wells TW-I and TW-2 are 'creened
in this elongated wedge of glacial sand and gravel. The "northern trough" probably represents an
outwash channel that was deeply eroded by glacial meltwater as the Wisconsinan glacier
advanced, and was filled by outwash, kame, and moraine deposits as the glacier overrode the site
and then retreated. The northern trough drops in elevation to the east and empties into the
Susquehanna River Valley deposit. A second (southern) trough of thick glacial sand and gravel
deposits starts near Confers Lane Road (County Road T-438), trends west-southwest, and passes
through the southern edge of the BBNPP power block area.
The greatest thickness of glacial sand and gravel deposits in the vicinity of the NI has been
measured in the "northern trough" and also near the southeast comer of the power block. The
northern trough is bounded on the north side by Beach Grove Road and the ridge to the north
formed by Trimmers Rock Formation (resistant siltstone and sandstone). The northern trough is
separated from the southern trough by a series of hills, which represent Mahantango Formation
bedrock highs. This series of hills paralleling the bedrock strike represents the more resistant
Tully Limestone Member that is found at the top of the Mahantango Shale (described below).
These hills include the bedrock high that occurs below the cooling towers at the SSES, the two
hills on the northern side of the BBNPP 'site (location of the BBNPP cooling tower), and another
hill located directly west of the BBNPP cooling tower on the west side of Walker Run. These
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hills are dissected by small creeks and drainages that run north to south. Walker Run flows
through the western notch that separates the hills on the BBNPP site from the hill located west of
Walker Run. A southward-flowing, unnamed creek flows through the eastern notch that
separates the two BBNPP hills from the SSES bedrock high. The SSES West Building lies in
the bedrock low that separates the SSES bedrock high from the BBNPP bedrock hills
(Attachment B). Another set of hills (bedrock highs) lie along the southern edge of the BBNPP
site and extends westward on the west side of Walker Run and eastward onto SSES property.
Walker Run flows southwestward through a gap between the bedrock hills. Groundwater in the
southern trough also discharges to the southwest through this gap. The thickness of the glacial
overburden varies from 12.5 to 62.0 ft. in the vicinity of the power block.
Groundwater elevations were measured in the Glacial Overburden aquifer over a period of time
from October 2007 and August 2008. Additionally, since ponds on the site are hydraulically
connected to the groundwater of the upper aquifer, the groundwater level has also been observed
in several site ponds.
A slight seasonal variation in groundwater elevation has been observed during the monitoring
period. Generally, the groundwater elevation is at a minimum in autumn, followed by gradually
increasing levels in winter, peak groundwater elevations in the early spring and then decreasing
elevations through the summer. For the Glacial Overburden monitoring wells the differences
between the annual high and low elevations for each well ranged from 1.67 to 5.49 ft. The
groundwater elevation data and the surface water elevation data for four ponds near the site were
used to develop groundwater elevation contour maps for the Glacial Overburden aquifer. These
maps are presented in the FSAR section 2.4.12 (Reference 10.1). The measured groundwater
levels were the highest in the Glacial Overburden aquifer near the surface water and groundwater
divide in the northern trough of the Glacial Overburden. Groundwater flows southward and
enters the southern trough. In the southern trough (where the BBNPP power block is to be
located), groundwater in the glacial overburden is flowing from east to west and then southwest.
Typically, the highest groundwater level in the southern trough was measured in eastern portion,
while the lowest water level was measured in Pond G8.
The Glacial Overburden aquifer discharges as springs and seeps into Pond G8, the wetlands
along the southern border of the BBNPP site, and into Walker Run. As the southern bedrock
trough approaches Pond G8 and Walker Run, the trough constricts and the glacial overburden
thins considerably. As a consequence, groundwater flowing southeastward is forced to the
surface in various locations near Pond G8 and the wetlands south and southwest of Pond G8.
This area is considered a groundwater discharge area for the Glacial Overburden aquifer.
The horizontal hydraulic conductivity values calculated from slug tests conducted in the
overburden aquifer ranged from 1.19 x 10-5 cm/s to 3.4 x 10-2 cm/s, with a geometric mean
reported equal to 3.65 x i0-3 cm/s (Reference 10.1, Table 16). Slug tests of the kind
implemented during the site investigation measure horizontal hydraulic conductivity only near a
test well, and may reflect influences by filter pack storage or low-conductivity borehole skins
remaining after conventional rotary drilling.
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The horizontal hydraulic conductivity values calculated based on a 24-hr pump test at
approximately 60 gallons per minute (gpm) ranged from 3.63 x 10-2 cm/s to 1.26 x 10-1 cm/s,
with a geometric mean reported equal to 5.9 x 10-2 cm/s (Reference 10.1, Table 17). A pump
test of the kind implemented during the site investigation stresses a much broader area of the
aquifer than a slug test, and is therefore considered more representative than the slug test results.
The geometric mean value (5.9 x 102 crrls) obtained during the pump test is considered to be a
conservative value for the horizontal hydraulic conductivity in the overburden and is used as the
design value for the upper aquifer. Because sand and gravel deposits comprising the overburden
aquifer are likely to be horizontally stratified, the deposit is likely anisotropic, and the vertical
hydraulic conductivity (which has not been measured) is considered to be 1/10th of the horizontal
value obtained during the pump test.
The specific yields computed for the pump test indicated values ranging between 0.25 and 0.50,
with a geometric mean of 0.344, and a median value of 0.322. For a well- to fairly well-graded
material such as the overburden, the median value of 0.322 appears most reasonable and is
therefore considered most representative.
6.2.2

Bedrock Aquifer

Groundwater elevation data and variation of groundwater levels versus time for the Shallow
Bedrock aquifer are listed in FSAR Section 2.4.12 (Reference 10.1). This data shows that the
seasonal variations in groundwater elevations in the shallow bedrock are usually greater than or
equal to the magnitude of variation encountered in the Glacial Overburden wells. The rise and
fall of groundwater elevations in the shallow bedrock seem to generally coincide in time with
variations in water levels in the Glacial Overburden aquifer.
The horizontal hydraulic conductivity values calculated from slug tests conducted in the shallow
bedrock aquifer ranged from 1.22 x 10-5 cm/s to 4.46 x 10-4 cm/s, with a geometric mean
reported equal to 4.64 x 10-5 cm/s (Reference 10. 1, Table 16). The horizontal hydraulic
conductivity values calculated from slug tests conducted in the deep bedrock aquifer ranged
from 3.76 x 10-7 cm/s to 4.94 x 10s cm/s, with a geometric mean reported equal to 3.87 x 10-6
cm/s (Reference 10.1, Table 16).
The horizontal hydraulic conductivity values calculated based on a 24-hr pump test at
approximately 6 gpm ranged from 1.93 x 10-5 cm/s to 7.23 x 10-4 cm/s, with a geometric mean
reported equal to 1.64 x 10-4 cm/s (Reference 10.1, Table 17). For the same reasons previously
discussed, the geometric mean value obtained during the pump test is considered to be more
representative than values obtained by slug testing. Of the values reported for the shale bedrock,
the geometric mean horizontal hydraulic conductivity from the pump test (1.64 x 10-4 cm/s) is
selected as a conservatively high value. Use of this value (1.64 x 10-4 cm/s) is likely to overpredict rather than under-predict the flow of groundwater through the underlying shale. Because
the shale is folded and fractured, it may be isotropic, and the vertical hydraulic conductivity
(which has not been measured) is considered to equal the horizontal value obtained during the
pump test.
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Based on a review of the three test methods implemented (slug, pump, packer), the packer test is
considered to be the test method which best represents the likely site conditions for the following
reasons:
e Considering the tests performed in the bedrock beneath the proposed NI,
o 32 discrete packer tests were performed in 3 boreholes/wells, while
o 2 slug tests were performed in 2 wells, and
o 3 pump tests were performed in 3 wells,
the packer tests provide greater vertical and horizontal coverage within the area of
interest and thus form a greater database to select appropriate design parameters;
o The packer test evaluates a specific section (21 ft in height) of the rock profile; and
* It is not influenced by monitoring well or gravel pack hydraulic limitations (i.e. testing
was performed before installation of the well screen and filter pack).
Specifically, the packer test data from well locations MW301 C, MW310C and MW313C, which
are located within the area beneath the proposed NI (Reference 1, Figure 2.4-62), are considered
herein. In these locations, only 16 of the 32 intervals tested were permeable enough to quantify
the flow and calculate the hydraulic conductivity. Thus, in 16 intervals, flow was not
measurable and these zones are considered impermeable. Based on these tests, the conductivity
for the Mahantango Shale bedrock is considered as the geometric mean of the quantifiable
hydraulic conductivities from the tests performed within the limits of the proposed NI. This
value has been calculated as 1.77 X 10-5 cm/s (Ref. 10.20). Note that this value does not include
the impermeable intervals where flow could not be measured, moreover these tests represent the
horizontal conductivity and the vertical hydraulic conductivity may be lower. Thus, this value is
conservative and has been used as a more realistic design value in Reference 10.19, than the
upper bound value that was presented in Reference 10.13 and in Revision 0 of this report.
Although the shale bedrock is correctly described as an aquifer in Reference 10.1, its
conductivity is only about 1/3,300'h of the overburden aquifer based on the packer test values.
The contrast in conductivity between the two aquifers means that the majority of groundwater
flow will be through the overburden rather than the bedrock aquifer.
6.3
6.3.1

Excavation Approach and Dewatering Implications
Storm Water Pond No. 1

Prior to initiating dewatering activities, preparations must be made to receive the water
discharged from the excavation. Effluent from the dewatering system will be routed through
Storm Water Pond No. 1 (SWP-1), which will be used during plant operation as the detention
pond for the plant storm runoff. Thus, it would be beneficial to construct this pond prior to
excavation activities in order to use it as a collection area for the dewatering system. Reference
10.7 indicates the design elevation of the bottom of SWP-1 is 655.0 feet. Table 2.4.12-7 of
Reference 10.1 documents the range of measured groundwater elevations from 655.09 to 657.07
feet. Given this information, it is anticipated that the groundwater at the time of construction
will be at or above the design base elevation of the pond. If the natural groundwater level is
higher than the base elevation of the pond, the pond can be excavated in a wet condition or as an
alternative, the contractor may implement a localized short term dewatering system or rerouting
of Walker Run away from this area.
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NI and ESWEMS

The NI (power block) excavation is expected to fully penetrate the glacial soils and the upper
weathered bedrock to establish the bearing surface (subsurface information from Reference
10.12). The depth of excavation in the vicinity of the NI will approach depths of 60 ft. (from
existing grades) through saturated granular deposits. Figures 2.5-113, 2.5-114 and 2.5-115 of
Reference 10.2 depict conceptual cross sections of the excavations in the NI area.
For the ESWEMS pump house, the excavation will extend from the current ground surface
(about 680 feet [Reference 10.7J) to at least elevation 640 feet (Reference 10.4) and will
terminate in well graded gravels, cobbles or shale depending upon the location (Reference
10.12). It is also possible that the excavation will extend to greater depths to allow the pump
house to be founded upon the shale bedrock. Depending upon the final design, this excavation
will extend through soils that are generally water bearing granular glacial deposits.
The ESWEMS Pond will extend to an elevation of 648.5 feet (Reference 10.4) from the existing
ground surface, which ranges from 670 feet up to 740 feet (Reference 10.7). Thus, the
excavation will extend up to 25 feet into the groundwater (Reference 10.12).
To facilitate quality construction methods in the NI and ESWEMS areas, the excavations should
be performed in a dry condition with conventional construction equipment. Given the layout of
these areas, a common dewatering system consisting of deep wells surrounding the excavations
is conceptually designed to facilitate both excavation areas. These excavations can proceed as
the dewatering takes place provided the dewatering system maintains the groundwater level
below that of the excavations. As the excavation advances a series of groundwater monitoring
wells will be monitored to verify the effectiveness of the dewatering system in reducing the
groundwater level.
6.3.3

Groundwater Flow Barrier

Dewatering for the NI and ESWEMS excavation can be performed either with or without a flow
barrier as discussed later. However, if a flow barrier, such as a slurry wall, is constructed, it will
require a working pad at least 7 feet above the groundwater elevation. Since a portion of the
flow barrier alignment is in an area of mapped wetlands, with the groundwater at or near the
ground surface, a working berm will be required to be placed to facilitate the flow barrier
construction. Dewatering is not anticipated to be required to facilitate the construction of this
berm or the flow barrier.
6.3.4

Cooling Towers

The cooling towers will require the excavation from the current ground surface, which ranges
from about 695 to 800 feet (Reference 10.7) through the surficial soils and into the bedrock to
establish the cooling tower basins at elevation of 688 feet and the common circulating water
pump house foundation for the cooling towers at elevation 663 feet (Reference 10.8). Based on
Reference 10.12, the soil thickness ranges from 12 to 30 feet Conventional construction
equipment is anticipated for this excavation. The thickness of saturated soils encountered in this
excavation area will range from 0 to 13 feet based on Reference 10.12. Dewatering of the upper
soils will be accomplished through interceptor ditches at the toe of the cuts. These ditches will
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direct the flow from the north side (high side) through collector ditches on the east and west
sides to the drainage system to be constructed for plant operations. These ditches will also be
sized and graded to manage stormwater and they will drain to the storm water ponds. Thus, no
dewatering (pumping) operations should be required for the construction of the cooling towers.
Additional ditches will be required in the bedrock at the base of the excavation. Any flow can be
diverted to the perimeter ditches or pumped into the permanent ditches for discharge into the
storm water ponds.
6.3.5

Combine Wastewater Treatment Pond (CWTP)

Excavation depths for construction of the CWTP will range from about 5 to 50 feet. Based on
groundwater monitoring well MW302, the groundwater elevation was measured at 661 to 664
feet (Reference 10.2) and the base of the excavation is conceptually designed at 669 to 670 ft
(Reference 10.17). As such, dewatering is not expected for the construction of the CWTP.
Ditches will need to be constructed around the excavation to prevent the inflow of surface
precipitation.
6.4

Definition of the Flow System

The flow system was defined (Reference 10.13) based on review of the 7.5-minute series USGS
topographic map of the Berwick Quadrangle and the geologic review presented in Reference
10.1 and 10.2. The available information indicates that the BBNPP site may be viewed as
located within a small groundwater basin that stores water mostly in the overburden aquifer. The
basin is defined to the north by the ridge formed in till-draped sandstone of the Trimmers
Formation, to the east by a bedrock ridge and groundwater flow divide corresponding
approximately to the route of Confers Lane, to the south by a bedrock ridge forming in the
knolls, and to the west by a bedrock ridge forming in the uplands west of Walker Run.
Three potential sources of groundwater input in this basin are identified. The first is
groundwater recharge from infiltration of precipitation across the site. The second is
groundwater exchange with Walker Run that flows along the west side of the site. The third is
groundwater inflow originating on the ridge that rises to elevations as high as 1,100 ft. directly
north of the site.
Potential discharges of groundwater originating beneath the site include discharge to Walker
Run, and subsurface outflow to the south, much of which likely occurs beneath Walker Run, and
eventual discharge to the Susquehanna River.
6.4.1

Water Flow Budget (Initial Steady State Conditions)

Based on the baseline flow budget presented in Reference 10.13 the basin receives and
discharges groundwater from:
" Precipitation falling on the area represented by the groundwater basin, averages an
equivalent constant flow rate of about 1.9 cubic feet per second (cfs);
* Walker Run is suggested to lose about 0.7 cfs to the aquifer, but also to gain about 1.3 cfs
from the aquifer, for a net transfer from the aquifer of about 0.6 cfs into Walker Run;
" Inflow from the ridge and highlands to the north is about 2.1 cfs.
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Water is lost through the head-dependent general head boundary at the south edge of the
basin, towards the Susquehanna River at about 3.3 cfs.

Total inflow and total outflow are suggested to be about 4.6 cfs.
6.4.2

Water Flow Budget for Dewatering Without a Flow Barrier

The mass flow budget for this model includes drains that represent the collective withdrawal of
groundwater by multiple dewatering wells to temporarily (about three years) depress the
groundwater to facilitate construction of the NI and ESWEMS and not other elements of the
plant. Reference 10.)13 indicates that an active dewatering system to accomplish the required
depression of the groundwater level to facilitate the planned excavations will remove water from
the basin at a rate of at about 3.8 cfs, or about 1,700 gpm after the initial drainage of storage
within the basin. This rate of withdrawal might appear lower than expected for such a
conductive aquifer, however the model was run in steady state, and this rate only develops after
nearly 26 ft. of groundwater has been drained from the majority of the basin. Attachment D
presents the projected drawdown of the groundwater within the basin with no flow barrier.
The model indicates that inflows from the northern ridge will increase, and outflow towards the
Susquehanna River will decrease. Inflow from Walker Run is indicated to increase from 0.7 cfs
to 1.4 cfs, and outflow is zero instead of 1.3 cfs as in the baseline model. This result suggests
that Walker Run will be changed from a gaining stream to a losing stream near the site and the
flow rates of Walker Run will be reduced to about 1/2 of the current average flow rates. The total
aquifer throughput suggested by this model is 6.4 cfs as compared with 4.6 efs as indicated by
the baseline model.
6.4.3

Water Flow Budget for Dewatering With a Flow Barrier

The modeling performed using a flow barrier (Reference 10.13) indicates that installation of the
flow barrier, such as a soil-bentonite slurry wall, around the NI and ESWEMS substantially
reduces steady state outflow from the dewatering system. Considering a representative design
value of hydraulic conductivity of the bedrock aquifer (1.77 X 10-5 cm/s as determined in
Reference 10.20), the suggested rate of dewatering to achieve the project objectives is about 110
gpm (0.2 cfs) (Reference 10. 19) as compared with 1,700 gpm (3.8 cfs) (Reference 10.13)
without the barrier. Walker Run may in this scenario remain a losing stream near the site, but
the loss is reduced from approximately 1.4 cfs to a net of about 1.2 cfs. It must be recognized
that this calculated loss is based on total consumptive use of the water from the dewatering
wells. Later sections of this report indicate that there will be some recharge of the aquifer, which
will reduce the losses from Walker Run. However to present a conservative model, this recharge
has not been considered. Total aquifer throughput in this scenario is 3.1 cfs.
The initial report (reference 10.13), was based on using the overly conservative upper bound
value of hydraulic conductivity (1.64 x I0-4 cm/s determined by pump tests) of the bedrock
aquifer, and estimated rate of dewatering of 640 gpm (1.4 efs) (Reference 10.13). As discussed
above in this report (Section 6.2.2), the higher rate of dewatering (640 gpm) is considered not to
be representative of the bedrock condition and thus not appropriate for the design of the
dewatering system. Therefore a more representative flow value of 110 gpm (as estimated in
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Reference 10.19) is used and is considered to be a more appropriate, realistic, and conservative
value for the flow rate.
With a flow barrier, the groundwater levels throughout the basin are not affected to the degree of
dewatering without a barrier. Attachment E depicts the projected groundwater levels once
dewatering achieves a steady state condition.
6.5

Conceptual Dewatering Design

In general, the dewatering system should be designed to remove the flows suggested by the flow
budgets and to evacuate the precipitation that falls in the excavation during construction. The
flows discussed herein, only consider those flows originating from the groundwater and not
those associated with evacuation of precipitation into the excavation. However, due to the
conservatism used in this conceptual design as noted later, the dewatering system should be
capable of extracting any precipitation that falls within the limits of the excavation.
Additionally, the ground surface around the top of all excavations should be graded to prevent
surface water from flowing into the excavation.
Because wells cannot depress the water table to the base of the aquifer in areas between the
wells, a level of approximately 10 ft. above the shale is selected as a target for use in computing
cumulative drawdowns. Trench drains and/or suction well points at the base of the excavation
are conceptually designed to control the groundwater that cannot be removed by the deep wells.
Dewatering wells could be drilled at this site using direct rotary, reverse-circulation rotary, cable
tool, or other methods such as Rotosonic drilling. Reverse-circulation rotary will provide wells
with the greatest efficiency and should therefore be considered. The other methods listed might
tend to compact the aquifer formation, or leave low-conductivity borehole skins that cannot be
completely removed during development. Because the overburden aquifer contains boulders, it
may be necessary to use an orange peel, chisel, or other methods to remove or penetrate them.
6.5.1

Conceptual Design Without Flow Barrier

By inspection of the drawdown curves computed in Appendix D of Reference 10.13, an interwell spacing of approximately 100 ft. around the perimeter of the excavations for the NI and
ESWEMS will provide for a cumulative drawdown of slightly more than 50 feet at locations
between the wells. Well spacing of 100 ft. is the basis for this conceptual dewatering design
without a flow barrier. Considering this spacing and the geometry of the site design, the wells
could be drilled at locations indicated on Attachment F. A total of approximately 73 dewatering
wells appear to be appropriate for conditions at the BBNPP site. Given the large number of
wells required and potentially very large initial flows that such a system might develop,
individual pumps should be sized for no more than approximately 100 to 150 gpm each. The
discharge lines should be fitted with throttling valves to control the overall flow rate of the
system and avoid overwhelming the body receiving the discharge. Digital modeling of the
dewatering approach suggests that the total discharge from the system will be on the order of
1,700 gpm after steady state is achieved. Larger flows will be needed during the initial phase of
water table depression, and could approach 7,000 (15.6 cfs) to 11,000 gpm (24.5 cfs) with the
specified pump sizing.
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Further depression of the water table to the shale surface or near the shale surface will require
the use of vacuum well points that may be located as shown on Attachment F. Approximately
seven such systems appear appropriate to control the observed groundwater conditions. Each of
the headers shown will draw water from well points that are typically 2-in diameter that may be
drilled, driven, or jetted in if conditions allow. Each header will need to be connected to its own
vacuum pump. Individual vacuum pumps will need to be sized based on conditions encountered
and the length of each header.
As an alternate to vacuum well points, additional conventional wells could be considered. These
wells would extend through the overburden into the bedrock with the bedrock socket serving as
more of a storage sump instead of a water producing zone.
A final stage of this dewatering conceptual design includes the excavation of trench drains and
sumps approximately 5 ft. in front of the toe of the slope at the base of the excavation. Such
trenches might be dug 3 to 5 ft. wide, and 2 to 3 ft. deep, and sloped to sumps as suggested on
Attachment F. Groundwater flow from the bedrock is expected to vary over a wide range, and
additional trenches or sumps might be needed at locations to be determined.
Attachment D illustrates the drawdown effect without the use of a flow barrier. The anticipated
drawdown is between 20 ft. and 30 ft. for some distance away from the excavation. The radius
of influence away from the wells is expected to extend to a distance of approximately 1300 feet
to 3300 feet, depending on the saturated thickness of the aquifer being dewatered.
Operation of a dewatering system similar to this conceptual design will require an uninterrupted
source of power for electrically operated submersible pumps and vacuum pumps, and an
uninterrupted source of fuel for internal combustions vacuum pumps if selected for use.
Provisions for convenient maintenance should be included for all system elements as needed for
a project duration approaching three years.
Given the significance of the potential off-site impacts of this dewatering program as depicted on
Attachment D and the potential offsite impacts discussed in Section 6.8.1 of this report,
implementation of a dewatering system around the NI and ESWEMS without a flow barrier is
not recommended.
6.5.2

Conceptual Design of a Flow Barrier

The use of a flow barrier is considered to be necessary, given the potential adverse impacts of the
predicted area wide depression of the groundwater if the NI and ESWEMS excavations are
dewatered without a flow barrier as discussed in Section 6.8 of this report.
If a soil-bentonite (S-B) slurry wall is selected for use as a flow barrier, it might be installed
along an alignment around the NI and ESWEMS as shown on Attachment G. Determination of
the final alignment and location of the flow barrier should consider the stability of the temporary
,excavation slopes as documented in Reference 10.3. A final slurry wall design should reflect the
following guidelines:
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*

The slurry wall will be a minimum of three feet thick, and will be at least ½-footthick for each 10 feet of hydraulic head across the wall.
- The slurry wall will be keyed into competent shale such that the flow underneath the
wall through the shale is less than or equal to the flow directly through the soilbentonite slurry wall. The minimum depth of penetration of the slurry wall key will
be two feet into the shale below any permeable lenses or weathered shale zones.
* The slurry will consist of 4 to 7 percent bentonite in water, and the backfill will
contain bentonite at a rate of 3 percent.
* The slurry walls will have a designed in-situ permeability less than or equal to 1 x 107 cm/s. Some plastic fines may need to be imported to meet this criterion.
* Slurry walls will have a minimum of a five-foot overlap at comers.
* Slurry wall will be constructed vertically.
a
Slurry levels will be maintained at least seven feet above the ground water table
during construction. This will require the construction of a berm to raise the ground
level at several locations along the specified alignment.
* Extensive quality control measures should be taken to assure that the S-B slurry wall
is constructed without gaps or windows.
Calculations included in Appendix D of Reference 10.13 estimate potential flux rates through the
S-B slurry wall when the maximum gradient is established. Conservatively assuming that the insitu hydraulic conductivity will achieve 1 x 10-6 cm/s, flux across the wall is estimated at
approximately 13 gpm. If the design criterion of I x 10- 7 cm/s is achieved, the corresponding
flux rate is 1.3 gpm. The calculation also included an assumption that the S-B slurry wall is
discontinuous over I percent of its vertical surface area. Assuming a 1 percent area of gaps or
windows, excess inflows approach 8,000 gpm might occur. This finding underscores the need
for adequate quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC) during construction. Furthermore, it
indicates that if the wall is discontinuous, the presence of discontinuities should be obvious
shortly after the initiation of interior dewatering. If a window or gap in the flow barrier is
indicated by the piezometric monitoring program, then remedial measures, such as pressure
grouting, will need to be employed. Operation of the slurry wall and the interior dewatering
system will therefore include piezometric monitoring program to compare expected groundwater
withdrawals and drawdown rates with those calculated in advance. This program will include
continuous monitoring of piezometers or monitoring wells to be located as shown on Attachment
G. Data logging pressure transducers with remote telemetry are recommended for this purpose
so that head levels may be continuously monitored during initial drawdown and later during the
extended phase of construction activity.
6.5.3

Conceptual Dewatering System Design With a Flow Barrier

Deep dewatering wells drilled at the locations shown on Attachment G may be used to depress
the water table inside the flow barrier. Although the wells will not depress the water table
completely to the base of the aquifer in areas between the wells, greater drawdown is expected
with this strategy owing to the effective prevention of inflows by the flow barrier.
Assuming the use of the flow barrier, dewatering wells may be located as shown on Attachment
G. A total of approximately 30 dewatering wells appear to be appropriate when the flow barrier
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is utilized. Given the number of wells required and potentially very large initial flows that such
a system might develop, individual pumps should be sized for no more than approximately 30 to
150 gpm each. Included in Appendix D of Reference 10.13 is the calculation of the time
expected to drain the groundwater stored within the conceptual flow barrier. As shown therein,
it is assumed that the dewatering system inside the flow barrier is pumped at a rate of about
1,800 gpm (4.0 cfs). This rate is selected so that the flow through the receiving body, assumed
to be Walker Run, will not exceed its greatest measured rate of about 8 cfs. At this flow rate
approximately 500 acre-ft. of water will be removed over a period of 65 days. To reduce the
flow rates in Walker Run, the days to drain the water from storage could be increased to the
extent the construction schedule will allow, subsequently the flow rate would be reduced.
Digital flow modeling of this dewatering strategy suggests that interior dewatering might require
a steady state flow on the order of 110 gpm (0.2 cfs). The majority of this water is expected to
flow upward through the shale, but the actual flow may be less, since the impermeable zones
were not incorporated into the model. Numerous packer tests conducted in the shale during the
site investigation indicate hydraulic conductivity values much lower than considered in the
model, and in approximately one-half of the tests, the hydraulic conductivity was effectively
zero.
Given more complete water table depression within the excavation with the benefit of the flow
barrier, a final stage of the dewatering conceptual design includes the excavation of trench drains
and sumps approximately 5 ft. in front of the toe of the slope at the base of the excavation. Such
trenches might be dug 3 to 5 ft. wide, and 2 to 3 ft. deep, and sloped to sumps as suggested in
Attachment G. Groundwater flow from the bedrock is expected to vary over a wide range, and
additional trenches or sumps might be needed at locations to be determined.
Attachment E illustrates the drawdown effect with the use of a flow barrier. The anticipated
drawdown and radius of influence is considerably less than without the flow barrier.
Attachment H provides a typical cross section through the excavation utilizing the flow barrier.
Attachment I provides a typical schematic for the dewatering well that would be used for
dewatering the excavation. Attachment J provides a typical schematic for a monitoring well
(piezometer).
In addition to dewatering within the boundary of the flow barrier, it is noted that placement of
the barrier might cause heads to increase along the upgradient (north and east) sides owing to the
cutoff of the natural southwesterly groundwater flow path. This effect is illustrated as negative
drawdown as shown on Attachment E. This potential will be mitigated by the placement of
wells or drains, as needed, along the outward northern and eastern boundaries of the flow barrier.
Operation of this conceptual dewatering system should be less sensitive to brief interruptions in
electrical power because the flow barrier will retard inflows to the excavation and should
eliminate the need for vacuum well point systems. However, provisions for convenient
maintenance should still be included for all system elements as needed for a project duration
approaching three years.
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Disposal of Groundwater

As stated in Section 6.4.2 above, the steady state discharge from a dewatering system without the
use of a seepage cutoff wall would be approximately 1700 gpm (approximately 2.5 million
gallons per day [mgd]). Considering the use of a seepage cutoff wall, the discharge will be
reduced. This reduced quantity is estimated to be I 10 gpm (0.16 mgd) with approximately 13
gpm of this attributed to seepage through the flow barrier. For this report, an average value of
110 gpm (0.16 mgd) will be considered as the average daily quantity of water that will be
discharged with the installation of a competent seepage cutoff wall.
There are several options for the disposal of the groundwater pumped from the excavation. They
include:
* Used for various construction activities, such as dust control, water for compaction
control, and concrete mixing.
* Direct surface inflow into the wetlands.
* Temporary storage in the on-site detention ponds prior to release into the wetlands.
" Treatment for human consumption.
* Injection into the glacial overburden (away from the excavation) to replenish the
drawdown in groundwater levels.
A beneficial use of the groundwater pumped from the excavation would be its reuse as a source
of non-potable water for construction use. This would include dust control on the construction
roads and water to be used for moisture control during the placement and compaction of the
backfill around the NI as well as the general site grading activities. Approximately 2.4 million
cubic yards of material will be placed as fill around the site for general site grading operations
(Reference 10.10). This does not include the material used as structural fill beneath the NI or as
backfill to fill the excavation for the construction of the NI. Concrete mixing requires the use of
potable water to preclude the addition of impurities to the concrete that may result in improper
strength in the concrete. Based on the groundwater quality data available from on-site pumping
tests (Reference 10. 11), the water to be extracted during dewatering appears to be acceptable for
concrete mix water; however, test batches should be performed per ASTM C 94 (Reference
10.15) and C 1602 (Reference 10.16) when non-potable water is used. In addition, the water
should be tested for chlorides, sulfates, alkalis, and total solids.
Even with the installation of the seepage cutoff around the excavation, there will be some
drawdown of the water within the wetlands south of the NI as noted in Reference 10.13. The use
of the pumped water to restore the groundwater level in this wetlands area would be beneficial.
The surface water present in the wetlands in the southwest comer of the site is hydraulically
connected to the groundwater. Therefore, the water chemistry is very similar (Reference 10. 11).
The various water quality components tested from the shallow bedrock wells also indicated
similar values for these components. Thus, the direct discharge of any groundwater pumped
from the excavation would not have any detrimental chemical effect on the water in the
wetlands. However, direct discharge would require permits, a sedimentation basin, a suitable
area with erosion protection measures, and a controlled outlet. If the discharge water is pumped
directly into the detention pond to be constructed on the west side of the NI, then the outlet
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facilities of the pond would provide the necessary controlled outlet and erosion protection. Since
the in situ soils are granular and permeable, the water pumped from the excavation would
naturally infiltrate through the bottom of the pond and replenish the wetlands naturally.
Additionally, waters discharged from SWP- I into Walker Run will aid in the recharge of the
wetlands since Walker Run has a granular bottom. It is important to construct this detention
pond as one of the first construction activities for this project.
It was stated in Reference 10.14, Section A4.2.1.3, that the water obtained from the dewatering
activities would not be used for human consumption and is no longer a consideration for water
reuse. A potable water line would be constructed from a local municipality.
The use of injection wells to replenish the drawdown in the groundwater level in the glacial
overburden soils can be considered, but these wells have a tendency to clog due to sedimentation
or fowling and may require extensive maintenance. In addition, there is limited space between
the existing SSES plant and this construction site in which to develop an injection well field.
Likewise, there is limited space to develop an injection well field between the cutoff wall and the
wetlands that would be recharged. Without the use of the flow barrier, the volume of water
requiring management may be too great to manage in the small area. Therefore, the potential use
of injection wells to maintain the groundwater levels in the nearby wetlands is not feasible or
recommended.
In summary, the most prudent approach for the disposal of the water pumped from the
excavation would be to pump it directly into the detention pond on the west side of the NI. This
detention pond was designed to retain the 100-year, 24-hour rainfall within the limits of the NI
and has a holding capacity of approximately 51 acre-feet (Reference 10.9). This drainage area is
approximately the area within the seepage cutoff limits, and thus would be capable of detaining
the water pumped from the excavation, after the initial dewatering of the soils within the flow
barrier. With proper construction, the pond could act as a natural recharge facility to the
wetlands on the south side of the NI. The pond would also act as a natural storage facility for
any water to be used for dust control, compaction of fill materials, and possibly concrete mixing
with proper management and testing.
6.7

Water Reuse

As stated above, a seepage cutoff wall will be required to limit the extent of groundwater
drawdown in the surrounding area of the NI during the construction of the BBNPP. Even with
the cutoff wall, there will be some drawdown of the wetlands on the south side of the NI that will
require some replenishing. The most beneficial use, of the groundwater pumped from the
excavation would be its reuse as a source of non-potable water for construction use and
replenishment of the wetlands. This would include dust control on the construction roads and
water to be used for moisture control during the placement and compaction of the backfill around
the NI as well as the general site grading activities. Based on Reference 10.5, approximately
40,000 gallons of water will be required for dust control. Approximately 2.4 million cubic yards
of material will be placed as fill around the site for general site grading operations (Reference
10.10). This does not include the material used as structural fill beneath the NI or as backfill to
fill the excavation for the construction of the NI. Estimating an addition of 2 percent '
(approximately 2.5 pounds of water per cubic foot of material) moisture to material for soil
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placement and compaction, a total of 19.4 million gallons will be required [(2.5/62.4) x 7.48 x 27
x 2.4xl106. Considering 180 days per year and 3 years of work, the daily usage would be
approximately 36,000 gallons per day [19.4 x 106/180 x3]. Since this quantity is estimated for
only one-half of the year, consider a similar amount for the backfill within the NI. Thus the total
quantity of water required for the earthwork and dust control would be 76,000 gpd (0.076 mgd).
Concrete mixing requires the use of potable water to preclude the addition of impurities to the
concrete that may result in improper strength in the concrete. Based on the groundwater quality
data available from on-site sampling tests (Reference 10.11), the groundwater could potentially
be used for concrete mixing. It is estimated that less than 0.01 mgd would be used for concrete
mixing on average.
The use of the detention pond would provide the necessary time to allow any suspended
materials to settle in the ponds before replenishing of the wetlands. This pond would also act as
a natural filter to limit the migration of fines back into the groundwater regime if seepage
occurred out through the sand and gravel in the bottom of the pond.
In summary, the most prudent approach for the disposal of the water pumped from the
excavation would be to pump it directly into the detention pond on the west side of the NI. This
detention pond could act as a natural recharge facility to the wetlands on the south side of the NI.
Based on a pumping rate of 0.16 mgd from the excavation, it would take approximately 105 days
to fill the detention pond with no leakage or beneficial use (not considering higher flows from
initial dewatering of soil within the flow barrier). Any excess water pumped into the pond
would then flow through the controlled outlet structure and into the wetlands and Walker Run.
The pond would also act as a natural storage facility for any water to be used for dust control and
compaction of fill materials. A pumping facility could easily be established adjacent to this
detention pond for ease of extraction. No additional storage facilities (tanks) would need to be
constructed. However, the use of a storage tank for water if it was to be used for concrete
mixing may be prudent for ease of testing. The use of injection wells are not recommended
because of the lack of space for effective installation and potential maintenance requirements for
the entire construction period.
6.8

Environmental Effects

Some of the discharge from the construction dewatering system will potentially directly enter the
surrounding environment through overflow from the detention pond (sedimentation basin).
As such, prior to land disturbance and construction, an NPDES Stormwater Discharge Permit
(PAG-2) will be required. The major components of the permit include:
* Notice of Intent (NOI);
* Erosion and Sediment (E&S) Control Plan;
" Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI) Search;
* Post Construction Stormwater Management (PCSM) Plan;
* Thermal Impact Analysis; and
* Antidegradation Analysis.
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Because a reproducing trout population is present in the Walker Run watershed and the stream or
associated wetlands may be considered "exceptional value," it may not be possible to obtain a
"General NPDES Permit". An Individual NPDES Permit may be required, as referenced in 25
Pa. Code Chapter 92. Coordination with the Luzerne Conservation District would most likely be
required. Water sampling and testing will most likely be required as part of this permit to ensure
that the water contains no material detrimental to the environment (Reference 10.18).
The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PADEP) does not specify a limit on
the flow rate of the discharge. However, they do specify that "Best Management Practices
(BMPs) be implemented to maximize infiltration technologies, eliminate (where possible) or
minimize point source discharges to surface waters, preserve the integrity of stream channels,
and protect the physical, biological and chemical qualities of the receiving surface water."
Therefore, high discharge rates that would not preserve the integrity of the stream channel or the
physical qualities of the receiving surface water may be restricted. This permit will also require
the use of proper erosion control measures and other BMP, such as hay bales and silt fences for
any discharges to the surface bodies of water.
Since the groundwater in the upper glacial aquifer and the shallow bedrock have water quality
parameters similar to the existing surficial water in the wetlands and Walker Run, no detrimental
effects are anticipated from disposing the pumped water into the wetlands and Walker Run or
reusing it for dust control or water content control during compaction operations.
6.8.1

Possible Impacts of Dewatering Without Flow Barrier

Dewatering without a flow barrier will result in a pervasive and deep drawdown throughout the
model domain representing the drainage basin as depicted on Attachment D. This figure
indicates drawdown of 20 to 30 ft. is common at considerable distances from the excavation.
Throughout the lower portion of the basin to the southwest of the site, widespread drawdown of
26 ft. is indicated. The radius of influence away from the wells is expected to extend to a
distance of approximately 1300 feet to 3300 feet, depending on the saturated thickness of the
aquifer being dewatered. Additionally, it is noted that the hydraulic stress applied in this
scenario might also cause the boundaries of the basin to expand, particularly to the west, north,
and east. Thus, the projected impact may extend further than shown on Attachment D.
Given the basin-wide drawdown of 20 to 30 ft. projected to occur during dewatering without a
flow barrier, considerable potential exists for negative impact on nearby domestic and industrial
water supplywells. Customary practice for domestic wells often provides for pump intake
submersion of about 20 ft. Wells constructed in this manner might therefore be rendered dry.
Although the industrial wells used at SSES are located beyond the flow model domain, it is
believed that drawdown reaching 20 ft. at the northeast comer of the basin might also negatively
impact these-wells. Structures at the SSES that are supported on shallow mat type foundations
could possibly experience some additional settlement.
In the case where the flow barrier is utilized, little or no impact to nearby wells is anticipated.
The anticipated drawdown is much less and has a considerably smaller radius of influence.
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Numerous and extensive wetlands are.located both on the BBNPP site and in adjoining areas,
particularly to the west, south, and east. Such features are often expressions of the natural water
table at or near the surface, and are therefore quite sensitive to impact via water table depression.
Given the basin-wide drawdown of 20 to 30 ft. projected to occur during dewatering without a
flow barrier, as well as the deeper local drawdown projected to reach over 40 ft. near the
excavation site, considerable potential exists for negative impact to wetlands located near the site
and throughout the basin. These potential negative impacts may include the unintended draining
of the effected wetlands. The mass flow budgets suggest that Walker Run may change from a
gaining stream to a losing stream.
In the case where the flow barrier is utilized, drawdown beyond the barrier is not projected to
exceed approximately 4 to 6 ft. Although some potential remains under this scenario for
negative impact on adjoining wetlands, it is much less than the case where no flow barrier is
utilized. For the case where the flow barrier is utilized, projected drawdown is much less
throughout the basin, and potential impacts to surface waters, if any, will also be substantially
less.
6.8.2

Mitigation of Potential Impact

Potential impacts due to water table drawdown may be mitigated by any method that reduces or
eliminates drawdown in areas beyond the excavation. Aquifer recharge is one potential method
to reduce drawdown in undesired areas. This might be implemented using injection wells,
recharge ponds, exfiltration from Walker Run or surface discharge to the eastern portion of the
wetlands. Given that the nearest potentially sensitive area is the wetlands on and adjoining the
site, there is little or no physical space to locate injection wells or recharge ponds in areas needed
to control the projected drawdowns. Additionally, groundwater recharge over extended periods
can be difficult due to sedimentation or other fouling of the recharge boundary, either using
wells or ponds.
Given the physical constraints posed by the location of the site and adjoining wetlands, a
vertically-oriented flow barrier, such as an S-B slurry wall, appears to be the only viable and
effective means to mitigate potential impacts due to projected water table drawdown. Given the
much lesser drawdown projected during dewatering using the flow barrier, the return of
dewatering effluent to Walker Run may be sufficient to counter stream losses and may assist in
maintaining water levels in the nearby and adjoining wetlands.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following conclusions are based on this evaluation of the conceptual dewatering system for
the construction of the BBNPP:
a. A dewatering system will be required to lower the groundwater for the excavation to
allow for construction of the foundations for the NI and ESWEMS structures to be
performed under dry conditions. The dewatering system will consist of deep wells
penetrating the glacial overburden soils down to the top of the bedrock.
b. No dewatering system will be required to excavate the area where the two cooling towers
are to be located. Extensive excavation of both overburden soils and bedrock will be
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required to lower the area down to final grade. Some groundwater is present in the
glacial overburden soils north of the cooling towers; however, trenches and ditches at the
soil/rock interface can be designed to reroute any groundwater around the cooling tower
excavation to the planned surface drainage system that will direct the runoff during plant
operation to the storm water ponds. Additional ditches will be required at the bottom of
the excavation in the bedrock. Any water that seeps into the excavation can be routed to
the perimeter ditches, which will flow into the stormwater detention ponds.
No dewatering system will be required to excavate the area for the Combine Wastewater
Treatment Pond (CWTP). The bottom of the pond is higher that the reported
groundwater in the area of the pond. Therefore, excavation under dry conditions can be
performed with no extensive dewatering system. Ditches will be required around the
excavation to prevent surface flow due to precipitation from entering the excavation.
The radius of influence of dewatering wells for the NI and the ESWEMS would extend
out some 3300 feet with anticipated drawdown of 20 ft. to 30 ft. being experienced some
distance away from the wells if no flow barrier is utilized. This would incur a large
impact on the nearby wetlands, flow in Walker Run, and potentially affect (and possibly
dry up) any nearby domestic or commercial water wells within the radius of influence of
the dewatering activity. Some of the nearby wetlands would most likely dry up as well.
The use of a flow barrier, such as a soil-bentonite slurry wall, around the NI and
ESWEMS excavation would greatly reduce the drawdown effect of the dewatering wells
since the wells would be located within the limits of the flow barrier.
There is the potential for some water seepage through the bedrock in the bottom of the
excavation. Trenches and ditches will most likely be required in the bottom of the
excavation to direct any upward flow through the rock away from the center of the
excavation to the perimeter ditches. Sumps and pumps will be utilized to remove this
water from the excavation.
With a competent flow barrier, inflow into the excavation through the flow barrier and up
through the bedrock is anticipated to be 110 gpm. The initial flow rate, to remove the
groundwater from within the flow barrier, will be contingent upon the time period
allowed. If 65 days are scheduled to remove the water from within the flow barrier, a
flow rate of about 1,800 gpm (4.0 cfs) would be required.
Direct discharge of the groundwater into Walker Run will most likely not be permitted.
The use of a detention/sedimentation pond and the use of Best Management Practices to
reduce the total solids in the runoff will be required. An NPDES permit will be required.
The water removed from the excavation should be suitable for reuse as dust control, soil
compaction, and concrete mixing based on the available water quality information. Some
testing of the water will be required if it is to be used for concrete mixing.

The following recommendations for a dewatering system are based on this evaluation of the
conceptual dewatering system for the construction of the BBNPP:
a. A flow barrier, such a soil-bentonite slurry wall should be installed around the NI and the
ESWEMS excavation. One continuous wall is recommended. The flow barrier would be
installed by keying it into the underlying bedrock as shown on Attachment G. The
minimum design permeability of the flow barrier is 1 x 10-7 cm/s with an approximate
thickness of three feet.
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b. A total of 30 dewatering wells, as shown on Attachment G, will be required to create and
maintain a dry condition at the bottom of the excavation. These wells should have a
capacity of up to 150 gpm. If a build up of groundwater occurs on the north side of the
NI excavation or extreme levels of seepage are encountered, additional pumping wells
can be integrated into the pumping system or stone filled drainage trenches can be
constructed to reroute the groundwater flows around the flow barrier on the north and
east sides.
c. Trenches will be required in the underlying bedrock in the bottom of the excavation for
the NI and the ESWEMS to direct any up flow of groundwater through the rock to the
perimeter ditches where it can be removed through the use of sumps and pumps.
d. Storm Pond 1 on the west side of the NI should be constructed prior to any dewatering
activity. This pond can be utilized as the detention and release point for the discharge
from the dewatering system.
e. The drainage ditch system in the cooling tower area should be constructed integrally with
the excavation of the hillside. Sufficient ditches and trenches should be installed at the
soil/rock interface to preclude groundwater from flowing into the excavation.
f The existing monitoring wells within the NI and ESWEMS excavation limits should be
utilized to monitor the effectiveness of the flow barrier. Additional monitoring wells
should also be installed to provide adequate monitoring on all four sides of the
excavation. The monitoring program should include recording water levels on both the
inside and outside of the flow barrier.
g. If the monitoring wells indicate an open window within the flow barrier, remedial
measures, such as pressure grouting, will be required to mitigate this condition.
8.

LIMITATIONS

This evaluation is made to support the COL Application and the ER and is based on the
following conceptual information:
* Draft Geotechnical report provided by Rizzo, including draft boring logs and subsurface
soil and rock information.
* Groundwater levels and hydraulic conductivities provided in the BBNPP FSAR Sections
2.4.12 and 2.5.4.
* Construction approaches as documented in BBNPP FSAR Sections 2.5.4 and 2.5.5 and
Black & Veatch's ESWEMS facility.
* The quantities for possible water reuse provided in RFl SL-BER-069.
Verification of the inputs, assumptions, and limitations shall be performed during the detailed
design stage.

9. ATTACHMENTS AND APPENDICES
This report includes the following Attachments and Appendices.
Attachment A - Reduced Scale SUPP, Reference 10.6
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Attachment B - BBNPP FSAR Figure 2.4.12-14
Attachment C - BBNPP FSAR Figure 2.4.12-15
Attachment D - Projected Drawdown With No Flow Barrier (feet), Figure 9 of
Reference 10.13
Attachment E - Projected Drawdown With Flow Barrier (Zoom) (feet), Figure I1 of

Reference 10.13
Attachment F - Conceptual Dewatering Plan Without Flow Barrier, Figure 13 of

Reference 10.13
Attachment G - Conceptual Dewatering Plan with Flow Barrier, Figure 14 of Reference

10.13
Attachment H - Cross Sections with Flow Barrier, Figure 15 of Reference 10.13

9.

Attachment I -

Dewatering Well Schematic, Figure 16 of Reference 10.13

Attachment J -

Monitoring Well (Piezometer) Schematic, Figure 17 of Reference 10.13

Appendix A -

Weaver Boos Consultants North Central, LLC, "Evaluation of
Temporary Construction Dewatering Strategies Proposed Bell Bend
Nuclear Power Plant Berwick, Pennsylvania", Dated September 8, 2008,
on CD.

Appendix B -

Weaver Boos Consultants North Central, LLC, "Supplemental
Evaluation No. 1, Construction Dewatering Evaluation", Dated
December 1, 2008.
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Weaver Boos Consultants North Central, LLC
Evaluation of Temporary Construction Dewatering Strategies
Proposed Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant Berwick, Pennsylvania
Dated September 8, 2008
(On CD)
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Weaver Boos Consultants North Central, LLC
Supplemental Evaluation No. 1
Construction Dewatering Evaluation
Dated December 1, 2008
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December 1, 2008
Project No. 2524301-01
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GEO-ENVWRONMENTAL ENGINEERS
AND SCIENTISTS

Mr. David E. Nielson
Sargent & Lundy, LLC
55 E. Monroe Street
Chicago, IL 60603
RE:

Supplemental Evaluation No. 1
Construction Dewatering Evaluation
Specification No. B-4400
Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant
Berwick, Pennsylvania

Dear Mr. Nielson:
Weaver Boos Consultants North Central, LLC (Weaver Boos) has completed the following
supplemental evaluation pursuant to your request on November 5, 2008. The purpose of this
supplement is to evaluate dewatering system flow assuming that the conductivity of the bedrock
beneath the site is characterized by the geometric mean value derived from 16 packer testsFor details as to the groundwater flow model utilized herein, please refer to our original Report:
"Evaluation of Temporary Construction Dewatering Strategies" dated September 8, 2008. In this
supplemental evaluation we reduced the hydraulic conductivity of the bedrock (Layers I and 2)
of the Visual Modflow Project "BBNPPFLowBarrier.vmf" from the original baseline value of
1.64 x 10"4 cm/s derived from an aquifer pumping test to a lower value of 1.77 x 10-3 cm/s
derived from 16 separate packer tests. The basis for the lower value considered in this
supplemental evaluation is described in Sargent & Lundy, LLC Calculation No. 2008177007.
Attached to this supplement please find the Visual Modflow mass budget for the adjusted model
incorporating the proposed groundwater flow barrier, indicating outflow from the drains used to
represent the dewatering system equal to 20,687.47 ft3 lday, which is approximately 110 gallons
per minute (gpm). The flow projection included in our original evaluation was 123,342 1t3 /day,
or about 640 gpm. The projected dewatering system outflow is considerably reduced by the
lower conductivity value utilized for the bedrock in this supplemental evaluation,

4085 Mehan Beeler Court * South Ben4 Indiana46628 * Phone:(574) 271-3447 * Fax: (574) 271-3343
www.weaverbootcom

Mr. David E. Nielson
December 1, 2008
Page 2
As discussed in our original evaluation report, Weaver Boos has completed this supplemental
evaluation consistent with the principles of hydrogeology in accordance with the prevailing
standards for professionals practicing under similar circumstances in the same geographical area.
This warranty is in lieu of all other warranties either expressed or implied.
This evaluation is conceptual in nature, and the conceptual designs presented herein will require
confirmation and refinement prior to development of final designs for the purposes stated herein.
This evaluation was prepared for our client and may not be adequate for use by other parties for
other purposes. Data and information considered during this evaluation was developed primarily
by others, and is assumed correct and complete as it was received by Weaver Boos. Independent
validation of design parameters utilized in this assessment was considered beyond the scope of
services for this assigmnent by the client. It is noted that site conditions at the time of field
explorations completed by others may be subject to change. Soil and groundwater conditions in
areas between soil borings and wells are interpolated or extrapolated, and may in fact differ from
those assumed. Moreover, the application of subsurface hydraulic assessment methods applied
herein is characterized by inherent uncertainty, owing to a necessarily incomplete understanding
of subsurface hydrological conditions. If during construction or at any other time, actual
conditions are found to differ from those assumed in this report, Weaver Boos should be notified
irmnediately so that the impact of the new information to our conclusions and recommendations
contained herein may be properly considered.
The following specific technical qualifications and limitations should be considered by the users
of this supplemental report:
0

Groundwater mass budgets, flow rates, projected drawdowns, and projected dewatering
system yields are estimated based on a digital flow model informally calibrated to steady
state conditions using specified design inputs for values such as hydraulic conductivity
and specific yield. The actual groundwater flow system may differ from the conceptual
system used to construct the digital model.

* Dewatering operations evaluated herein will stress the groundwater flow system to a
great degree, and its actual response to such stress (e.g., actual dewatering system flow
rates, basin drawdown, and changes in the mass flow budgets) has not been verified and
may vary significantly from the values projected herein
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Mr. David & Nielson
December I, 2008
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This supplemental evaluation has been prepared, reviewed, and approved consistent with Weaver
Boos Consultants North Central, LLC standard operating procedures. If you should have any
questions or comments concerning this supplemental report, please do not hesitate to contact our
office at 574-271-3447.
Sincerely,
Weaver Boos Consultants North Central, LLC

Reviewed by: Edward B.&tefanek, Senior Project Manager

Attachments:
Flow Barrier Steady-State Mass Budget Assuming Bedrock Conductivity Throughout
Model Domain Equal to 1-77E-5 cm/s
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806.14(a)(2)(v) Constant-rate aquifer tests

Not applicable to surface water withdrawal and consumptive use
applications.
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806.14(a)(2)(vi) Water use and availability:

OCT 15 2009

From Environmental Report Section 9.2.3.3.1
%et:
"The BBNPP will operate as a baseload, merchant independent pow &
producer. The power produced will be sold on the wholesale market without
specific consideration to supplying a traditional service area or satisfying a
reserve margin objective. The ability to generate baseload power in a
consistent, predictable manner meets the business objectives for the
BBNPP."
From Environmental Report Section 3.4.1.3.1
"The U.S. EPR is designed to operate with a capacity factor of 95%
(annualized), considering scheduled outages and other plant maintenance."
From Environmental Report Section 5.2.1.2
"4... refueling outages occur approximately every eighteen
months and last approximately 1 month ... "

806.14(a)(2)(vii) All water sources
The Susquehanna River will be the source of water for the project. Testing

and preparation for commercial operation is expected to begin in 2018. This
would be the initiation of surface water use.

OLT 15 2009
Is'
FL

806.14(a)(2)(viii) - Supporting Studies, reports, and other in•ýMM--R
upon which assumptions and assertions have been based.
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--
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OCT 155u
reports:
See attached
1. Report Documenting the Withdrawal and Consumptive ("se vA
the Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant Combined Application to the
Susquehanna River Basin Commission, Revision 0
2. S&L Report No. 009655, Construction Dewatering Design, Revision

1
3. Evaporation Curve from SPX Cooling Tower Co.
4. S&L Calculation 2008-08550, Bell Bend Water Balance Calculation,
Revision 2
5. S&L Report No. SL-009498, Conceptual Design of the Circulating
Water System, Revision 3
6. S&L Calculation No. 2008-07916, RWSS Pump and Piping Sizing,
Revision 1
7. B&V Calculation 161642.51.2001, ESWEMS Retention pond Sizing,
Revision 0
8. S&L Calculation No. SL-009446, Conceptual Design of Storm water
management system, Revision 2

Report Documenting the Withdrawal and Consumptive
Use Values in the Bell Bend Nuclear
Power Plant Combined Application to the
Susquehanna River Basin Commission

Revision 0
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1 Purpose
The purpose of this report is to document the bases of the values
used in the Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant (BBNPP) combined
application for water use to be submitted to the Susquehanna
River Basin Commission (SRBC). The combined application will
consist of the following three applications for review and approval
of water use at BBNPP:
a Surface water withdrawal (plant operation)
* Groundwater withdrawal (plant construction)
* Consumptive water use (plant construction and operation)

2 Discussion
Conceptual designs of SRBC-related systems have been
completed in support of the BBNPP Combined License Application
(COLA) submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in
October 2008. Final plant system designs are not complete and
the procurement of equipment has not taken place. There are no
certified cooling tower or pump performance curves. The SRBC
application will therefore be based on best available information.
Once final design is completed it is possible that some of the
information contained herein will have to be updated and the
application revised. Where possible, upper bound values are used
to help minimize the need for SRBC application revision.
To the degree possible and appropriate, information is taken from
existing calculations and reports. These calculations and reports
were prepared, reviewed and approved by various vendors in
support of the BBNPP COLA. These calculations were reviewed
by PPL and accepted by UniStar. References are made to the
applicable calculations and reports and the applicable values are
delineated herein. For the most part, the detailed supporting
information is not imported into this document, but can be found in
the references.
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Some of the values provided in the SRBC application will not
agree with the values in the BBNPP COLA. Where the values in
the SRBC application differ from the BBNPP COLA, the bases for
the differences will be discussed as part of the evaluation.
Generally the differences occur because of three reasons. First,
the information in the COLA was not required to go to the level of
detail as required for the SRBC application. An example of this is
consumptive water use. Both the BBNPP COLA (Ref. 5.2, Section
3.3) and SRBC application include consumptive water from the
main cooling towers, ESWEMS and plant uses. Only the SRBC
application includes evaporative loss from the ESWEMS Retention
Pond and Waste Water Retention Basin. The second reason is
better information became available for use after the COLA was
submitted. An example is in the evaporation loss of the main
cooling towers where PPL was able to obtain cooling tower curves
that were more representative of anticipated evaporation losses
than the generic value calculated and provided in the BBNPP
COLA. The third reason is more conservative meteorological
conditions are assumed for the SRBC application.
Values that are referenced in the SRBC application are shaded as
a matter of convenience.

3 Assumptions
3.1 Applicable environmental and discharge permits (Ref. 5.1,
Section 6.8) will be obtained to support release of water from
Storm Water Pond #1 to Walker Run in sufficient quantities and in
support of any required retention time.

4 Evaluation
Abbreviations used in this section include:
cfs - cubic feet/second
DBT = Dry Bulb Temperature
OF = degree Fahrenheit
ft = feet

PPL Nuclear Development, LLC Proprietary and Confidential Information

gal = gallon
gpd = gallons/day
gpm = gallons/minute
hr = hour

MBTU/hr = million British Thermal Units/hour
mg = million gallons
mgd = million gallons
/day
2
pounds/inch
psi =
RH = Relative Humidity
WBT = Wet Bulb Temperature

4.1

Ground Water Withdrawal

[Input to this section is taken from Section 6.5.3 of Ref. 5.1 unless
otherwise indicated. Specific ground water withdrawal values are
not delineated in the BBNPP COLA]
Ground water withdrawal is only planned during the construction
phase of BBNPP - there is no plan for ground water withdrawal
during plant operation. Potable water will be supplied by the local
purveyor during both construction and operation.
There are two distinct periods for ground water withdrawal - the
first period being initial drawdown within an installed slurry wall
that surrounds the Nuclear Island (NI) and Essential Service Water
Emergency Makeup System (ESWEMS) structures (Ref. 5.1,
Section 6.5.2). The second period is the maintenance flow
required to maintain the water table low enough to allow
excavation work and placement of concrete for the N! and
ESWEMS structures.
The initial dewatering of the area within the slurry wall will take
about 1,800 gpm (2.6 mgd) withdrawal over a period of 2-3
months. The plan is to install approximately 30 well.pumps rated
up to 150 gpm within the area of the slurry wall along the
perimeter with the discharge of the pumps going to Storm Water
Pond #1. Maximum potential capability would be 150 gpm times
30 pumps which is 4,500 gpm (6.5 mgd). Because of the
uncertainty in the actual hydrology and the construction schedule
3
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duration for the drawdown (drawdown time may need to be
compressed), the withdrawal flow limit for the initial drawdown is
increased to 2,400 gpm (3.5 mgd) and will be controlled within this
limit. Permitting activities should be based on this higher value.
Based on realistic yet still conservative values of hydraulic
conductivity, interior maintenance dewatering will require a steady
state flow up to 110 gpm (0.16 mgd). This maintenance flow
would last for a period of about three years until the NI and
ESWEMS structures are completed above ground and placement
of backfill has been completed. Once construction is complete,
most dewatering wells will be capped and abandoned in place with
the possibility that a few will be kept for monitoring purposes.
From the above information there are three values that need to be
derived to support the SRBC Application. These values are listed
below along their calculation.
Maximum 30-Day Average Production:
Assume half the time at 1800 gpm (2.6 mgd) and the
other half at 2400 gpm (3.5 mgd), therefore
(2.6 mgd x 15 days + 3.5 mgd x 15 days)/30 = 3.1 mgd.
Maximum 30-Day Average Production = 3.1 mgd
Proiected Average Daily Demand:
For the initial drawdown period, assume the average
demand is equal to the maximum 30-day production = 3.1
mgd
For the maintenance drawdown period, use 110 gpm
(0.16 mgd) from above.
Proiected Maximum Daily Demand:
This value is taken from above as 2400 gpm (3.5 mgd).

4
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4.2 Ground Water Consumptive Use
[Input to this section is taken from Sections 6.6 and 6.7 of Ref. 5.1
unless otherwise indicated. Specific ground water consumptive
use values are not delineated in the BBNPP COLA]
The initial drawdown period within the slurry wall has the maximum
withdrawal rate with probably little consumptive use. At a flow rate
of 1800 gpm (2.6 mgd) it would take less than eight days to initially
fill Storm Water Pond #1, the volume of which will be
approximately 20 mg (Ref. 5.9, Attachment 5). The flow for the
remaining drawdown period will probably have to be' released from
Storm Water Pond #1 to Walker Run. At 1800 gpm this would be
4.0 cfs and at 2400 gpm (3.5 mgd) this would be 5.3 cfs. Based
on Ref. 5.1, Section 6.5.2, these flows represent half or more of
the maximum reported flow of Walker Run (8 cfs). Depending on
the permit for the release of water from Storm Water Pond #1, the
initial drawdown probably should occur during Walker Run's low
flow period.
Once earthwork and initial concrete placement start, there is
opportunity to use a portion of the 0.16 mgd maintenance flow for
non-potable construction activities. Considering average use over
an entire year, about 0.112 mgd of this flow could be used for
earthwork and dust control. An additional 0.01 mgd may be used
for concrete mixing. The total for these uses (0.122 mgd) would
be consumptive use and account for about 76% of the
maintenance flow. The remainder of the maintenance flow (0.16
mgd - 0.122 mgd = 0.038 mgd) would go toward replenishment of
the wetlands via discharge from Storm Water Pond #1 to Walker
Run. This flow rate corresponds to less than 0.06 cfs and should
be easily accommodated by Walker Run during even high flow
periods.
There are three values that need to be derived to support the
SRBC Application. These values are listed below along with a
reference to where the values are taken.
Maximum Daily (Peak Day) Groundwater Withdrawal:
This value was calculated in Section 4.1 above as 2400 gpm
(3.5 mgd)
5
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Maximum Daily (Peak Day) Groundwater Consumptive Use:
This value was calculated in this section above as 0.122 mgd
that is conservatively rounded up to 0.2 mgd.
Maximum 30-day Average Groundwater Consumptive Use:
This value is taken to be the same as the value indicated in
the text above = 0.2 mgd.
4.3 Susquehanna River Surface Water Withdrawal
Anticipated Water Use Diagram (Ref. 5.2, Figure 3.3-1) shows two
systems that withdraw water from the Susquehanna River for
BBNPP use. One is the Circulating Water System Makeup Water
System (CWSMWS).. The CW;MS will convey river waterkintO a
closed
tlihg system,. which will utilize two natural draft counter-

flow co.olig towers-to remove-heatffrom the wafer after passing
tMugh.the plant's steam condenser. Evaporation ls lostjin the
CWS cOoling .tower.s and this incr-eases thelevel -ofsolihstin-the
ciru.la•ing water. TO control Solids, a portionof the rddirculated
water-will be removed through the-CWS_ blowdowrnand replaced
with water through the CWSMWS. In addition, there isa small
loss: for drift of the cooling tower spray. The -CWSMWS prVides
makeupto..account for the co0olng toWerrevaporation, blowdown
and'dr1it
T~h~e oer system Withdrawingwater is theRaw WaterSupply
System (RWSS). The RWSS will supply water to the
Deminetalized Water Distribution System, Fire Water Distribution
System,. Esential SerVice Water System (ESWS) and the ESW
E.mergency Makeup System Retention Pond, The .ESWS will
feaýtur four; clpsed cooling systems. Each system will utilize two
m..echanical draft cooling towers-to dissipate heatfrom the-ESWS_
Just as in-the cýse of the main Cooling twers,-the RWSS provides
makeup to ESWS to ac;ount for-the cooling tower evaporatidon,,
blowdown and-drift., The RWSS supplies makeup-to the ESW
Emergency Makeup System Retention Pond fto accoqunt for sui. rface
evaporative losses from the pond.
The maximum withdrawal for CWSMWS occurs with the plant: at
00_% powe~r, worsecase met~eorologa co.nd.itisons_
and
6
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blowdown flow tb maintain 3.0 cycles of concentration. The
maximrum withdrawal for RWSS oecurs when the plant is shuttinrg
down. Because the miaxmum withdrawal scenarios for each
system are mutually exc•lsive, i.e. 100% power can not exist
during plant shutdown, the maximum withdrawal condition will be
based on CWSMWsupporting the plant rt I00% power, worse0ase meteorological condition and a. blowdoW.n flow to maintain
3,0 cycles of concenttation and RWSS supp~ytngloadS that are
expecv

d for 100%
9p.wer .operation.

With the above information as a basis, there are four values that
need to be derived to support the SRBC Application. These
values are listed below along their calculation.
4.3.1 Maximum Daily (Peak day) Surface Water Withdrawal:
4.3.1.1 For CWSMWS assume the sme worst-case
meteorology i.e., 7ý7F WRT and 40% Riconservatively
applied for-the entire24-hour period. This is the same
'condition assumefd for the adjacent SusquehannaSteam
Electric Sation (Ref. 5.3,,App,endix A). From the cooling
tower curve (Ref. 564) this is 8,86gpm and the total for
tWo towers is (88.6 xg2) 17,720 gpm evaporation.!osos.
,From Ref. 5.5, SectiOn 5.0, blowdOwn rates'are
detern'inedby:
(Blowdown -+drift) (evaporation) (cycles-I')

-

Giv~en•, the onservative useof 3.0 cles and 8 gpm drift
,(4 gpm per t6wer)(Ref. 5.5, S--ction 5.0)then
'(Blowdown + 8 gpm) 17,720 gpi(3-1)
.
.,B9owdown =-8,852 gpm

7
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OWSMWS Total .= Evaporation +Blowdown +1Drift.

=17,720 gpm+ 8,852 gpm + 8 gpmi
= 26,580 pmn (38.3 rngd)
Note: This value is larger than the 23,808 gpm
value in the BBNPP COLA (ER Chapters 3, 5 & 9
andf FSAR Chapters 2 & 10) because of use of the
later supplied cooling tower curve and worst-case
meteorological conditions existing over an extended
period of time.

4..12

orRWSthe maxim~um

Iihraa
thatvwold

coincide with the maximum CWSMWS withdrawal is
Itaken from Ref. 5.5, Section 5.0 as 1,921 gpm (2.8 mgd).

This value is considered a maximum because of thevery
conservative makeup flows to ESW.6
4;3.t3 M:k. Daily Withdrawal = Max. Daily WithdraWal (CWSMWS + RWSS)= 26,580 gpm (38.3 Mngd),+ 1,921

gpm*(2,S mgd)=28,501 gpm (41.1 rgd rounded
up.to42.mgd)
MaxW. Daily (Peak Day) Surface WatertWithdrawal =
42 rngd

.

4.3.2 Maximum 30-Day Average Withdrawal:
4.3.2.1 For CWSMWS assume 10 days at the maximum
daily withdrawal (38.3 mgd from above) and 20 days at
the BBNPP cooling tower design point of 73°F WBT and
70% RH (Ref. 5.6, Section 4.3.1) From the cooling tower
curve (Ref. 5.4) the design point evaporation is 8,100
gpm and the total for two towers is (8,100 x 2) = 16,200
gpm. From Ref. 5.5, Section 5.0, blowdown rates are
determined by:
(Blowdown + drift) = (evaporation)/(cycles-1)
Given the conservative use of 3.0 cycles and 8 gpm drift
(Ref. 5.5, Section 5.0) then
8
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(Blowdown + 8 gpm) = 16,200 gpm/(3-1)
Blowdown = 8,092 gpm (design point)
CWSMWS Total = Evaporation + Blowdown + Drift
= 16,200 gpm + 8,092 gpm + 8 gpm
= 24,300 gpm (35.0 mgd)(design point)
Note: This value is larger than the 23,808 gpm
value in the BBNPP COLA (ER Chapters 3,5 & 9
andf FSAR Chapters 2 & 10) because of use of the
later supplied cooling tower curve and more
conservative meteorology existing over an extended
period of time.
4.3.2.2 For RWSS because it is a much smaller flow
when compared with CWSMWS, again use 1,921 gpm
(2.8 mgd) because it is conservatively high from Ref. 5.5,
Section 5.0.
4.3.2.3 Maximum 30-Day Average Withdrawal =
((10 days @ CWSMWS Max Withdrawal + 20 days @
CWSMWS Design Withdrawal + 30 Day RWSS Flow))/30
= ((38.3 mgd x 10 days) + (35.0 mgd x 20 days) + (2.8
mgd x 30 days))/30
= (383 mg + 700 mg + 84 mg)/30 days
= 38.9 mgd rounded up to 39 mgd
Maximum 30-Day Average Withdrawal = 39 mgd
4.3.3 Average Daily Withdrawal:
4.3.3.1 For CWSMWS use the daily design point
calculated above and the same daily value for RWSS.
4.3.3.2 Average Daily Withdrawal = Average
Daily(CWSCMS + RWSS)
= 35.0 mgd + 2.8 mgd

9
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= 37.8 mgd rounded up to 38
mgd
Average Daily Withdrawal = 38 mgd
Note: This value is larger than the value 23,808
gpm in the BBNPP COLA (ER Chapters 3;5 & 9

andf FSAR Chapters 2 & 10) because of use of the
later supplied cooling tower curve and more
conservative meteorology existing over an extended
period of time.
4.3.4 Withdrawal Systems Ca2ability:
4.3.4i CUWSMWS - three 50%f capacity vertial pumpsE
each rated.at 13,100 gpm @ 182 psi (0ef. 5.6, Section
4.132).; Expected -normal operation Is two _pumps in
4,3.4..2- :RWSS.- three pumps rated at 2,900 gpm @ 584Section6). The number ofpumps in'ft TDH (5ef.•-7,
service will be-dependent on0the mode of the plant.
During normal.bperation one pUmp in service is t'y-cly
sufficient to haIdle the load.
Note;: Nosc.enario-is envisioned dudng Which
-simultAnehous pump operation would exceed the.
combined capac•
#WSMWS
of two
pumps and one
iRWSS pump.
-4;3.44.

The maximum insta taneous withdrawal'is

2x 113, 100 gpm + 2,900gpm = 29,100 gpm (42 mgd)
W.thdrawal Sy~temsC:apability.= 42.--gd
4.4 Susquehanna River Water Consumptive Use
There are three values that need to be derived to support the
SRBC Application. These values are listed below along with a
10
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reference to where they were previously calculated above or the
calculation is provided when not previous calculated.
4.4.1 Maximum Daily (Peak Day) Surface Water Withdrawal:
This value was calculated in Section 4.3.1.3 above as 28,501 gpm
(41.1 mgd rounded up to 42 mgd)
Maximum Daily (Peak Day) Surface Water Withdrawal = 42 mgd
4.4.2 Maximum Daily (Peak Day) Surface Water Consumptive
Use:
From the Anticipated Water Use Diagram (Ref. 5.2, Figure 3.3-1)
there are a total of seven (7) paths that consume water during
normal plant operation. These are
*
"
"
"
"
"
"

Main Cooling Towers Evaporation
Main Cooling Towers Drift
ESWEMS Cooling Towers Evaporation
ESWEMS Cooling Towers Drift
ESWEMS Retention Pond Evaporation
Waste Water Retention Basin Evaporation and
Power Plant Consumptive Use

Note: This report does not address consumptive use based on
in-river evaporation from the BBNPP blowdown diffuser.
Reports by AREVA (Report No. 38-9083598-000,
Susquehanna River Thermal Plume and Dilution Modeling,
June 17, 2008, Revision 1) and Ecology III (Thermal Plume
Surveys in the Susquehanna River at the SSES Discharge
Diffuser, Summer 2008, Revision 2) conclude that the thermal
plume on the Susquehanna River surface resulting from
diffuser discharge is minimal and would have little or no
evaporation loss to the environment. If it is deemed in the
future that this must be accounted for in determining BBNPP
consumptive use, then this report would have to be revised.
This value, in any respect, is relatively small and would actually
be accounted for by the rounding-up of the sum of the
calculated values at the end of this subsection.

11
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The maximum daily-value for each path is provided .below eithir by
reference or calculation, and then the values are sumpmed to
provide maximum daily cOnsumptive Use.

4.4.2.1 Matn Cooling Towers Evaporation
Maximum daily value fromh Section 43,.1.4 above is
17-1720 gpm.

4144.2. Main Cooling Towers.Drift
Maximu'm daily value from S ection 4.3.A1.1 above is 8
..... gpm ..

,

-

4,42.23 ESWEMS Cooling Towers. EvaporationUse.the-average value of 1,-14.2 gprn from.Ref. 5.5,
Se~tin,5.0 3This is -aconservative valpuethat-would apply
whenh the main booling towers have their highest

'evaporation loss.
44,4,2.4 -ES.WEMS.Cooling*TQwers D.rft

4 gpm:drift (Ref. 5.5, Section 5.0)
4.4.25 -ESWEMS Reteniiofl Pond EvaporatiOp
Ref. 5.8, Section 7.4 provides a-calculation for water
evaporation from the ESWEMS Retention Poid for worstPa-se meteorological conditions over a 30-day period. The
result, 198,300 ft is converted to gpm by

(198j300 fti30 days)-x (7.48 gaVfte):x (1 gpm/A440.
ga~day) =34.3 gpm
Note: As a matter of reference, the-area of the ESWMS
Retention Pond is.247900ft- (Ref. 5.8, Section 74). TOe
'worst-case 30-day evaporation rate is-e.quivalenttto;
((198,300 fte/30 days) /-247,900 -f2f) x 12 in/ft = 9.6'inches
drop in level at the end of 30 days.

12
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4.4.2.6 Waste Water Retention.Basin Evaporation, Evaporation for this, basin can be determined based.on...
the ratio Surface ae.a from the just completed -ESWEMS'Retention Pond evaporation. The surface area for thea
Wa.ste WaterRetentio-n Basin is 102.001ft 9-eRf. 56,.
Section 437). the evaprative 10ss from the Waste Water
Retention Basin is then
-(!02,0Q

. ft2/247,900 f.) x;.34.3 gpm -14.1 gpmw .-

4.4.2.7 Power Plant Consumptive Use
Maximum daily valu e from Ref. 5.2, Figure 3.3-1 is 40
44.28. Maximum Daily Consumptive Use.= Mat-.Cooling Tower. Evaporatiion (•,720agpm) +
Main
Cooling
TowerTowers
Drift (8Evaporation
gpm) +ESWEMIS
Cboltng
(1,142 gpm)+±
ESWEMS Cooing' Towers Drift (4.gpm)
M+
÷
ESWEMS Retention Pond Evaporation -(34.3 gpmr) +

Waste Water Rietention: Pond Bas in Evaporation (14.1 gpm) +
Power P.1ant Consumptive Use (40 gpm)_=
18,1;962.4 gpm (27.3 mgd rounded up to28 mgd for
conservatirm).
Maximum Daily (Peak Day) CSonsumptve Use =28 mgd
Note: The value before rounding up is larger than
the value in the BBNPP COLA (ER Section 3.3.1,
24.6 mgd) because of use of very conservative
meteorological conditions over an extended period
of time, the later supplied cooling tower curve and
because of the additional consideration of surface
evaporation from the two storage ponds.
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4.4.3 Maximum 30-day Average Surface Water Consumptive Use:
This value is calculated based on -10 days at-the
maximum- daily-Cooling tower eVaporation from above,20
days at the cooling tower design point evaporation from_ above and addition of the other consumptIve use daily
values.-.

((10 days @ CWSMWS Maximum Evaporation + 20, ys
SCWSMWS Design Point Evaporation)/30) + other daiy
consumptive use values =
((Main Cooling Tower Max Evajpotation (1-7,72.0 gpm).x
60 min'utes/hr X 24 hr/day x 10 days) +
(Main Cooling Tower Design Evaporatlon (16200 gpm) x
60 minutes/hr x 24 hr/dayx 20:days)130 days)i(Main Cooling Tqwer Prift(8 gpm) +
ESWEMS QCoo ling Towefs Evaporation (11i42 gpm) +
ES.WEMS Cooiig Towers Drift (4 gpm.) +
'
ESWEMS Retention Pond, Evaporation (3.,3 gPm)
Waste Water Retention Pond Basin Evaporation.(14.1'

gpm) +
,Power Plant Consumptive Use (40 gpm))x60 minutes/hr

'x 24 hr/day =
'24.06 mgd +1.8 mgd -25.86mgd, rOUnded up t0.26 mgdfor conservatism,.
Ma.rmum 30-day Average Surface Water Consumptive

IUse' =?6m gd . -

_ ....

.. . .. ...

. . _
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806.14(a)(2)(x) Copies of correspondence with member jurisdiction
agencies
* November 20, 2008 letter from the Federal Emergency M:
Agency to US Nuclear Regulatory Commission concerni
Radiological Emergency Preparedness Program.

e
OCT i 5 2009

* August 27, 2008 letter from the Pennsylvania Emergency
Management Agency to UniStar on the proposed emergencys a.Bthe project.
* January 27, 2009 letter from New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection to Us Nuclear Regulatory commission
concerning alternative site.
" July 9, 2008 letter from the Luzeme County, Pennsylvania to UniStar
concerning the proposed project.
" Six (6) letters to Michael Canova, US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission in support of the PPL Bell Bend project.
* October 8, 2008 letter from Congressman Paul Kanjorski to US
Nuclear Regulatory Commission in support of the project.
" January 29, 2009 statement from Pennsylvania Energy Alliance in
support of the project.
* February 19, 2009 letter from Governor Edward G. Rendell to
Department of Energy in support of the project.
* February 12, 2009 letter from the Pennsylvania Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources to US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission on the Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory Review
for the Bell Bend Site.
* March 5, 2009 letter from the Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission
to US Nuclear Regulatory Commission concerning Pennsylvania
Natural Diversity Inventory for the Bell Bend site.
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* March 2, 2009 letter from the PA Historical and Museum
Commission to UniStar approving the Phase Ib Cultural Resources
Investigation report and recommendations.
" March 23, 2009 letter from the PA Historical and Museum
Commission to PPL Bell Bend approving the Supplemental Phase Ib
Cultural Resources Investigation report.
" May 26, 2009 letter from PPL Bell Bend to Pennsylvania Historic and
Museum Commission submitting the work scope for Phase II National
Register Evaluations of Archaeological Sites.
" June 11, 2009 letter from the PA Historical and Museum Commission
to PPL Bell Bend approving the scope of work proposal for Phase II
Archaeological Evaluations and Assessment of Effects to Historic
Resources.
* March 13, 2009 letter from the US Department of the Interior to US
Nuclear Regulatory Commission with comments on an alternative
site.
* July 10, 2009 letter from the US Department of the Interior to US
Nuclear Regulatory Commission concerning their input to the
environmental impact statement for the project.
" April 9, 2009 letter from US Army Corps of Engineers to US Nuclear
Regulatory Commission
" April 29, 2009 letter from PPL Bell Bend to US Army Corps of
Engineers requesting Preliminary Jurisdictional Determination and
transmitting the Wetlands Delineation and Exceptional Value
Wetlands Analysis Report, dated February 2009.
* All NRC correspondence can be found at:
http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/new-reactors/col/bell-bend/documents/app2008.html
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U.S. Department of Homeland Security
500 C Street, SW
Washington, DC 20472

SFEMA
November 20, 2008
Mr. Kevin Williams
thief, Licensing and Inspection Branch
Division of Preparedness and Response
Nuclear Security and Incident Response
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
Ref.

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Acceptance Review of the Offsite
Emergency Response Plans for the Combined License (COL) Application for
Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant (BBNPP).

Dear Mr. Williams:
The Radiological Emergency Preparedness (REP) Program staff from the FEMA Region III Office
has reviewed the offsite radiological emergency plans for the BBNPP COL Application. However,
the documents submitted were not adequate to support a complete review.
The staff in Region III has determined that the documents are not current and complete to permit
commencement of the Acceptance Review. According to the plans submitted by BBNPP, the new
facility will be located on a site that is south and west of the current Susquehanna Stream Electric
Station (SSES) site. This site location creates an extension of the currently established Plume
Emergency Planning Zone. The plans submitted do not address the BBNPP site, consequent
response plan additions, or modifications. All plans, Memorandums of Understanding. and other
pertinent information to support the plans which were submitted for review need to incorporate the
BBNPP site. Please find enclosed a document detailing the missing information.
Should you or members ol'your staff have any questions regarding this matter, please contact
Ms. Bonnie Sheffield at (202) 212-2120, or Mr. Harry Nash at (202) 212-2317.
Sincerely,

SChief
Radiological Emergency Preparedness Branch
Enclosure: As stated
cc: D. Barss, NRC
D. Hammons, FEMA Region [II
wwwfema.gov

Enclosure: FEMA Acceptance Review Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant (BBNPP)

The Radiological Emergency Preparedness (REP) Program staff from the FEMA Region III
Office has determined that the following information is necessary to support a complete review
of BBNPP.
I. State Emergency Plan: Pennsylvania State Emergency Plan (PA SERP) must include any
plan modifications referring to the BBNPP and description of the locations of the new
facility. It should also incorporate respective changes to the Emergency Planning Zone
(EPZ), an Evacuation Time Estimate revision, and new evacuation route maps for the
expanded EPZ. In addition, there is no cross reference in accordance with NUREG
0654/FEMA REP-I, Rev. I.
2. Bureau of Radiation Protection: The Combined License Application does not include the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), Bureau of Radiation
Protection (BRP), Radiological Emergency Response Plan (RERP). The applicant must
submit the DEP BRP RERP with appropriate modifications to include BBNPP, as
necessary.
3. Columbia County: The Columbia County "Radiological Emergency Response Plan to
Nuclear Power Plant Incidents" does not refer to BBNPP, nor does it include revisions of
modifications to the plan that accounts for the expansion of the EPZ as a result of the
construction of BBNPP, However, this information must be provided.
In addition, the following is cited but not included in the plan:
A.

Agreement and Statements of Understanding for:
0 Bloomsburg Chapter of the American Red Cross(ARC)
* Berwick Area School District
• Columbia Montour Area Vocational Technical School
* Emergency Alert System District
a Berwick/Danville School District
* Amateur Radio
* FC Transportation
a Joe & Jan's Charter
* Central Columbia School District
Although the plan indicates these Agreement and Statement of
Understanding are on file at the county Emergency Management Agency
(EMA), they must be included with the Application.

B.

School District and School Plans for:
• Berwick Area School District
* Bloomsburg Area School District
* Central Columbia School District
• Benton Area School District
* Columbia Montour Area Vocational Technical School

C.

Furthermore, there is no cross reference in accordance with NUREG
0654/FEMA REP-I, Rev 1.

Enclosure: FEMA Acceptance Review Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant (BBNPP)

4. Luzerne County: The "Luzerne County Radiological Emergency Response Procedure to
Nuclear Power Plant Incidents" does not refer to BBNPP, nor does it include revisions or
modification to the plan that accounts for the expansion of the EPZ as a result of the
construction of BBNPP. However, this information must be provided.
In addition, the following is cited but not included in the plan
A.

Agreement and Statements of Understanding for
" Wyoming Valley Chapter of the ARC
" Emergency Alert System
• Amateur Radio
* Jacobs Limousine
* Nanticoke Public Service
* Ridall Bus Lines
• Martini, Inc.
* Masters Bus Company/Kliamovich
" Martz Trailways
* Yatesville Bus Company
• Evanchol Bus Company Inc.
* Myers Bus Lines
* Michael Bott Bus
* David Bott Bus
" Barchik Bus
" Yurcho Bus
Although the plan indicates these Agreement and Statement of
Understanding are on file at the county Emergency Management Agency
(EMA), they must be included with the Application
B.

Supporting Plans and Implementing Procedures for the following are not
included:
a Evacuation Plan for SCI retreat
* OPLAN 2-93(NUKE 11 - 011300 OCT 92) - 1St Battalion, 1090 FA,
PAARNG - Appendix A, Attachment A

* Nanticoke Mercy Hospital
• 13 risk nursing homes
* PA State Police Nuclear Evacuation Plan - Troop Wyoming
C.

School District and School Plans for:
" Northwest Area School District
• Greater Nanticoke Area School District
" Hazelton Area School District
* Crestwood School District
" Pennsylvania State University Hazelton Campus
* Luzerne County Community Collage
Although the plan indicates these documents are on file with Luzeme county
Emergency Management they must be included with the Application

Enclosure: FEMA Acceptance Review Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant (BBNPP)

D. Furthermore,there is no cross reference in accordance with NUREG
0654/FEMA REP-!, Rev 1
5. Lackawanna County: "The Lackawanna County Nuclear and Radiological Incident Plan,
support procedure for Nuclear Power Plant Incident" does not include the following:
A. Legal Authorities
B. Agreements and Statement of Understanding for:
" Mid-Valley School District School Board
" Scranton Chapter of the ARC
* Pennsylvania State University (Worthington) board of Trustees
" Emergency Alert System
* Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA)
* Lackawanna country Amateur Radio Emergency Services (ARES)
* Big Lots Inc.
* Dunmore Area School Board
Although these Agreement and Statement of Understanding are on file at the
county EMA, they must be included with the Application
C. Furthermore, there is no cross reference in accordance with NUREG
0654/FEMA REP-1, Rev 1.
6. Lycoming County: The Lycoming County "Nuclear and Radiological Incident Plan,
Support Procedures for Nuclear Power Plant Incident" does not include the following:
A. Legal authorities.
B. Agreements and Statements of Understanding with the following:
* Lycoming Area Chapter ARC
* Crown America Corporation
* East Lycoming School District
* Montoursville Area School District
° Emergency Alert System
• Amateur Radio
Although these Agreement and Statement of Understanding are on file at the
county EMA, they must be included with the Application
C. Furthermore, there is no cross reference in accordance with NUREG
0654/FEMA REP-1, Rev 1.
7. Montour County: The Montour County "Nuclear and Radiological Plan, Support
Procedures for Nuclear Power Plant Incidents" does not include the following:
A. Legal authorities
B. Agreements and Statements of Understanding with the following:

Enclosure: FEMA Acceptance Review Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant (BBNPP)
* Danville Area School District
• Emergency Atert System
Although these Agreement and Statement of Understanding are on file at the
county EMA, they must be included with the Application
C Furthermore, there is no cross reference in accordance with NUREG
0654/FEMA REP-I, Rev 1.
8. Northumberland County: The Northumberland County "Nuclear and Radiological
Plan, Support Procedures for Nuclear Power Plant Incidents" does not include the following:
A. Legal authorities
B. Agreements and Statements of Understanding with the following:
* Milton Chapter of the ARC
* Milton Area School District
* Amateur Radio
* Emergency Alert System'
* Shikellamy School District
Although these Agreement and Statement of Understanding are on file at the
county EMA, they must be included with the Application
C. Furthermore, there is no cross reference in accordance with NUREG
0654/FEMA REP-1, Rev 1.
9. Schuylkill County: The Schuylkill County "Nuclear and Radiological Plan, Support
Procedures for Nuclear Power Plant Incidents" does not include the following:
A. Legal authorities
B. Agreements and Statements of Understanding with the following:
* Tamaqua Area School District/Schuylkill County Chapter of the
ARC/Schuylkill County Emergency Management Agency (EMA)
agreement
" Blue Mountain School district/Schuylkill County Chapter of the
ARC/Shuylkill County EMA Agreement, Marian High School/ Schuylkill
County Chapter of the ARC/ Schuylkill County EMA Agreement
* Schuylkill County Chapter of the ARC/ Schuylkill County EMA
Agreement Pottsville Area school District/ Schuylkill county Chapter of
ARC/ Schuylkill County EMA Agreement
" Schuylkill County Commissioners/Carbon County Commissioner/National

Weather Service/ Schuylkill County EMA Agreement
* Letter of Intent from Amateur Radio Emergency Services Emergency
Coordinator
Although these documents are file at the county EMA, they must be
included with the Application

Enclosure: FEMA Acceptance Review Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant (BBNPP)
C Furthermore, there is no cross reference in accordance with NUREG
0654/FEMA REP-1, Rev I.
10. Union County: The Union County "Nuclear and Radiological Plan, Support
Procedures for Nuclear Power Plant Incidents" does not include the following:
A. Legal authorities
B. Agreements and Statements of Understanding with the following:
* Union Chapter of the ARC
• Lewisburg Area High School and Lewisburg Area Middle School
* Emergency Alert System
* Northumberland County
* Milton Area District/Northumberland County Emergency Services
Although these documents are file at the county EMA, they must be
included with the Application
C Furthermore, there is no cross reference in accordance with NUREG
0654/FEMA REP-l, Rev I.
11. Wyoming County: The Wyoming County "Nuclear and Radiological Plan, Support
Procedures for Nuclear Power Plant Incidents" does not include the following:
A. Legal authorities
B. Agreements and Statements of Understanding with the following:
* Tunkhannock School District/ARC/Wyoming County EMA
* Wyoming County Amateur Radio Group
* Emergency Alert System
Although these documents are file at the county EMA, they must be
included with the Application
C Furthermore, there is no cross reference in accordance with NUREG
0654/FEMA REP-I, Rev 1.
12. Municipal Plans: None of the Municipal Plans include mention or reference to either
SSES or BBNPP. Furthermore, there is no cross reference in accordance with N`UREG
0654/FEMA REP- 1, Rev 1, for any other municipal plans
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August 27, 2008

Mr. John Price
UniStar Nuclear Energy
Regulatory Affairs Coordinator
750 East Pratt Street
1 4 th Floor
Baltimore, Maryland 21202
Reference:

UniStar Nuclear Energy Services LLC and PPL Nuclear
Development, LLC (PPL) Combined License (COL) Application

Dear Mr. Price:
The Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency (PEMA) has received a copy
of the proposed emergency plans for the UniStar Nuclear Energy Services LLC (UNES)
and PPL Nuclear Development, LLC (PPL) proposed U.S Evolutionary Power Reactor
for the Bell Bend Salem Township, Luzerne County, Pennsylvania location. The
emergency plan has been reviewed by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
Department of Environmental Protection, Bureau of Radiation Protection (DEP/BRP).
The attached letter from DEP/BRP indicates that based upon their review the proposed
emergency plan is practicable. PEMA and the Emergency Preparedness Liaison
Officers of State Departments and Agencies received a briefing provided by Mr. Terry
Harpster on July 22, 2008, regarding the Bell Bend facility. The PEMA Bureau of Plans,
Technological Hazards Division, has participated in meetings with Columbia and
Luzerne Counties and the affected municipalities of Columbia County regarding
Emergency Preparedness.
Given the fact that Emergency Plans currently exist for the Counties and
Municipalities located within the approximate 10 mile radius Plume Exposure Pathway
Emergency Planning Zone of the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES), it
appears to be prudent from an emergency preparedness perspective that the proposed
reactor be located adjacent to the SSES Units 1 and 2 in Salem Township,
Pennsylvania. By virtue of Commonwealth law, PEMA is committed to participating in
any further development of the emergency response plans, including any required field
demonstrations and will work with UNES and PPL to identify any needed changes to
our current commitment to execute our responsibilities under the existing emergency
response plans.
Based upon the input from DEP/BRP, PEMA agrees with the proposed
emergency classification system, initiating conditions, and emergency action levels

Unistar I Bell Bend Project (SSES)
August 27, 2008
Page 2
presented on July 8, 2008. It is my understanding that the specific Emergency Action
Level (EAL), in support of emergency preparedness for operation of the proposed new
nuclear unit, will be clearly established and discussed with DEP/BRP and PEMA, if and
when UNES and PPL proceed with construction and operation of the new unit.
Should you have any questions or concerns, please contact Mr. Henry Tamanini,
Planning Supervisor, Bureau of Plans, at 717-651-2723 or via email at
hetamaniniestate.pa. us.
Sincerely,

oobertP.

rench

(Director

Enclosure
cc:

Mr. David J. Allard, Department of Environmental Protection

121195'-

'S

Pennsylvania Department Of Environmnental.Pro'tection
Rachel Carson State Office Building

P.O. Box 8469
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8469
July 28, 2008
717-787-2814

Mr. John Price
UniStar Nuclear Energy
COL Application Coordinator
100 Constellation Way, Suite 1400P.
Baltimore, Ml) 21202
Reference: UniStar Nuclear Energy Services LLC (UNES) and PPL Nuclear Development, LLC
(PPL) Combined License (COL) Application
Dear Mr. Price:
The Pennsylvania.Department of Environmental Protection, Bureau of Radiation
Protection (PA DEP-BRP) certifies that the proposed emergency plans for the new U.S.
Evolutionary Power Reactor to be located near the existing Susquehanna Steam Electric Station
Unit 1 and 2 are practicable. Additionally, we are committed to participating in any future
development of the emergency response plans, including any required field demonstrations, and
will work with UJNES and PPL to identify any needed changes to our current commitment to
execute our responsibilities under the existing emergency response plans.
Furthermore, the PA DEP-BRP agrees with the proposed. emergency classification
system, initiating' conditions, and emergency action levels presented on July 8, 2008. It is my
understanding that the specific BALs in support of emergency preparedness for operation of the
proposed new nuclear unit will be clearly established and discussed with PA DEP-BRP should
UNES and PPL proceed with construction and operation of the new unit.
Sincerely, •

David I Allard, CB3P
Director
Bureau of Radiation Protection
cc: Robert P. French, Director, PEMA
Henry Tamanini, Program Supervisor, PEMA-Rich Janati, Chief, Nuclear Safety Division Chief, PA D:F-BRP
Marny Vyenielo, Chief, Emergency Response Section, PA DEP-BRP

An Equal Opportunifty Employer

www.dep.state.pa.us
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Commissioners

Asst. 'kicitar

Commissioners of Columbia County
Court House, P.O. Box 380, Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania 17815
570-389-5600 (TDD: 570-389-5745) Fax: 570-784-0257
July 17,2008
John Price
UniStar Nuclear Energy
Regulatory Affairs Coordinator
750 East Pratt Street
14'h Floor
Baltimore, MID 21202
Reference: UniStar Nuclear Energy Services LLC and PPL Nuclear Development, LLC (PPL)
Combined License (COL) Application
Dear Mr. Price:
For the UniStar Nuclear Energy Services LLC (UNES) and PPL Nuclear Development, LLC
(PPL) proposed U.S. Evolutionary Power Reactor to be located adjacent to the Susquehanna
Steam Electric Station Units 1 and 2 (SSES) in Salem Township, Pennsylvania, the Columbia
County Emergency Management Agency certifies that the proposed emergency plans are
practicable, is committed to participating in any further development of the emergency response
plans, including any required field demonstrations, and will work with UNES and PPL to identify
any needed changes to our current commitment to execute our responsibilities under the existing
emergency response plans in the event of an emergency.
Furthermore, Columbia County EMA agrees with the proposed emergency classification system.
initiating conditions, and emergency action levels presented on July 2006. It is my understanding
that the specific EALs in support of emergency preparedness for operation of the proposed new
nuclear unit will be clearly established and discussed with Columbia County EMA if and when
UNES and PPL proceeds with construction and operation of the new unit.

Chris E. Young
Chairmn
Columb
ount

ommissioners

Emergency Management ALgency

2

County of Schuylk
Arthur D. Kaplan, CEM
Emergency Management Coordinator

Office of Public Safety Build
435 North Centre Street
Pottsville. PA 17901-170.
Telephone 570-622-3739
Fax 570-621-9999

-Board.ofCommnissioners
,ManturaM. Gallagher, Commissioner Chiar
Francis V. McAndrew, Commissioner
Frank I. Staudenmeier., Commissioner

August 19, 2008

Henry C. Tamanini
Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency
Bureau of Plans, Technological Hazards
"2605 Interstate Drive
Harrisburg, PA 17110

Dear Mr. Tamanini:
Schuylkill County has reviewed the materials provided by PEMA and consultants from.
UniStar/PPL pertaining to the location of the proposed Bell Bend reactor. Based upon
the location of the Bell Bend site, a ten mile circle around the facility would intersect a
small portion of Schuylkill County in North Union Township.
Based upon our review of mapping information and our knowledge of this area, this
area's land use includes strip mines and open space. No residences or structures of any
kind have been identifiedPor this reason, Schuylkill County does not believe the Plume Exposure Pathway
Emergency Planning Zone (WPZ) definition should be revised to include land area in
Schuylkill County. Should the land use in this area change significantly in the future, we
reserve the right to re-evaluate this position in light of changing circumstances.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Regards,

tab af Xefz 3jrseg
JON S. CORZINE
Governor

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Division of Parts and Forestry
Office of Natural Lands Management
Natural Heritage Program
P.O. Box 404
Trenton, NJ 0Da25-0404

MARK N. MAURIELLO
Acting Commissioner

Tel. #609-984-1339
Fax.9609-984-1427

January 27, 2009
Stacey Imboden
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
MS T6D38-M
Rockville, MD 20852
Re:

Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant -Alternate Site: Martin's Creek, N.J.

Dear Ms. Imboden:
Thank you for your data request regarding rare species information for the above referenced project site in White
Township, Warren County.
Searches of the Natural Heritage Database and the Landscape Project (Version 3 for the highlands region, Version 2.1
elsewhere) are based on a representation of the boundaries of your project site in our Geographic Information System
(GIS). We make every effort to accurately tansfer your project bounds forom the topographic map(s) submitted with the
Request for Data into our Geographic Information System. We do not typically verify that your project bounds are accurate,
or check them against other sources.
We have checked the Natural Heritage Database and the Landscape Project habitat mapping for occurrences of any rare
wildlife species or wildlife habitat on the referenced site. Please see Table I for species list and conservation status.
Table I (on referenced site).
Common Name
Scientific Name
bald eagle foraghig

Haliaeett teucocephalus

barred owrl
bobcat
Cooper's hawk

SWt varia
Lynx rufus
Accipiiercoopedi

red-shouldered hawk
wood turtle

Buteo linetus
Glj.temyslraculpta

Federal Status State Status Grand

_._

E

G4

TIT
E
UTS

G5
G5
G5

Err

G5

T

C4

Stank
S1BS1N
S25,S2N
S1

S2B,S4N

SIB,82N
$2

We have also checked the Natural Heritage Database and the Landscape Project habitat mapping for occurrences of any
rare wildlife species or wildlife habitat within 1/4 mile of the referenced site. Please see Table 2 for species list and
conservation status. This table excludes any species listed in Table I.
Table 2 (additional s cies within 114 mile ofreferenced site).
Common Name
Scienam Name
Federal Status State Status Granki Srank
grasshopper sparrow _Ammodramus savannarum
, ..
TISC
G5 S2BS3N
savannah sprrow
Passerculus sandwfchensis
I TIT
G5 S2B,,54N
We have also checked the Natural Heritage Database -for occurrences of rare plant species or ecological communities. The
Natural Heritage Database has records for occurrences of Sporoboluscomposiuus var. compositus that may be on the site
and for Stachys tenuifoiiaand Taxus canadensisthat may be on or in the immediate vicinity of the site and for Hypericurm
pyramidatunand Dircapalastristhat may be in the immediate vicinity of the site. The attached lists provide more
information about these occurrences. Because some species are sensitive to disturbance or sought by collectors, this
information is provided to you on the condition that no specific locational data are released to the general public.

New Jersey is an Equal OpportunityEmployer i Printedon Recycled Paperand Recyclable

This is not intended to preclude your submission of this information to regulatory agencies from which you are
seeking permits.
A list of rare plant species and ecological communities that have been documented from Warren County can be
downloaded from http://www.state.nj.us/dcp/parksandforests/natural/heritage/countylist.htmni. If suitable habitat is present
at the project site, the species in that list have potential to be present.
Staius and rank codes used in the tables and lists are defined in EXPLANATION OF CODES USED INNATURAL HERITAGE
REPoRTs, which can be downloaded from http:l/www.state.nj.us/dep/parksandforests/natural/heritage/nhpcodes_200S.pdf.
The Natural Heritage Program reviews its data periodically to identify priority sites for natural diversity in the State.
Included as priority sites are some of the State's best habitats for rare and endangered species and ecological communities.
One of these sites is located within or near the areas you have outlined. Please refer to the enclosed Natural Heritage
Priority Site Map for the location and boundary of this site. On the back of each Priority Site Map is a report describing the
significance ofthe site.
If you have questions concerning tho wildlife records or wildlife species mentioned in this response, we recommend that
you visit the interactive I-Map-NJ websitc at the following URL, http://www.stateanj.us/dep/gis/depsplash.htm or contact
the Division offish and Wildlife, Endangered and Nongame Species Program at (609) 292 9400.
PLEASE SEE 'CAUTIONS AND RESTRICTIONS ON NHP DATA', which can be downloaded from
http://www.state.nj.us/dep/parksandforests/naturallheritage/newcaution2OD8.pdf
Thank you for consulting the Natural Heritage Program. The attached invoice details the payment due for processing.this
data request. Feel free to contact us again regarding any future data requests.
Sincerely,

Herbert A. Lord
Data Request Specialist
cc:

Robert J. Cartica
NHP File No. 09-4007571-1513

Natural Heritage Priority Site

Foul Rift
Warren County
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Natural Heritage Priority Site
Foul Rift
LocatonalInformation
Quad Name:
County:
Municipality

Belvidere
Warren
White Twp

Description of Site
Shore of the Delaware River, ýand thvwooded, rocky, limestone woods above the River.
Boundary Justification
Boundary encompasses critical habitat and buffer lands.

idier'sity Rank
This site contains an occurrence of a plant species that is imperiled in the state.
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.ite Code:

December, 2005
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Frequently Asked Questions
About Natural Heritage Priority Sites
What are Natural Heritage Priority Sites?
Through its Natural Heritage Database, the Office of
Natural Lands Management (ONI.M) identifies critically
important areas to conserve New Jersey's biological
diversity- The database provides detailed information on
rare species and ecological cormnunities to planners,
developers, and conservation agencies for use in resource
management, environmental impact iisessment, and both
public and private [and protection efforts.
Using the database, ONLM has identified 414 Natural
Heritage Priority Sites, representing some ofthebest
remaining habitat for rare species and exemplary
ecological communities in-the state. The DEP
Endangered and Nongame Species Program provided key
information and assisted with the delineation of a number
of the sites. These areas should be considered to be top
priorities for the preservation of biological diversity in
New'Jersey. If these sites become degraded or
destroyed, we may lose some of the unique cotponents
of our natiural heritage.
How are Natural Heritage Priority Site maps used
in conservatiou of biological diversity?
Nataral Heritage Priority Site maps are used by
individuals awd agencies concerned with the protection
and maragemernt of land. The maps have been used by
municipalities preparing natural resource inventories;
public and private conservation organizations preparing
open space acquisition goals; land developers and
consultants identifying environmentally sensitive lands;
and public and private landowners developing land
management plans.
Natural Heritage Priority Sites contain some of the best
and most viable occurrences of endangered and
threatened species and ecological communities, but they
do not cover all known habitat for endangered and
threatened species in New Jersey. If information is
needed on whether or not endangered or threatened
species have been documented from a particular piece of
land, a Natural Heritage Database search can be
requested by contacting the Office of Natural Lands
Management at the address below.
What do the boundaries of the sites contain?
The boundaries ofeach Natural Heritage Priority Site are
drawn to encompass critical habitat for rare species or
ecological communities. Often the boundaries extend to
include additional buffer lands that should be managed to
protect the habitat. Ajustification for the boundary is
provided for each site. The term "primary bounds" is
sometimes used to refer,to boundaries enclosing critical
habitat The term "secondary bounds" is sometimes used

to refer to boundaries enclosing additional buffer.' In
maps where both primary and secondary boundaries are
described, only the outermost boundary is provided in the
mappilg.
What is the background map that the sites are
drawn upon?
The sites are portrayed"on b46kground maps produced
from a digital copy of the U.S.-Geological Survey 7.5
minute topographic maps. The background maps contain
topogýaphic lines as well as streians, lakes,' roads, towns
and place names. These background maps do not always
reflect recent changes in land development. Some way
be more than 20 years old. Some sites appear to be
shifted in position against this topo map. This shift is
due to the fact.that most sites have been,digitized using
rectified aerial photography, and some of the digitized
USGS topo maps do not align with this photography.
What do "public lands" depict ob the maps?
The "public lands" shaded on these maps are state-owned
open space lands that have been digitized as a Gi(
coverage by the state Green Acres.Program. This
information is provided to show patterns of State land
ownership in the vicinity of the Priority Site. The public
lands are areas such as State Parks and Forests, Wildlife
Management Areas, and Natural Lands Trustpreserves.
Theydo not currently include lands owned by other state
agencies, federal, county or municipal governments or
nonprofit conservation organizations. This GIS coverage
is constantly being updated, and therefore future editions
of the maps will likely contain additional public lauds
that are not currently mapped as such.
What is the biodiversity significance rank and how
is it used?
Each site is ranked according to its significance for
biological diversity using a scale developed by The
Nature Conservancy, the network of Natural Heritage
Programs, and the New Tersey Natural Heritage Program.
The ranks can be used to distinguish between sites that
are of global significance for conservation of biological
diversity vs. those that are of state significance. The
global biodiversity significance ranks range from BI to
BS. In some cases the global biodiversity significance
rank is then combined with astate biodiversity
significance rank which provides information about the
significance of the site on a state level. The state
biodiversity significance rank ranges from VI to VS. The
specific definitions for each rank are as fbljows:
BI - Outstanding significance on a global level, gencrally the
"last of the least" in the world, such as the only known
occurrence of any element (species or ecological comnmunity),

the best or an excellent occurrence of an clement ranked
critically imperiled globally, or a concctraion (4+) of good or
excellent occurrences ofelements that are imperiled or
critically imperiled globally. The site should be viable and
defensible for the elements or =cological processes contained.
B2 - Very high significance on a global'level, such as the most
outstanding occurrence of any ecological community. Also
includes areas containing other occurrenes ofelements that arc
critically imperiled globally, a good or excellent occurrence of
an element that is imperiled globally, an excellent occurrence
of an element that is ram globally, or a concentration (4+) of
good occurrences of globally rare elements or viable
occurrences of globally imperiled elemnnts.
B3 - High significance on a global level, such as any other
viable occurrence of an element that is globally imperiled, a
good occurrence of a globally rare element, an excellent
occurrence of any ecological community, or a concentration
(4+) of good or excellent occurrences ofelements that are
critically imperiled in the State.
B4 - Moderate significance on a global level, such as a viable
occurrence era globally rare element, a good occurrence ofany
.cological community, a good or excellent occurence or only
viable state occurrence of an element that is critically imperiled
in the State, an excellent occurrence of an element that is
imperiled in the State, or a concentration (4+) of good,
occurrences of elements that are imperiled in the State or
excellent occurrences of elements that are rare in the State.
E5 - Of general biodiversity interest on a global level.
VI - Outstanding significance on a state level. Only known
occurrence in the state for an element orSite with an excellent
occunrence or the best occurrence in the state for an element
ranked critically imperiled in the state or a concentration (4+)
of good or excellent occurrences ofelements that are imperiled
or critically imperiled'in the state.
V2 - Very high significance on a state level. Includes sites
containing other occurnces of elements that are critically
imperiled in the state or a concentration (4+) of other
occurrences of state imperiled elemcnts and/or good or
excellent occurrences of state rare elements.
V3 - High significance on a state leve. Includes sites
containing the best occurrence in the state or an excellent
occurrence of a state imperiled clement or multiple (2+) other
occurrences for state imperiled elements and/or excellent, good
or moderate quality occurrences ofstate rare elements.
V4 - Moderate significance on a state level, Includes sites
containing the best occurrence in the state or an excellent
occurrence of a state ram qlemcnt jr any site with other
occurrences of a state imperiled element or multiple (2+) other
occurrences of state rare elements.
VS -Any site with any other occurrence of a state rare lerment.
Note; AUlsites have been assigned a global biodiversity
significance rank (B rank), but not all sites have been assigned
a stale biodiversity rank (V rank).

How can I obtain Natural Heritage Priority Site
maps for an area of interest to me? .
Natural Heritage Priority Site hard copy maps can be
obtained by submitting a written request accompanied by
a check or money order made payable to the Office of
Natural Lands Mauageternt at the following address:
Office of Natural Lands Management
P.O. Box 404
Trenton, N 08625-0404
Phone: 609-984-1339; Fax: 609-984-1427
Individual 8.5" X 11" maps are available at the following

1- I0sit-,maps&rcports:

$1.50/site

11 - 20 site maps & reports:
5>20 sites:

$1.00/site
$0.50/site

How often are the maps updated?
The Natural Heritage Priority Site information is
constantly being updated in the Natural Heritage Database. A new edition of the maps will be made
available after significant revisions or additions to the
Database.
Apnrl 5,2006
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July 9, 2008
Mr. John Price
UniStar Nuclear Energy
Regulatory Affairs Coordinator
750 East Pratt Street
14db

Floor

Baltimore, MD 21202
Ref:
UniStar Nuclear Energy Services, LLC and PPL Nuclear
Development, LLC Combined License (COL) Application
Dear Mr. Price,
Concerning the UniStar Nuclear Energy Services, LLC (UNES) and PPL Nuclear
Development, LLC (PPL) proposed U.S. Evolutionary Power Reactor to be located adjacent to
the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) Units I and 2 in Salem Township, Pennsylvania;
the Luzeme County Emergency Management Agency certifies that proposed emergency plans are
practicable. The Luzerne County Emergency Management Agency is committed to participating
in further development of the emergency response plans, including any required field
demonstrations and will work with UNES and PPL to identify any needed changes to our current
commitment to execute our responsibilities under the existing response plans in the event of an
emergency.
Furthermore, on behalf of the Luzerne County Board of Commissioners, Luzerne County
EMA agrees with the proposed emergency classification system, initiating conditions and
Emergency Action Levels (EALs) presented on June 5, 2008. It is my understanding that the
specific EALs in support of emergency preparedness for the operation of the proposed new
nuclear unit will be clearly established and discussed with the Luzeme County -Emergency
Management Agency if and when UNES and PPL proceeds with construction and operation of
the new unit.
Respectfully yours,

Stephen Bekanich, CEM, CL-IMP
Emergency Management Coordinator

CC
.

Comnmissioner Maryanne C. Petrilla, Chairman
Douglas Pape, County Manager/ Chief Clerl:
Ron Remsky. Emergemcy Planner, PPL Susquehanna, LLC

James R.Blaurn, ESQ., County Solicitor
Alan Ni. Pugh. ENP, Chief.of Public Safety

185 Water Street 9 Wilkes-Barre, PA 18702
Voice (570) 820-4400 * Fax (570) 820-4456

TODD A. EACHUS

THE STATE CAPITOL
HARRISBURG PA 17120-2116
PHONE-. (7117) 767-2229

MAJORITY LEADER

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
HARRISBURG

January 20, 2009
Michael A. Canova
Project Manager
EPR Project Branch- Mailstop T-7E18
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Division of Nuclear Licensing, Office of New Reactors
11545 Rockville Pike
Rockville, PA 20825
Dear Mir. Canova:
It is my understanding that Pennsylvania Power & Light (PPL) has submitted a Combined
License Application with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission with regards to a new nuclear
energy unit, Bell Bend, near the existing Susquehanna Nuclear Power Plant in Salem Township,
Luzeme County, Pennsylvania.
As a state representative from Luzerne County, I am extremely cognizant of the positive impacts
this facility will have in area by greatly increasing the electricity infrastructure, which is essential
in attracting economic development, and ensuring that the projected electricity demands are met.
Furthermore, this facility will create an estimated 4,000 construction jobs and 400 permanent
jobs to operate and maintain the plant, which is vital in the current economic climate. To that
end, I am requesting your full support of their application.
Thank you for your consideration in this request. If you have any questions regarding my
endorsement of this application, please do not hesitate to contact me.
,!-.T•nceerely

yachus
Majority Leader
Pennsylvania House of Representatives
TAE/mb
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Michael A. Canova
Project Manager
EPR Project Branch - Mailstop T-7E1 8
Division of New Reactor Licensing
Office of New Reactors
11545 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738
Dear Mr. Canova:
I wish to offer my full support to Pennsylvania Power & Light (PPL) in their efforts to construct
the proposed Bell Bend Nuclear Plant near the existing Susquehanna Nuclear Power Plant in
Salem Township, Luzerne County, Pennsylvania.
Nuclear energy has served our community for the past 25 years, and with the ever increasing
demand for electricity, Bell Bend will serve as a vital component to the future of our regional
energy infrastructure. The construction of Bell Bend will help meet the increasing demand,
along with providing enough power for more than one million homes.
In addition, the Bell Bend project would create over 4,000 construction jobs and 400 new
permanent jobs, providing a significant economic boost to our region.
Once again I would like to offer my full support and commitment to PPL in their efforts to
construct the Bell Bend Power Plant. I am hopeful that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission will
share my view and favorably consider this application.

"Jo~h T. Yudichak
State Representative
S91191h Legislative District

Cc:

Robert J. Barkanic, P.E., Senior Director, Pennsylvania State Government Relations
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Michael A. Canova
Project Manager
EPR Project Branch- Mailstop T-7E18
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Division of New Reactor Licensing
Office of New Reactors
11545 Rockville Pike
Rockville, PA 20852-2738
Dear Mr. Canova:
Please add my endorsement to the list of those who support the construction of the Bell Bend
Nuclear Plant project in Salem Township, Luzerne County, Pennsylvania. Nuclear energy has
been a part of our community for the past 25 years. We support nuclear energy and would
welcome a new advanced-design plant here in our community.
A Bell Bend nuclear unit would be beneficial to the region in many ways. It would create
thousands of construction jobs and hundreds of new permanent jobs, which would benefit the
economic health of this area and the surrounding region. It would also aid the local economy
that will help the housing market, retail businesses and service providers such as restaurants and
hotels.
We are at the juncture Where we need to be considering new sources of electric generation for
this area to grow and prosper. This project has my full support and I ask for your consideration.
Sincerely,

David R. Millard
Member, 109th District
PA House of Representatives
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Michael A. Canova
Project Manager
EPR Project Branch - Mailstop T-7EI8
Division of New Reactor Licensing
Office of New Reactors
11545 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738
Dear Mr. Canova:
Pennsylvania Power & Light (PPL) has submitted a Combined License Application with the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission for a new nuclear energy unit - Bell Bend - near the existing
Susquehanna Nuclear Power Plant in Salem Township, Luzerne County, Pennsylvania.
I am writing to express my strong support of this application as construction of this facility
will greatly increase the electricity infrastructure that is essential to attract industry in the area that I
represent. In addition, with electricity use projected to grow by at least 2% annually in the MidAtlantic region, the new reactor will help meet this need, as well as provide enough power for over
I million homes.
Equally as important, the building of the new power plant will provide approximately 4,000
construction jobs and 400 permanent jobs to operate and maintain the facility which will help fuel
our local economy.
Nuclear energy has been a part of our community for the past 25 years and PPL has been a
good corporate citizen by encouraging its employees to volunteer in community activities and by
providing numerous charitable contributions to local organizations.
I am hopeful that this application will be favorably reviewed.
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January 14, 2009
Michael A. Canova
Project Manager
EPR Project Branch - Mailstop T-7E18
Division of New Reactor Licensing
Office of New Reactors
11545 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738
Dear Mr. Canova:
I am writing in support of the proposed Bell Bend nuclear plant in Luzerne County,
Pennsylvania. As the Democratic chairman of the Senate Environmental Resources and Energy
Committee, I am well aware of the importance of nuclear power to our state's environment and
economy. A nuclear facility has been in Luzeme County for the past 25 years, and I have always
been supportive of it as it has been a good neighbor.
A new nuclear unit will provide much needed electricity in Pennsylvania without adding
greenhouse gas emissions. In addition the proposed Bell Bend nuclear unit would create
thousands of construction jobs and hundreds of new permanent jobs, which would benefit the
economic health of this area and the surrounding region.
I have found that PPL and its employees support the community in many ways. A new
nuclear unit would create a significant ripple effect throughout the local economy that will help
the housing market, retail businesses and service providers such as restaurants and hotels. We
need new sources of electric generation for northeastern Pennsylvania to grow and prosper.
Thank you for your consideration, I would ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission look
favorably on the proposed Bell Bend nuclear plant.

Raphael J. Mi
State Senator

STATE SENATOR
ELISABETH J. 1AKER
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January 27, 2009

Mr. Michael A. Canova
Project Manager
EPR Project Branch - Mailstop T-7E18
Division of Now Reactor Licensing
Office of New Reactors
11545 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2739
Dear Mr. Canova:

D

I am writing in support of PPL Corporation's proposal to expand the scope of its operations in Salem
Township, Luzerne County.
As Pennsylvania continues its transition to a deregulated electric market, additional electric generating
capacity is critical to keeping prices affordable for families in our region and throughout the
Commonwealth. This project seeks to do this without increasing our dependence on foreign sources of
energy and without an accompanying increase in greenhouse gases and pollutants that come with other
electric generation technologies.
Ensuring the availability of abundant and affordable energy is vital to a healthy economy and to attracting
and retaining new industry. This facility will address these needs directly and locally by creating
thousands of new construction jobs in the near term and over time, hundreds of highly skilled, permanent
jobs that will positively impact the local housing market, retail businesses, restaurants, and other
establishments in Salem Township and the surrounding area.
PPL has been a responsible operator of its current facility and has earned the trust of the community
during more than 25 years of successfUl and safe operations. The expansion of the Bell Bend facility is
expected to continue to positively impact northeastern Pennsylvania, its communities, its residents, and
the overall economy.

Lisa Baker
Senator
pC:

*/ýo ert J. Barkanic, P.E.
Sr. Director

PPL Corp., PA State, Gov~. Relations
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102 POCONO EICUIEVARD
MOUNpTPOCONO, PA 18344-1412

t5701 895-4176

Dr. Dale Klein
Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North Building
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

TOLLFREEHELP-LINE
1800) 222-2346

Dear Chairman Klein:
The purpose of this letter is to express my support for the application submitted by PPL
Corporation for a third reactor at the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station in Salem Township,
Pennsylvania. I appreciate your attention to this matter.
As you may know, PPL Corporation recently submitted an application for a permit to
build a third reactor at the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station which is located in my
Congressional district. PPL Corporation currently operates two other nuclear reactors at this site.
Recently, PPL Corporation decided to pursue construction of a third reactor at this site, called the
Bell Bend project. I am supportive of this effort for several reasons.
First, the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station currently provides over 1,000 good paying
jobs in our community. The construction of the third reactor will result in 4,000 construction
jobs and 400 permanent jobs following construction.
Moreover, the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station has a huge economic impact for
Luzerne and Columbia Counties and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Currently, the
Susquehanna plant has a statewide economic impact of nearly $200 million. Following the
construction of the third reactor, this impact will increase significantly.
Finally, I am supportive of this project because it will generate additional electric power
within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. With the current difficulties in our energy markets,
nuclear power provides a safe, reliable source of energy that produces less pollution than many
other sources of electricity. As a result, I am supportive of the careful expansion of nuclear
power and I believe approval of a third reactor at Susquehanna Steam Electric Station is an
important step in expanding electricity produced in Pennsylvania.
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In closing, I appreciate your consideration of my comments. Please feel free to contact
me with any questions or concerns.

Paul E. Kanjorski
Member of Congress

PA Energy
Ali1ance
Generating Reliable Electricity

Sfar our Energy Needs

Statement of Karen L. Walsh
Executive Director, PA Energy Alliance
January 29, 2009
Thank you for the opportunity to speak here tonight in support of the proposed Bell Bend
Nuclear Power Plant.

As the executive director of the Pennsylvania Energy Alliance, I speak for a group of
independent community leaders and organizations representing environmental, business,
scientific, labor, and health care interests. We have formed this coalition to support nuclear
energy and to advocate for additional clean, safe and reliable sources of electricity generation in
our Commonwealth.

As you know, Pennsylvania is the nation's second largest producer of nuclear energy.
One-third of our electricity comes from this carbon-free source. Unfortunately, Pennsylvania
also has the distinction of ranking 4 th highest in the nation in carbon dioxide emissions, 2 nd
highest in sulfur dioxide emissions and 5 h highest in nitrogen oxide emissions. Over the next 10
years, our electricity demand is expected to rise 1.5% a year.

To meet our ever-increasing demand for electricity in a way that does not destroy our
environment, we need a diverse energy mix that includes nuclear power, cleaner fossil fuels,
renewable sources, and energy efficiency. However, conservation alone will not offset the
expected growth in our electricity use and renewable sources like wind and solar are unreliable.

Nuclear energy is the only source that can reliably generate electricity around-the-clock
for millions of consumers with no harmful greenhouse gas emissions, Each year in the United
States, nuclear-genetated electricity avoids almost 700 million tons of carbon dioxide, three
million tons of sulfur dioxide and one million tons of nitrogen oxide.

The environmental benefits of nuclear power are just some of the reasons why the PA
Energy Alliance supports the continued safe operation of Pennsylvania's nuclear industry.
The Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant would significantly increase the percentage of
electricity that PPL generates from non-carbon sources - currently at 40 percent - and provide a
reliable source of electricity that does not contribute to global warming.
Furthermore, there is no evidence that the Bell Bend project will negatively impact the
Susquehanna River or the surrounding area. The river, we all agree, is a precious public resource
that is effectively managed by the Susquehanna River Basin Commission and deserving of our
utmost protection.

jOur

confidence in the environmental benefits of the Bell Bend project rests, in large part,
on PPL's proven history of responsible monitoring in the area near the Susquehanna plant. PPL's
commitment to protecting Pennsylvania's environment extends to voluntarily protecting nearby
wildlife and their habitats. For nearly four decades, PPL has conducted radiological studies of the
air, water, soil, crops, plants and wildlife and found no significant environmental impact.
The PA Energy Alliance appreciates this opportunity to formally voice our support for
the proposed Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant and its goal of providing a clean, safe and reliable
source of electricity for over one million homes in northeastern Pennsylvania.

Thank you.

'.D

COMMONWEALTH

OF PENNSYLVANIA

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

HARRISBURG

THE GOVERNOR

February 19,2009

Mr.. David Frantz
Director, Loan Guarantee Program Office
Department of Energy
1000 Independent Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20585
Dear Mr. Frantz:
I am writing to ask for your favorable review of PPL's application for a federal loan
guarantee for the Bell Bend Nuclear Power Project.
Pennsylvania has been a longstanding leader in energy development and electricity
generation, a leadership role that has benefited the state and mid-Atlantic region. The proposed
Bell Bend project, the only Pennsylvania nuclear power project submitted to you for support,
would continue Pennsylvania's "ssential role in our nation's energy future. It is important to
understand that this project is not a new nuclear facility, but rather an addition to an existing
nuclear facility.
Belt Bend will create roughly 4,000 temporary construction jobs at the peak of
construction and about 400 family-sustaining permanent jobs in northeastern Pennsylvania,
amplifying the economic benefits of PPL's adjacent Susquehanna nuclear plant. The project will
generate 1,600 megawatts of electricity, enough to power 1,280,000 typical homes - electricity
that is vital to Pennsylvania &ndthe region.
There is no question that we must all work to find a long-term solution for the disposal of
nuclear fuel waste product; however, the effects of global Warming demand that we look to
nuclear energy, other forms of clean, reliable energy, and improved efficiency and conservation
efforts to sustain and advance our economy.
Again, I urge your support of PPL's Bell Bend Nuclear Power Project and thank you for
your consideration.
Sincerely,

Edward G. Rendell
Governor
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Pennsylvania Department OF Conservation and Natural Resources

Bureau of Forestry

February 12, 2009

Stacey Imbodea
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Fax: 301-415-5389 (Hard copy will NOT follow)
Peon syvlvania Nattral Diversiry In
veatorp
RevLew, PJNJgl Number
0 1980
Site A - Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant - Salem Twp; Luzern* County
Slte.B - Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant - Alternate Site: Sandy Bend, PA - Bratton Twp;
Mifflin County
Site C - Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant - Alternate Site: Montour PA - Derry Twp;
Montour County
Dear M-. Imnboden,

This responds-to your Rquest about a Pe•nsylvania Natural Divcrsity Inventory (PNDI) ER Tool "Potential Impact" or species
of special concem inmpact review. We screeiued this project for potential 'Impacts to spedes and resources of special
concern under Department of Conservation and Natural Resources' responsibility, which includes plants, natural
communlties, terrestrial Invertebrates and geologic features only.
Based on our PNDI map review we determined potential impacts to a Proposed PA Statc-listed species and/or resources of
special concern and have suggested a Conservation Measure to mini
theimpact of the project on ecological resources.
Pleasw review the Conservation Measures listed below that are associated with the three diferent sites.
'Site A - Hph oezualfluctnting Natural Pool Connnunitics with rank of PA vulnerble, provide habitat fhr many
species and are known to be found in the vicinity of this project. If this community type is found onsite, please try to winimize
distwbance to it Also in the vicinity of the project are many Lepidopteron species (moths and butt-flies) listed below. These
species are utilizing the area east of the plant and may be found elsewhere on site. Please contact our office if you would like
more detailed information about these species or ways to improve habitat quality for these species.
Scien-c Name

Common Name

State Rank

Adult food sources

Enodiaanlhedon

Northern Pearlpeye

secure)

S3S4 (vuJnerable to apparently

willows, poplars and

Polites mystic
Euphydryas
phaeton

Lona Dash
Baltimore
Checkerspot

$3 (vu nerable)
$2S4 (imperiled to apparently
secure)

Poanesmassasoff

Mulbery Wing

S3 (vulnerable)
838-°>4 (vulnerable to apparently

birch"
milkweed, mountain
laurel, and tick trefoil
milkweed, viburnum
and wild rose
milkweed, purple
loosestdfe, and blue
vervain
milkweed, and viper's

Speyera aphrod,

Aphrodite Fritillary

secure)

bug
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Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources

"Site 9 - EphemeralVf/luctting Natural Pool Corm.unities with rank of'PA vulnerable, provide habitat for many

species end a= $mown to be found it the vicinity of this project. Tf this coranumity type is found onsite, please try to minri•ize
disturbance to it. Please contact our office if you would like more detailed information about this natural conrauumty or ways
to improve habitat quality for the species that rely on this typo of natural comraunity.
.*Site C - Pirnu echinata (Short-leaf Pine) a species with a rank of PA Tentatively Undetermined, and Rotala
ramosior(Tooth-cup) a speckes with a rank of PA Rare are Imown to be found in the vicinity of this project These species
utilize wooded slopes or ridges with poor mittiezit soils and wet sandy shores or other swampy grounds as habitats. If these
species, or their habitat type is found onsite, please try to mWinize disturbance to it Please contc our office if you would
like more detailed infonnation about this species or ways to improve habitat quility for this species.
Please note, this is for your own information and a survey is not being requested. To return the area to its original
vegetation, lay weed-Rfee straw over disturbed areas. Otherwise, refer to www.ernstseed.eom for a PA company that does sell
some "native" seed mixes. For more information on invaive plains, vidit ws.e.a.
foetryvw~dnknr/iidex
.
Further coordination with this oiice is not necessary, but suggested, to avoid potential impacts to the above listed
resources. This determination is based an a proposed status, which may change when species regulatory statuses are
updated.
This response represent the most up-to-date numay of the PNDI data files and is good for one () year firom the date of this
letter. An absence of recoded inforrniou does not necessarily imply actual conditions on-site. A field survey ofany site may
reveal previously unreported populations. Should project plans chnge or additional information on listed or proposed species
become available, this determination way be reconsidered. This determination Is based on maps provided. When the
project site is selected and location of offsite disturbance Is known please let us know.
To complete your review of state and kederally-liste.d species of special concern (those NOT uwder DCNR's responsibility).
please be sure the U.S. Fish and Wildlfe Service, the PA Game Commission and the Fish and Boat Commission have been
contacted regarding
t
project either directly or by performiog a search with the online P1I ER Tool found at

1ý401ýJoy

VauDervort-Sated, Environmental Review Specialist POP,.Cbris Fhretone, Wild Plant Program.Manager
Pbf 717-705,2822 - F: 717-772-0271 - c-ivandervn state.na.us

OF/MI, PO Box 8552, Haaisburg, PA 17105-

Stewardship

Partnersnip

Service
TOTAL P.02
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Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission
Division of Environmental Services
Natural Diversity Section
450 Robinson Lane
Bellefonte, PA 16823-9620 359-5237 Fcix: (814) 359-5175
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1(814)
establisbed12866

March 5, 2009
IN REPLY REFER TO
SIR# .31096
STACEY IMBODEN
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
TWB-05-B01M
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C., 20555-0001
RE:

Species Impact Review (SIR) - Rare, Candidate, Threatened and Endangered Species

BELL BEND NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PROJECT, SANDY BEND ALTERNATIVE
SITE
MIFFLIN County, Pennsylvania
Dear Ms. IMBODEN:
I have reviewed the map accompanying your recent correspondence which concerns the above
referenced project. Based on records maintained in the Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI)
database and Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission files, rare and protected freshwater mussel species
under our jurisdiction are known from the vicinity of the proposed project site.
Given the status and sensitivity of the species of concern, we will need more information to allow for
a more thorough evaluation of potential adverse impacts from the proposed projects. Items such as basic site
plans and narrative, aerial maps of the general area, characterizations of the habitat to be disturbed (stream
width, depth, flow, bottom type, aquatic vegetation present), acreage to be impacted and on-site color
photographs (keyed to a site map or diagram) would expedite our review process. Pending the review of this
information, a survey for the species of concern way be warranted..
If you have any questions regarding this response, please call gbb Morgan at 814-359-5.129
and refer to the SIR number at the top of this letter. Thank you for your cooperation and attention
to this matter of endangered species conservation and habitat protection.
Sincerely,

Ce~spber A.Urban, Chief
cAU/RTM/mfr
c:

Natural Diversity Section

DEP NE Region

Our Mission:

www.fish.state.pa.us

To protect, conserve and enhance the Commonwealth " aquaticresourcesandprovidefthing and boatingopportunities.

Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission
Division of Environmental Services
Natural DiversitySection
450 Robinson Lane
Bellefonte, PA 16823-9620
(814) 359-5237 F~ci" (814) 359-5175.
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March 5, 2009
IN REPLY REFER TO
SIR# 31089
STACEY IMBODEN
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
TWB-05-BO1M
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C., 20555-0001
RE;

Species Impact Review (SIR) - Rare, Candidate, Threatened and Endangered Species
BELL BEND NUCLEARPOWER PLANT
LUZERNE County, Pennsylvania.

Dear Ms. IMBODEN:
I have reviewed the map accompanying your recent correspondence whiqh concerns the above
referenced project. Based on records maintained in the Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI)
database and Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission files, rare and proteeted freshwater mussel species
under our jurisdictiiihare' known from the vicinity of the proposed project site.
Given the status and sensitivity of thb lpecies of conicer, we will need more information to allow -for
a more thorough evaluation of potential ad.eirse imoacts fromn the'proposed projects. Items such as basic site
plans and narrative, aerial maps of the general area, characterizations of the habitat to be disturbed (stream
width, depth, flow, bottom type, aquatic vegetation present), acreage to be impacted and on-site color
photographs (keyed to a site map or diagram) would expedite our review process. Pending the review of this
informati6n, a survey for the species of concernmay be warranted.
If you have any questions regarding this response, please call Bob Morgan at 814-359-5129
and refer to the SIR number at the top of this letter. Thank you for your cooperation and attention
to this matter of endangered species conservation and habitat protection.
I. r

S"'(ncerly,

."

.... isi~ph_ A. rban, Chief
Natural DiVersity Section
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Toprotect, conserve and enhanbe thgComnmonweatha's aquatic.resources and provide fishing and boating opportunities.

Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission
,Natural Diversity Section
450 Robinson Lane
Bellefonte, PA 16823-9620
(814) 359-5237Fax: (814)359-5J75

eswtabished1866

March 5, 2009

IN REPLY REFER TO
SIR # 31097
STACEY IMBODEN
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
TWB-05-BO IM
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C., 20555-0001
RE:

Species Impact Review (SIR) - Rare, Candidate, Threatened and Endangered Species
BELL BEND NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, MONTOUR
MONTOUR County, Pennsylvania

This responds to your inquiry about a Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI) Internet Database search "potential
conflict" or a threatened and endangered species impact review. These projects are screened for potential conflicts with
rare, candidate, threatened or endangered species under Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission jurisdiction (fish, reptiles,
amphibians, aquatic invertebrates only) using the Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI) database and our own
files. These species of special concern are listed under te Endangered Species Act of 1973, the Wild Resource
Conservation Act, and the Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Code (Chapter 75), or the Wildlife Code. The absenrce of recorded
information from our files does not necessarily imply actual conditions on site. Future field investigations could alter this
determination. The information contained in our files is routinely updated. A Species Impact Review is valid for one year
only.
X

NO AD VERSE IMPACTS EXPECTED FROM THE PROPOSEDPROJECT
X

Except for occasional transient species, rare, candidate, threatened or endangered species under our
jurisdiction are not known to exist in the vicinity of the project area. Therefore, no biological assessment
or further consultation regarding rare species is needed with the Commission. Should project plans
change, or if additional information on listed or proposed species becomes available, this determination
may be reconsidered.
An element occurrence of a rare, candidate, threatened, or endangered species under our jurisdiction is
known from the vicinity of the proposed project. However, given the nature of the proposed project, the
immediate location, or the current status of the nearby element occurrence(s), no adverse impacts are
expected to the species of special concern.

If you have any questions regarding this review, please contact the biologist indicated below:
Doug Fischer
814-359-5195
Tina Walther
814-359-5186
..
Nevin Welte
814-359-5234
X
Bob Morgan
814-359-5129
I am enclosing a copy of our "'SIRReauest Form", which is to be used for all %mure species impact review requests. Please
make copies of the attached form and use with project reviews. Thank you in advance for your cooperation and attention to
this important ma/te opspecies conservat'
I future and habitat protection.

SIGNATURE:

DATE. 'March 5, 2009
Christopher A. Urban
Chief, Natural Diversity Section

Our Mission:

www.fish.state.pa.us

To protect, conserve and enhance the Commonwealth's aquaticresources andprovidefishing and boatingopportunities.

,%

PFBC-DES-NDS-l (512103)
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

FISH AND BOAT COMMISSION
NATURAL DIVERSITY SECTION

SPECIES IMPACT REVIEW (SIR) REQUEST FORM
A.

This form provides the site information necessary to perform a computer database search for species of special concern listed
under the Endangered Species Act of 1973, the Wild Resource Conservation Act, the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Code or the
i
Wildlife Code.
Use only one form for each proposed project or location. Complete the information below and m•aj form to:

B.

Natural Diversity Section
Division of Environmental Services
PA Fish and Boat Commission
450 Robinson Lane
Bellcfonte, PA 16823
C.

D.

E.
F,
G.
H.

This form, a cover letter including a project narrative, and accompanying maps should be sent to the above address for
environmental reviews that only concern reptiles, amphlbia=s,fisqiesand aquaticintertebrates. Reviews for other natural
resources must be submitted to other appropriate agencies.
The absence of recorded infornation from our databases and flies does not necessarily imply actual conditions on site. Future
field investigations could alterthis dctermination. The information contained in our iles is routinely updated. A review is v.alid
for one year.
Pleasesendus only one(1) copy ofyour request-eitherby fax or by mnl - not both. Mail is preferred to improve legibility
of maps. Facsimile submission will not improve our response turn-around time.
Allow 30 daysfor completion of the reviewfromie date of PFBC reeptpL Large projects and workload may extend this
review timeframe.
In anyfuture correspondencewith usfollowingyour receipt ofthe SIR response,pleaserefer to the assignedSIRnumber
at the top left of our cover letter.
FORMS THAT ARE NOT COMPLETED IN FULL WILL NOT BE REVIEWED.

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE:
PFBC response should be sent to:
Company/Agency:
Address:

If available, provide the potential conflict PNDI Search Number:
Formn Preparer:
Phone (8:00 AM to 4:00 PM):

Project Description:
Indicate if the project Is: Transportation U
or
Non-transportation 0 (check one)
Will the proposed project encroach directly or indirectly (e.g., runoff) upon wetlands or waterways? Circle one for each:
Wetlands:
Yes
No
Unknown
WaterwAs:
Yes
No
Unknown
County:
Township/Municipality:
Name of the United States Geological Survey (U.S.G.S.) 7.5 Minute Quadrangle Map where project is located:

ProJe& size (in acres):_
Attach an 8.5" by 11" photocopy (DO NOT REDUCE) of the section of the U.S.G.S. Quadrangle Map which identifies the project
location. On this map, indicate the location of the project center (if linear, depict both ends) and outline the approximate boundaries of
the project area.
Specify latitude/longitude of the project center.
Latitude:
- o/
,/
"N
Indicate latitude/longitude in degrees-minutes-seconds format only.
Longitude:
/
,I
-W
W
Three steps are needed to convert from decimal degrees to degrees-minutes-seconds: (I) Degrees will be the whole number. (2)
To get minutes, multiply the decimal degree portion by 60. (3)"Multiply the decimal minute portion by 60 to get seconds.
Example: (Latitude) 40.93748 = 400; 0.93748 x 60 = 56.2488'= 56'; 012488 x 60 = 14.928 -15" = 400S6'15'' N
(Longitude) 75.94740 = 750; 0.94740 x 60 = 56.8W' = 56'; 0.844 x 60 - 50.64 = 51" = 75'56'51" W

SIR#

I

Quad Nae

Data Source

FOR PFBC USE ONLY
Search Result-Potential Species Conflict

Action

o .•

Commonwealth offennsylvada
Pennsylvania Mistorical and Museum Commission

Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Buiding, 2` Floor
400 North Street
Hanisburg, PA 17120-0093

,,w.,phm.statepa.us.

RECEIVED MAR 1 22009
2 March 2009

George Wrobel
UniStar Nuclear Energy
1503 Lake Road
Ontario, NY 14519

XI.t

.

Re:

.

-

ER# 81-0658-079-N
Management Summary, Phase lb Cultural
Resources Investigation, Bell Bend Nuclear Power
Plant, Salem Township, Luzerne County,
Pennsylvania

Dear Mr. Wrobel:
The Bureau for Historic Preservation (the State Historic Preservation Office) has
reviewed the above named project in accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966, as amended in 1980 and 1992, and the regulations (36 CPR Part 800)
of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation as revised in 1999 mnd 2004. These regulations
require consideration of the project's potential effect upon both historic and archaeological
resources.
This report meets our standards and specifications as outlined in CulturalResource
Managementin Pennsylvania: Guidelinesfor ArchaeologicalInvestigations (BH.P 1991) and the
Secretary of the Interiors Guidelines for Archaeological Documentation. This report documents
survey of 11 previously unrecorded archaeological sites.
We agree with the recommendation that the following sites are not eligible for inclusion
on the National Register of Historic Places: Site 1 (36Lu278), Site 6 (36Lu282), Site 8
(36Lu284), and Site 11 (36Lu287). In our opinion, no further work is necessary at these sites.
We agree with the recommendation that the following sites have potential to be eligible
for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places: Site 2 (36L0279), Site 3 (36L0280),
Site 4 (36Lu281), Site 5 (36Lu288), Site 7 (36Lu283), Site 9 (36Lu285), and Site 10
(36Lu286). In our opinion, these sites should either be avoided by construction or Phase II
archaeological investigations will be necessary.

ER# 81-0658-079-N
2 Machb 2009
Page 2

0923.

If you need further information in this matter please consult Steven McDougal at (717) 772Sincerely,

Douglas C. McLearen, Chief
Division of Archaeology &
Protection

cc:

13. M'unford, GAI Consultants
J. Davis, NRC

DCMdsrm

0

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission

Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2d Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093
www-phmc.state.pa.us

23 March 2009
T. L. Ha-pster
P1L Bell Bend, LLC
38 Bomboy Lane, Suite 2
Berwick, PA 18603

TO EXPEDITE REVIEWtiUSE

BHP 3.FERENCE pIJ'UBER

Re:

ER# 81-0658-079-Q
Management Summary, Supplemental Phase Ib
Cultural Resources Investigation, 263 Acres of
Additional Project Area Bell Bend Nuclear Power
Plant, Salem Township, Luzerne County,
Pennsylvania

Dear Mr. Harpster:
The Bureau for Historic Preservation (the State Historic Preservation Office) has'
reviewed the above named project in'accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966, as amended in 1980 and 1992, and-the regulations (36 CFR Part 800)
of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation as revised in 1999 and 2004. These regulations
require consideration of the project's potential effect upon both historic and archaeological
resources.
This report meets our standards and specifications as outlined in CulturalResource
Management in Pennsylvania: Guidelinesfor ArchaeologicalInvestigations(BHP 199 1) and the
Secretary of the Interior's Guidelines for Archaeological Documentation- This report documents
archaeological survey of an additional 263 acres added to the original 630 acres reported in the
previous Phase lb Management Summary. No archaeological sites were found as a result of this
survey and we agree with the recommendations that no further archaeological work is necessary
within this area. We look forward to working with you further in this matter.
If you need further information in this matter please consult Steven McDougal at (717) 7720923.

'-

cc:

B. Munford, GAI Consultants
S. Imboden, NRC

DCM/srm

Douglas C. McLearen, Chief
Division of Archaeology &
Protection

R. R. Sgarro

PPL Bell Bend, LLC

Manager-Nuclear Regulatory Affairs

38 Bomboy Lane, Suite 2
Berwick, PA 18603

,

,

£

a 44

a

Tel. 570.802.8102 FAX 570.802.8119

rrsgarra@pplweb.com

7"I

May 26, 2009

Pennsylvania Historic and Museum Commission
Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093
ATTN:

Mr. Douglas C. McClearen, Chief
Division of Archaeology & Protection

BELL BEND NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
SUBMITTAL OF WORKSCOPE FOR PHASE il
NATIONAL REGISTER EVALUATIONS OF
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES
BNP-2009-087
PPL Bell Bend, LLC is pleased to submit the enclosed Scope of Work for Phase II National
Register evaluations of archaeological sites 36LU279, 36LU280, 36LU281, 36LU288, 36LU283,
36LU285, and 36LU286, and an Assessment of Effects study for historic resources at the
proposed Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant, Luzerne County, Pennsylvania, for your review and
comment. The proposed work is based on the results of Phase la and Phase lb cultural
resource investigations of the project area conducted by GAI Consultants, Inc. (GAI) (GAl 2007,
Munford and Tuk 2008, Munford et al. 2008, and Munford 2008) and review of these studies by
your office (letters dated June 5, 2008, October 28, 2008, March 2, 2009, and March 23, 2009).
This document provides a summary of proposed archaeological investigations of seven
archaeological sites designed to evaluate their eligibility for listing in the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP), and an assessment of the proposed project's effects on ten NRHPeligible historic resources.
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. We will call your office within a few days to
ensure receipt of this submittal and to address any questions you may have. In the interim if
you need additional information, please contact me at rrsqarro@pplweb.com or at (570) 8028102.
Respectfully,

Rocco R. Sgarvýo
Attachment:

1) Scope of Work: Phase II National Register Evaluations of Archaeological
Sites and Assessment of Effects for Historic Resources

Nma) 26,20,39

cc:

(w/ Attachment)
Steve McDougal - PHMC-BHP

BNP-2009-087

Page 2

May 26, 2009
bcc:
J. Fields
J. Freels
G. Gibson
T. Harpster
R. Janati
D. Lutchenkov
W. Massie
J. McQueeney
B. Munford
F. Perdomo
R. Sgarro
D. Sullivan
K. Thurstin
M. Yox

BNP-2009-087

Page 3

Ma'j 26, Z013S

BNP-2009-087

Attachment I

Attachment 1
Scope of Work: Phase II National Register Evaluations of Archaeological Sites and Assessment
of Effects for Historic Resources

4

gai consultants
tranformring Ideas into roaeityo

March 12, 2009

GAI Project No. C080204.00
Mr. Peter E. Gluckler, Jr.
Project Manager
AREVA NP Inc.
500 Doriald Lynch Boulevard
Marlboro, Massachusetts 017752

Re:

Scope of Work
Phase II National Register Evaluations of Archaeological Sites 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, and 10
(36LU279, 36LU280, 36LU281, 36LU288, 36LU283, 36LU285, and 36LU286) and
Assessment of Effects for Historic Resources
Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant
Luzerne County, Pennsylvania
ER 81-0668-079

Dear Mr. Gluckler:
GAl Consultants, Inc. (GAI) is pleased to submit this scope of work to AREVA NP Inc. (AREVA) to
conduct Phase II National Register Evaluations of archaeological Sites 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, and 10
(36LU279, 36LU280, 36LU281, 36LU288, 36LU283, 36LU285, and 36LU286) and an Assessment of
Effects for historic resources at the Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant (BBNPP), Luzerne County,
Pennsylvania, on behalf of UniStar Nuclear Development, LLC (UniStar). These cultural resources lie
within the Area of Potential Effect (APE) of the 893-acre proposed project area located adjacent to the
existing PPL Corporation's Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES), west of the North Branch
Susquehanna River and northeast of the town of Berwick. GAI identified these resources during Phase
lb survey of the proposed project area in 2008 (Munford et al. 2008, Munford 2008).
The goal of GAI's Phase II archaeological study is to evaluate the eligibility of Sites 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, and
10 (38LU279, 36LU280, 36LU281, 36LU288, 36LU283, 36LU285, and 36LU286) for listing in the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). The Assessment of Effects will evaluate the proposed
project's effects on ten NRHP-eligible historic resources: Union Reformed and Lutheran Church (Old
River Church) and Cemetery (GAI-03, 086572), Woodcrest (GAI-04), Stone Arch Bridge (GAI-06),
North Market Street Bridge (GAI-09), North Branch Pennsylvania Canal (GAI-1 0, 141673), Canadian
Pacific/Bloomsburg Division of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railway (GAI-11), Susquehanna
and Tioga Turnpike (GAI-12), House (Red Brick Studios) (GAI-26), Pennsylvania Railroad-Sunbury
Line/Delaware & Hudson Railroad (GAI-27), and the Wapwallopen Historic District (GAI-36 through
GAI-45).
GAI's Phase II investigations will include site-specific archival research, fieldwork, laboratory analysis,
and technical report preparation. This work will be conducted in accordance with Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, guidelines developed by the Advisory Council
on Historic Preservation, the amended Proceduresfor the Protectionof Historicand CulturalProperties
as set forth in 36 CFR 800, the Secretary of Interior's Standardsand Guidelines for Archaeology and
HistoricPreservationand the Guidelines for Archeological Investigations in Pennsylvania (PHMC/BH P
2008). These proposed project tasks are described below.

Pittsburgh Office

385 East Waterfront Otive

Hom~estead, PA. 15120-50305

T 412.476.200il

F 412.476.2020

vvww.tjaiconsuitants.com

Scope ot Work- BBNPP Phase 11National Register Evaluations and Assessment ot Effects
Mr. Peter E. Gluckler, Jr,
March 12. 2009

Workplan
Task 1: Project Management/Section 106 Coordination/Meetings
At various points in the proposed project, GAI will assist AREVA and UniStar in consulting and
coordinating with the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission/Bureau for Historic
Preservation (PHMC/BHP). This is expected to include phone calls and preparation of memos
involving discussions of project methods and results, drafting letters, and attendance at up to one (1)
meeting either on-site or in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
Task 2: Archival Research
Prior to Phase II field investigations, GAI will conduct site specific archival research for each of the six
historic period archaeological sites (Sites 2, 3, 4, 7, 9, and 10/36LU279, 36LU280, 36LU281, 36LU283,
36LU285, and 36LU286). This work will include a chain-of-title and census research for each of the
properties and a detailed review of pertinent historic maps available at the Luzerne County Historical
Society, Luzerne County Courthouse, and Osterhout Free Library (Wyoming Valley Historical and
Genealogical Society) in Wilkes-Barre; the Luzerne County Community College Local History Reading
Room in Nanticoke; the McBride Memorial Library Local History Reading Room in Berwick; the
Columbia County Historical and Genealogical Society in Bloomsburg; and the Pennsylvania State
Archives in Harrisburg. Additional sources such as tax records and appropriate published and
unpublished histories will also be consulted and will be used to illustrate the historical development of
the project area. The collected research will also enhance the existing historical context to support
NRHP eligibility recommendations for architectural and historical resources such as the Pennsylvania
Railroad-Sunbury Line/Delaware & Hudson Railroad, Lackawanna & Bloomsburg Railroad, the
Susquehanna & Tioga Turnpike, two stone arch bridges, the United Reformed & Lutheran Church, the
North Branch of the Pennsylvania Canal, and the Wapwallopen Historic District, as requested by the
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission Bureau for Historic Preservation (October 28, 2008,
project review letter).
Task 3: Archaeological Fieldwork
Prior to the start of Phase 11field investigations sites will be prepared either by plowing and disking or
by brush clearing, as appropriate. Four of the seven Phase II sites (Sites 2, 3, 4, and 5/36LU279,
36LU280, 36LU281, and 36LU288) are located within previously cultivated fields which will be plowed
and disked to produce adequate visibility for subsequent surface collection. The three sites (Sites 7, 9
and 10/36LU283, 36LU285 and 36LU286), situated in wooded or brush/grass-covered settings, will be
cleared with a brush hog and/or by hand to expose surface features and structural remains.
Mechanical removal of a surface gravel layer will also be required in portions of Site 10 (36LU286) to
permit hand excavations.
Following site preparation at each site, GAI surveyors will establish a grid over the site using a total
station. The grid will be tied into a permanent datum. Subsequent excavations will be designated by
coordinates within this grid. Where possible, Phase lb shovel tests will be relocated and plotted
according to the Phase II grid system.
For sites situated in cultivated fields (Sites 2, 3, 4, and 5/36LU279, 36LU280, 36LU281 and 36LU288),
fieldwork will begin with a Phase 11surface collection of each recently plowed and disked site area.
This task is performed in accordance with state guidelines (PHMCIBHP 2008) that require at least two
surface collections of potentially eligible sites (including the Phase I surface collection). Each site will
be gridded into 5-meter (15-foot) collection blocks and artifacts observed on the surface will be
collected and provenienced by block. Diagnostic artifacts will be point provenienced, as appropriate.
Based on the results of surface collection, judgmental STPs will be excavated to sample artifact
concentrations or locations of possible cultural features within the site area.

gai consultants
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Scope of Work: BBNPP Phase I1National Register Evtluations and Assessment Oi EtteFets
Mr. Peter E. Gluckler, Jr.
March 12. 2009

Phase II fieldwork for sites in wooded and/or brush-covered settings (Sites 7, 9 and 10/36LU283,
36LU285 and 36LU286) will begin with a metal detector survey, where appropriate. GAI will conduct a
metal detector survey within portions of Sites 7 and 9 (36LU283 and 36LU285) to assist in identifying
subsurface remains. Metal detector survey will not be performed within Site 10 (36LU286) due to the
remains of surface gravel, which is expected to be present after the mechanical removal of the majority
of this deposit The metal detector survey identifies metal "hits" or "targets" and will be used in areas
which may contain former structures. These 'targets" will be sampled by excavating a small pit at
"target" locations, using a post hole digger. Each sample location will be identified by coordinates
within the site grid. The soil from each sample pit will be screened through 0.6-mm (0.25-inch) mesh
and recovered artifacts will be retained for laboratory analysis.
Due to low ground surface visibility, close-interval shovel testing will be required within Sites 7, 9 and
10 (36LU283, 36LU285 and 36LU286) to refine site boundaries within the project APE and to delineate
within-site artifact concentrations. GAl will excavate shovel test pits at 5-meter (15-foot) intervals within
transects spaced 5-meters (15-feet) apart. STPs will measure approximately 50x50 cm (1.5 x 1.5 feet)
in diameter and will be hand-excavated by natural strata into the subsoil.
Based on the results of shovel testing or surface collection, GAI will excavate test units in areas of
higher artifact density, unusual stratigraphy or potential cultural features within each of the seven
Phase II sites. Test unit excavations will serve to define site stratigraphy, sample artifact
concentrations and/or activity areas, determine the potential for subsurface features, and assess the
integrity of archaeological remains. At each historic period site (Sites 2, 3, 4, 7, 9, and 10/36LU279,
36LU280, 36LU281, 36LU283, 36LU285, and 36LU286) test units will consist of a combination of 1.5meter (5 x 5-foot) and 1.5 x 0.75 meter (5 x 2.5-foot) units, Test units at prehistoric Site 5 (36LU288)
will measure lxi-meter (3x3-feet). Test units will be hand-excavated in 10-cm (0.3-foot) levels
according to natural stratigraphy and will extend into subsoil. At the completion of each test unit,
measured profiles will be drawn and photographs taken of at least one wall of each unit.
Due to the upland setting of Sites 2, 3, 4, 7, 9, and 10 (36LU279, 36LU280, 36LU281, 36LU283,
36LU285, and 36LU286), cultural resources in these localities will be near-surface in nature and
excavations are anticipated to extend to a maximum depth of 50 cm (1.6 feet). Site 5 (36LU288),
located on a low terrace/floodplain, has a potential for deeply buried cultural resources, however, due
to the proposed shallow (15-18 cm) project impacts anticipated from use of this locality as a temporary
laydown area, excavations will extend to a maximum depth of 80 cm (2.6 feet). Phone consultation
with Steve McDougal (PHMC/BHP) on April 8, 2008, resulted in PHMC/BHP's concurrence on this
excavation depth.
For both STPs and test units, excavated soils will be screened through 6-mm (0.25-inch) hardware
cloth for systematic artifact recovery. Recovered artifacts will be bagged and labeled with appropriate
provenience information. GAI archaeologists will record results of individual STPs and test units on
standardized field forms, including depths of soil horizons, soil texture and Munsell color, and artifact
recovery. Testing locations will be plotted on project maps and documented with photographsFollowing excavation and recording, STPs and test units will be backfilled.
Following test unit excavations at the four sites in cultivated fields (Sites 2, 3, 4, and 5/36LU279,
36LU280, 36LU281, and 36LU288), mechanical removal of plowzone strips will be conducted in
portions of these sites to expose cultural features at the plowzone/subsoil interface. A backhoe with a
flat blade will be used to remove the plowzone in approximately 2-meter (6.5-foot)-wide strips to the top
of the B horizon. This activity will be monitored by GAI personnel. Plowzone strips will be plotted on
project maps and documented with photographs. Hand shovel-scraping of these strips will be
conducted to define and delineate features.
Potential cultural features identified during testing will be troweled clean, cross-sectioned and
documented in plan view and profile with measured drawings and photographs. As appropriate, a
portion of the feature fill will be collected as a flotation sample and the remaining feature fill will be
screened through 6-mm (0.25-inch) hardware cloth. Artifacts and samples collected from the feature fill
will be bagged and labeled with appropriate provenience information. The feature will be recorded on a
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standardized GAI Feature Form and plotted on project maps. Features are assumed to have a
maximum dimension of 60 cm (2 feet) and a maximum depth of 50 cm (2.5 feet); if deep features (e.g.
wells, privies) are encountered, GAI will sample only the upper few feet of feature fill.
Excavations (e.g. STPs, TUs, plowzone strips) will be backfilled upon completion. GAI will coordinate
plans for plowing/disking and mechanical clearing activities with AREVA and UniStar.
For purposes of this proposal GAI estimates the excavation of a total of up to 965 STPs and 76 test
units (approximately 63 m3); identification of up to 45 features; surface collection of approximately 11
acres (four sites); plowzone stripping/hand shovel scraping of approximately 4,350 m 2 (four sites); and
metal detector survey at two sites. As noted above, due to the upland setting of six of the seven sites,
GAI assumes that cultural resources at these sites will be near-surface in nature and test excavations
will extend no more than 50 cm (1.6 feet) in depth. Although Site 5 is situated in a low
terrace/floodplain setting with a potential for deeply buried cultural resources, due to the anticipated
shallow depth of proposed project impacts (15 to 18 cm) in this locality, excavations will extend to a
maximum depth of 80 cm (2.6 feet).
The field effort at each of the seven sites is anticipated to consist of the following:
a Site 2 (36LU279)-plow/disc 0.7 acres, surface collection, 20 judgmental STPs, 8 units [4 1.5xl .5meter (5x5-foot) and 4 11.5x0.75-meter (5x2.5-foot) units], 5 features, plowzone stripping/hand
shovel scraping of 300 m2 , mapping, backfill;
a Site 3 (36LU280)-plow/disc 0.2 acres, surface collection, 10 judgmental STPs, 4 units [2 1.5xl.5meter (5x5-foot) and 2 1.5x0.75-meter (5x2.5-foot) units], 5 features, plowzone stripping/hand
shovel scraping of 100 M2 , mapping, backfill;
= Site 4 (36LU281.)-plow/disc 0.3 acres, surface collection, 20 judgmental STPs, 8 units [4 1.5xl.5meter (5x5-foot) and 4 1.5xO.75-meter (5x2.5-foot) units], 5 features, plowzone stripping/hand
shovel scraping of 150 m2 , mapping, backfill;
.
Site 5 (36LU288)-plow/diso 9.4 acres, surface collection, 50 judgmental STPs, 20 lx1 -meter (3x3foot) units, 5 features, plowzone stripping/hand shovel scraping of 3,800 rn, mapping, backfill;
.
Site 7 (36LU283)-brush hog/hand clearing, metal detector survey, 300 5-meter (15-foot) interval
STPs, 12 units [6 1.5x1 .5-meter (5x5-foot) and 6 1 .5x0.75-meter (5x2.5-foot) units],1 0 features,
mapping, backfill;
a Site 9 (36LU285)-brush hog/hand clearing, metal detector survey, 65 5-meter (15-foot) interval
STPs, 8 units [4 1.5x1.5-meter (5x5-foot) and 4 1.5-xO.75-meter (5x2.5-foot) units], 5 features,
mapping, backfill;
a Site 10 (36LU286)- brush hog/hand clearing, mechanical removal of gravel, 500 5-meter (15-foot)
interval STPs, 16 units [8 1.5x1 .5-meter (5x5-foot) and 8 1".5x0.75-meter (5x2.5-foot) units], 10
features, mapping, backfill.
Task 4: Laboratory Analysis
Subsequent to Phase II fieldwork, GAI will conduct laboratory analysis of recovered artifacts to
characterize age, type, and function of recovered archaeological remains. Artifacts recovered during
Phase II testing will be transported to GAI's archaeological laboratory in Homestead, Pennsylvania,
and will be processed according to the Revised Curation Guidelines(PHMC/BHP 2006). These
materials will be washed, sorted, and labeled with the site number, if appropriate. Historic artifacts will
be separated into various material groups, including ceramics, glass, metal, faunal, etc. These artifacts
will be cataloged according to established typologies using the class-type-variety method. If possible,
historic proveniences will be assigned date ranges, based on the presence of diagnostic artifacts (e.g.,
bottle technological attributes, ceramic types). Soil flotation samples collected from feature fill will be
processed to recover small specimens such as seeds, nuts or small bones. Select samples will be
analyzed to identify archaeobotanical materials. The final artifact repository for these materials will be
determined in consultation with AREVA, UniStar and the PHMC/BHP.
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For the purpose of this proposal, GAI assumes the recovery of a total of up to 9,000 artifacts and the
processing of up to 45 flotation samples. These totals are based on the following assumptions for each
site:
" Site 2 (36LU279)-11,000 artifacts, 5 flotation samples
" Site 3 (36LU280)-800 artifacts, 5 flotation samples
" Site 4 (36LU281)-2,000 artifacts, 5 flotation samples
. Site 5 (36LU288)-500 artifacts, 5 flotation samples
0 Site 7 (36LU283)-2,200 artifacts, 10 flotation samples
a Site 9 (36LU285)-500 artifacts, 5 flotation samples
R Site 10 (36LU286)-2,000 artifacts, 10 flotation samples
Task 5: Combined Phase till Technical Report Preparation
GAI will prepare a combined Phase I/1l Technical Report on the previous Phase lb survey of the project
area and the Phase II National Register Evaluations of Sites 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, and 10 (36LU279,
36LU280, 36LU281, 36LU28B, 36LU283, 36LU285, and 36LU286). The report will include methods
and results of background research, historic context, archaeological fieldwork, and laboratory analysis.
It will present recommendations regarding the NRHP eligibility of these archaeological sites and, if
necessary, the need for additional work (i.e. Phase III Data Recovery Investigations). The report will
also contain a summary of architectural and historical investigations, including the results of
supplemental work to provide additional context for resource evaluation. Final recommendations of
NRHP eligibility for the Identified architectural and historical resources will be presented, as will
recommendations for the need to conduct additional work to evaluate project effects on NRHP-listed
and/or-eligible resources. Report appendices will include updated Pennsylvania Archaeological Site
Forms and catalogs of recovered artifacts, as well as revised Pennsylvania Historic Resource Survey
(PHRS) forms.
The Phase II field investigation, artifact analysis, and Phase i/11 report preparation will be conducted in
accordance with National Register Criteria and guidelines contained in NationalRegister Bulletin 15How to Apply the National Register Criteriafor Evaluation (National Park Service 1998) and National
Register Bulletin 21-DefiningBoundariesfor NationalRegister Properties(National Park Service
1997).
GAI assumes the completion of the following project deliverables:
" Five (5) hardcopies and electronic copy of Draft Report for client review;
" Five (5) hardcopies of Final Report, as well as disc with PDF and MS Word files, within two (2)
weeks of receipt of comments on Draft Report;
" Project records (photographic negatives, maps, notes, etc.) submitted to the Client or PHMC/BHP
as requested by Client upon submittal of Final Report.
Task 6: Assessment of Effects-Historic Resources
Based on the results of GAI's Phase la and lb surveys and recommendations outlined in the Phase lb
Management Summary (Munford at al. 2008), GAI assumes that ten historic resources within the
project APE will be considered eligible for NRHP listing: Union Reformed and Lutheran Church (Old
River Church) and Cemetery (GAI-03, 086572), Woodcrest (GAI-04), Stone Arch Bridge (GAI-06),
North Market Street Bridge (GAI-09), North Branch Pennsylvania Canal (GAI-10, 141673), Canadian
Pacific/Bloomsburg Division of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railway (GAl-1 1), Susquehanna
and Tioga Turnpike (GAI-1 2), House (Red Brick Studios) (GAI-26), Pennsylvania Railroad-Sunbury
Line/Delaware & Hudson Railroad (GAI-27), and the Wapwallopen Historic District (GAI-36 through
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GAI-45). GAI will conduct a formal assessment of the project's effects to these historic resources under
36CFR800.5.
The assessment of effects study will include archival research, fieldwork, and report preparation.
Archival research will include detailed site-specific historical research to firmly establish the historic
context for assessing project effects to each specific historic resource, according to methods outlined in
National Register Criteriaand guidelines containedin National Register Bulletin 15-How to Apply the
National Register Criteriafor Evaluation (NationalPark Service 1998), National Register Bulletin 21Defining Boundariesfor NationalRegister Properties (NationalPark Service 1997), and any other
applicable state guidelines.
Fieldwork will involve visits to each of the ten NRHP-eligible historic resources to assess the project's
effects, based on the contextual and site-specific background information. GAl will consider proposed
construction activities in relation to each historic resource. GAl will conduct a visual impact
assessment by photographing the location of proposed nuclear power plant buildings and transmission
lines from each of the te'n aforementioned historic resources. Computer modeling and rendering
techniques will be employed to produce visual simulation images illustrating 'before" and "after" visual
conditions in the project area. The nature and extent of possible adverse effects to each resource will
be carefully considered by applying the Criteria of Adverse Effect (36 CFR 800.5(a)(1)) to determine if
any direct or indirect effects to the historic resource will result from the proposed project (National Park
Service 1992a and 1992b).
GAI will prepare a Criteria of Effects report to be submitted under separate cover following submittal of
and comments on the Combined Phase Ilit Technical Report. The report will include results of archival
research, fieldwork, and the application of the Criteria of Adverse Effect, as well as recommendations
for avoidance, mitigation, or further consultation.

Cost Proposal and Schedule
GAI can conduct Phase II National Register Evaluations of Sites 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, and 10 (36LU279,
36LU280, 36LU281, 36LU288, 36LU283, 36LU285, and 36LU286) and an assessment of effects for
historic resources, as delineated above, for a cost of $XXXXXXXXX. This cost includes the
preparation of a combined Phase 1/11Technical Report and a separate Criteria of Effects report. Based
on the assumptions stated in the workplan, it is anticipated that fieldwork will extend for a period of
approximately twelve (12) calendar weeks. Laboratory work and report preparation will take
approximately twenty-five (25) calendar weeks and will, in part, run concurrently with fieldwork. GAI
will submit a Preliminary Draft Phase 1/11 Technical Report within twenty-two (22) calendar weeks
following the end of fieldwork. The Criteria of Effects report will be submitted under separate cover
following receipt of comments from the PHMC/BHP.
Costs are based on the workplan described above as well as the following assumptions:
"
"
"
"
"
"

a

One mobilizationfdemobilization for all fieldwork;
Field crew consisting of Senior Archaeologist (field director), 2 Senior Technicians (crew chiefs),
and 12 technicians;
8-hour work day;
10-day work sessions with lodging provided for crew over 4-day break, when necessary;
Fieldwork includes clearing, mapping, metal detector survey, surface collection, plowzone
stripping/hand shovel scraping, excavation (STPs, test units and features) and travel;
Excavation of up to 965 STPs and up to 76 test units (approximately 63 mi);
STP and test unit excavations will extend to a maximum depth of 50 cm (1.6 feet) in uplands and to
a maximum depth of 80 cm (2.6 feet) in low terrace/floodplain settings (Site 5/36LU288);
Identification of up to 45 features; features are assumed to have maximum dimensions of 60 cm (2
feet) and a maximum depth of 50 cm (1.6 feet); if deep features (e.g. wells, privies) are
encountered, GAI will sample only the upper few feet of feature fill;
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"
"
"

"
"
"
"

Sites in cultivated fields (Sites 2, 3, 4, and 5/36LU279, 26LU280, 36LU281 and 36LU288) will be
plowed and disked prior to start of Phase II fieldwork;
Cost assumes no crop damages will be incurred and no crop removal will be required;
Mechanical removal of surface gravel deposit in portions of one site (Site 1036LU286);
Costs for writing and implementation of Erosion and Sedimentation (E&S) Control plan
(stabilization, reseeding, inspection, etc.) associated with mechanical soil removal are not included
in this cost;
Curation rates of $350 per box (as per PHMC/BHP requirements);
G
No extreme weather conditions or winter fieldwork (e.g., frozen ground or flooding);
No more than two (2) days of down time due to inclement weather;
Submittal of a Combined Phase 1I/I Technical Report (no management summary or interim report)
including one round of report revisions;
Submittal of a separate Assessment of Effects report.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at (412) 476-2000 x1200
(b.resnick@qaiconsultants.com or Barbara Munford at (412) 476-2000 x1203
(b.munford@.qaiconsultants.com). We look forward to working with you and continuing to provide
AREVA and UniStar with cultural resources services for the Bell Bend project.
Sincerely,
GAI Consultants, Inc.

Ben Resnick, M.A., RPA
Group Manager
Cultural Resources Group
/bam

Barbara A. Munford, M.A.
Lead Archaeologist
Cultural Resources Group
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RECEIVED JUN 11 7IfW

11 June 2009
Rocco R. Sgarro
PPL Bell Bend, LLC
38 Bomboy Lane, Suite 2
Berwick, PA 18603

ifl EXPEDITE REVIEW USE
RHP WEFERENCE NUM'lBErt

Re:

ERA# 81-0658-079-T
Scope of Work Proposal for Phase R
Archaeological Evaluations and Assessment of
Effects to Historic Resources, Bell Bend Nuclear
Power Plant, Salem. Township, Luzerne County,
Pennsylvania

Dear Mr. Sgarro:
The Bureau for Historic Preservation (the State Historic Prservation Office) has
reviewed the above named project in accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic

Preservation Act of 1966, as amended in 1980 and 1992, and the regulations (36 CFR Part 800)
of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation as revised in 1999 and 2004. These regulations
require consideration of the project's potential effect upon both historic and archaeological
resources.
We agree with the proposed scope of work for both the archaeological and historic
structures investigations. We look forward to consulting further with you in this matter.
If you need further ini.rmation in this matter please consult Steven McDougal at (717) 7720923.

'DouglasC. Mck-'=ren, Chief
_•,----''•Division of Archaeology &
-"2

Protection
cc:

B. Munford, GAI Consultants
S. Imboden, NRC, Mailstop T-6D38M
J. Davis, NRC, Mailstop 0-1 IFI

DCMksrm

806.14(a)(2)(xi): Evidence of compliance with applicable water
registration requirements of the member jurisdiction in which th4OCT 15 2009
project is located.
The Water Resources Planning Act, Act 220, requires the Departme h1.
Environmental Protection (DEP) to conduct a statewide water withdrawal
and use registration and reporting program. The regulation, which
establishes water withdrawal and use registration, monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting requirements at 25 Pa. Code Chapter 110, became
effective upon its publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin on November 15,
2008.
Chapter 110 applies to public water supply agencies (defined as community
water systems) and hydropower facilities, irrespective of the amount of
withdrawal, and any person whose total withdrawal from one or more points
of withdrawal within a watershed operated as a system either concurrently or
sequentially exceeds an average rate of 10,000 gallons per day (gpd) of
water in any 30-day period. Those persons who obtain their water through an
interconnection with another person in an amount that exceeds an average
rate of 100,000 gpd in any 30-day period also must register. Registrants
must annually report their water usage and other information and retain
records for at least 5 years.
Specifically, § 110.202, Submission of registrations, states, "Registration
shall be submitted to the Department by March 16, 2004, or 30 days
following initiation of a water withdrawal or withdrawal use subject to
§ 110.201 (relating to the registration requirement), whichever is later."
The registrationof water withdrawalforthe Bell Bendproject will be made
by submitting the proper registrationforms to the PennsylvaniaDepartment
of EnvironmentalProtectionno later than 30 days following initiationof
water withdrawalforthefacility.

806.14(a)(3)(i) Surface water characteristics (quality, quantity, flow
regimen, other hydrological characteristics).

Refer to attached BBNPP Environmental Report Sections:
4.2
4.3.2.2
5.2
5.3.3

Water-related Impacts
Impacts to the Susquehanna River and Offsite Streams
Water Related Impacts
Heat Discharge System

OCT 15 2009

Report: Susquehanna River Thermal Plume and Dilution Modeling BBNPP,
ERM, June, 2008.

Part 3: Environmental Report
4.2

Water-Related Impacts

WATER-RELATED IMPACTS
The following sections describe the hydrologic alterations and water use impacts that result
from the construction of the BBNPP. Section 4.2.1 describes the hydrologic alterations
resulting from construction activities including the physical effects of these alterations on other
users, the best management practices to minimize any adverse impacts and how the project
will comply with the applicable federal, state and local standards and regulations. Section 4.2.2
describes the potential changes in water quality and an evaluation of the impacts resulting
from construction activities on water quality, availability and use.

4.2.1

HYDROLOGIC ALTERATIONS
This section discusses the proposed construction activities including site preparation, the
resulting hydrologic alterations and physical effects of these activities on other water users,
best management practices to minimize adverse impacts, and compliance with applicable
federal, state and local environmental regulations.
4.2.1.1

Description of Surface Water Bodies and Groundwater Aquifiers

The BBNPP site covers an area of 424 ac (172 ha) within the 882 ac (357 ha) OCA and is located
on a flat upland terrace adjacent to the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station in Salem Township,
Luzerne County, Pennsylvania near U.S. Highway 11 as shown in Figure 2.1-2. Additional details
on the BBNPP site location and surrounding area are provided in Section 2.1.
The topography at the BBNPP site is gently rolling with steeper slopes in the northern half of
the site. Local relief ranges from approximately 485 ft (148 m) above mean sea level at the
Susquehanna River to an elevation of 650 ft (198 m) along Walker Run in the southwest corner
of the site up to approximately 800 ft (244 m) on the hilltop just north of the power block. The
BBNPP site is drained by Walker Run toward the southwest, while the pipeline corridor to the
east of the power block drains eastward toward the North Branch Canal and Susquehanna
River. Five existing surface water impoundments are present on the site.
Surface Water Bodies
The surface water bodies (Figure 2.3-33) within the hydrologic system that may be affected by
the construction and operation of BBNPP are:
*

East fork of Walker Run;

*

Main stem of Walker Run;
JJohnson's Pond;

*

Beaver Pond;

*

West Building Pond;

*

Unnamed Pond;

*

Farm Pond;

*

North Branch Division of the Pennsylvania Canal System; and

*

Susquehanna River.

Walker Run is perennial and typically fed by springs and seeps.
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Four of the small onsite ponds are present on the eastern half of the BBNPP site while Farm
Pond is in the vicinity of the power block. These man-made impoundments drain to the East
Fork of Walker Run and Walker Run. Water levels in Walker Run appear to be heavily influenced
by surface runoff from the site and from upstream drainages to the north and northwest of the
site.
A USGS gauging station is located upriver on the Susquehanna River at Wilkes-Barre and these
records are presented in Section 2.3.1. Additional details on the surface water drainage and
hydrology are also presented in Section 2.3.1.
Groundwater Aquifers
The BBNPP site lies in the northeastern end of the Ridge and Valley Province in northeastern
Pennsylvania. In the vicinity of the BBNPP site, the total thickness of the Paleozoic sedimentary
rocks overlying the Precambrian crystalline basement is approximately 33,000 ft (10,058 m).
The sedimentary rocks include sandstone, siltstone, shale, and limestone units. In the Ridge and
Valley province of Pennsylvania, groundwater is found in and produced from almost all the rock
formations, including shales and clay shales. This is partly due to the fact that they have been
folded, faulted, and fractured. As a result, there are no areally extensive aquitards in the vicinity
of BBNPP.
In the northeastern corner of Pennsylvania, the bedrock is overlain by a variable thickness of
glacial till, outwash, colluviums, kame, and kame terrace deposits of Pleistocene age. A large
percentage of these surficial glacial materials were deposited during the last major glacial
advance of the Wisconsin stage. The BBNPP site lies at the edge of where the Wisconsin glacier
made its farthest advance and, as a result, end moraine deposits are present at the BBNPP site.
The surficial glacial overburden aquifer includes all of the glacial outwash, kame, and kame
terrace, till, colluviums, alluvium, and other unconsolidated surficial deposits that overlie the
bedrock, are saturated, and transmit groundwater. It is the main aquifer that could be impacted
by project construction activities at the BBNPP site, and is more fully described in Section 2.3.1.
The hydrostratigraphic column for the BBNPP site and surrounding area, identifying geologic
units, confining units, and aquifers are shown in Figure 2.3-19 through Figure 2.3-22. The
physical characteristics of the groundwater aquifers are provided in Section 2.3.1 and
Section 2.3.2.
4.2.1.2

Construction Activities

The following construction activities will take place that may alter site hydrology:
Clearing. Grubbing. and Grading
Spoils, backfill borrow, and topsoil storage areas will be established on parts of the BBNPP
property. Clearing and grubbing of the site begins with harvesting trees, vegetation removal,
and disposal of tree stumps. Topsoil will be moved to a storage area (for later use) in
preparation for excavation. The general plant area including the cooling tower areas will be
brought to plant grade in preparation for foundation excavation and installation. As described
in Section 4.1, approximately 630 ac (255 ha) of land will be cleared for road, facility
construction, laydown and parking uses.
Road Construction

BBNPP
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As described in Section 4.1.1.1, a new three-lane access road, approximately 0.8 mi (1.3 kin)
long, would be constructed from U.S. Highway 11 to the construction site providing access to
the construction areas without impeding traffic to the existing units. A new rail road spur will
connect to the existing line on the eastern boundary of SSES and provide access to the laydown
area located near the northwestern boundary of the BBNPP site. A site perimeter road system
will be installed, including an access road from the cooling tower area to the power block area.
Temporary Utilities
Temporary utilities include above-ground and underground Infrastructure for power,
communications, potable water, wastewater, and fire protection.
Temporary Construction Facilities
Temporary construction facilities include offices, warehouses, sanitary toilets, a changing area,
a training area, and personnel access facilities. The site of the concrete batch plant includes the
cement storage silos, the batch plant and areas for aggregate unloading and storage.
Parking. Laydown. Fabrication, and Shop Preparation Areas
The parking, laydown, fabrication and shop areas include preparation of the parking and
laydown areas by grading and stabilizing the surface with gravel. The shop and fabrication
areas include the concrete slabs for formwork, laydown, module assembly, equipment parking
and maintenance, and fuel and lubricant storage. Concrete pads for cranes and crane assembly
will be installed.
Underground Installations
Concurrent with the power block earthworks, the initial non-safety-related underground fire
protection, water supply, and sanitary piping, and electrical power and lighting duct banks will
be installed and backfilled. These installations will continue as construction progresses.
Intake/Pumphouse Cofferdams
A sheet pile cofferdam and dewatering system will be Installed downstream of the
Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) Units I and 2 intake structure to facilitate the
construction of the BBNPP Circulating Water System (CWS) Makeup Water Intake Structure.
Pilings will alsobe driven to facilitate construction of new discharge system piping.
Excavation of the intake structure, erection of the pump house, and installation of mechanical,
piping, and electrical systems follow the piling operations and continue through plant
construction. Excavated material will be transported to a spoils area located outside the
boundaries of designated wetlands.
Power Block Earthwork (Excavation)
The deepest excavations in the power block area arefor the BBNPP reactor and auxiliary
building foundations that extend to approximately 64 ft (19.5 m) below the existing ground
surface. The excavations will take place concurrent with the installation of any required
dewatering systems, slope protection and retaining wall systems. At a minimum, drainage
sumps will be installed at the bottom of the excavations from which surface drainage and
groundwater infiltration will be pumped to a stormwater discharge point. Monitoring of
BBNPP
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construction effluents and stormwater runoff would be performed as required in the
stormwater pollution prevention plan, the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit, and other applicable permits obtained for construction. Excavated material
will be transferred to the spoils and backfill borrow storage areas. Acceptable material from the
excavations will be stored and reused as structural backfill.
Power Block Earthwork (Backfill)
The installation of suitable backfill to support structures or systems occurs as part of the site
preparation activities. Backfill material will come from the concrete batch plant, onsite borrow
pit and storage areas, or offsite sources. Excavated areas will be backfilled to reach the initial
level of the building foundation grade. Backfill will continue to be placed around the
foundation as the building rises from the excavation until final plant grade is reached.
Nuclear Island Base Mat Foundations
The deepest foundations in the power block are installed early In the construction sequence.
Detailed steps include: installation of the grounding grid, mud-mat concrete work surface,
reinforcing steel and civil, electrical, mechanical/piping embedded items, forming, and
concrete placement and curing.
Transmission Corridors
New onsite transmission corridors will be installed from the BBNPP switchyard to an expansion
of the existing Susquehanna 500 kV yard and the new Susquehanna 500 kV yard. Tower
foundations will be installed as well as access roads running along, or intersecting with, the
corridors. Additionally, an existing onsite 230 kV transmission line will be relocated to
accommodate plant structures associated with the BBNPP site.
Offsite Areas
As stated in Section 2.2.2, BBNPP will use existing offsite transmission corridors along with the
independently planned Susquehanna-Roseland 500 kV line to connect to the electrical grid.
No additional transmission corridors or other offsite land use would be required to connect the
BBNPP to the existing electrical grid.
4.2.1.3

Water Sources and Amounts Needed for Construction

Water demand during construction of BBNPP is estimated on work days to average from
77,800 gpd (294,000 Ipd) to 138,000 gpd (522,000 Ipd) during the approximately 68-month
construction phase, as described in Section 5.2.1 and Table 5.2-1. Limited amounts of
groundwater pumped from the excavations will be used for manufacture of concrete in the
concrete batch plant, dust control and other construction purposes. None will be used as a
source of drinking water.
Initially, water for construction will be transported on site by trucks and stored onsite in
temporary tanks. Once a potable water line is brought to the site, local municipal water will be
the primary source of water for construction. Table 4.2-1 shows the estimated amounts of fresh
water needed by construction year. It is currently estimated that a peak water demand of up to
approximately 1,200 gpm (4,500 Ipm) will be required for BBNPP construction activities
(demands include those for construction personnel, concrete manufacturing, dust control,
hydro testing and flushing, and filling tanks and piping). Based on the water demand figures
presented in Table 4.2-1 average construction water usage would be less and is estimated at
BBNPP
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250 gpm (950 Ipm). The potential sources of water for construction include local municipal
water, Susquehanna River water, and offsite water trucked to the construction site.
4.2.1.4

Surface Water Bodies Receiving Construction Effluents that Could Affect
Water Quality

The surface water bodies within the hydrologic system at the BBNPP site that could receive
effluents during BBNPP construction are listed in Section 42..1.1.
Two impoundments are planned to catch stormwater and sediment runoff from the various
construction areas. Modeling of the runoff from the probable maximum flood (PMF) during
plant operation bounds the possible runoff amounts, characteristics, and impacts that might
occur during construction due to unpaved surfaces allowing for greater stormwater infiltration
into the ground. The impoundments will be sized so as to prevent fast flowing, sediment laden
stormwater from reaching Walker Run or the Susquehanna River by allowing the sediments to
settle out. The flow velocities will be minimized to prevent erosion of the stream banks. The
allowable flow rates and physical characteristics of stormwater runoff will be specified in the
state discharge permits.
Maximum runoff for the entire basin (comprised of three sub-basins) during the PMF is
estimated at 24,569 cfs (696 m 3/s). The maximum high water level elevation in Walker Run is
670.96 ft (204.51 m) NGVD 29, which is below the approximate674 ft (205 m) NGVD 29
elevation of the final site grade in the power block, switchyard, and cooling tower area.
4.2.1.5

Construction Impacts

Construction of BBNPP with its associated cooling towers will impact the glacial overburden
aquifer, current Walker Run drainages and impoundments at the BBNPP site. In order to build
the power block and other safety-related structures on bedrock, the glacial overburden aquifer
must first be excavated and removed. Temporary dewatering will be required for groundwater
management during excavation and construction on the BBNPP power block foundations.
Temporary dewatering is also required for the excavation of the Essential Service Water System
Emergency Makeup System (ESWEMS) pumphouse.
As described In Section 2.3.2, the area of the proposed nuclear island and safety-related
structures has saturated glacial overburden deposits that range up to approximately 64 ft (20
m) thick. The hydraulic conductivity of the glacial overburden materials is relatively large (10 to
200 ft/day) (3.1 to 61 m/day), so relatively large rates of groundwater seepage into excavations
could be encountered.
In order to excavate down to bedrock surface and construct the foundations in the power block
area and the ESWEMS Pumphouse, the sand and gravel aquifer needs first to be dewatered in
the entire excavation area in order to achieve stable sidewalls and to minimize the area that is
disturbed during excavation. Prior to excavation a concrete diaphragm wall, slurry wall, or
other type of groundwater flow barrier will be constructed around the excavation area. This
step will be performed in order to minimize the amount of groundwater that flows into the
excavation and minimize the potential impacts to the shallow glacial aquifer during
construction activities. Once construction of the power block foundations nears completion,
the dewatering wells will be turned off and converted to monitoring wells, if deemed
necessary. Otherwise, they will be pressure-grouted shut and abandoned in accordance with
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PADEP) well abandonment
requirements.
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A permanent groundwater barrier will be constructed around the power block which will limit
groundwater flow into the area. Large sections of the site will have buildings and pavement
over the land surface which will significantly reduce groundwater recharge from the surface.
Surface drainage modifications will also affect groundwater recharge and groundwater
elevations in the glacial overburden aquifer. A large portion of the wetland areas will be
drained and filled. The east fork of Walker Run which originates north of the BBNPP site, and
currently flows along the eastern side of the site then westward through the power block area
to join Walker Run, will be diverted so it flows eastward into Storm Water Pond No. 2
Runoff from the finished grade of the BBNPP power block, switchyard, cooling towers, parking
areas and permanent laydown areas will be directed by sloping towards a series of bioretention ditches around most of the periphery of these permanent features. Any excess runoff
from the bio-retention ditches will in turn flow into stormwater impoundments. The bioretention ditches will be constructed of base materials that promote infiltration of runoff from
low intensity rainfall events. However, for large storms the infiltration capacity of the base
materials will be exceeded and overflow pipes will direct the excess runoff to the stormwater
impoundments. The final site grading plan is shown in Figure 4.2-1
The planned storm water impoundments will include a piping system that will direct any
discharge to the adjacent watercourses. One impoundment, Storm Water Pond No. 1, is
northwest of the power block and will discharge into Walker Run. The small ponds will be filled
in by the construction of the BBNPP power block, adjacent permanent laydown area, and other
site features. Excess runoff from the eastern section of the site and adjacent areas will flow
easterly into Storm Water Pond No. 2 just south of the SSES site and in turn discharge to the
Susquehanna River.
Grading of the excavation spoils pile fora temporary laydown area, concrete batch plant, access
road, and construction parking areas could increase runoff into the constructed
impoundments downstream of the spoils pile and into temporary impoundments along the
southern edge of the new access road as shown in Figure 4.2-1.
Construction Impacts to the existing surface water bodies are summarized as follows:

BBNPP

*

Increasing runoff from the approximately 87 ac (35 ha) of impervious and relatively
impervious surfaces for the BBNPP power block pad, cooling tower pads, switchyard,
laydown, and parking areas;

*

Infilling and eliminating the Farm Pond;

*

Re-routing a section of east fork Walker Run through a culvert that will pass under the
site and then discharge to the wetlands area at the southwestern corner of the site;

#

Creating a new stream channel and relocating the section of the main stem of Walker
Run at the western boundary of the site along Market Street;

#

Construction of cofferdams that will temporarily de-water a section of the canal;

*

Creating a new channel and then re-routing a drainage ditch that drains the canal into
the rver;

*

Wetlands removal, fill and hydrologic disruptions; and

*

Possibly increasing sediment loads and channel erosion rates in the downstream
reaches of Walker Run and Unnamed Tributary 2.
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The site drainage basin areas are not expected to drastically change as a result of the site
grading plan.
These impacts to surface water bodies are MODERATE, primarily due to the loss of wetlands and
required mitigation. The mitigation measures associated with the wetlands are described in
Section 4.3.1.6. The permanent loss of affected wetlands, 36 ac (14.6 ha), compared to
83,797 ac (33,911 ha) of wetlands in the region is SMALL.
4.2.1.6

Identification of Surface Water and Groundwater Users

There are no users of onsite surface water. Walker Run flows into the Susquehanna River where
there is recreational boating and fishing. There is no commercial fishing on the Susquehanna
River in the vicinity of BBNPR
Groundwater users in the vicinity of the BBNPP site are identified in Section 2.3.2. The nearest
permitted PADEP groundwater well (beyond the boundary of the BBNPP property boundary
and downgradient from the site), is permitted as Industrial Use and is located approximately 1.7
mi (2.7 km) from the center of the BBNPP site as shown in Figure 2.3-73.
4.2.1.7

Proposed Practices to Limit or Minimize Hydrologic Alterations

The following actions will be used to limit or minimize expected hydrologic alterations:
*

Groundwater flow barriers will be installed during construction of the power block and
ESWEMS pumphouse.

+

Implementation of best management practices (BMPs) such as;
*

Maintaining clean working areas;

+

Removing excess debris and trash from construction areas;
Properly containing and cleaning up all fuel and chemical spills;

*

Installing erosion prevention devices In areas with exposed soils;
Utilizing percolating pavement where feasible;

*

0

Installing sediment control devices at the edges of construction areas; and

0

Retaining and controlling stormwater and wash-down water onsite.

Implementation of a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP).

The bio-retention ditches are designed to allow runoff to infiltrate. They wifl shift, slightly, the
recharge areas for the glacial overburden aquifer. The amount of recharge may increase since
there is less opportunity for evaporation and evapotranspiration. Monitoring of construction
effluents and stormwater runoff will be performed as required in the stormwater pollution
prevention plan, NPDES permit, and other applicable permits obtained for construction.
4.2.1.8

Compliance with Applicable Hydrological Standards and Regulations

The regulations guiding the implementation of BMPs for erosion and sediment control are
provided in 25 PA Code, Chapter 702 (PA, 2000). These regulations contain BMP installation
instructions and typical construction activities which require BMPs. Monitoring of construction
BBNPP
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effluents and stormwater runoff will be performed as required by the PADEP, Pennsylvania
Stormwater Best Management Practices Manual (PADEP, 2006), NPDES permit, and other
applicable permits obtained for the construction.
4.2.1.9

Best Management Practices

The following BMPs will be implemented:
*

Controlling site runoff;
Monitoring runoff, groundwater, and surface water bodies for contaminants;
Implementing controls, such as a spill prevention program, to protect against
accidental discharge of contaminants (fuel spills, other fluids and solids that could
degrade groundwater).

The blo-retention ditches are designed to allow runoff to infiltrate. They will shift the recharge
areas for the glacial overburden aquifer. Monitoring of construction effluents and stormwater
runoff would be performed as required in the stormwater management plan, NPDES permit,
and other applicable permits obtained for the construction.
In addition, BBNPP will comply with the requirements and conditions of the various permits
issued to support construction. Environmental compliance personnel will monitor
construction activities and provide direction to add, modify or replace site practices to ensure
compliance with hydrological standards and regulations.
4.2.1.10

References

PA, 2000. 25 PA Code, Chapter 102, Erosion and Sediment Control, Januaary 2000, Website:
http://www.pacode.com/secure/data/025/chapter1 02/chapl 02toc.html, Date accessed: June
3,2008.
PADEP, 2006. PA Department of Environmental Protection, Bureau of Watershed Management,
PennsylvaniaStormwaterBest ManagementPracticesManual,Website: http://164.156.74.80/
VWRQ.asp?docid=2087d8407c0e00000000071 b0000071 b&context=2&backlink=WXOD.aspx%
3ffs%3d2087d8407c0e00008000071900000719%26ft%3d 1, Date accessed: April 11, 2008.
4.2.2

WATER USE IMPACTS
This section discusses the proposed construction activities and resulting hydrologic alterations
that could impact water use, an evaluation of potential changes in water quality resulting from
construction activities and hydrologic changes, an evaluation of proposed practices to
minimize adverse impacts, and compliance with applicable federal, state and local
environmental regulations.
4.2.2.1

Description of the Site and Vicinity Water Bodies

The BBNPP site covers an area of approximately 882 ac (357 ha) and is located to the northwest
of the Susquehanna River in Luzerne County, Pennsylvania near US Route 11 as shown in Figure
2.2-1. Additional details on the BBNPP site location and surrounding area are provided in
Section 2.1.
The surface water bodies, as shown in Figure Figure 2.3-33, within the hydrologic system at the
BBNPP site that may be affected by the construction and operation of BBNPP are discussed in
Section 4.2.1.1.
B8NPP
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Additional details on the surface water drainage and hydrology are presented in Section 2.3.1
and the Final Wetland Delineation Report.
The glacial overburden aquifer could be impacted by project construction activities at the
BBNPP site. This, and the other aquifers in the regional groundwater system, are described in
Section 2.3.1 and Section 2.3.2. Site-specific hydrogeologic cross-sections are provided in
Figure 2.3-34 through Figure 2.3-36.
4.2.2.2

Hydrologic Alterations and Related Construction Activities

Construction Impacts to the existing surface water bodies are summarized as follows:
Increasing runoff from the approximately 87 ac (35 ha) of impervious and relatively
impervious surfaces for the BBNPP power block pad, cooling tower pad, switchyard,
permanent laydown, and parking areas;
Infilling the Farm Pond due to construction of the BBNPP powerblock;
Disruption and possible relocation of Walker Run and other unnamed tributaries;.
*

Wetlands removal and disruptions; and

*

Possibly increasing the sediment loads into the downstream reaches of Walker Run.

The hydrologic alterations to groundwater that could result from the project related
construction activities are:
*

Creation of a local and temporary depression in the glacial overburden aquifer due to
dewatering for foundation excavations;

*

Disruption of current glacial overburden aquifer recharge and discharge areas by plant
construction. Hilly, vegetated areas would be cleared and graded; the unnamed
tributary to Walker Run may be redirected to the east toward the Susquehanna River
and construction areas would be covered by less permeable materials and graded to
increase runoff into bio-retention ditches and sedimentation ponds. The locations of,
or quantity of, water produced at springs and seeps could change downgradient of the
construction areas; and

*

Stormwater runoff from the flat, non-vegetated foundation pads, switchyard and
laydown areas would be directed and concentrated into bio-retention ditches and new
Impoundments that could affect recharge to the glacial overburden aquifer. Since the
ditches and impoundments are unlined, they could act as smaller, focused recharge
areas and might increase the amount of water recharging the glacial overburden
aquifer.

A further discussion of related construction activities is provided in Section 4.2.1.2.
4.2.2.3

Physical Effects of Hydrologic Alterations

Impacts from the construction of BBNPP are similar to those associated with any large
construction project. The construction activities that could produce hydrologic alterations to
surface water bodies and groundwater aquifers are presented in Section 4.2.1.2. The
potentially affected surface water bodies and groundwater aquifers are described in
Section 4.2.1.4. The potential construction effects on surface water bodies and groundwater
aquifers are presented in Section 4.2.1.5.
Surface Water Impacts
BBNPP
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Because of the potential for impacting surface water resources, a number of environmental
permits are needed prior to initiating construction. Table 1.3-i provides a list of constructionrelated consultations and permits that have to be obtained prior to initiating construction
activities.
The construction activities expected to produce the greatest impacts on the surface water
bodies occur from:
*

Reducing the available infiltration area;
Grading and the subsequent covering of the 61.2 ac (24.8 ha) for the BBNPP power
block foundation;

*

Grading and covering of the 21.1 ac (8.5 ha) for the BBNPP cooling tower pads;

*

Grading and covering of the 7.5 ac (3.0 ha) for the 8BNPP switchyard/substation;

*

Vegetation removal and grading of 265.4 ac (107.4 ha) for temporary construction
laydown areas, concrete batch plant, offices, parking, and transmission line corridors;

*

Creation of impoundments;

*

Elimination of the existing Farm Pond; and

*

Relocation of a small section of Walker Run and elimination or redirection of the
existing branches of Walker Run.

Additional information on construction related land-use is provided in Section 4.1.1.
Site grading and new building foundations will cover and reduce existing infiltration and
recharge areas. Runoff will be-directed into blo-retention ditches that could discharge to new
impoundments, altering the glacial overburden aquifer recharge areas. Possible increases in
runoff volume and velocity in the downstream creeks may cause erosion and adversely affect
riparian habitat if not controlled.
Dewatering for the proposed foundation excavations could also impact surface water bodies.
Effluent from the dewatering system, and any stormwater accumulating during the excavation,
would be pumped to a stormwater dfscharge point or into onsite impoundments. If pollutants
(e.g., oil, hydraulic fluid, concrete slurry) exist in these effluents from construction activities,
they could enter the impoundments, downstream channel sections, or other surface water
bodies. Monitoring of construction effluents and stormwater runoff would be performed as
required in the Erosion and Sediment Control Plan, NPDES permit, and other applicable permits
obtained for construction. Depending on the design of the stormwater impoundments and
discharge systems, outflow rates into the surface streams could be altered.
All water bodies within the BBNPP site boundary could have the potential to indirectly receive
untreated construction effluents. The water bodies listed in Section 4.2.1.1 are potentially
subject to receiving untreated construction effluents directly. It will be necessary to implement
proper BMPs under state regulations such as an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan and an
NPDES Permit. Table 1.3-7 lists and presents additional information on the federal, state and
Local Authorizations associated with this project.
If proper BMPs are implemented under these permits, treated construction effluents could be
released to the site water bodies without adverse impacts. Flow rates for untreated
construction effluents will depend upon the usage of water during site construction activities
and the amount of precipitation contacting construction debris during construction activities.
BBNPP
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Flow rates and physical characteristics of the construction effluents are discussed in
Section 4.2.1.4. A quantitative calculation and evaluation of the construction effluents and
runoff will be done as part of the state construction permit process. BMPs would be
implemented to control runoff, soil erosion, and sediment transport. Good housekeeping
practices and engineering controls will be implemented to prevent and contain accidental
spills of fuels, lubricants, oily wastes, sanitary wastes, etc.
BMPs are implemented under an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan, as described in
Section 4.2.1.7 and Section 4.2.2.10. Environmental control systems installed to minimize
impacts related to construction activities will comply with all federal, state and local
environmental regulations and requirements. Once the initial controls are in place, they are
maintained through the completion of construction and during plant operation, as needed.
Surface water impacts are moderate, primarily due to the loss of wetlands and wetland buffers,
and will require mitigation. The mitigation measures associated with the wetlands and wetland
buffers are described in Section 4.3.1.6.
Groundwater Impacts
Depending on the design of the stormwater impoundments and discharge systems, outflow
velocity and volume in the surface streams could change, and change the volume of water
available to infiltrate and recharge the glacial overburden aquifer.
No groundwater withdrawals will be made for the construction of BBNPR
The hydrologic alterations that could be produced in the groundwater aquifers are expected to
be localized and possibly temporary. Most of the effects are expected to occur In the
uppermost or glacial overburden aquifer. Any effects in the deeper aquifers are expected to be
minor, due to remaining within the existing permit withdrawal limits, and dependent to a large
extent on groundwater travel time, thickness and physical properties of the intervening
stratigraphic units, and the nature of the hydraulic connection between aquifers.
The construction activities listed in Section 4.2.1.2 that are expected to produce the greatest
impacts on the glacial overburden aquifer are related to:
*

Changing the existing recharge and discharge areas;

*

Possibly changing the amount of runoff available for infiltration; and

*

Dewatering of foundation excavations during construction.

Site grading and leveling for the building foundations and laydown areas will cover and
possibly eliminate existing recharge areas. Runoff from the graded areas will be directed into
bioretention ditches and several proposed impoundments, possibly creating new "focused"
recharge areas. Runoff velocity may be increased in the channels downstream of the
impoundments, which could decrease the amount of runoff available for infiltration and
recharge. Fine-grained sediments could settle out in the impoundments and channels and
create less-permeable areas for infiltration and recharge. These changes affect local recharge
to the glacial overburden aquifer. Impacts on the deeper aquifers are likely to be small.
Dewatering foundation excavations also produce localized impacts on the glacial overburden
aquifer. The deepest excavations anticipated are for the proposed reactor and auxiliary
building foundations, and extend approximately 64 ft (20 m) below plant grade in order to
reach bedrock. The dewatering system and activities are not expected to have any significant
BBNPP
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impact on the deeper aquifers. Hence, it is insensitive to perturbances of the glacial
overburden aquifer. Effluent from the dewatering system will be pumped to a stormwater
discharge point. Monitoring of construction effluents and stormwater runoff will be performed
as required in the stormwater pollution prevention plan, NPDES permit, and other applicable
permits obtained for the construction.
The locally lowered glacial overburden aquifer water level would be expected to eventually
recover after the dewatering and other subsurface construction activities are complete.
Although it would be altered by buildings and paved areas, rainwater is still allowed to infiltrate
in other plant areas to recharge the aquifier.
The impact to groundwater is SMALL and localized, changes to the glacial overburden aquifer
water level are expected to eventual recover once construction is complete.:
4.2.2.4

Water Quantities Available to Other Users

As described in Section 2.3.2.1.2, at present no surface water withdrawals from the
Susquehanna River are made in Luzerne County for public potable water supply. The
population projection for Act 220 State Water Plan estimates a 7% decline in the Luzerne
County population between 2000 and 2030 (PADEP, 2008). Thus, future additional use of
surface water is projected to be extremely limited, except for the increase due to BBNPP needs.
Groundwater use arnd trends in the region of and at the BBNPP site are presented in Section
2.3.2.2 and in Section 2.4.12 of the Final Safety Analysis Report.
Water required for BBNPP construction is estimated at 250 gpm (946 1pm). This water is
expected to come from the local public water supply once the line is brought to the site. Prior
to the availability of the public water supply, water will be trucked in and stored onsite in
temporary tanks.
The glacial overburden aquifer is used as a potable water source in the vicinity of the BBNPP
site. The SMALL impacts expected from foundation dewatering or other construction activities
will not impact any local users.
4.2.2.5

Water Bodies Receiving Construction Effluents

The surface water bodies directly downstream of the proposed construction activities could be
impacted during clearing, grubbing, and grading. Locations of surface water and its users that
could be impacted by construction activities are provided in Section 4.2.1.4.
Since most of the water for construction would be used for consumptive uses such as grading,
soil compaction, dust control, and concrete mixing, little infiltration would be expected. Any
effluents that might infiltrate would recharge the glacial overburden aquifer, and, potentially,
any underlying aquifer.
If contaminants enter the surface water bodies unchecked, there would be a potential for
infiltration and subsequent groundwater contamination. If contaminants do enter
groundwater, they may impact thequality of water withdrawn for industrial and commercial
applications.
Any construction effluents infiltrating into the subsurface could potentially reach the glacial
overburden aquifer if they are of sufficient volume and concentration. The. plume migration
would be downgradient and, depending on location, flow either south-southwest into Walker
BBNPP
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Run or south-southeast to the Susquehanna River. As described in Section 2.3.2, the horizontal
groundwater flow in the glacial overburden aquifer is generally north to south. As discussed in
Section 2.3.1.2.3.2, in the southern trough (where the BBNPP power block is located), ground
water in the glacial overburden aquifer flows from east to west and then southwest. The glacial
overburden aquifer in this area discharges as springs and seepsinto the Farm Pond, the
wetlands along the southern border of the BBNPP site, and into Walker Run.
It is also possiblethat this groundwater could discharge locally at seeps or springs. Any
possible impacts on deeper aquifers would also depend on the infiltrating volume and the
hydrologic connection with the glacial overburden aquifer.
The composition of possible construction effluents that could infiltrate into the glacial
overburden aquifer would depend on several factors related to the physical nature of the
effluent material, i.e., solids versus liquids, solubility, vapor pressure, mobility, compound
stability, reactivity in the surface and subsurface environments, dilution, and migration
distance to groundwater. It Is expected that proper housekeeping and spill management
practices would minimize potential releases and volumes and physically contain any releases.
Pesticides and herbicides are expected to be applied in limited site areas for insect and weed/
brush control.
Several impoundments are planned to catch stormwater and sediment runoff from the various
construction areas. Bio-retention ditches are planned to drain the proposed BBNPP power
block, cooling tower pads, switchyard, and laydown areas. Modeling of the runoff from the
probable maximum flood (PMF) during plant operation bounds the possible runoff amounts,
characteristics, and impacts that might occur during construction due to unpaved surfaces
during construction allowing for greater stormwater infiltration to ground. The retention
ditches will discharge excess runoff into impoundments. The impoundments will be sized so as
to prevent fast flowing, sediment laden stormwater from reaching the creeks or the
Susquehanna River prior to allowing the sediments to settle out. The flow velocities will be
minimized to prevent erosion of stream banks. The allowable flow rates and physical
characteristics of stormwater runoff will bespecified in state discharge permits.
Maximum runoff for the Walker Run basin during the PMF is estimated at 13,033 cfs (369 m3/s).
The maximum high water level elevation in Walker Run at the BBNPP site is 670.96 ft (204.51 m)
NGVD 29, which is below the approximate 674 ft (205 m) msl elevation of the final site grade in
the power block, switchyard, and cooling tower area.
4.2.2.6

Baseline Water Quality Data

Baseline water quality data for surface water bodies is provided and discussed in Section 2.3.3.
A summary of the water quality data for the onsite surface water bodies is presented in
Table 2.3-45. Baseline water quality data for groundwater is provided in Section 2.3.3.
4.2.2.7

Potential Changes to Surface Water and Groundwater Quality

The following section describes the potential water quality impacts resulting from the
construction of BBNPR
The BBNPP site will be provided with water expected to come from the local public water
supply once the line is brought to the site. Prior to the availability of the public water supply,
water will be trucked in and stored onsite in temporary tanks.
Potential Changes to Surface Water Ouality
BBNPP
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Potential surface water quality impacts are associated with the site clearing and grading
activities.
The addition of sediment and organic debris to the local streams resulting from clearing,
grubbing, and grading could decrease water quality. Organic debris could dam or clog existing
streams, increase sediment deposition, and increase potential for future flooding. Organic
debris decomposing in streams can cause dissolved oxygen and pH imbalances and
subsequent releases of other organic and inorganic compounds from the stream sediments.
Sediment laden waters are prone to reduced oxygen levels, algal growth, and increases in
pathogens. If heavy metals or chemical compounds spill and/or wash into surface waters, there
could be a direct toxicity to aquatic organisms. These potential pollutant releases could impact
aquatic species and in turn affect the recreational aspects associated with fishing.
The water bodies downstream of the proposed construction areas could be directly and
indirectly affected by construction activities onsite. Construction debris residing on the pads
and temporary staging areas could mix with construction wash-down water or stormwater, exit
the site via untreated runoff and produce chemical reactions adverse to downstream ecology.
Possible contaminants include: sediment, alkaline byproducts from concrete production,
concrete sealants, acidic byproducts, heavy metals, nutrients, solvents, and hydrocarbons
(fuels, oils, and greases). There could be a high potential for contaminants to mix with site
wash-down water or rainwater/precipitation runoff and be washed downstream into surface
water bodies existing on the BBNPP site due to the persistent nature of local precipitation.
There could also be the potential for spills within the construction areas consisting of fuels,
solvents, sealants, paints, or glues. Construction dusts not suppressed could drift outside of the
construction zones and contaminate nearby water supplies. If these contaminants enter the
surface water bodies unchecked there could be a potential for infiltration and subsequent
groundwater contamination.
The impacts to surface water quality downstream of the construction site are small due to the
use of BMPs to control dust, runoff, and spills.
Potential Changes to Groundwater Ouality
Dewatering for the foundation excavations may increase the oxidation of some sedimentary
constituents by placing them in direct contact with the atmosphere. The oxides might have an
increased solubility and could migrate down gradient when the potentlometric head is
reestablished following construction completion. Possible impacts to the glacial overburden
aquifer water quality would be small and decrease with migration and dilution.
4.2.2.8

Surface Water and Groundwater Users

Surface water users downstream of the site may experience impacts from potential water
quality changes if construction effluent concentrations and volumes are large enough and the
release enters directly into a surface water body bypassing the overflow catch basins and
retention ponds. The surface water users that could be impacted in the event of a release are
those downstream of the BBNPP site along the tributaries flowing to the Susquehanna River.
Any impacts to the Susquehanna River receiving the discharge are expected to be small.
Groundwater users in vicinity of the BBNPP site are identified in Section 2.3.2.

BBNPP
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Predicted Impacts on Water Users

The impact of potential increased sediment loads in site runoff during construction would
result in small or no impacts to surface water users and affected areas.
Potential construction effluent impacts on aquifer groundwater quality would first be
manifested in theglacial overburden aquifer. Construction activities are only expected to
produce limited and temporary impacts in the Surficial aquifer. As described in Section 2.3.1,
the glacial overburden aquifer is not used as a potable water source in the vicinity of the BBNPP
site. Therefore, potential groundwater quality changes would not be expected to have any
impact on possible users. Potential Impacts to the deeper aquifers are dependant on the
nature of the hydraulic connection between aquifers described in Section 4.2.1.1. Groundwater
quality impacts on users of the deeper aquifer users are small due to dilution and other
contaminant attenuation effects that could occur along any effluent plume migration path.
The BBNPP site is located in U.S. EPA Region 3 (the District of Columbia, Delaware, Maryland,
Pennsylvania, Virginia, and WestVirginia). Six sole-source aquifers are identified in U.S. EPA
Region 3 (Figure 2.3-70). None of these are located in the region of BBNPP (USEPA, 1996). Thus,
the addition of BBNPP is not an impact to any sole source aquifer.
4.2.2.10

Measures to Control Construction Related Impacts

The following measures will be taken to avoid runoff from the construction areas entering and
potentially impacting downstream surface water bodies and groundwater, as applicable:
*

Implementation of a Erosion and Sediment control Plan;

*

Controlling runoff and potential spills using dikes, earthen berms, seeded ditches, and
impoundments;

*

Monitoring for contaminants within construction area impoundments and
impoundments downstream of disturbed areas;
Iimplementation of BMPs to protect against accidental discharge of contaminants (fuel
spills, other fluids and solids that could degrade groundwater and surface water
resources); and

*

Performing additional onsite surface and groundwater monitoring compared to
established water quality benchmarks and historical site data.

Bio-retention ditches are-planned for the periphery of the power block, laydown, cooling tower
and switchyard areas. The ditches are constructed of base materials that promote infiltration of
runoff from low intensity rainfall events. However, for large storms the infiltration capacity of
the base materials would be exceeded and the overflow pipes are provided to direct the runoff
to the stormwater basins. The stormwater basins are unlined impoundments with simple
earth-fill closure on the down stream end and include discharge piping to the adjacent
watercourses.
As discussed in Section 2.3.2.2.9, during construction, dewatering of the glacial overburden
aquifer will be required in the power block and the ESWEMS pumphouse areas in order to
excavate down to bedrock. Groundwater flow barriers will be installed around these areas in
order to minimize impacts to the aquifer. Because a groundwater barrier will be installed prior
to excavation, the amount of groundwater that needs to be pumped and resulting impacts to
the shallow aquifer will be minimal.

BBNPP
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During operation of the BBNPP, groundwater will not be pumped and will not be used in the
plant, Therefore, the long term impacts on groundwater levels, flow direction, and resources
resulting from construction and operation of the BBNPP will be localized and will be minimal.
Following the acquisition of the required permits and authorizations, site preparation activities
include the installation or establishment of environmental controls to assist in controlling
construction impacts to groundwater. These environmental controls include:
*

Coffer Dams;

*

Stormwater management systems;

*

Spill containment controls;

*

Silt screens;

*

Settling basins; and

*

Dust suppression systems.

These controls assist in protecting the glacial aquifer by minimizing the potential for
construction effluents to infiltrate directly into the. subsurface or to carry possible
contaminants to aquifer recharge areas.
Mitigation measures for construction activities in the area of the CWS Intake Structure and
discharge outfall include:
*

Installing a sheet pile cofferdam and dewatering system to facilitate construction of the
BBNPP CWS Intake Structure and discharge outfall structure; and

*

Carrying out water-quality monitoring in accordance with any permit requirements.

Additional measures to minimize or contain accidental releases of contaminants will be the
establishment, maintenance, and monitoring of:
0

Solid waste storage areas;

*

Backfill borrow, spoils, and topsoil storage areas; and

*

Site drainage patterns.

Groundwater monitor wells will be installed to assess gradient changes toward the excavation
dewatering areas and potential groundwater quantity and quality changes.
As explained in Section 4.2.2.7, any contamination that might be introduced into the glacial
overburden aquifer would be attenuated by the time it might reach deeper aquifers.
4.2.2.11

Consultation with Federal, State and Local Environmental Organizations

The regulations guiding the implementation of Best Management Practices (BMPs) are
provided by the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PADEP) for water
quality, and the Susquehanna River Basin Commission (SRBC) for water use. (PADER 2006).
These regulations contain BMP installation instructions and typical construction activities
which require BMPs. Monitoring of construction effluents and stormwater runoff would be
performed as required in the stormwater management plan, NPDES permit, and other
applicable permits obtained for the construction. The integrated permitting process for the
applicable environmental permits will proceed concurrently with NRC review of the combined
license application.
BBNPP
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4.2.2.12

Water-Related Impacts

Compliance with Water Quality and Water Use Standards and Regulations

The regulations guiding the implementation of water quality and water use standards and
regulations are provided by the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PADEP,
2006). These regulations contain water quality and water use standards that must be adhered
to during construction. In addition, site specific permits for various construction activities will
contain conditions that must be complied with for the duration of the permitted activity.
4.2.2.13

I

Water Quality Requirements for Aquatic Ecosystems and Domestic Users

Section 4.3.2 discusses information pertaining to water quality requirements for aquatic
ecosystems.
Domestic users of groundwater need to meet the state water quality standards for potable
water systems.
4.2.2.14
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Table 4.2-1 Estimated Fresh Water Demand During BBNPP Construction

z0

Year 2
ga] 1I)

Year 3
gal (I)

Year 4
gal [I)

Year 5
gal (I)

Potableand Sanitary-

,5 50 ,0 0V)
8(32,361,750)

2(97,085,250)
5 ,6 5 0 ,0 0 0t'-

25,650,000")'
(97,085,250)

25,6S0,000k'I
(97,085,250)

25,650,000(0
(97,085,250)

Concrete Mixing and Curing(€)

2,219,844
(8,402,110)

Dust Control(d)

11,400,000
D43,149,000)

2,219,844
(8,402,110)
11,400,000
(43,149,000)

2,219,844
(8A02,110)
11,400,000
(43,149,000)

2,219,844
(8,402,110)
11,400,000
(43,149,000)

2,219,844
(8,402,110)
11,400,000
(43,149,000)

22,169,844
(83,912,860)

39,269,844
(148,636,360)

39,269,844
(148,636,360)

39,269,844
(148,636,360)

39,269,844
(148,636,360)

Construction Year

Total
1

• 0
C

V0-

-I
n '0

>__

I

Year I
gal (I)

Notes:
(a) Estimated at 1,000 persons using 30 gallons per day for 285 days per year.
(b) Estimated at 3,000 persons using 30 gallons per day for 285 days per year.
(c) Estimated at 6,700 cubic yards per month using 27.61 gallons per cubic yard and 12 months per year.
(d) Estimated at 40,000 gallons per day for 285 days per year.
(e) Estimated at two-thirds of the amount used in years 2 through 5.

Year 6
gal (1)

26,1 79,896- (99,090,906)
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Figure 4.2-1 BBNPP Site Grading Plan
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habitats. The ditches will be constructed of base materials that promote infiltration of runoff
from low intensity rainfall events. However, for large storms the infiltration capacity of the base
materials will be exceeded and the overflow pipes will direct the runoff to the stormwater
retention basins. The stormwater retention basins will be unlined impoundments, vegetated
with regionally indigenous wetland grasses and herbs, with simple earth-fill closure on the
downstream end and will include discharge piping to the adjacent watercourses.
Construction impacts to water resources will be avoided or minimized through best
management practices and compliance with NPDES Construction Permit requirements. An
Erosion and Sedimentation Control (E&S) Plan which provides explicit specifications to control
soil erosion and sediment intrusion into wetlands, streams and waterways will be followed (Pa
Code Chapter 102). Applicable Pennsylvania state regulations found at 25 Pa. Code include
Chapter 92, National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System; Chapter 93, Water Quality
Standards; and Chapter 102, Erosion and Sediment Control. These chapters provide the
primary regulatory authority for implementing the federal NPDES requirements within the
Commonwealth. Chapter 92 regulations provide for the development and use of individual
and general NPDES permits, applications, and Notice of Intent (NOI), and describes the public
participation and other requirements. Chapter 93 regulations identify the water quality
standards that must be met, including those for special protection waters. Chapter 102
regulations provide the requirements for the development and implementation of Erosion and
Sedimentation Control (E&S) Plans for earth disturbance activities. A Preparedness, Prevention,
and Contingency (PPC) Plan will be developed to reduce the potential for causing accidental
pollution of air, land, and water through accidental release of toxic, hazardous, or other
polluting materials.
4.3.2.2

Impacts to the Susquehanna River and Offsite Streams

The construction footprint in the Susquehanna River will be limited to construction of the CWS
Makeup Water Intake Structure and discharge structure, located as shown on Figure 4.3-1.
These construction activities are expected to have limited impact to the river. Temporary
disturbance to both the river bank and bottom substrate will occur due to construction.
Construction may lead to sediment additions to the river from bank disturbance and soil
erosion. Other indirect impacts may result from increased sediment loads from Walker Run and
Unnamed Tributaries 1, 2, and 3. The impacts of sediment on aquatic communities were
discussed in detail in Section 4.3.2.1.
Extensive surveys of the Susquehanna River did not document any important fish species
(Section 2A.2). Fish species observed in the river are year-round residents and common in
Pennsylvania. Recreationally important fishes that are abundant in the river include
smallmouth bass, walleye, and channel catfish. Construction impacts to recreational fish
species will be minimal based on the fact that the areas of impact are not unique to this
segment of the river. That is, the areas do not serve a special ecological purpose for fish within
this river segment. Two important species of mussels classified as species of special concern by
the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission (PFBC), green floater (subviridis) and yellow
lampmussel (Lampsilis cariosa), were collected within the vicinity of the proposed location of
the BBNPP intake/discharge structures.
Freshwater mussels, in general, are sensitive to sedimentation effects and proper erosion
controls should be employed when working in and along the river. Similar to other filterfeeding macroinvertebrates, excess sediments can lead to disrupted feeding and subsequent
decline in health. Large amounts of sediment can also lead to deposition and alteration of the
bottom substrate. Mussels within the footprint of disturbance for the intake structure and the
diffuser pipe will also be impacted by the physical disturbance of bottom substrate. The exact
BBNPP
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location of the intake and discharge structures was not surveyed because their locations were
not known at the time that the surveys were completed. instead, sampling was completed in
the vicinity (both upstream and downstream) of the approximate BBNPP intake and discharge
structures. Renewed coordination with-the PFBC will be undertaken prior to initiation of
construction of the intake and discharge structures. No unique habitats were identified in the
Susquehanna River (Section 2.4.2.2), thus no loss of important habitat will occur as a result of
construction of the intake/discharge structures.
Turbidity and sedimentation in the river will be minimized during construction of the intake
structure by placement of a cofferdam around the work area. Intake construction will require
excavation into the bedrock below streambed elevation. A seepage cutoff structure will be
built to allow the construction of the intake structure to occur in dry conditions. The cutoff wall
will consist of a circular cofferdam consisting of interlocking sheetpile sections. The cofferdam
will be anchored into the bedrock to minimize any under seepage into the excavation and to
provide stability against sliding. The diameter of the cofferdams will be designed to provide
adequate stability from overturning due to the water load from the river.
The area of the river disturbed by the installation of the coffercdam will be approximately 200 ft
(61 m) into the river channel, by 100 ft (30 m) parallel to the shoreline, for a total area of
20,000 ft2 (1,858 in2 ). When the cofferdam is removed some additional area will be disturbed.
This total area after construction will be approximately 120 ft (37 m) into the river channel, by
220 ft (67 m) for a total disturbed area of 26,400 ft 2 (2,453 in2).
After completion of the intake structure, the cofferdams and fill material will be removed to
allow the river to flow into the structure. After removal of the cofferdams a temporary increase
in sediment in the water column is expected. The cofferdams will not inhibit aquatic organism
movement within the river due to the small area affected by construction activity (see
Figure 3.4-1 1).
A similar process will be employed during diffuser pipe installation. The diffuser begins 203 ft
(62 m) perpendicularly from the shoreline, and extends 119.5 ft (36 m) into the river channel.
The axial distance along the discharge pipeline to the diffuser is approximately 210 ft (64 mn).
Thus the trench for the pipeline and the diffuser will extend approximately 329.5 ft (100 in), i.e.,
210 ft (64 mn)plus (+) 119.5 ft (36 in), into the river, and will be approximately 50 ft (15 m)wide.
The total disturbed area during construction will be approximately 16,500 ft 2 (1,533 in2). After
installation of the pipe arid the riprap protection, the final disturbed area will be slightly
narrower, with a disturbed area of approximately 329.5 ft (100 mn)by 20 ft (6 in) for a total of
6,600 ft2 (613 in2 ). Construction will result in removal and disruption of river substrate in the
immediate vicinity of the diffuser pipe. Temporary increases in suspended sediments in the
water column will result during cofferdam installation. After removal of the cofferdams a
temporary increase in sediment in the water column is also expected. The cofferdams will not
inhibit migration of aquatic organisms within the river due to the small area affected by
construction activity.
The river bed in the vicinity of BBNPP site iscomposed of a coarse sand and gravel mixture
which is not expected to produce any significant turbidity during removal of the cofferdams.
Blasting should not be necessary since both the intake and discharge structures will be
constructed in locations in which only the river bed overburden, not the bedrock, will need to
be penetrated. Any disturbed material should settle within a short distance downstream of the
intake structure or diffuser pipe.
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5.2

WATER RELATED IMPACTS
This section identifies impacts to surface water and ground water resources associated with
operation of the BBNPP site and transmission corridors. As described in Section 3.3, BBNPP will
require water for cooling and operational purposes. The source of this water will be the
Susquehanna River. Normal plant operations will require an estimated 23,808 gpm (90,113
Ipm) of surface water for the Circulating Water System (CWS), which provides cooling water to
the turbine condenser.
The Raw Water Supply System (RWSS) will supply river water makeup to the Essential Service
Water System (ESWS) cooling towers and Essential Service Water Emergency Makeup System
(ESWEMS) Retention Pond, as well as other plant uses, such as the Fire and Demineralized Water
Distribution Systems. During normal operation, it is estimated that 1,921 gpm (7,271 1pm) of
water will be withdrawn from the Susquehanna River by the RWSS. RWSS water demands are
further detailed in Table 5.2-1. For water usage values in Section 5.2, refer to Figure 3.3-1.

5.2.1

HYDROLOGIC ALTERATIONS AND PLANT WATER SUPPLY
Section 2.3.1 provides a description of surface water bodies and the ground water aquifers,
including their physical characteristics.
5.2.1.1

Regional Water Use

Section 2.3.2 describes surface water and ground water uses that could affect or be affected by
the construction or operation of BBNPP. Section 2.3.2.1 describes the potential sources of
surface water, the current and future consumptive surface water uses In Luzerne County, and
the non-consumptive surface water uses. Section 2.3.2.2 describes the sources of ground water
available to the BBNPP siteand the current and future trends in ground water use in the BBNPP
region, Luzerne County, and by Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) Units I and 2.
The standards and regulations applicable to the use of surface water are presented in
Section 2.3.2.1.4. The ground water demands, regulations governing ground water withdrawal
permits, and the ongoing comprehensive assessment of ground water resources in the vicinity
of BBNPP are described and discussed in Section 2.3.2.2.4 through Section 2.3.2.2.7.
t
5.2.1.2

Plant Water Use

The following sections describe sources and uses of water associated with BBNPP. Additional
detail on water sources, rates of consumption and return, and amounts used by various plant
operating systems during normal operations and outages is presented in Section 3.3.
The average water demand from the Susquehanna River for plant operation is estimated at
25,729 gpm (97,384 1pm). During refueling outages, which occur approximately every eighteen
months and last approximately 1 month, the maximum cooling water demand will rise to
28,179 gpm (106,656 1pm) for the initial period of plant cool down.
As described in Section 5.8.2, during outages, the permanent onsite workforce of
approximately 363 would increase by an estimated 1000 additional workers. As discussed in
Section 3.3, it is estimated that potable water demand from the municipal water supply and the
associated sanitary effluents would increase from 103 gpm (390 Ipm) during normal
operations, to 236 gpm (893 Ipm) during major outages.
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5.2.1.2.1

Water Related Impacts

Surface Water

BBNPP is designed to use the minimum amount of water necessary to ensure safe, long-term
operation of the plant. The intake for BBNPP (Circulating Water System (CWS) Intake Structure)
will be located just downstream of the existing intake structure for SSES. The discharge outfall
will enter the Susquehanna River downstream of the existing SSES discharge system through a
buried pipe that will be connected to an approximately 720 ft (36.6 m) long multi-port diffuser
positioned perpendicular to the Susquehanna River flow with 72 individual 4 in (10.2 cm) ports
spaced 18 in (46 cm) apart. The first port will be located approximately 212 ft (64.6 m) offshore.
Additional details on the intake and discharge systems are.presented in Section 3.4. Water
withdrawals for the operation of BBNPP are described in detail in Section 3.3.1.
5.2.1.2.1.1

Plant Construction

The primary water demands during construction are concrete mixing and curing, dust control,
and potable water. Water for construction will come from the local public water supply once
the line is brought to the site. Prior to the availabilityof the public water supply, water will be
trucked in and stored onsite in temporary tanks. Ground water extracted via excavation
dewatering will be used when possible for construction purpose but not for drinking water.
Estimated average construction water demand on work days may range from 77,800 gpd
(294,000 Jpd) to 138,000 gpd (522,000 Ipd). Construction uses of water are described in more
detail in Table 5.2-2.
Construction water use is assumed to be entirely consumptive. Temporary dewatering will be
required during excavation of the power block and ESWEMS Pumphouse foundations. This
dewatering will have a temporary effect on the ground water supply. Section 4.2 further
addresses water-related impacts of plant construction.
5.2.1.2.1.2

Circulating Water System and Essential Service Water System

BBNPP will utilize a closed-loop CWS System. The system will use two hyperbolic natural draft
cooling towers for heat dissipation. The cooling tower system requires makeup water to
replace that lost to evaporation, drift (entrained in water vapor), and blowdown (water released
to regulate the concentration of solids in the circulating water).
Makeup water for the natural draft CWS cooling tower system will be withdrawn from the
Susquehanna River. Based on Susquehanna River chemistry, three cycles of concentration were
conservatively selected for cooling tower operation. This is consistent with typical cooling
tower operation of 3 to 5 cycles of concentration when using surface water makeup. Maximum
makeup and blowdown rates occur at this value. As indicated in Section 3.4, makeup water for
the CWS will be pumped at a maximum rate of 23,808 gpm (90,113 Ipm). At this makeup rate,
water lost by evaporation will be approximately 15,872 gpm (60,076 Ipm) and blowdown
returned to the Susquehanna River will be approximately 7,928 gpm (30,007 1pm). The CWS
water balance is affected minimally by cooling tower drift. Maximum drift losses will be less
than 0.001% of the circulating water flow (720,000 gpm (2.73 million Ipm)). This results in a
maximum drift of 8 gpm (301pm).
The Essential Service Water System (ESWS), under normal plant operations with two trains
operating, will operate at a nominal circulating flow rate of approximately 19,200 gpm (72,672
1pm). Normal Makeup for the ESWS will be withdrawn from the Susquehanna River. As
discussed in Section 3.6.1, the ESWS cooling towers are expected to operate with at least three
cycles of concentration. The maximum makeup and blowdown rates occur at this value. The
water makeup rate required under normal operations is estimated to be 1,713 gpm (6,484 Ipm)
to offset an evaporation rate of approximately 1,142 gpm (4,322 Ipm) and a maximum
BBNPP
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blowdown rate of approximately 569 gpm (2,154 Ipm), and drift loss of approximately 2 gpm (8
Ipm).
Water released to the Susquehanna River as blowdown is not lost to downstream users or
downstream aquatic communities. Evaporative losses and drift losses are considered
"consumptive" losses.
5.2.1.2.2

Ground Water Use

Ground water monitoring wells are installed on the site to study and model the ground water in
the BBNPP site vicinity as described in Section 2.3. Ground water withdrawals will not be used
during construction (except for water extracted via excavation dewatering) or to support
operation of BBNPR
5.2.1.3

Hydrological Alterations

Operational activities that could result in hydrological alterations within the site and vicinity
and at offsite areas are described in Section 3.3, 3.4, and 3.7.
The principal hydrological alterations on site associated with BBNPP will occur during
construction, when one pond (Farm Pond) within the site boundary will be filled and two
sections of Walker Run (main stem and Unnamed Tributary No.1) will be filled and re-located.
In the Canal, temporary cofferdams will be constructed to allow placemoent of the water intake
and discharge lines. Walker Run may also be impacted by either sedimentation or reduced
water flow due to measures taken to reduce sedimentation, as described in Section 4.3.2. Once
construction is completed, and normal operations begin, it is expected that Walker Run will
experience little ongoing impact.
There have been no clearly discernible onsite or offsite effects from hydrologic alterations
related to the operation of SSES Units 1 and 2, and the supply of surface water from the North
Branch of the Susquehanna River has been sufficient. Operation of BBNPP with a closed-loop
cooling system will result in minimal additional effects on withdrawals and discharges. The use
of a closed-loop cooling sytem will result in reduced operational effects as compared to an
open-loop, once-through cooling system.
The BBNPP CWS Makeup Water Intake Structure will be located downstream of the existing
intake structure for SSES. A sheet pile cofferdam and dewatering system will be installed to
facilitate construction of the CWS Makeup Water Intake Structure. Pilings may also be driven to
facilitate construction of new discharge system piping. This will not affect river levels or flow
velocities.
Excavation of the CWS Makeup Water Intake Structure, pump house erection and the
installation of mechanical, piping, and electrical systems follow the piling operations and
continue through site preparation into plant construction. Excavated material will be
transported to an onsite spoils area located outside the boundaries of designated wetlands.
5.2.2

WATER USE IMPACTS
5.2.2.1
5.2.2.1.1

Surface Waters
Consumptive Use

The maximum evaporation and drift from the BBNPP CWS cooling towers fs estimated to be
approximately 15,880 gpm (60,106 Ipm). Evaporation and drift from the ESWS cooling towers,
BBNPP
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during normal operations, are estimated to be 1,144 gpm (4,330 Ipm). Minor consumptive
losses of 40 gpm ( 51 Ipm) are expected from various power plant systems.
Consumptive uses of water during construction of BBNPP include concrete mixing and curing,
dust control, and potable and sanitary water. Peak consumptive water use will occur for several
years during construction, and will be approximately 39 million gpy (149 million Ipy). A
breakdown of construction water use by year is provided in Table 5.2-2.
The mean discharge of the Susquehanna River at Wilkes-Barre is 12,800 ft 3 /sec (362.5 m3 /sec)
(i.e., 5,745,039 gpm (21,747,338 Ipm)) and the 7-day, 10-year low flow (7Q1 C) rate is 890 ft3/sec
(25.2 m 3/sec) (i.e., 399,460 gpm (1,512,121 1pm)) for the post-regulation period, 1980 to 1996
(USGS, 2008). The volume of water that will be lost to evaporation and drift from the BBNPP
cooling towers and ESWS cooling towers is less than 1% of the mean discharge of the
Susquehanna River and approximately 4.3% of the 7Q1 0 low flow discharge. No measurable
impact of consumptive water use on river discharge during normal flows is expected, and
operation of the BBNPP will therefore have a SMALL impact on the availability of water from the
Susquehanna River (USGS, 2008).
5.2.2.1.2

Non-Consumptive Use

Non-consumptive uses of water downstream from the plant are described in Section 2.3.2.1.3.
The major non-consumptive surface water use categories in.the vicinity of the site are
recreation, fisheries, and parks. The recreational activities include swimming, fishing and
boating in the Susquehanna River. The river fishery is described in Section 2.4.2.
The existing intake structure for SSES Units I and 2 is located on the west bankof the
Susquehanna River. The CWS Makeup Water Intake Structurewill be located on the west bank
just downstream of the existing SSES intake structure.
The CWS Makeup Water Intake Structure will meet the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) 316(b) Phase 1 design criteria, as described in Section 5.3.1.1. The overallpercentage of
Susquehanna River water entrained will be less than 1% during average flow conditions.
While fish impingement and entrainment will occur, BBNPP will employ the impingement/
entrainment mitigation techniques (low through-screen velocity, closed-cycle cooling, etc.)
currently utilized by SSES to minimize the impact on aquatic resources. The fish loss associated
with impingement/entrainment will be negligible. There is no need for a fish return system
because the intake structure meets the EPA 316(b) Phase I rule requirements and minimal
losses of fish are expected due to impingement. Design through-screen velocities for the CWS
Makeup Water Intake Structure will be less than 0.5 ft/s (0.15 m/s).
The primary external impact will be the discharge of cooling tower blowdown water to the
Susquehanna River. During normal operations, the BBNPP maximum discharge (predominately
cooling tower blowdown) Is estimated to be 9,367 gpm (35,454 Ipm). Prior to discharge into
the river, the cooling tower blowdown and other plant effluents will be sent to a retention
basin, thus slightly reducing thermal impacts to receiving waters.
No effect on fisheries, navigation, or recreational use in the Susquehanna River is expected.
5.2.2.2

Ground Water

Onsite ground water withdrawals will not be used to support operation ofBBNPP.
8BNPP
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WATER QUALITY IMPACTS
Water quality data for the Susquehanna River are presented in Section 2.3.3.
5.2.3.1

Chemical Impacts

Proper heat transfer is necessary for satisfactory nuclear power plant operation. To maintain
effective heat transfer capabilities, various chemical control measures are employed in water
treatment systems. These control measures are discussed below.
BBNPP will utilize cooling tower-based heat dissipation systems that remove waste heat by
allowing water to evaporate to the atmosphere. The water lost to evaporation must be
continuously replaced with makeup water. To prevent build-up of solids, a small portion of the
circulating water stream is drained or blown down to the river.
Because cooling towers concentrate solids (minerals and salts) and organics that enter the
system in makeup water, cooling tower water chemistry must be maintained with anti-scaling
compounds and corrosion inhibitors. Similarly, because conditions in cooling towers are
conducive to the growth of fouling bacteria and algae, biocides must be added to the system.
Biocides are normally chlorine or bromine-based compounds, but occasionally non-oxidizing
biocides are used as well. Table 3.3-2 lists the water treatment chemicals that are proposed for
use at BBNPP. Section 5.3 specifically deals with the impacts of the cooling systems. The
combined effects that both discharges (SSES andBBNPP) will have on the Susquehanna River
will be considered in developing the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
Permit for BBNPP
Limited treatment of raw water to prevent biofouling in the intake structures and makeup
water piping may be required. Additional water treatment will take place in the cooling tower
basin, and may include the addition of biocides, acid for alkalinity and pH control, anti-scaling
compounds, corrosion inhibitors, and foam dispersants. Sodium hypochlorite is expected to be
used to control biological growth in the CWS, ESWS, and RWSS.
The NPDES permit will be acquired prior to the startup of BBNPPR This permit will specify
threshold concentrations of Free Available Chlorine (when chlorine is used) and Free Available
Oxidants (when bromine or a combination of bromine and chlorine is used) in cooling tower
blowdown when the dechlorination system is not in use. It is expected that the BBNPP NPDES
permit will contain discharge limits for discharges from the cooling towers that are similar to
SSES.
Based on Susquehanna River chemistry, three cycles of concentration were conservatively
selected for cooling tower operation. This is consistent with typical cooling tower operation of
3 to 5 cycles of concentration when using surface water makeup. As a result, levels of solids and
organics in cooling tower blowdown will be approximately three times as high as ambient
concentrations in the Susquehanna River. Blowdown wastewater from the cooling towers will
discharge to a retention basin to allow time for settling of suspended solids and to allow
additional chemical treatment of the wastewater, if required, prior to discharge to the river. The
final discharge from the retention basin will consist of cooling tower blowdown from the CWS
and ESWS cooling towers, RWSS filter backwash discharge, miscellaneous low volume wastes,
and other plant effluents.
The RWSS supplies filtered water from the Susquehanna River to the Demineralized Water
Treatment System, Fire Protection System, Essential Service Water System (except under
emergency operating conditions) and the ESWEMS Retention Pond during normal power
BBNPP
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operation, shutdown, maintenance, and construction with a normal flow of 1,921 gpm (7,271
Ipm) and a maximum flow of 4,371 gpm (16,544 Ipm). The RWSS pumps will be located in the
CSW Makeup Water Intake Structure, and will utilize the CSW makeup pump traveling screens.
The RWSS has both continuous and intermittent water demand. The single largest intermittent
demand is backwashing the media filters used to remove suspended solids from the Water
Treatment Building's raw water. The backwash flow from the media filters will be discharged to
the retention pond adjacent to the Water Treatment Building.
Under normal conditions, 8,665 gpm (32,797 Ipm) of water will be discharged by pipe from the
retention basin into the Susquehanna River;, a maximum discharge of 9,367 gpm (35,454 Ipm) is
anticipated. Because the discharge stream volume will be small relative to the volume of the
Susquehanna River, concentrations of solids and chemicals used in cooling tower water
treatment will rapidly dilute and approach ambient concentrations in the river after exiting the
discharge pipe.
The operation of BBNPP will comply with a Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection-issued NPDES permit, and the applicable State water quality standards. All biocides
or chemical additives in the discharge will be among those approved by the EPA and the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania as safe for humans and the environment.
Based on the above, impacts of chemicals in the permitted blowdown discharge wastewater to
the water quality of the Susquehanna River will be negligible and are not expected to warrant
mitigation.
5.2,3.2

Thermal Impacts

As noted in Section 5.3.2.1, discharges from BBNPP will be permitted under the NPDES
program, which regulates the discharge of pollutants into waters of the State. In this context,
waste heat Is regarded as a thermal pollutant and is regulated in much the same way as
chemical pollutants. Thermal discharges are also regulated under the Pennsylvania Code
Chapter 93, Water Quality Standards (PA, 2007). Further information describing thermal
discharge and the physical impacts associated with operation of BBNPP is presented in
Section 5.3.2.1.1.
The BBNPP multi-port diffuser discharge system is designed to minimize the potential impact
of the thermal plume as it enters the Susquehanna River. The subsurface diffusers create rapid
mixing of the thermal effluent with ambient river currents. The volume of river discharge
largely determines plume size and shape. However, the areal extent of the plume is predicted
to be minimal under normal and extreme river and operating conditions (Section 5.1).
5.2.3.3

SSES Units 1 and 2 Discharge

Descriptions of the discharge location for SSES Units I and 2 and the discharge location for
BBNPP are provided in Section 5.3.2. The discharge for SSES influences the discharge of BBNPP
due to its discharge mixing zone. The two discharge locations and the combined effects of the
two discharges will meet environmental regulations in order to be.permitted.
5.2.3.4

Discharge Mixing Zone

The discharge outfall for BBNPP will be located in the Susquehanna River, approximately 380 ft
(116 m) downstream of the SSES discharge structure. The discharge piping will extend out
from the river bank and connect to an approximately 120 ft (36.6 m) long multi-port diffuser.
The diffuser will consist of a pipe having 72,4-in (10-cm) diameter port holes spaced at 18 in (45
BBNPP
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cm) intervals. The centerline elevation of the discharge ports is 12 in (18 cm) above the normal
river bottom.
5.2,3.5

Site Surface Water Impacts

The existing and proposed surface water bodies within the BBNPP site are described in
Section 2.3.1 and Section 4.2.1. The potential for these bodies to be impacted by site
operations are dependent upon operational conditions related to: site safety and spill
containment training, a Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures Plan (SPCCP), and a
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). These plans are addressed in Section 1.3.
Spills or operational debris potentially occurring on outdoor facilities could mix with site
precipitation or washing wastewaterand be conveyed to downstream impoundments, creeks,
and the river. If proper spill and stormwater pollution prevention plans are implemented and
practiced, the majority of polluted runoff can be controlled and prevented from escaping the
BBNPP site. A monitoring plan implemented under the regulatory guidance for surface and
ground water monitoring could identify future sources of pollution. Those areas could be
addressed and point-sources of pollution removed before the area water bodies are impacted
further.
Environmental impacts on water quality during construction and operations for BBNPP will be
minimal. Ground water will not be used by BBNPP during plant operations. Water resulting
from temporary dewatering dUring excavation of the power block and ESWEMS Pumphouse
foundations will be used when possible for construction purposes, but not for drinking water.
Surface water runoff and sedimentation effects will be minimized by implementation of a site
safety plan, SPPP, and a SWPPP.
A retention basin will collect cooling tower blowdown and other plant effluents during plant
operation. Effluent from the waste water retention basin, which will contain dilute quantities of
chemicals and dissolved solids, and be elevated in temperature, will be discharged to the
Susquehanna River within the limits of the site NPDES permit. When discharged and diluted,
this small amount of discharge water would be expected to have SMALL impacts.
5.2.4

REFERENCES
PA, 2007. PA Code Section 93.7, SpecIfic Water Quality Criteria, Amended January 5, 2007.
USGS, 2008. Low flow statistics for Pennsylvania streams, Website: http://pa.water.usgs.gov/
pc38/flowstats/lowflow.ASP?WCI=stats&WCU;ID=2428, Date accessed: May 30, 2008.
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Table 5.2-1 RWSS Demand for Normal Operations

I

Demand

System
Essential Service Water System
(ESWS) Makeup
Demineralized Water Distribution
System (DWDS) Makeup
Fire Water Distribution System
(FWDS) Makeup
Power Plant Floor Wash Drains
RWSS Filter Backwash Makeup
ESWEMS Retention Pond Makeup

gpm

imp

1,713

7,124

107

405

5

19

5
91
Note 1

19
344
Note 1

Total

1,921
7,271
Notes:
1. Although the RWSS is designed to provide the ESWEMS Retention Pond with
makeup water, it is expected based on the operating experience of the
adjacent SSES that rainfall captured In the pond will generally exceed
evaporative losses, and that under normal operating conditions onlya minimal
amount of makeup water will be required

Table 5.2-2 Estimated Fresh Water Demand During BBNPP Construction
Construction
Year

Year I
gal (L)

Year 2
gal (L)

Potable and

8,550,000a

25,650,0050012F

Sanitary
Concrete Mixing

(32,361,750)
2,219,844

(97,085,250)
2,219,844

and Curing(cl

(8,402,110)

11,400,000
(43,149,000)
22,169,844
(83,912,860)

Dust Controlid)
Total

Year 3
gal (L)

Year 4
gal (L)
25,650,000k

Year 5
gal (L)

Year 6
gal (L)

2 5 ,6 5 0 , 0 0 0toJ

(97,085,250)
2,219,844

(97,085,250)
2,219,844

(8,402,110)

(97,085,250)
2,219,844
(8,402,110)

(8,402,110)

(8,402,110)

11,400,000
(43,149,000)
39,269,844
(148,636,360)

11,400,000
(43,149,000)
39,269,844
(148,636,360)

11,400,000
(43,149,000)
39,269,844
(148,636,360)

11,400,000
(43,149,000)
39,269,844
(148,636,360)

26,179,896'e)
(99,090,906)

Notes:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

BBNPP

Estimated at 1,000 persons using 30 gallons per day for 285 days per year.
Estimated at 3,000 persons using 30 gallons per day for 285 days per year.
Estimated at 6,700 cubic yards per month using 27.61 gallons per cubic yard and 12 months per year.
Estimated at 40,000 gallons per day for 285 days per year.
Estimated at two-thirds of the amount used in years 2 through 5,
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PPL, 1978. Pennsylvania Power and Light Company, Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, Units
1 and 2, Environmental Report Operating License Stage (Volumes 1, 2, and 3), May 1978.
PPL, 2006. PPL Susquehanna, LLC, Supplemental Environmental Report, Extended Power
Uprate, Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, PPL Susquehanna, LLC, Unit 1, Docket No. 50-387,
License No. NPF-014; Unit 2, Docket No. 50-388, License No. NPF-022, March 2006.
USEPA, 1971. United States Environmental Protection Agency, Effect of Geographical Location
on Cooling Pond Requirements and Performance, in Water Pollution Control Research Series.
Report No. 16130 FDQ March.1971
USGS 2008a, Summary of All Available Data, USGS 01 536500 Susquehanna River at WilkesBarre, PA, Website: http://waterdata.usgs.gov/pa/nwis/inventory/?siteno=01536500&amp
Date accessed: 4/21/2008.
USGS, 2008b. Summary of All Available Data, USGS 01540500 Susquehanna River at Danville,
PA, Website: http://waterdata.usgs.gov/pa/nwis/inventory/?siteno=O1 540500&amp Date
accessed: 4/21/2008.
5.3.3

HEAT DISCHARGE SYSTEM
5.3.3.1

Heat Dissipation to the Atmosphere

BBNPP requires water for cooling and operational uses. Primary water consumption is for
turbine condenser cooling. Cooling water for the turbine condenser and closed-cooling heat
exchanger for normal plant operating conditions is provided by the Circulating Water System
(CWS). The excess heat from the CWS is dissipated to the environment with a closed-loop
cooling system. A closed-loop cooling system recirculates water through the plant
components and cools this water for reuse by transferring excess heat to air, or the atmosphere,
with a cooling tower,
The cooling system for BBNPP will be a closed-cycle, wet cooling system, consisting of two
natural draft cooling towers for heat dissipation. The existing SSES Units 1 and 2 also use a
closed-loop cooling system each with a natural draft cooling tower.
There will also be four smaller Essential Service Water System (ESWS) cooling towers to
dissipate heat from system. The ESWS provides cooling water to the Component Cooling Water
System heat exchangers and the heat exchangers of the Emergency Diesel Generators. Each of
these four safety-related trains uses a safety-related two-cell mechanical draft cooling tower to
dissipate heat. Heated ESWS water returns through piping to the spray distribution header of
the ESWS cooling tower. Water exits the spray distribution piping through spray nozzles and
falls through the tower fill. Two fans provide upward air flow to remove latent heat and
sensible heat from the water droplets. The heated air exits the tower and mixes with ambient
air, completing the heat rejection process. The cooled water is collected in the tower basin for
return to the pump suction for recirculation through the system. Table 3A-1 provides nominal
heat loads and flow rates in different operating modes for the ESWS. Makeup water is normally
provided from the RWSS but can also be supplied from the safety-related ESWEMS pumps
housed in the ESWEMS Pumphouse. Table 3.4-3 provides ESWS Cooling Tower design
specifications.
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5.3.3.1.1

Circulating Water System Cooling Tower Plume

A visible mist or plume is created when the evaporated water from the cooling tower
undergoes partial recondensation. The plume creates the potential for shadowing, fogging,
icing, localized increases in humidity, and possiblywater deposition. In addition to
evaporation, small water droplets drift out of the tops of the wet cooling tower. The drift of
water droplets can deposit dissolved solids on vegetation or equipment.
For BBNPP, the impacts from fogging, icing, shadowing, and drift deposition were modeled
using the Electric Power Research Institute's Seasonal/Annual Cooling Tower Impact (SACTI)
prediction code. This code incorporates the modeling concepts (Policastro, 1993) which were
endorsed bythe NRC in NUREG-1 555 (NRC, 1999). The model provides predictions of seasonal,
monthly, and annual cooling tower impacts from mechanical or natural draft cooling towers. It
predicts average plume length, rise, drift deposition, fogging, icing, and shadowing, providing
results that have been validated with experimental data (Policastro, 1993).
Detailed cooling tower design information is provided in Section 3.4. This information was
used to develop input to the SACTI model. A summary of the design parameters are provided
in Table 5.3-7.
SACTI requires the following inputs on an hourly basis: wind speed, wind direction, dry bulb
temperature, dew point temperature, relative humidity, cloud cover, and wet bulb temperature
if dry bulb and dew point temperatures are missing. All of these parameters were available
from the onsite meteorological data set for calendar years 2001 through 2007 from the SSES
Units 1 and 2 site meteorological tower except for cloud cover. Hourly meteorological
parameters, including wind speed, wind direction, cloud cover, dry bulb temperature, and dew
point temperature for the period 2001-2007 were obtained for the Wilkes-Barre International
Airport (WBAN 14777; call sign AVP) through the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) Climate
Data Online (CDO) web site.
A composite data set was created from onsite and the Wilkes-Barre International Airport
sources. Dry bulb and dew point temperatures from the the Wilkes-Barre data were included in
this composite data set. Relative humidity was calculated from dew point and dry bulb
temperatures utilizing algorithms adapted from U.S. EPA's AERMET processor. The composite
data set was created in the format (CD-1 44) required as input to SACTI. Additionally, twicedaily mixing heights for 2001-2007 were calculated based on upper air soundings obtained
from the Albany, New York National Weather Service (NWS) station (the closest sounding
station to Bell Bend). Sounding data were obtained from NOAA, and processed with USEPA's
MIXHT program. The composite data set therefore contained temperature and cloud cover
data from Wilkes-Barre and winds (speed and direction) from the onsite tower 60 meter level.
The normal heat loads from the ESWS cooling towers are approximately 3% of the heat load to
the CWS cooling towers. The maximum heat load is less than 7% of the CWS cooling towers
heat load. Any impacts from the heat dissipation to the atmosphere by the ESWS cooling
towers would be much less than the CWS cooling tower. In addition, a cumulative effect would
be negligible. Therefore, the ESWS cooling towers are not considered further in the analysis.
5.3.3.1.2

Length and Frequency of Elevated Plumes

The SACTI code calculated the expected plume lengths annually and for each season by
direction for the CWS cooling towers. The plumes would occur in all compass directions. The
average plume length and height was calculated from the frequency of occurrence for each
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plume by distance from the tower. Modeled plume parameters for the cooling tower are
provided in Table 5.3-8.
The average plume length would range from 0.274 mi (0.440 km) in the summer season to
0.615 mi (0.990 kin) for the spring season. The annual prediction for average plume length
would be 0.372 mi (0.549 kin). The median plume lengths would range from 0.231 mi (0.371
kin) in the summer season to 0.578 mi (0.931 kin) in the winter season. The annual median
plume length is 0.263 mi (0.423 km). The median plume length would not reach the site
boundary in the predominant direction of the plume except in the winter season.
The average plume height would range from 776 ft (236 m) in the summer season to 961 ft
(294 m) for the winter season. The annual prediction for average plume height would be 818 ft
(249 m). The median plume height would range from 808 ft (247 m) in the summer season to
greater than 982 ft (299 m) in the winter season. Due to the varying directions that the plume
travels and short average and median plume height and length, impacts from elevated plumes
would be SMALL and not warrant mitigation.
5.3.3.1.3

Ground-Level Fogging and icing

The SACTI output indicated that no fogging and icing would occur for the Bell Bend natural
draft cooling towers. The SACTI model suspends this calculation, since ground-level impacts
are not possible for plumes from tall natural draft cooling towers.
Salt Deposition
Cooling tower drift is water droplets in the cooling tower that get entrained in the buoyant air
of the cooling tower exhaust and leave the tower. These droplets eventually evaporate or settle
out of the plume onto the ground, vegetation or equipment nearby.
The drift rate was based on 0.001% of the Circulating Water System flow. The makeup water for
the CWS has a maximum chloride concentration of 39.6 milligrams per liter of water. The
equivalent concentration of sodium chloride of 326.3 milligrams per liter was conservatively
used for the salt concentration of the makeup water. The Circulating Water System was
assumed to have five cycles of concentration. Water droplets drifting from the cooling tower
would have the same concentration of salt as the water in the Circulating Water System.
Therefore, as these droplets evaporate, either in the air or on vegetation or equipment, they
deposit these salts.
The maximum salt deposition rate from the cooling tower is provided in Table 5.3-9. The
maximum predicted salt deposition is well below the NUREG-1555, Section 5.3.3.2 (NRC, 1999)
significance level for possible vegetation damage of 8.9 lb/ac per month (10 kg/ha per month)
in all directions from the cooling tower during each season and annually. The maximum
predicted salt deposition is less than 0.1 kg/ha per month. Therefore, no impacts to vegetation
from the salt deposition would be expected for both on site and off site locations.
The electrical switchyard for BBNPP will be located approximately 1,300 ft (400 m) to the south
of the proposed location for the CWS cooling towers. A maximum predicted solids deposition
rate of 0.0023 lb/ac per month (0.0026 kg/ha per month) is expected at the BBNPP switchyard
during the spring season. Additionally, the electrical switchyard for SSES Units 1 and 2 is
located approximately 3,300 ft (1,000 m) to the east southeast from the proposed location of
the BBNPP CWS cooling towers. The maximum predicted solids deposition expected atthe
SSES Units 1 and 2 electrical switchyard due to operation of the BBNPP CWS cooling towers will
be 0.0008 lb/ac per month (0.0009 kg/ha per month), during the spring season,
BBNPP
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Based on industry experience, adjustments to maintenance frequencies (e.g., insulator
washing) may be necessary due to salt deposition; however, the expected deposition rates will
not affect switchyard component reliability or increase the probability of a transmission line
outage at SSES Units 1 and 2, or BBNPP.
The ESWS cooling towers will be operated using fresh water from the Susquehanna River. Salt
deposition at the SSES Units 1 and 2, and BBNPP electrical switchyards resulting from operation
of the BBNPP ESWS cooling towers will be small, and is bounded by the salt deposition
estimates for the BBNPP CWS cooling towers.
In summary, impacts from salt deposition from the BBNPP cooling towers would be SMALL.
The modeling predicts salt deposition at rates below the NUREG-1 555 significance level where
visible vegetation damage may occur for both onsite and offsite locations.
5.3.3.1.4

Cloud Shadowing and Additional Precipitation

Vapor from a cooling tower can create clouds or contribute to existing clouds. The clouds
would prevent or reduce the amount of sunlight reaching the ground. This shadowing is of
particular importance in agricultural areas. There are several agricultural areas in the BBNPP
site vicinity as described in Section 2.2. Cloud shadowing at the nearest agricultural area would
occur a maximum of 56 hours during the spring season. Cloud shadowing at nearest roadway
would occur for a maximum of approximately 157 hours in the summer season. Annually,
cloud shadowing is predicted to occur for 202 hours at nearest roadway.
Rain and snow from vapor plumes are known to have occurred at some locations. SACTI
predicts the amount of water deposited in the vicinity of a natural draft cooling tower, i.e. the
additional precipitation due to the tower discharge. The additional precipitation amounts
would range from 0.0001 in (0.00254 mm) in the spring season to 0.00014 in (0.00356 mm) in
the fall season. This value is small when compared to the annual rainfall amount at the WilkesBarre International Airport of 37.56 in (954.02 mm). Impacts from cloud shadowing and
additional precipitation would be SMALL and would not require mitigation.
5.3.3.1.5

Ground-Level Humidity Increase

For the same reasons that ground level fogging and icing do not occur with natural draft
cooling towers, ground level humidity increases also do not occur and are not evaluated by
SACTI.
5.3.3.1.6

Noise

The principal noise sources associated with normal operation of the BBNPP coolingwater
system are the CWS and ESWS cooling towers. Noise generated from cooling towers is more
specific to mechanical draft cooling towers, which use numerous fans to aid in heat dissipation.
Noise levels from natural draft cooling towers (i.e., no use of fans) are expected to be
insignificant. A noise survey was conducted in the vicinity of SSES in February and March 2008,
to measure ambient environmental community noise levels to establish a baseline noise level
in the presence of the existing two-unit SSES. Environmental sound levers were measured
continuously at five area-wide locations over a 312-hour period during leaf-off seasonal
conditions. As a result, any noise emissions from the existing two-unit SSES would be highest
due to the lack of tree leaf noise reduction.The instantaneous sound level was measured at five
locations on a continuous and simultaneous basis over the 312-hour period using precision
data loggers. In addition, attended 10-minute sampling measurements were carried out at
each location during day and night periods using hand-held precision data loggers. The
attended measurements were carried out to observe sources of environmental sounds and to
BBNPP
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record the frequency spectrum of the sound level. The residual ambient noise was found to be
essentially constant for all practical purposes at any of the monitoring locations near the SSES
cooling towers. This occurs in areas where the environmental sound sources are far off in
distance relative to the distance between monitoring points and where the natural sources are
similar at all locations. The sound of rain and high wind were indicated on the plot of sound
levels. The major source of environmental noise in the project area is from far-off unidentifiable
traffic. Absolutely no sounds were detectable during attended measurement for normal
operation on February 28,2008, when the plant was operating. Measured ambient sound levels
during plant operation could be attributed to normal, current environmental sources, such as
traffic noise, high wind and rain and are not related to the existing SSES plant.
As such, impact would be SMALL and would not require mitigation.
5.3.3.1.7

Similar Operating Heat Dissipation Systems

Data and information on similar heat dissipation systems within a 31 mi (50 kin) radius or
similar climate are available for the SSES Units 1 and 2. Both units use natural draft cooling
towers with the Susquehanna River as the makeup water. At these units, impacts from salt drift
were not observed. Based on the cooling tower plume modeling that was conducted for the
SSES Environmental Report - Operating License, it was concluded that "frequent long visible
plumes are the primary projected meteorological effect of the operation of the cooling towers.
No occurrence of fogging or icing are expected. Other weather modification effects, such as
rainfall augmentation, are unlikely due to the small increase in atmospheric moisture
introduced by cooling tower operation into the already moisture-laden environment'
The NRC described impacts from mechanical and natural draft cooling towers in the Generic
Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants (NRC, 1996). As stated
in Draft NUREG-1437, Supplement 35: "Based on information in the GELS, the Commission
found that impacts from salt drift, icing, fogging, or increased humidity have not been a
problem at operating nuclear power plants and are not expected to be a problem during the
renewal term. The NRC staff has not identified any new and significant information during its
independent review of the SSES ER, or the site audit, the scoping process, and evaluation of
other available information, such as the EA that evaluated impacts of the EPU at SSES (NRC,
2007a). Documents reviewed included Effects of Simulated Salt Drift from the Susquehanna
Steam Electric Station Cooling Towers on Field Crops Summary Report (Ecology III, 1987c).
Therefore the NRC staff concludes that there would be no cooling tower impacts on crops and
ornamental vegetation during the renewal term beyond those discussed in the GELS" The NRC
came to a similar conclusion for the potential cooling tower impacts on native plants.
Modeling of the SSES cooling tower plumes revealed that the plumes are at average heights of
640 to 1,140 ft (195 to 347 m). Modeling of the BBNPP cooling tower plumes revealed an annual
average height of 818 ft (249 m). The proposed location of the BBNPP cooling towers is westwest southwest of the existing SSES cooling towers at a distance of approximately 4,000 ft
(1,200 m). The predominant directions that visible cooling tower plumes from SSES and BBNPP
would travel are toward the west-southwest (SSES) and south-southwest (BBNPP). The cooling
tower plumes from the two plants could only interact when the wind is from the east-east
northeast or west-west southwest (based on the two plant locations). Modeling indicates that
the BBNPP plumes will travel beyond the SSES cooling towers in the east-east northeast
direction at most approximately 3.2% of the time during the winter when the plume lengths
are expected to be longest. Modeling indicated that the SSES plumes will travel beyond the
BBNPP cooling towers approximately 12.5% of the time in the west-west southwest direction.
Visible cooling tower plumes for BBNPP and the two cooling towers of SSES would be expected
to occur in the same general predominant direction and would be expected to fluctuate in a
BBNPP
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similar manner, so that no synergistic effects with the proposed CWS cooling towers with
respect to mixing fog or drift would be expected to occur.
Interaction with Existing Pollution Sources
There are no major sources of air pollution in the vicinity of the BBNPP site. Existing diesel
generators and boilers at SSES Units I and 2 operate for limited periods. Diesel generators that
are associated with BBNPP will also operate for limited periods. Interactions between
pollutants emitted from these sources and the plumes from the cooling towers for SSES Units 1
and 2 are of sufficient distance and would not have a significant impact on air quality. Impacts
would be SMALL and would not require mitigation.
5.3.3.1.8

References

NRC, 1996. Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants,
NUREG-1 437, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, May 1996.
NRC, 1999. Standard Review Plans-for Environmental Reviews of Nuclear Power Plants, NUREG1555, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, October 1999.
Policastro, 1993. A Model for Seasonal and Annual Cooling Tower Impacts, Atmospheric
Environment, Volume 28, No. 3, Pages 379-395, A. Policastro, W. Dunn, and R. Carhart, 1993.
5.3.3.2

Terrestrial Ecosystems

Heat dissipation systems associated with nuclear power plants have the potential to impact
terrestrial ecosystems through salt drift, vapor plumes, icing, precipitation modifications, noise,
and avian collisions with cooling towers.
5.3.3.2.1

Potential Impacts Due to Salt Drift

The cooling towers constructed to provide heat dissipation for BBNPP will release drift capable
of depositing as much as 0.0062 lb/ac per month (0.0069 kg/ha per month) of dissolved solutes,
primarily originating from the Susquehanna River makeup water, during the fall season on
terrestrial ecosystems located in the vicinity of the BBNPP site. This value represents the
maximum overall deposition rate during the fall. Maximum overall deposition rates during the
winter, spring and summer were similar and ranged from 0.0041 lb/ac per month (0.0046 kg/ha
per month) to 0.0053 lb/ac per month (0.0059 kg/ha per month).
The component of terrestrial ecosystems most vulnerable to cooling tower drift is vegetation,
especially the upper stratum of vegetation whose foliage lies directly under the released
droplets of water forming the drift (NRC, 1996). Forest communities are the predominant
vegetation cover in the BBNPP Owner Controlled Area (OCA). Hence, woody vegetation
forming the tree canopy and woody understory is potentially subject to the greatest exposure.
However, vegetation damage from drift-based salt deposition originating from natural draft
cooling towers has been shown to be SMALL (NRC, 1996).
5.3.3.2.1.1

Plant Communities Potentially Affected by Salt Deposition Isopleths

The results of the vapor plume analysis for the BBNPP natural draft cooling towers indicated
that salt deposition rates for the vicinity of the OCA were well below levels with documented
impacts to vegetation as discussed below.
Plant Communities Exposed to Highest Salt Deposition Levels
BBNPP
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The results of the vapor plume analysis for the BBNPP natural draft cooling towers indicated
that salt deposition rates for the vicinity of the OCA were well below levels with documented
impacts to vegetation as discussed in Section 5.3.3.2.1.2. Therefore, maps showing salt
deposition rates across the OCA have not been provided.

Plant Communities Exposed to Lower Salt Deposition Rates
The results of the vapor plume analysis for the BBNPP natural draft cooling towers indicated
that salt deposition rates for the vicinity of the OCA were well below the levels with
documented impacts to vegetation in Section 5.33.2.1.2. Therefore, map showing salt
depostion rates across the OCA have not been provided.
5.3.3.2.1.2

Potential Effects of Salt Deposition to Specific Plant Species

Salt drift deposited at rates approaching or exceeding 10 kg/ha per month in any month during
the growing season may cause leaf damage in many species. However, deposition rates of 1 to
2 kg/ha per month are generally not damaging to plants (NRC, 1996). Since the highest salt
deposition rate projected for the proposed BBNPP cooling towers is only 0.0062 lb/ac per
month (0.0069 kg/ha per month), the risk of acute injury to vegetation is low. However,
information in the published scientific literature regarding the sensitivity of individual plant
species to salt deposition is limited. This is especially true with respect to low level chronic
injury such as stunted growth that is not as visually apparent as acute injury such as browned
leaves.
According to NUREG-1437, the most sensitive native plant species on the BBNPP site is
flowering dogwood (Comus florido), which experiences acute injury at salt deposition rates
exceeding approximately 4.7 lb/ac per month (5.2 kg/ha per month). Flowering dogwood
occurs occasionally in the understory of deciduous forest on the BBNPP site but is not
dominant in any vegetative stratum.
Although acute injury is unlikely, given the low projected deposition rates, there is still risk of
chronic injury to flowering dogwood such as reduced growth rate and reduced vigor. Chronic
injury might not be visible, but could leave affected trees more susceptible to environmental
stresses such as drought or biotic stresses such as dogwood anthracnose, a fungal disease that
has killed many dogwoods in the northeast. Because flowering dogwood is not a dominant
tree in either the canopy or understory of forests within the BBNPP site, the overall character of
the affected forest vegetation would not be substantially changed even if the few flowering
dogwoods in the affected areas were to eventually die. The ability of the affected forest
vegetation to provide habitat for forest interior dwelling species and other wildlife favoring
forest habitat would not be substantially diminished.
Of other tree species on the BBNPP OCA, NUREG-1437 provides information only for white ash
(Fraxinusamericana),eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis),white pine (Pinusstrobus), chestnut
oak (Quercusprinus), black locust (Robiniapseudoacacia)and red maple (Acer rubrum). Red
maple is the most abundant species in the OCA and is dominant in both upland and wetland
vegetation communities. White ash and black locust are also common onsite. The minimum
salt deposition rates reported to cause acute injury to these species range from approximately
36 lb/ac per month (41 kg/ha per month) for eastern hemlockto approximatelyl,833 lb/ac per
month (2,054 kg/ha per month) for red maple. These values are more than several orders of
magnitude higher than the maximum projected deposition rate 0.0062 lb/ac per month
(0.0069 kg/ha per month) for the BBNPP cooling towers. Although the potential for chronic
injury to these species can not be definitively ruled out, the risk appears to be substantially
lower than for flowering dogwood.
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Quantitative studies of vegetation and plant diseases were conducted for SSES from 1977
through 1994. Significant changes detected in plant community composition over this time
were attributed to normal vegetation dynamics such as succession and animal interaction, and
not to SSES Units 1 and 2 operation (Ecology III, 1995). In addition, findings for plant diseases
were similar for preoperational (1977 to 1982) and post-operational (1983 to 1994) study
periods. No effects of salt drift were detected.
5.3.3.2.1.3

Potential Overall Effects on Terrestrial Ecosystems

Since the highest projected salt deposition rate of 0.0062 lb/ac per month (0.0069 kg/ha per
month) is well below the rates reported in the scientific literature to cause acute injury to
woody vegetation, the likelihood of salt drift causing rapid or extensive changes to the general
structure and composition of affected vegetation is low. The tree canopy in forested areas is
unlikely to die rapidly or extensively. Hence, conversion of forest to scrub-shrub vegetation
unsuited to wildlife favoring forested habitat, including forest interior dwelling species, is
unlikely. The ability of affected forest vegetation to stabilize soil on steep slopes is unlikely to
be impaired.
Occasional trees or shrubs, especially in the area of higher salt deposition, could experience
chronic injury such as reduced vigor, reduced growth rate, or slow and gradual die off. The risk
is greatest for individuals that are simultaneously of a salt-sensitive species (such as flowering
dogwood), old, or subject to localized environmental stresses such as sandy soils, which are
subject to greater drought stress that could act synergistically with the projected low salt
deposition levels to injure trees.
Small gaps in the tree canopy resulting from the death of individual trees would mimic the
natural die-off of individual trees in mature forests and not substantially alter the suitability of
the forests for most wildlife species. Dead trees would be left in place to provide nesting
cavities and snags for wildlife.
The potential for injury to terrestrial vegetation or to terrestrial wildlife inhabiting areas of
terrestrial vegetation, as a result of salt drift, is low. Thus, the impacts of salt drift on terrestrial
ecology would be SMALL, and would not warrant mitigation.
5.3.3.2.2

Potential Impacts of increased Fogging, Humidity, and Precipitation

The vapor plume analysis indicated that no icing or fogging events, or ground level humidity
increases will result from the operation of the BBNPP natural draft cooling towers. Maximum
rates of additional precipitation are predicted to range from 0.00010 in (0.00254 mm) per year
during the spring to 0.00014 in (0.00356 mm) per year during the fall. Therefore, potential
adverse impacts from these phenomena are expected to be SMALL and, therefore, not require
mitigation.
5.3.3.2.3

Potential Impacts from Cooling Tower Noise

Noise caused by human and vehicular activity at the BBNPP could discourage use by terrestrial
wildlife of adjoining natural habitats on the BBNPP site. However, noise generated by the CWS
and ESWS cooling towers is expected to be below EPA and HUD requirements, and unlikely to
have deleterious effects on wildlife. Wildlife is generally more sensitive to sudden and random
noise events, which can induce a startle response similar to that induced by a predator, than to
the steady continuous noise produced by operation of a cooling tower (Manci, 1988). Potential
adverse impacts to terrestrial wildlife caused by cooling tower noise are therefore expected to
be SMALL and not require mitigation.
BBNPP
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5.3.3.2.4

Potential Impacts Due to Bird Collisions with Cooling Towers

As summarized in Section 4.3.1, the proposed natural draft cooling towers would not be
expected to cause substantially elevated bird mortality due to collisions. Although infrequent
bird collisions with the cooling towers are possible, the overall mortality potentially resulting

from bird collisions with cooling towers are reported to have only SMALL impacts on bird
species populations (NRC, 1996). The forest interior bird species would notfind suitable habitat
close to the cooling towers, which would be constructed on a cleared, treeless pad. Strobe
lights installed on the cooling towers would be expected to reduce the probability of collision
by eagles or raptors migrating along the Susquehanna River corridor and minimize attraction
of nocturnal migrating birds. No other mitigation appears to be necessary to prevent

substantial adverse impacts to bird species populations caused by collisions with the cooling
towers.
5.3.3.2.5
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5.3.4

IMPACTS TO MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC

Operation of the BBNPP cooling water systems includes heat transfer to the atmosphere from
the cooling towers and the discharge of blowdown to the Susquehanna River. Potential
impacts to the public include the release of thermophilic bacteria from within the towers and
noise from tower operation.
5.3.4.1

Thermophilic Microorganism Impacts

Thermophilic organisms are typically associated with fresh water. Health consequences of
thermally enhanced microorganisms have been linked to plants that use cooling ponds, lakes,
or canals that discharge to small rivers. Elevated temperatures within cooling tower systems
are known to promote the growth of thermophilic bacteria including the enteric pathogens
Salmonella sp. and Shigella sp, as well as Pseudomonas aeruginosa and fungi. The bacteria
Legionella sp, and the amoeba Naegleria and Acanthamoeba have also been found in these
systems. The presence of the amoeba N.fowleri in fresh water bodies adjacent to power plants
has also been identified as a potential health issue linked to thermal discharges (CDC, 2007)
(NRC, 1999).

The Center for Disease Control (CDC) maintains records of outbreaks of waterborne diseases
and reported 16 cases of Legionella sp. infection in Pennsylvania between 2001 and 2004, all
associated with drinking water (CDC, 2004) (CDC, 2006).
The CWS design cooling tower outlet temperature is approximately 90°F (32.20C) and the
maximum hot year CWS inlet temperature is 94.80F (34.90C). Biocide treatment of the inlet
water should minimize the propagation of micro-organisms. As a result, pathogenic
thermophilic organisms are not expected to propagate within the condenser cooling tower
system and should not create a public health issue.
BBNPP
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Makeup water for the natural draft towers will be supplied from the Susquehanna River. The
CWS will require approximately 23,808 gpm (30,010 Ipm) of makeup water. Of this,
approximately 7,928 gpm (90,123 [pm) will be used in blowdown. Biocide treatment of the
CWS will limit the propagation of thermophilic organisms. Blowdown will discharge to the
Susquehanna River.
Potential health impacts to workers from routine maintenance activities associated with the
towers will be controlled through the application of industrial hygiene practices including the
use of appropriate personal protective equipment.
It is concluded that the risk to public health from thermophilic microorganisms will be SMALL
and will not warrant mitigation, bxcept for the noted biocide treatment of the condenser
cooling and service water systems.
5.3.4.2

Noise Impacts

Operation of the two CWS cooling towers and four ESWS for BBNPP will generate additional
noise.
There were no known State or County noise ordinances. Salem Township has a qualitative
noise standard in Section 318 of the Zoning Ordinance. It states "Noise which is determined to
be objectionable because of volume, frequency or beat shall be muffled or otherwise
controlled.'
EPA developed human health noise guidelines to protect against hearing loss and annoyance
and established an outdoor activity guideline of 55 dBA (EPA 1974).
To determine ambient noise levels in the vicinity of the BBNPP site, a survey was conducted
during the February and March 2008 leaf-off period at one location on the proposed BBNPP
site, at the 3 closest residential land uses and on the power line rights-of-way approximately
200 ft (61 m) from Route 11. There were no observed audible levels from the operations of SSES
Units 1 and 2 at any of the sampling stations for continuous measurements. The major source
of environmental noise in the project area is from far-off unidentifiable traffic. The Ldn 24-hour
logarithmic average Day/Night sound levels ranged from 57 dBA to 65 dBA during the leaf-off
survey and ranged from 53 dBA to 58 dBA during the leaf-on survey (AREVA 2008 b, c).
As indicated in Section 5.8.1.3, modeled noise contours show that cooling tower sound
pressure levels are approximately equal to or less than the measured ambient at most sound
survey locations and less than the EPA guideline value. Subjectively, cooling tower noise would
be essentially imperceptible at the offsite receptors except at location 4 (Figure 5.8-1), which is
the closest residence to the towers. Cooling tower noise would be perceptible at this location
at an Leq of 40 dBA during quiet periods of the day or night and imperceptible at other times.
The typical noise level from the two cell ESWS mechnical draft cooling tower is approximately
54 dBA at 800 ft (244 m), which is below the EPA guideline. The nearest residences is
approximately 900 ft (274 m) from the ESWS cooling tower, and noise levels are expected to be
less than the EPA and HUD criteria.
Power plants generallycdo not result in offsite noise levels greater than 10 dB(A) above
background and noise at levels between 60 and 65 dB(A) were generally considered of small
significance (NRC, 1999). As a result, the impact of noise generation associated with the
operation of cooling towers at BBNPP on members of the public will be SMALL, and will not
warrant any mitigation.
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Table 5.3-1 Parameter Values for the Simulations
Parameter

Units
'F (0C)

Extreme ambient temperature
Discharge temperature
Temperature rise
Discharge TMS
Average intake rate
Maximum intake rate
Average discharge rate
Maximum discharge rate
Low Susquehanna River flow
Low Susquehanna River elevation
Mean Susquehanna River flow
Mean Susquehanna River elevation
Susquehanna RiverTMS

-F ("C)
-F (°C)
mg/l
gpm (1pm)
gpm (Ipm)
gpm (Ipm)
Ipm (ipm)
cfs (cms)
ft (m)
cfs (cms)
ft (m)
mg/I

Heat exchange coefficient (K)

BTU ft- 2 day - OF1 (KW m 2 °C")

Equilibrium Temperature (E)

"F (°C)

I
January

August

32.0 (0.0)
65.8(18.8)
33.8(18.8)
556
27,850 (105,273)
34,460 (130,259)
9,290 (35,116)
11,170 (42,223)
2,848(80)
486.8 (148.4)
12,482 (349)
489.8 (149.3)
134
58(13.7)

86.5(30.3)
90.0 (32.2)
3.5 (1.9)
642
27,850 (105,273)
34,460 (130,259)
9,290 (35,116)
11,170 (42,223)
1,246(35)
486.0 (148.1)
4,473 (125)
487.5 (148.6)
196
104 (24.6)

34 (1.1)

85 (29.4)

Table 5.3-2 Protected Use Receiving Water Body Temperatures OF (°C)
Critical use period

BBNPP

I

Warm Water Fishes (WWF) temperature

January 1-31
February 1-29
,March 1-31
April 1-15

40 (4.4)
40 (4.4)
46 (7.8)
52(11.1)

April 16-30

58(14.4)

May 7-15
May 16-31
June 1-15
June 16-30
July 1-31

64(17.8)
72(22.2)
80(26.7)
84(28.9)
87 (30.6)

August 1-15
August 16-30
September 1-15
September 16-30

87 (30.6)
87(30.6)
84(28.9)
78 (25.6)

October 1-15

72(22.2)

October 16-31
November 1-15
November 16-30

66(18.9)
58(14.4)
50(10.0)

December 1-31

42(5.6)
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Table 5.3-3 Simulation Summary with Scenario Descriptions
August
1,246 (35)
486.0 (148.1)
86.5(30.3)

Parameter
Susquehanna River flow, cfs (cms)
Water surface elevation, ft (m)
Susquehanna River Temperature, °F ('C)
SSES
Temperature rise, 'F ('C)
Intake rate, gpm (Ipm)
Discharge rate, gpm (Ipm)
BBNPP
Temperature rise, °F ('C)
Intake rate, gpm (Ipm) (Note 1)
Discharge rate, gpm (ipm) (Note 1)

I

Januaryl
2,848 (80)
486.8 (148A)
32.0 (0.0)

12.5(6.9)
42,300 (160,123)
11,200 (42,397)

31.0(17.2)
42,300 (160,123)
11,200 (42,397)

3.5 (1.9)
34,458 (130,251)
11,172 (42,290)1

33.8(18.8)
34,458 (130,251)
11,172 (42,290)

Note(s)
1. These values bound those presented in Table 33-1.

Table 5.3-4 Near-Field Plume Area (ft 2 ) and Volume (ft 3 )

Table 5.3-5 Near-Field Plume Area (m 2) and Volume
Temperature rise isotherm, °C

BBNPP

August
Area

Volume

5.6
2.8
1.7
1.1

2
8

0.1
0.3

0

2

-

I

(M 3 )

January
Area
Volume
11
0.4
53
8.7
162
80.8
375
446.3
Not achieved in
Not achieved in
near-field
near-field
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Table 5.3-6 Extreme Period Analysis of Plume Size

I

Target excess
Period

F

WWF
ambient,
FF ('C)

Slowdown
temperature,
'F (MC)

Slowdown
temperature
rise, 'F ('C)

January 1-31
July 1-31
August 1-15
August 16-30

40 (4.4)
87 (30.6)
87 (30.6)
87(30.6)

35 (1.7)
75 (23.9)
74 (23.3)
74(23.3)

65.8 (18.8)
90 (32.2)
90(32.2)
90 (32.2)

30.8 (17.1)
15.0 (8.3)
16.0 (8.9)
16,0(8.9)

temperature
for
compliance,
'F ('C)
5.0(2.8)
12.0(6.7)
13.0(7.2)
13.0(7.2)

Centerline
distance to
WWF, ft (i)
1.0 (0.3)
0.3.(0.1)
0.3(0.1)
0.3 (0.1)

Table 5.3-7 CWS Cooling Tower Design Parameters
Design Parameter

Value

Number of cooling towers

2
350 ft
(107 m
222 ft
(68 ft

Diameter overall
Diameter outlet

I

(68 m)

475 ft
(145 m)
694 ft
(212 m)

Height total
Altitude (above mean sea level)

MMBtu/hr

111,081

Design duty

Typical drift rate (percentage of
circulating water flow rate)
Circulating water flow rate

(3,238 MW)
0.001%

720,000 gpm (2,725,496 Ipm)
27.6°F

(I5.3°C)

Cooling range

17'F
(9.4-C)
54,848,028 fre/min
(25,885 m3/s)

Approach
Air flow rate total

r m56,692
Air mass flow rate
Cycles of concentration
Salt (NaCI) concentration (mg/I)

BBNPP

lb/s
(25,715 kg/s)
3.0
326.3 max.
211.8 ave.
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Table 5.3-8 Modeled Plume Parameters
Predominant directiona
....
Average plume length
Median plume length
Predominant direction Notea

Winter
East Northeast
0.615 mi
(0.990 km)
0.578 mi
(0.931 kin)

Spring
Summer
Fall
South Southwest South Southwest South Southwest
0.274 mi
0.385 mi
0.359 mi
(0.578 kin)
(0.440 km)
(0.620 kin)
0.246 mi
0.231 mi
0.289 mi
(0.465 kin)
(0.396 kin)
(0.371 km)

East Northeast

South Southwest South Southwest South Southwest South Southwest

Average plume height "'Me
b

961 ft
(293 m)

809 ft
(247 m)

776 ft
(236 m)

830 ft
(253 m)

MedianplumeheightNoteb

982 ft
(299 m)

828 ft
(252 m)

808 ft
(247 m)

846 ft
(258 m)

Annual
South Southwest
0.372 mi
(0.599 kin)
0.263 mi
(0.423 kin)

818 ft
(249 m)
836 ft
(255 m)

Note(s)
a. Direction toward which plume is traveling.
b. Plume height from top of cooling tower.

Table 5.3-9 Maximum Salt Deposition Rate
Maximum deposition rate
I Max__mum deposition rate
Distance to maximum deposition
Direction to maximum deposition

0.0045 lbs/ac per month
(0.0050 kg/ha per month)
328.1 ft (100 m)
South Southwest

Maximum deposition at the BBNPP substation/switchyard

(0.0023lbs/ac per month
(0.0026 kg/ha per month)
0.0008 lbs/ac per month

Maximum deposition at the SSES Units 1 and 2 substation/switchyard

1(0.0009 kg/ha per month)

Table 5.3-10 Total number of fish and crayfish collected in impingement samples at
the SSES CWS, April 22 to August 12,2008.
Taxon
brown trout

Total Number
1

Percent Composition
1

13
50
1

16
62
1

5

6

2
6
I
2
81

2
7
I
2

channel catfish
Orconectes sp.
northern hog sucker
rock bass
smallmouth bass
tessellated darter
yellow bullhead
yellow perch
Total

BBNPP
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Table 5.3-11 Total number of each life stage of fish collected in entrainment samples from SSES
CWS from April 22 to June 4,2008. A total of 14 entrainment samples was collected.
Taxon

Life Stage
Post yolk-sac larvae

Unknown

Yolk-sac larvae

banded darter
common carp
chain pickerel
Cyprinida1
Percidae

0
161
0
0
3

0
4
1
20
0

0
169
1
7
1

quilliback

Total

Percent
Composition

2
0
0
0
0

2
334
2
27
4

0.1
19.4
0.1
1.6
0.2

Yearling

190

202

423

0

815

47.3

smallmouth bass

0

0

1

0

1

0.1

unidentified fish
unidentified darter
walleye

0
228

0
27

0
0

7
286

0.4
16.6

white sucker

7
31
0
0

6
11

31
157

0
0

37
168

2.1
9.8

yellow perch
Total

0
392

4
476

34
851

0
3

38
1,722

2.2

tessellated darter

BBNPP
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Figure 5,3•1 Temperature Rise Above Ambient at the Surface for the Combined BBNPP and SSES Blowdown Dscharges for Augus
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Figure 5.3-5 Total Number of Fish and Crayfish Collected in Impingement Samples at the SSES.CWS, April 22, 2008 to August 12, 2008
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Figure 5.3-6 Total Number of Fish Collected in Entrainment Samples at the SSES CWS, April 22,2008 to June 4,2008

